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Phase segregation in the Fe 90Zr10 amorphous alloy under heating
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A study of the changes in the structure of melt-quenched Fe90Zr10 amorphous alloys by x-ray
diffraction, Auger spectroscopy, and transmission electron microscopy is reported. The
samples were subjected to isochronous~for 1 h! and isothermal anneals at 100–650 °C. It is
shown that an amorphous alloy annealed for one hour at 300–500 °C crystallizes with formation of
a supersaturated solid solution of Zr ina Fe and the intermetallic compound Fe3Zr.
Isothermal anneal at 100 °C for up to 7000 h produces nanocrystallites 110–30 nm in size, with
fuzzy interfaces between the grains. An alloy subjected to such an anneal contains two
solid solutions of Zr in Fe, having a cubic and a weakly tetragonal lattice. Crystallization taking
place during low-temperature anneals is preceded by phase segregation of the alloy within
the amorphous state. The lattice periods of the solid solutions have been determined. The
possibility of the alloy crystallizing by spinodal decomposition during prolonged annealing
is discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00110-5#
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Evolution of the structure of amorphous alloys is amo
the most intriguing problems in the physics of highly diso
dered systems. The nature of the processes occurring in
transition from the initial amorphous to an equilibrium cry
talline state depends on a large number of both external
internal parameters. Any analysis of relevant experime
data must take into account two important points. First, d
ing certain heat treatments the researcher can miss s
stages in the evolution of a structure and detect only so
steps in its development. Second, the actual nature of
structural changes in amorphous alloys can vary strongly
pending on the specific heat treatment conditions, as we
on the internal parameters of the system, so that crystal
tion can result in the onset of different structural states.
cause the properties of a material are mostly structu
sensitive, knowledge of the specific features of the struct
evolution and of the possibility of attaining a given structu
state is extremely important. The amorphous alloy Fe90Zr10

investigated in this work is of considerable interest from
standpoint of both an analysis of the structure and of stu
ing its properties.1–4

It is known that crystallization from a disordered to a
ordered phase can follow either the mechanism of nuclea
and growth or proceed by spinodal decomposition.5 The
crystallization mechanism can, in its turn, be dominated b
by heat treatment conditions and by the state of the am
phous phase immediately before the crystallization. T
work deals with investigation of the effect of various he
treatment conditions on the structure of the Fe90Zr10 amor-
phous alloy and on the character of its crystallization, as w
as with development of a nanocrystalline structure in t
material.
1601063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The amorphous Fe90Zr10 alloy was prepared in the form
of a 25-mm thick, 10-mm wide ribbon by rapid melt
quenching in a one-roller arrangement. The samples w
subjected to isochronous~for 1 h! and isothermal anneals u
to 7000 h long in an argon atmosphere at various temp
tures. The annealing was done by placing a sample in
furnace preheated to the desired temperature. The initial
annealed samples were examined by x-ray diffraction, Au
spectroscopy, and transmission-electron microscopy. Th
ray diffraction patterns were obtained by the Deby
Scherrer method with FeKa radiation, as well as with a
DRON-3.0 diffractometer using MoKa radiation. The TEM
studies were performed on a JEM-100CX electron mic
scope. The samples for the electron microscopy were
pared by ion milling. The alloy composition was studie
with a JAMP-10S Auger electron spectrometer, with the s
face layers removed by an argon ion beam.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The influence of heat-treatment conditions on change
the structure and the nature of crystallization was studied
a series of isothermal and isochronous anneals, and there
it appears reasonable to divide the experimental results
tained into groups.

A. Crystallization of the amorphous Fe 90Zr10 alloy under
isochronous anneal

This series of experiments dealt with the changes in
structure of the amorphous alloy occurring after one-h
long anneals at 300–500 °C. Annealing the alloy bel
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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350 °C leaves it amorphous. After a one-hour long annea
350 °C, crystals of a supersaturated solid solution of Zr
a Fe with a lattice perioda50.292 nm form in the amor-
phous matrix. The lattice period of thea phase decrease
with increasing anneal temperature to become equal to
of purea Fe ~0.286 nm! following an anneal at 600 °C. An
nealing at 500 °C gives rise to the appearance in the sam
besides crystals ofa Fe~Zr!, of Fe3Zr crystals as well.

B. Changes in the structure under isothermal annealing

We are going to deal here with the changes in the str
ture of amorphous Fe90Zr10 alloy induced by prolonged an
nealing. We shall have to separate the structural chan
occurring within the amorphous state from those produ
by crystallization.

Structural changes within the amorphous state. Figure 1
shows the change of the first maximum in the structure fa
S(Q) (Q54p sinu/l is the wave vector! occurring under
annealing at 100 °C. For the sake of convenience the cu
are displaced with respect to one another along the ver
axis; no changes in the integrated intensity of the maxim
were observed within experimental error during the speci
anneals. One readily sees the appearance of a shoulder
first maximum on the side of smaller diffraction angles.
the anneal time increases, this shoulder shifts toward sm
diffraction angles, which is accompanied by an insignifica
displacement of the maximum itself in the opposite directi
The amorphicity of the alloy in these anneals was monito
also by electron microscopy. For anneal durations ab
5000 h, the curve retains its character in the early stage
crystallization, with only the intensity of the maxima increa
ing.

It should be noted that the same variations in the str
ture were observed in isothermal anneals performed ab
250 °C, although in this case all processes occurred
faster rate.

Crystallization of the Fe90Zr10 alloy under isothermal
annealing. Figure 2a shows the structure of the alloy follow
ing an annealing at 100 °C for 6850 h. The photomicrogra
reveals grains 10–30 nm in size with fuzzy boundaries

FIG. 1. Variation of the first maximum in the structure factorS(Q) of the
amorphous alloy under annealing at 100 °C.1 — original sample,2 and
3 — samples annealed for 1500 and 4000 h, respectively.
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microdiffraction pattern of this structure is presented in F
2b. What is characteristic of such a structure? First, it is
fuzziness of the interfaces between the grains, which is
the result of poor image focusing. Second, the rings in
electron-diffraction patterns remain fuzzy to a certain ext
after the crystallization. This fuzziness can hardly be
counted for solely by the small grain size, because in ot
cases grains 5–7 nm in size produce considerably sha
rings. For comparison, Fig. 3 shows an image of the struc
and a microdiffraction pattern from a crystallized Fe85B15

alloy. The grain size in this case is 10–20 nm. Third, some
the electron-diffraction patterns obtained from the regions
the sample where the transformation progressed to a gre
extent exhibit a splitting in the reflections~Fig. 4!. The lines
thus formed indicate segregation of two different solid so
tions of Zr in Fe. The grain boundaries have become shar
An analysis of these diffractograms suggests that the

FIG. 2. Bright-field image~a!, electron-diffraction pattern~b!, and dark-field
image~c! of a sample annealed at 100 °C for 6850 h.
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solid solutions have a cubic and a weakly tetragonal latt
The cubic-lattice parameter is 0.302 nm. The second s
solution has a close-to-cubic tetragonal lattice with para
etersa50.292 nm andc50.288 nm.

Zirconium is known to be highly susceptible to oxid
tion. To check whether the oxides do indeed form and to

FIG. 3. Bright-field image~a! and electron-diffraction pattern~b! of a
sample of crystallized Fe85B15 alloy.

FIG. 4. Electron-diffraction pattern of a Fe90Zr10 sample annealed at 100 °C
for 7000 h.
e.
id
-

e

how they influence crystallization under prolonged he
treatment, the samples were studied by Auger spectrosc
Figure 5 displays the distribution in depth of the alloy com
ponents, as well as of oxygen and of carbon, which is alw
present in the chamber because the instrument is evacu
by a diffusion pump. A small amount of oxygen was foun
on the sample surface, but it decreases down to the b
ground level already at a depth of about 100 nm.

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

As shown above, crystallization of the alloy under is
chronous anneal starts with the formation of a supersatur
solid solution of Zr ina Fe, with the degree of supersatur
tion decreasing with increasing temperature. A similar sit
tion was observed to occur also on other alloys@Fe–B~Ref.
6!, Co–Fe–Si–B~Ref. 7!, and others# in such treatments
where a sample was placed into a preheated furnace,
raised to the anneal temperature in 3–5 min. The forma
of a supersaturated solid solution in the initial stage is ob
ously connected with nonequilibrium capture of Zr by t
aFe lattice. Mass transport by diffusion increases with te
perature, which reduces the degree of supersaturation. A
the first stage of crystallization has ended, the amorph
matrix contains crystals ofa Fe~Zr!. In this case the crystal
lization obviously proceeds by the conventional mechan
of nucleation and growth. As the temperature increas
Fe3Zr crystals appear next toa Fe~Zr!, as was observed
earlier8. No segregation of the Fe23Zr6 or v phases~Refs. 9
and 10, respectively! was detected.

The pattern is different in the case of prolonged isoth
mal anneals. The formation and development of the shou
at the first maximum ofS(Q) indicates phase segregation
the amorphous alloy into regions having different types
short-range order and composition. It is this process that
sults eventually in the formation of a nanocrystalline stru
ture. As pointed out in Sect. 2B, a sequence of phase tr
formations takes place already in the early stage
crystallization. The first to form are two solid solutions of Z
in a Fe, to be followed by Fe3Zr:

a8Fe~Zr!1a9Fe~Zr!→aFe1Fe3 Zr ,

and this process is continuous. In the earliest stages of ev
ing crystalline structure from the amorphous state the in

FIG. 5. Depth profile of the alloy components.
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face between thea8 and a9 precipitates is fuzzy, and th
corresponding reflections in the electron diffractogram
broad. The dimensions of the grains determined from da
field images~Fig. 2c! are 10–30 nm. These observations c
be explained by assuming that the precipitating particles
not uniform in composition and degree of order. Longer a
neals at a higher temperature make the boundaries sha
with the broad rings in the diffractograms splitting into se
eral lines~Fig. 4!.

It had been suggested earlier that crystallization of
amorphous Fe90Zr10 alloy can be accompanied by formatio
of iron oxides.11 The results presented in Fig. 5 showing t
distribution of components in depth indicate, however, t
the observed structure cannot be associated with the fo
tion of oxides~the foils for electron microscopy were pre
pared from a part of the sample equally distant from the
faces!.

Let us try to estimate the composition of the two preci
tating solid solutions of Zr in Fe assuming the lattice para
eter to depend linearly on concentration in accordance w
Vegard’s law, and using for this purpose the parameter of
bcc lattice of Zr. We obtain approximately 4 at. % Zr for th
first solution, and 20 at. % for the second. If we take in
account that the alloy under study contains 10 at. % Zr,
phase with 4 at. % Zr should be present in a larger amo
than the 20-at. % Zr phase. This correlates with the obse
higher intensities of reflections from the phase with 4 at
Zr. If the annealing is continued still longer, the Fe3Zr phase
appears. It probably forms from the solid solution contain
20 at. % Zr.

The nature of the phase transformations occurring un
prolonged low-temperature anneal~continuous variation of
the composition and degree of order, the absence of s
interfaces between the precipitates in the initial stages
crystallization and the reduction of grain-boundary fuzzin
with increasing anneal time, etc.! may be considered as typ
cal of the group of continuous transformations~spinodal de-
composition or continuous ordering!, which can take place
in particular in the cases where the initial phase is not cr
talline lattice.12,13 Assumptions of a spinodal decompositio
occurring in crystallization of amorphous alloys were p
forward before.13,14 The Fe90Zr10 alloy under study here ha
,
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a close-to-eutectic composition and, therefore, it cannot
excluded that a spinodal region can also exist in the diag
of the concentration dependence of free energy for the am
phous state within the range of concentrations covered in
work.

In principle, one cannot rule out the possibility that th
observed nanocrystalline structure can form under prolon
low-temperature anneal by the mechanism of nucleation
growth as well. In this case, however, it would be difficult
account for such specific features in the structure as
fuzziness of grain boundaries in the initial stages and
reduction under annealing, as well as the evolution of
diffraction patterns with increasing anneal time. While t
data obtained are certainly not sufficient to warrant a conc
sion on the mechanism of the low-temperature decomp
tion of amorphous Fe90Zr10, they do not conflict at any rate
with the assumption that the transformations this alloy un
certain conditions have a spinodal nature.

Support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resea
~Grant 96-02-19582! is gratefully acknowledged.
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Mixed state and critical current in narrow semiconducting films
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The mixed state of thin narrow superconducting films with an edge barrier placed in a transverse
magnetic field is considered. The boundaries of the region for the existence of metastable
mixed states with an assigned number of vorticesN @Hmin(N)<H<Hmax(N)# are found. The
magnetic-field dependence of the critical field is found for the films. The transition from
the Meissner state to the static mixed state is discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!00210-X#
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The behavior of thin superconducting films in a perpe
dicular magnetic field has been the subject of numerous s
ies. It is known that a fairly strong magnetic field leads to t
penetration of vortices into a film. If the bulk pinning
small, then these vortices, arising at the edges of a sam
are ‘‘driven’’ by Meissner currents into the central part of t
film, where they form a mixed state. The stability of such
state is assured by the existence of a barrier to vortex e
~exit!, which is similar to a Bean–Livingston surface barrie
An edge barrier also influences the transport properties,
magnetization, and other characteristics of thin curre
carrying strips. The structure, stability region, and relaxat
of the mixed state of broad films~with d!l'!W, whered
is the thickness,W is the width of the film,l'52l2/d, and
l is the London length! in a transverse magnetic field wa
considered in Refs. 1 and 2. The influence of an edge ba
on the critical current of such films was discussed by Kupr
anov and Likharev.3 The nucleation of vortices at edges a
their penetration into a narrow film was considered in Re
by solving the non-steady-state Ginzburg–Landau equati

In this paper we calculate the magnetic-field depende
of the critical current for a narrow film:j!d!W!l' ~j is
the coherence length!. In Sec. 1 we first consider the mixe
state of a film with an assigned number of vorticesN in a
transverse magnetic field in the absence of a transport
rent. As a result of analyzing the Gibbs free energy of a
vortex DG we find the range of values of the external ma
netic fieldHmin(N)<H<Hmax(N), which specifies the stabil
ity boundary of quasiequilibrium states with a given value
N. It is shown that the absolute boundary of the mixed st

is the field H̃5F0 /(4pj2), H̃}Hc2 ~F0 is the magnetic
flux quantum!.

In Secs. 2 and 3 we discuss the behavior of a curre
carrying film in a magnetic field. The transport currentI
conveyed along the film alters the conditions for vortex en
and exit. Depending on the ratio betweenI and H, a film
which is initially in the Meissner state can pass either int
resistive state@when I .I c(H)# or into a static mixed state
which also becomes unstable when the current is increa
further.
1601063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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1. STRUCTURE OF THE MIXED STATE OF A NARROW FILM
IN THE ABSENCE OF A TRANSPORT CURRENT

Let us consider a superconducting film of wid
W(2W/2<y<W/2) and thicknessd ~0<z<d, d!l'! im-
mersed in a magnetic fieldH5(0,0,H). The distribution of
the linear current densityi 5 i x5 j xd is described by the gen
eralized Maxwell–London equation

2p

c
l'

di

dy
1

2

c E
2W/2

W/2 i ~ t !dt

t2y
5H2n~y!F0 , ~1!

wheren(y) is the averaged vortex density, which is nonze
in the region of the film wherei (y)50. In the general case
the current densityi (y) is the sum of the densities of th
transport current, the Meissner current, and the current of
vortices forming the mixed state. In the leading approxim
tion with respect toW/l'!1, from ~1! we obtain

n~y!5H H/F0 , uyu<u,

0, uyu>u,
~2!

i ~y!5
cH

2pl' 5
y2u, u<y<

W

2
,

0, uyu<u,

y1u,
2W

2
<y<2u.

~3!

The parameteru, which specifies the half-width of the regio
occupied by vortices, is related to the number of vortic
which have entered the film:N52Hu/F0 .

Let us consider the Gibbs free energy of a test vortex
a film as a function of its coordinatey0 . As was shown in
Refs. 1 and 6,DG(y0 ,N) can be represented in the form

DG~y0 ,N!5E0~y0!1E1~y0!, ~4!

whereE0(y0) is the self-energy of a vortex in a narrow film5

E0~y0!5
F0

2

8p2l'
H ln

l'

2j
1 (

n51

k0/2

lnF ~2n21!2

2n2 2
y0

2

n2W2G J ,

~5!
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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andk05l' /W@1. In the limit k0@1 this expression can b
brought into a form which is more convenient for furth
calculations~see the Appendix!

E0~y0!5
F0

2

8p2l'

lnF W

pj
cosS py0

W D G , uy0u<
W

2
2j. ~6!

The functionE1(y0 ,N) in Eq. ~4! is the interaction energy o
the test vortex with the currenti (y):

E1~y0!5
F0

2c F E
2W/2

y0
idy2E

y0

W/2

idyG . ~7!

For specificity, we assume thaty0.0. From ~3! and ~7! we
then obtain

E1~y0 ,N!

5
F0H

4pl'
H @~y02u!22~W/22u!2#, u<y0<

W

1
,

2~W/22u!2, 0<y0<u.

~8!

The mixed state described by~2! and ~3! is stable~more
precisely, metastable! as long as there are energy barriers
vortex entry into the film and vortex exit from it. The fiel
Hmax(N), at which the barrier to entry is suppressed, can
found from the condition

]DG~y,N!

]y U
y5W/22j

50 ~9!

and, with allowance for~4!, ~6!, and~8!, equals

Hmax~N!5Hs1
NF0

W
~112j/W!, ~10!

whereHs is the field for entry of the first vortex:6

Hs5
F0

2pjW
. ~11!

The fieldHmin(N), which corresponds to disappearance of
barrier to vortex exit from the film, specifies the lower st
bility boundary of the mixed state. This is equal to the to
field at which the dependence ofDG(y0 ,N) on y0 in the
regionu<y0<W/22j becomes monotonic:

H d

dy1
DG~y1 ,N!50,

d2

dy1
2 DG~y1 ,N!50,

~12!

or, in explicit form,

NF0

4pl'

5P~y1!, y15
W

2
arccosAH8

H
, ~13!

where

P~y!5
H

2pl'

y2
F0

8pl'W
tanS py

W D , ~14!
e

e
-
l

H85
pF0

4W2 . ~15!

Solving this system of equations, we obtain the express
for determiningH5Hmin(N)

pF0N

2HW
5arccosAH8

H
2AH8

H
A12

H8

H
. ~16!

It follows from ~16! that H8 can be called the exit field fo
one vortex (N50): at 0,H,H8 vortices are absolutely un
stable in the film. In the range of values ofH nearH8, as
follows from ~16!,

Hmin~N!'H8F11S 3pF0N

4WH8 D 2/3G . ~17!

We note thatdHmin /dNuN→0→`. In the strong-field range
H@H8 we have

Hmin~N!'
F0N

W
1

4

p
AH8F0N

W
. ~18!

It must be noted that asH increases, the point of inflection
y1 in ~13! shifts to the film edge. The maximum valuey1

'W/22j is achieved whenH5H̃, where

H̃5
F0

4pj2 }Hc2 . ~19!

Thus, the asymptotic expression~18! is valid whenH<H̃.
When H.H̃, Hmax(N)5Hmin(N), i.e., H̃ is the maximum
field in which the film is still in the mixed state@as follows
from ~19!, in fields close toH̃ there is some overlapping o
the vortex cores, which signifies an almost complete loss
superconductivity and a transition of the film to the norm
state#.

2. STABILITY OF THE MEISSNER STATE IN A CURRENT-
CARRYING FILM

Let us now consider the problem of the stability of th
superconducting state of a current-carrying film in a ma
netic field. We assume that the currentI flows in the positive
direction of thex axis. At sufficiently low values ofH the
film is in the Meissner state, and the current distribution
given by the formula

i ~y!5
cH

2pl'

y1
I

W
. ~20!

Under these circumstances the penetration of vortices
the film is prevented by the edge barrier aty05W/2. This
barrier vanishes whenI 5I c(H), and thenDG(y0) @which is
defined by~4!, ~6!, ~7!, and~20!# becomes monotonic.1! The
extremum points of the functionDG(y0) are given by the
solution of the equation

P~y0!52I /~cW!, ~21!

where the functionP(y) is defined by Eq.~14!. The value of
this function on the film edge equals
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PS W

2
2j D5

W

4pl'

~H2Hs!. ~22!

In fieldsH,H* ~the fieldH* is defined below! the absolute
value ofP(y0) at the extremum point is less than the cor
sponding value on the edge. Thus, the solution of Eq.~21!
vanishes atI .I c(H), where

I c~H !5
cW2

4pl'

~Hs2H !, H<H* . ~23!

The currentI c(H) can be called the suppression current
the barrier to vortex entry. The fieldH* , which restricts the
applicability of the last equation, is found from the conditio
of equality ofP(y0) at the minimum point to its value at th
film edge y05W/22j. Considering the explicit form of
P(y0) ~14! we have

p

2 S Hs

H*
21D5arccosAH8

H*
2AH8

H* S 12
H8

H* D . ~24!

Assuming thatH* @H8, we hence find

H* '
Hs

2 S 11QSAH8

Hs
D D . ~25!

In fieldsH.H* the value ofP(y0) at the minimum point is
smaller than the corresponding values at the film edge. T
means that solutions of Eq.~21! appear at the currentI c(H)
~23! ~where the barrier to vortex entry is open!. An analysis
shows that the departure of vortices from the side of the fi
at y052W/2 is prevented by an edge barrier, i.e., the a
pearance of a mixed state characterized by a numbe
trapped vorticesN is possible. A further analysis of the be
havior of the film at I .I c(H) and H* ,H,Hs must be
performed self-consistently using the Gibbs function of
test vortex for a film in the mixed state.2!

3. CRITICAL CURRENT OF A FILM IN THE MIXED STATE

The transport currentI flowing along a film displaces the
region occupied by vortices in the direction of negative v
ues ofy:

n~y!5H H/F0 , yP@b,a#,

0, yP@b,a#,
~26!

i ~y!5
cH

2pl' 5
y2a, a<y<

W

2
,

0, yP@b,a#,

y2b,
2W

2
<y<b,

~27!

where

a5D1u, b5D2u. ~28!

The total currentI equals

I 52
cH

2pl'

D~W22u!. ~29!

Thus,D determines the magnitude of the displacement of
region occupied by vortices under the action of the curre
-

f

is

-
of

e

-

e
t,

and u, as before, is determined by the number of trapp
vortices N. Let us now discuss the stability of the mixe
state~26!–~29!. We, first of all, note that forNÞ0 the func-
tion DG(y0 ,N) cannot be monotonic everywhere within th
region 2 W/2,y0,W/2. Therefore, we define the critica
currentI c as the current at which vortices can enter the fi
~the barrier to entry is open! and leave it~the barrier to vor-
tex exit is suppressed!.

a! In the range of fieldsH* ,H,Hs the condition under
which the barrier to vortex entry into the film is open has t
form

PS W

2
2j D5

Ha

2pl'

. ~30!

Using ~22!, ~28!, and ~29!, we obtain an expression for th
vortex entry currentI en(N,H)

4pl'

cW
I en~N,H !52

F0
2N2

WH
1F0NS 22

Hs

H D
1W~Hs2H !. ~31!

Similarly, vortices leave the film whenI>I ex(N,H), where
the exit currentI ex(N,H) is given by the equation

P~y0* !5
Hb

2pl'

, ~32!

or, in explicit form,

4pl'

cW
I ex~N,H !52S 12

F0N

WH D ~F0N14pl'P~y0* !!,

~33!

wherey0* is the minimum point ofP(y0):

y0* '2
W

2
1

W

p
AH8/H. ~34!

WhenN50, we have

I ex~0,H !5
cW2H

4pl'

, ~35!

I en~0,H !5
cW2~Hs2H !

4pl'

. ~36!

Plots of I en(N,H) and I ex(N,H) as functions ofN for H*
,H,Hs are shown in Fig. 1. As follows from Eq.~33!, the
exit currentI ex(N1 ,H)50 for N5N1 , which causes the ex
pression in the second set of parentheses in~33! to vanish.
Allowing for ~14! and ~34!, we obtain

N15
W

F0
S H2

4

p
AH8H D .

Let us now consider the passage of a film from the init
Meissner state, withN50 in an assigned magnetic field~we
shall considerH,Hs!, to the static mixed state or the resi
tive state. Until we increase the current to the value
I en(N50) ~36!, we remain in the stable Meissner sta
When I .I en(N50), vortices begin to enter the film, andN
becomes nonzero, i.e., we enter the stability region of
mixed state~see Fig. 1!. The situation will continue as suc
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until I reachesI c(H), whereI c(H) is the current at which
the I en(N) andI ex(N) curves cross. WhenI .I c(H), vortices
enter the film from the side aty5W/2 and leave at the othe
edge, i.e., the film is in a dynamic mixed~or resistive! state.
The value of the critical current is found from formulas~31!
and ~33!:

I c~H !5
cW2

16pl'

Hs
2

H
, H* ,H,Hs . ~37!

This dependence coincides with the analogous expressio
wide (W@l') films.3

b! In fields Hs,H,H̃ the film is already in the mixed
state whenI 50. The passage of a weak current through
leads, first, to an increase in the number of trapped vort
and, second, to reorganization of their distribution~26!. At
currents larger than the critical value, the barrier to vor
exit is opened, and the film passes into the resistive s
The expression for the critical current in this range of ma
netic fields has the form

I c~H !5
c

16pl'

~HsW22Hj!2

H
, Hs,H,H̃. ~38!

WhenH!H̃5HsW/(2j), Eq. ~38! transforms into~37!, and
whenH5H̃, I c(H̃)50.

It is noteworthy that the matter of the stability of th
current state of narrow thin strips in a transverse magn
field considered here is identical to the analogous case
thin unbounded wafers of parallel geometry.7 The character-
istic magnetic fieldsH8, Hc1 , andHs for films depend in an
identical manner on the transverse scale, whose role
played by the film widthW in our case and the wafer thick
nessd in the case in Ref. 7. This is apparently due to t
small value ofW/l' and, accordingly ofd/l in Ref. 7: the
Meissner currents depend linearly on the coordinatey, and
the structures of Abrikosov and Pearl vortices practically
incide over small distances. The results that we obtained
be used for high-Tc superconducting films, in which the Lon
don depthl is fairly large, and the conditionW!l' can be

FIG. 1. Plots ofI en(N) and I ex(N) as functions of the number of trappe
vorticesN for an assigned value ofH. The hatched area corresponds to t
stable mixed state. The point where theI en(N) and I ex(N) curves cross
specifies the critical currentI c .
for
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x
te.
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realized. The model considered here can be used to calc
the magnetic and dissipative characteristics of thin-film
perconducting bridges.
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APPENDIX

Using Eq.~5!, we representdE0 /dy0 in the form

dE0

dy0
52

F0
2

8p2l'W H 2y0 /W

~y0 /W!221/4

1 (
n50

k0/2
1

n21/22y0 /W
2 (

n50

k0/2
1

n21/21y0 /WJ .

~A1!

The sums appearing in~A1! can be expressed in terms o
C(z)5d ln G(z)/dz:

(
n50

k0/2
1

n21/27y0 /W
5CS k0

2
1

1

2
7

y0

WD2CS 2
1

2
7

y0

2 D .

~A2!

Substituting~A2! into ~A1! and using the asymptote ofC(z)
at z@1 @C(z)' ln z#, as well as functional relations from
Ref. 8, we obtain

dE0

dy0
5

2F0
2

8p2l'W
p tan

py0

W
. ~A3!

The integration of~A3! allowing for the boundary condition
E0(W/22j)50 leads to Eq.~6!.

*E-mail: ilmaks@phys.unn.runnet.ru
1!Similar calculations were performed by Shmidt to find the critical curre

of an unbounded film in a parallel magnetic field.7

2!In the paper cited,7 whose results@pertaining toI c(H)# coincide to within
the notation with the results of this section, it was assumed forH.H* that
the critical current is specified by an expression similar to~21!. An analysis
of this equation leads to a peak effect, which would be correct only
mixed state does not form in the film.
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The influence of the superconducting transition on the unstable, discontinuous nature of plastic
deformation in crystals at low temperatures (,10 K) is discussed theoretically. It is
established, within the mechanism of the thermal instability of low-temperature plastic
deformation, that the superconducting state promotes the stabilization of deformation in a
superconductor because of the positive sign of the temperature sensitivity coefficient of
the flow stresses below the superconducting-transition temperature and the reduced level of energy
dissipated by moving dislocations in comparison to the normal metal. The temperature-rate
regions for stable and unstable deformation of a superconductor and the dependence of the stress-
jump amplitudes on temperature and deforming stress are determined. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00310-4#
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lly
fore,
The superconducting state has a complex and unce
influence on the characteristic instability~discontinuous na-
ture! of plastic deformation in crystals at low deformatio
temperatures (,10– 20 K). The transition to the superco
ducting state can initiate instability@Pb ~Refs. 1 and 2!# or
suppress it@Al ~Ref. 3!, Pb ~Ref. 4!, and Al–Mg ~Ref. 5!,
Al–Li ~Refs. 5 and 6!, and Sn–Cd~Ref. 7! alloys#, have no
influence on it~the alloys just enumerated in the case of lar
strains5–7!, or alter only its parameters, for example t
stress-jump amplitudes.6,7 Such an uncertain effect of th
superconducting~S! state on the stability of low-temperatur
deformation indicates that the transition to this state ha
significant influence not on one, but on several paramet
on which the stability of the low-temperature deformation
crystals depends.

The thermal~heat-induced! mechanism for the appea
ance of the instability of low-temperature deformation h
been developed most thoroughly and is most consistent
experiment.8–12 From the standpoint of the thermal mech
nism, the transition to the superconducting state can in
ence such significant factors of this mechanism as the
cific heat and thermal conductivity of the crystal, as well
as was noted in Ref. 13, the sign of the temperatu
sensitivity coefficient of the flow stresses below the critic
superconducting-transition temperatureTc , caused by the
softening effect associated with this transition.14–20When the
sign of this coefficient is positive, an increase in the tempe
ture of the crystal due to warming by plastic deformati
will enhance, rather than weaken, the deforming stress,
will increase the thermal stability of deformation.

The influence of the change in the specific heat (c) of a
crystal accompanying the N–S transition on the stability
low-temperature deformation was analyzed in Ref. 13. T
stabilizing role of the change in the sign of the temperatu
sensitivity coefficient of the flow stresses nearTc in the de-
velopment of thermomechanical instability in supercondu
1611063-7834/98/40(10)/7/$15.00
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ors was discussed at a qualitative level in the same pape
the present paper we shall examine this question at the q
titative level~Sec. 1!. As for the thermal conductivity̧ , the
decrease in it in the superconducting state should not sig
cantly influence the stability of deformation, since the rela
ation rate of heat in the bulk of a crystal is determined by
thermal diffusivity a5¸/c, which changes only slightly
upon the superconducting transition,21 and the relaxation of
heat as a result of surface heat transfer, which usually c
trols the thermal stability of low-temperature deformation11

does not depend on the state of the crystal.
One more factor which can play an appreciable stabi

ing role in the plastic deformation of superconductors is
coefficientb of the conversion of the work of plastic defo
mation into heat, which is related to the energy dissipat
by moving dislocations when they interact with electrons.
the calculations in Refs. 22 and 23 show, the viscous forc
dislocations, i.e., their viscous damping coefficientB is ap-
preciably lower in a superconductor than in a normal me
and depends strongly on temperature and dislocation ve
ity. In fact, according to the data in Ref. 24, all other con
tions being equal, the stationary warming of an indium cr
tal is reduced by 1.5 fold following its passage into t
superconducting state. From the standpoint of the ther
mechanism, a decrease in the energy dissipation rate sh
have a stabilizing influence on plastic deformation in sup
conductors. This question is discussed in Sec. 2. The in
ence of the superconducting state on the stress jump am
tudes is examined in Sec. 3.

1. TEMPERATURE SENSITIVITY OF FLOW STRESSES AND
STABILITY OF DEFORMATION IN SUPERCONDUCTORS

The instability of low-temperature deformation usua
develops at moderate and large degrees of strain; there
we shall henceforth assume that the thermal (t* ) and ather-
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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mal (tm) components of the flow stresst are determined by
the intersection of moving dislocations with stationary dis
cations

t5t01tm1t* , t* 5
H02kT ln~n/ «̇ !

V
,

tm5ambr1/2, ~1!

wheret0 is the flow stress for the interaction of dislocatio
with impurity atoms,V5bsl is the activation volume,b is
the Burgers vector,s is the barrier width,l 5r21/2 is the
distance between static dislocations,H0 is the total activation
energy for overcoming the barrier,T is the temperature,k is
Boltzmann’s constant,«̇ is the rate of plastic deformation,n
is the pre-exponential factor in the Arrhenius expression
the rate of deformation,a is the interdislocation interaction
constant,m is the shear modulus, andr is the dislocation
density.

The transition to the superconducting state is accom
nied by softening of the crystalDtns5tn* 2ts* .14,15Accord-
ing to Ref. 16, this softening is caused by partial undamp
of dislocations in a superconductor, which results in an
crease in the frequency factorn in ~1!, and, therefore,

Dtns* 5
kT

V
ln

ns

nn
,

ns

nn
5

Bn

Bs
5

1

2
~11eD~T!/T!, ~2!

whereBs andBn are the viscous damping coefficients in t
superconducting~S! and normal~N! states, andD(T) is the
superconducting energy gap. The frequency mechanism~2!
is effective for distances between obstaclesl . l 0 , wherel 0

5p(MC)1/2/Bn , M is the mass of a unit length of a dislo
cation, andC is its linear tension. If the distance betwee
obstaclesl , l 0 , the dynamic mechanism,17 which is associ-
ated with an increase in the contribution of the inertia
dislocations to their ability to overcome barriers becom
effective. In this case

ts* 5tn*
11~8/p2!e2Zn

11~8/p2!e2Zs
, Zn,s5

Bn,sl

p~MC!1/2. ~3a!

WhenZn,s!1, the degree ofN–S softening has the form

Dtns50.5Zntn*
Bn2Bs

Bn
,

Bn2Bs

Bn
5tanh

D~T!

2kT
. ~3b!

Other mechanisms of softening accompanying the su
conducting transition have been considered: a thermoine
mechanism,18 a thermal-activation mechanism,19 which takes
into account the influence of the superconducting state on
transit time of dislocations between potential wells, and
general mechanism for the influence of the viscosity of
electron gas on the ability of dislocations to overcome
tential barriers with the aid of thermal fluctuations.20 All
these mechanisms specify a particular dependence of the
exponential~frequency! factorn in ~1! on the viscous damp
ing coefficientB of dislocations. In a certain bounded ran
~with respect to stress and dislocation velocity! the degree of
softeningDtns associated with these mechanisms reduces
can be shown, to expressions like~2! or ~3b!.

The curves in Fig. 1 demonstrate the temperature dep
-
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dence of the flow stress according to relations~1!–~3b! in
dimensionless coordinates, where t* (0)5H0 /V,
Tc /T`50.04, T`5H0 /k ln(n/«̇), Zn5431022, D(T)
51.76kTcD(t), and t5T/Tc . In the calculations here an
below the energy gap was approximated by the expres
D(t)512t6, which quite closely describes its variation wit
temperature according to the BCS theory. It can be seen f
the figure that in the case of expression~3b! the temperature
dependence of the flow stress~curve3! below Tc has a seg-
ment with a positive sign for the stress temperature sens
ity coefficient,]ts* /]T.0. There is no such segment on th
analogous plot for expression~2! ~curve2!.

The criterion for the thermal instability in thermally ac
tivated plastic deformation has the form10,25

S ST2
c~K1x!

bt D ~T2T0!.S«̇ . ~4a!

Here ST52(]t* /]T) «̇ and S«̇5(]t* /] ln «̇)T are the tem-
perature and rate sensitivity coefficients of the flow stress
c5c(T) is the specific heat of the crystal,K is the effective
modulus of the crystal/loading-machine system,x is the
strain-hardening coefficient,T is the temperature to which
the crystal is heated by plastic deformation, andT0 is the
temperature of the coolant. In the normal stateST

5(k/V)ln(n/«̇), and S«̇5kT/V. Substituting these expres
sions into~4a!, we obtain the equation for determining th
critical heating temperature as a function of the tempera
of the coolant:

S 12
c~T!

ck
D ~T2T0!.T/ ln~n/ «̇ !, ~4b!

whereck5btST /(K1x). The solution of this equation for a
normal metal@c5geT, ln(n/«̇)525# andT0 /Tk50.1 is illus-
trated by curve1 and line4 in Fig. 2 @the left-hand sideL(T)
and the right-hand sideR(T) of Eq. ~4b!#. The intersection of
these curves at different values ofT0 specifies the uppe
@T2(T0)# and lower@T1(T0)# boundaries of the temperatur
range for unstable deformation~curves1 in Figs. 3a and 3b!,
and their tangency specifies the maximum coolant temp

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the flow stress in the normal~1! and
superconducting~2, 3! states of a crystal:2—according to expression~2!,
3—according to expression~3b!.
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ture T0k50.64Tk , above which deformation becomes stab
for any T0 , whereTk5ck /ge , andge is the electronic spe
cific heat.

Substitutingts* 5tn* 2Dtns and cs5cs(T) into ~4a! in
the case of a superconductor, we obtain

S 12
cs~T!

ck
1

1

ST

]Dtns

]T D ~T2T0!.T/ ln~n/ «̇ !. ~5a!

In the superconducting statecs5cce
2d(Tc /T), cc53d2geTc

andd5121.8 ~Ref. 21!. For expressions~2! and~3b!, which
describe theN–S softening effect, we have, respectively,

1

ST

]Dtns

]T
5S ln

Bn

Bs
1

] ln~Bn /Bs!

] ln T D 1

ln~n/ «̇ !
, ~5b!

1

ST

]Dtns*

]T
50.5ZnS 2

Bn2Bs

Bn

1
Vtn*

k ln~n/ «̇ !

]~Bn2Bs!/Bn

]T D . ~5c!

Curves2 and3 ~Fig. 2! show the character of the temperatu
dependences of the left-hand sides of Eq~5a! for the expres-
sions under consideration. Herecc /ck53d2(Tc /Tk), d
51.35, Tc /Tk50.5, and the remaining parameters are
same as above. It is noteworthy that the critical tempera
T2,Tc in the case of~3b!.

The results of solving Eq.~5a! at all T0 for mechanisms
~2! and~3b!, respectively, are illustrated by curves2 and3 in
Fig. 3a. The dashed line demarcates the temperature re
for the existence of the superconducting state in the crys
It can be seen that the superconducting transition has pr
cally no influence on the thermal stability of deformation
the case of mechanism~2!, while for ~3b! there is a consid-
erable range of experimental temperatures (0.54Tc,T0

,Tc) and of warming temperatures (0.72Tc,T,Tc) where
deformation is stable in the superconducting state, but no
the normal state. This is a consequence of the existenc

FIG. 2. Solution of Eqs.~4b! and~5a! for the normal~1! and superconduct-
ing ~2, 3! states of a crystal,2—in the case of expression~5b!, 3—in the
case of expression~5c!.
e
re
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positive temperature sensitivity of the flow stresses for t
case belowTc and weakening of this sensitivity in the adja
cent temperature range~curve3 in Fig. 1!.

The solutions of Eqs.~4b! and ~5a! shown in Fig. 3a in
the form ofTn(T0) andTs(T0) curves enable us to determin
the ranges of the rates of deformation«̇n and «̇s ~and the
stresst, see Sec. 3! where deformation is unstable in th
normal and superconducting states:10,25

«̇n,s5 «̇h

Tn,s2T0

Tk
S Tn,s

Tk
D p

, «̇h5
f Tkh~Tk!

btd
. ~6!

Hered is the characteristic transverse dimension of the cr
tal, f is a coefficient, which depends on the cross-sectio
shape of the crystal, andh is the surface heat-transfer coe
ficient. The results of the calculation forh(T)5hmTp, where
p52 @deformation in liquid3He ~Refs. 26 and 27!# are illus-
trated by curves1–3 in Fig. 4. The dashed line shows th
temperature dependence of the rate of deformation«̇c(T0),

FIG. 3. Regions of critical temperatures for the appearance of the the
instability of deformation in the normal~1! and superconducting~2–6!
states of a crystal.a! For bs5bn : 2—in the case of expression~5b!, 3—in
the case of expression~5c!; b! for bsÞbn and dislocation velocitiesu/uc

53 ~4!, 1.5 ~5!, and 1.01~6!. The dashed line demarcates the region for t
existence of the superconducting state.
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above which the crystal passes from the superconduc
state into the normal state as a consequence of warming

«̇c~T0!5
f h~Tc!

btd
~Tc2T0!. ~7!

As can be seen from Fig. 4, in the case of expression~3b!

there is a region of rates of deformation«̇ and temperatures
T0 between this curve and curves1 and3 where deformation
in the superconducting state is stable toward warming.
corresponding region for expression~2! ~between curves1
and 2! is insignificant. Curve4 in this figure shows how
strongly the region for the thermal instability of deformatio
is reduced in size in response to a sharp decrease in the
of energy dissipation in the superconductor~see the next sec
tion!.

It was assumed in the calculations above that the crit
superconducting transition temperatureTc50.5Tk is less
than the maximum temperatureT0k50.64Tk , above which
deformation in the normal metal remains stable at any
perimental temperature and rate of deformation~Figs. 3a and
4!. SinceTk5ck /ge;tn, wheren5122, such a situation is
characteristic of superconductors with low values ofTc ~Al,
Sn, and In!, as well as for superconductors which have hi
values ofTc , but are high-strength~Nb!. For metals having a
low strength, but relatively large values ofTc ~Pb!, it can
turn out thatTc.Tk . In this case, as a calculation show
regardless of the mechanism of theDtns effect, the normal
region for the thermomechanical instability of deformati
lies within the region for unstable deformation in the sup
conducting state.13 This means that there is a region of tem
peraturesT0 and rates of deformation«̇, where the transition
from the superconducting state to the normal state cause

FIG. 4. Temperature-rate region for the appearance of the thermal insta
of deformation in the normal~1! and superconducting~2–4! states of a
crystal: 2, 3—in the case of expressions~2! and ~3b!, respectively;4—
according to~5b! and Eq.~9! for bs /bn51022. The dashed line demarcate
the region for the existence of the superconducting state.
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load jumps to vanish@1.3–3.2 K, Pb~Refs. 1, 2, and 4!#. The
opposite situation4 observed in lead at a lower temperatu
~0.5 K! is possibly due to the influence of the residual norm
phase remaining after the magnetic field is switched o
which is characteristic of plastically deformed type-II supe
conductors, such as lead. This question requires fur
study.

2. INFLUENCE OF THE ENERGY DISSIPATION LEVEL

The coefficientb of the conversion of the work of plasti
deformation into heat is of the order of 0.4–0.6 at lo
temperatures.24 The fraction of the energy dissipated that
related to the interaction of dislocations with electrons
presently unclear. The 1.5-fold decrease in the temperatu
which indium crystals warm after the transition to the sup
conducting state24 indicates that this fraction is significant.

When the dislocation motion is thermally activated, e
ergy is dissipated mainly by the movement of dislocatio
having large velocitiesu between potential barriers. Th
mean energy-dissipation rate of a unit of length of a dislo
tion undergoing thermally activated motion with a veloci
ua equalsW05Fua , whereF5Bu is the viscous force of
the dislocations. For a density of mobile dislocationsrm, the
energy dissipation rateW5W0rm5tF«̇, wheretF5F/b is
the viscous damping stress and«̇5brmua is the rate of plas-
tic deformation. Assuming that the viscous damping stres
the dislocations amounts to a fractionb of the total deform-
ing stress,tF5bt, we find that the ratio between the rates
energy dissipation in the normal and superconducting st
is Ws /Wn5bs /bn5Fs /Fn . At dislocation velocitiesu
<uc , where uc5102– 103 m•s21 is the critical velocity,
above which the Cooper electron pairs dissociate,Fs /Fn

5Bs /Bn52(11eD(T)/T)21. At large velocitiesu.uc the
electronic dislocation damping forceFs is a complicated
function of dislocation velocity and temperature, accordi
to the calculations in Refs. 22 and 23. WhenT/Tc,0.4, it
does not depend on temperature and increases with inc
ing dislocation velocity, so that atu/uc51.5, 2.5 and 3.0 the
ratio Fs /Fn equals 0.2, 0.6, and 0.7, respectively.23 In the
calculations below the dependence ofG5Fs /Fn5bs /Bn on
u andt5T/Tc at u/uc.1 is approximated by the expressio

G512e20.6~u/uc21!~12t21e21.76@D~ t !/t#! . ~8!

With consideration of the influence of the temperatu
and the dislocation velocity on the coefficientbs , the con-
dition ~5! for the loss of the thermal stability of deformatio
in a superconductor takes the form

S 12
bn

bs~T,u!

cs~T!

ck
1

1

ST

]Dtns

]T D ~T2T0!.T/ ln
n

«̇
.

~9!

In Fig. 3b curves4 and6 show the results of a calculation o
the temperature boundaries of the regions of thermal in
bility of deformation according to~8! and ~9! in the case of
expression~2! as the dislocation velocity decreases fro
u/uc53 to 1.01 whenFs /Fn5bs /bn50.01 atT50. It can
be seen that lowering of the energy dissipation level lead
the appearance of a region of stable deformation for the

ity
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perconductor, which becomes increasingly broader as
value ofbs decreases. A strong drop in the energy dissi
tion level (bs /bn50.01) causes a sharp reduction in the s
of the temperature-rate region for the development of
thermal instability of deformation in a superconductor~curve
4 in Fig. 4!. Clearly, in the case of expression~3b! a decrease
in bs will additionally expand the region of stable deform
tion of the crystal in the superconducting state.

3. STRESS-JUMP AMPLITUDES

As experiment has shown,5–7 the instability of deforma-
tion usually develops during the plastic deformation of cr
tals in an earlier stage of deformation in the superconduc
state than in a normal metal and with smaller jumps in
load amplitude. When the deforming stresses are increa
further, the difference between the superconducting and
mal states vanishes. The mechanism of thermal instab
enables us to understand these points, which are fundam
for the discontinuous deformation of superconductors.

For this purpose, let us consider how the temperatureT0

and the stresst influence the stress jump amplitudes in t
normal (Dtn) and superconducting (Dts) states of a crystal
According to the thermal mechanism, the stress-jump am
tude is defined by the expression10

Dt5
kT2

V
ln

n

«̇2

2
kT1

V
ln

n

«̇1

, ~10!

where T1 , T2 and «̇1 , «̇2 are, respectively, the lower an
upper critical temperatures~Figs. 3a and 3b! and rates of
deformation~Fig. 4! demarcating the regions for the appea
ance of the thermal instability of deformation. Since, acco
ing to ~6!, the critical rates of deformation are functions
the critical temperatures, the variation of the latter withT0

~Fig. 3! andt ~see Fig. 6a below! specifies the dependence
the jump amplitudes on these factors.

Curves1 and2 in Fig. 5 show the results of a calculatio
of the dependence of the stress-jump amplitudes in the
mal and superconducting states on the deformation temp
ture T0 at a constant value ofTk , i.e., at a constant level o
deforming stresses, in the case of expression~3b!, Tc

50.5Tk , and ln(n/«̇h)517.4. In fact, sinceTk5ck /ge , with
consideration of~1!, ~4b!, and the Cottrell–Stokes law fo
ST5S0(t2t0) we have

Tk5
bS0

ge~K1x!
~t2t0!t, S05

k ln~n/ «̇ !

amb2s
. ~11!

It is seen that instability appears at a lower temperature
with a smaller stress-jump amplitude in the superconduc
state~curve2! than in the normal state~curve1!. The dashed
line in Fig. 5 denotes the temperature for passage of
crystal into the superconducting state. Curve3 in that figure
shows how strongly the stress jump amplitude decrease
response to dramatic lowering of the energy dissipation
efficient (bs /bn50.01) in a superconductor.

To find the dependence of the critical temperatures
deforming stress in the normal and superconducting st
we must solve Eqs.~4b! and ~5a!, respectively. Substituting
he
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~5c!, ck;Tk ~11!, and ST5S0(t2t0) into these equations
and taking into account that, according to~3a!, the tempera-
ture sensitivity coefficient of the softening stressDtns con-
tains the parameterZn; l;r21/2;(t2t0)21, we obtain ex-
pressions for determining the dependence of the crit
temperaturesT1,2 on the stresst for the normal and super
conducting states of the crystal, respectively:

S 12
wct

~w21!wD ~ t2t0!.t/ ln~n/ «̇ !,

wc5
geTc~K1x!

bS0t0
2 , ~12a!

S 12
3d2wc

~w21!w
e21.35/t1

1

ST

]Dtns

]T

1

w21D ~ t2t0!

.t/ ln~n/ «̇ !, ~12b!

wheret5T/Tc , t05T0 /Tc , andw5t/t0 .
The result of solving Eqs.~12a! and ~12b! for wc51,

T0 /Tc50.5, and Zn5Zn(0)/(w21), where Zn(0)54
31022, are illustrated by curves1 and 2 in Fig. 6a. The
dashed lines in the figure mark the positions ofT0 andTc . It
follows from the results of the solution that 1! the region of
thermal instability of deformation in the superconductor
to t/t053.95 comprises a small part of the region of u
stable deformation in the normal metal; 2! as the deforming
stress is increased, the instability of deformation appears
in the normal state (t/t051.5) and then in the superconduc
ing state (t/t051.85); 3! there is a limiting stress~t/t0

53.95 for the values of the parameters given!, above which
the upper critical temperature of the superconducting s
becomes equal to the temperature of the superconduc
transition ~point c on curve2!. This means that above thi
critical stress thermal instability develops in the superc
ductor as in the normal metal.

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the stress-jump amplitudes in a no
metal ~1! and a superconductor~2, 3!: 2—in the case of expression~3b!,
3—in the case of expression~2! and bs /bn51022. Dashed line—
temperature of theN–S transition.
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An analysis shows that such behavior of the up
boundary is related to the dependence of the dynamic pa
eter Zn in ~5c! and ~12b! on t2t0 . In the absence of this
dependence, the upper boundary of the superconductin
gion ~curve3 in Fig. 6a! is at a certain constant distance fro
the superconducting transition temperature and thus form
‘‘forbidden zone’’ separating the region of thermal instab
ity of the superconductor from the normal metal. Pass
through this zone can occur in this case only as a resu
steady warming of the superconductor of sufficient mag
tude:

T5T01
bt«̇d

f h
. ~13!

In the notation in Fig. 6a, the dependence of the warm
temperature~13! on the deforming stresst can be written in
the form t5t01pw, where p5bt0«̇d/ f hTc . Under ordi-
nary deforming conditions ~b50.6, t0510 MPa, «̇
51024 s21, d5231023 m, f 52! in liquid 3He ~h
'100 W•m22

•K21, Tc53 K! the coefficientp'231023 is
too small for the growth of the deforming stresses dur
deformation to be able to lead to passage of the entire

FIG. 6. Dependence of the critical temperatures~a! and the stress-jump
amplitudes~b! on deforming stress in the normal~1! and superconducting
~2, 3! states of a crystal:2—for Zn;(t2t0)21, 3—for Zn5const. The
dashed lines mark the temperaturesTc andT0 .
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ume of the superconductor into the normal state atT0 /Tc

,0.9. A higher rate of deformation~of the order of
1023– 1022 s21! is needed.

The results of calculating the dependence of the stre
jump amplitudes in the normal and superconducting state
deforming stress under the conditions indicated above
shown in Fig. 6b. As can be seen, in accordance w
experiment,5–7 after the onset of discontinuous deformatio
in the normal state the transition to the superconducting s
at first leads to the stabilization of deformation (Dts50). As
the stress~degree of strain! increases further, deformation o
the superconductor also becomes unstable, but the jump
plitudes are smaller for it than for the normal metal. T
‘‘fine-toothed’’ course of the stress-strain diagrams is a ch
acteristic feature of the deformation of superconductors6,7

Finally, at the critical stress corresponding to pointc on
curve2 ~Fig. 6b!, the jump amplitudes increase sharply a
reach the same values as in the normal metal~point d on
curve1!. This is also characteristic of the unstable deform
tion of crystals in the superconducting state.7

Thus, the results of this work show that the mechani
of the thermal instability of low-temperature deformation e
able us to understand both the main fundamental points
sociated with influence of the superconducting state on
instability ~discontinuous nature! of plastic deformation in
superconductors and the fine details of this influence.
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Singlet-triplet model of cuprate magnetism
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A model for describing the spin subsystem of cuprates within a model of polar singlet-triplet
Jahn–Teller centers is proposed. In this model spin ordering is described by two vector
order parametersS ~the total spin of a CuO4 cluster! andV ~the operator of the change in spin
multiplicity per cluster!. It is shown within a modified mean-field approximation that the
formation of a noncollinear magnetic structure characterized by an antiferromagnetic wave vector,
which, however, has a nontrivial temperature dependence of the order parameters, is
possible along with the formation of ordinary collinear structures of the~anti!ferromagnetic type.
The temperature dependences of the order parameters and the principal equilibrium
thermodynamic characteristics, viz., the static susceptibility and the specific heat, are obtained.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00410-9#
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In recent years the problem of describing the static a
dynamic magnetic properties of cuprates has been consid
a central problem in high-temperature superconductivity
has been firmly established by neutron-diffraction stud
that the spin statics and dynamics of such cuprates
La22xSrxCuO4 and YBa2Cu3O61x in an insulating phase ar
described well by the Heisenberg Hamiltonian with spins
5 1

2 for a CuO2 plane or two planes.1,2 Definite hopes for
describing superconducting compositions have been pla
in the t2J model and the nearly antiferromagnetic Fer
liquid ~nearly AFL! model; however, there are some fund
mental difficulties in the correct microscopic substantiat
of these theories. The serious constructive critical review
these two widely popularized approaches that was rece
undertaken by Anderson3 now, more than 10 years since th
discovery of high-Tc superconductivity, raises the fundame
tal question of the choice of a reliable microscopic model
cuprate magnetism.

In our opinion, one of the most fruitful ideas, whic
might be the basis for the microscopic scenario of highTc

superconductivity, is the special role of the Jahn–Teller
fect or Jahn–Teller centers~polarons!, which served as the
starting point for Muller’s pioneering work that culminate
in the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity.4,5 This idea
has been repeatedly discussed in recent years and has
evoked to account for individual properties of cuprates.6,7 In
Refs. 8–11 it was formulated in the form of a novel model
singlet-triplet pseudo-Jahn–Teller centers, which was
signed to describe the entire variety of properties of highTc

superconductors. Below we shall consider the descriptio
the spin subsystem of copper oxides within this model.

1. MODEL OF POLAR SINGLET-TRIPLET PSEUDO-
JAHN–TELLER CENTERS

The model of polar singlet-triplet pseudo-Jahn–Tel
~PJT! centers treats copper oxides based on CuO4 clusters as
systems that are unstable toward the disproportionation r
tion
1611063-7834/98/40(10)/7/$15.00
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@CuO4#621@CuO4#62→@CuO4#PJT
521@CuO4#PJT

72 ~1!

with the formation of a system of polar hole (@CuO4#52) or
electron (@CuO4#72) PJT centers. The electron and hole P
centers are distinguished by two electrons, which are pa
in a completely filled molecular orbital of the CuO4 cluster
and form a local singlet boson. The new phase can be re
sented as a system of such local singlet bosons moving
lattice of hole PJT centers with a boson concentrationNB

close to 1/2. The Jahn–Teller structure of the polar cen
provides for the high stability of the disproportionated pha
which coexists with the original antiferromagnetic pare
matrix in the case of weakly doped compositions and ha
small propensity to undergo the reverse recombination p
cess.

The low level of the threshold of the disproportionatio
reactionDEd is one of the unique properties of copper o
ides. For weakly covalent oxides reaction~1! would reduce
to the reaction

Cu211Cu21→Cu311Cu11,

whose threshold energy coincides with the correlation ene
for intraatomic electrostatic repulsionUd;10 eV. In reality,
the electronic configurations of the polar@CuO4#52 and
@CuO4#72 centers in strongly covalent copper oxides diff
appreciably from the simple ‘‘ionic’’ analogs Cu31 and
Cu11, respectively. For example, the electron density of
two holes in the ground state of the@CuO4#52 hole center
can have an approximately equal distribution between
copper and oxygen atoms, which formally corresponds to
ionic composition Cu21 for copper. As a result, the thresho
energy of the disproportionation reaction in copper oxid
approaches the oxygen-copper electron-transfer ene
which amounts to only 122 eV in nonconducting coppe
oxides.

The disproportionation reaction in 2-1-4, 1-2-3, a
other systems is stimulated by nonisovalent substitution
is accompanied by the formation of a nucleus of a n
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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phase, which coexists in the general case with the old a
ferromagnetic ‘‘parent’’ phase. Chemical or physical sepa
tion of the phases would be of major importance for expla
ing many features of the behavior of copper oxides w
nonisovalent substitution or charge heterogeneity.

One remarkable property of the ground states of the
lar @CuO4#52 and@CuO4#72 centers is their quasidegenera
~closely positioned levels!, under which the hole added to th
original ‘‘one-hole’’ @CuO4#62 cluster to form a@CuO4#52

hole center can ‘‘reside’’ in the half-filled Cu 3d2O 2p
hybrid orbital of b1g symmetry with the formation of a
(b1g

2 )1A1g Zhang–Rice singlet or, in the purely oxygen O 2p
molecular orbital ofeu symmetry, with the formation of a
singlet or triplet (b1geu)1,3Eu term of similar energy.

The presence of quasidegeneracy with competition
tween theb1g

2 and b1geu configurations and the1A1g and
1,3Eu terms, respectively, can lead to the realization of c
ditions for a strong pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect with act
displacement modes for CuO4 clusters of theQeu

, Qb1g
, and

Qb2g
types and the formation of a four-well adiabatic pote

tial with two symmetry types, viz.,EuB1g andEuB2g .
The unusual properties of the1A1g and 1,3Eu terms,

which differ in parity, spin, and orbital multiplicity, shap
the unusual properties of the ground state of@CuO4#52 hole
centers with an active role for orbital, spin, and local stru
tural ~more precisely, vibronic! modes.

A hole PJT center, with its high polarizability, can ser
as a center for effective local pairing with the formation o
local singlet boson. Moreover, a@CuO4#PJT

52 center with a
local boson differs significantly from a primitive@CuO4#72

center, which has a nondegenerate system of comple
filled Cu 3d and O 2p orbitals.

The transition from a hole to an electron PJT center
be accompanied in the general case by alteration of the
local parameters, such as, for example, theA2E splitting
DAE5«(1Eu)2«(1A1g) or the singlet-triplet splittingDST

5«(3Eu)2«(1Eu), as well as interchange of the fundame
tal Jahn–Teller modeEuB1g↔EuB2g .

As a whole, the unusual properties of cuprates are de
mined by the CuO4 centers in the active CuO2 planes. The
environment of these planes, including the apical oxyg
creates appropriate conditions for the nucleation of a n
phase of polar PJT centers and its structure.

Without dwelling in detail on the problem of experime
tally substantiating the model of singlet-triplet PJT cente
we mention some recent NQR experiments on
La2Cu0.5Li 0.5O4 system, in which Li11 ions form an ordered
superlattice using separated CuO4

52 hole centers, making i
possible to investigate the spin structure of a CuO4 cluster in
the doped-hole state.12 This research experimentally demo
strated the existence, along with the Zhang–Rice ground
singlet, of a low-lying spin triplet with an energy of the ord
of ;130 meV, which is close in value to the effectiv
exchange-coupling constant between copper spins in
doped and weakly doped cuprates.

The model under consideration, like the famili
Aleksandrov–Mott bipolar model, is one of the variations
Schafroth’s model of local bosons.13 Unlike the bipolar
ti-
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model, which presupposes a fairly complicated structure
a local boson as a bound singlet or triplet pair of small p
larons in a relatively simple ‘‘rigid’’ lattice, the model o
PJT centers presupposes a relatively simple structure f
local singlet boson in the form of a pair of electrons in
filled molecular orbital, but a complicated PJT structure
the lattice.

2. SINGLET-TRIPLET MODEL OF CUPRATE MAGNETISM

In order to maximally simplify the description of th
spin subsystem in a phase of polar Jahn–Teller centers
confine ourselves to consideration of the singlet~1Eu) and
triplet ~3Eu) terms for theb1geu configuration, neglecting the
orbital degeneracy and taking into account the isotropic s
exchange interaction betweenb1g andeu holes in neighbor-
ing CuO4 centers. Such an approach leads to a tw
component spin Hamiltonian

HST5
1

2 (
i

I b1geu
~ i i !s1i•s2i1

1

2 (
i j

I b1gb1g
~ i j !s1i•s1 j

1
1

2 (
i j

I b1geu
~ i j !s1i•s2 j1

1

2 (
i j

I eub1g
~ i j !s2i•s1 j

1
1

2 (
i j

I eueu
~ i j !s2i•s2 j , ~2!

wheres1i ands2i are spins localized in predominantly copp
b1g and purely oxygeneu orbitals, respectively. The firs
term in Eq.~2! describes intracenterdp exchange, and the
remaining terms describe intercenterdd, dp, and pp ex-
change interactions.

Introducing the total spin of thei th clusterSi5s1i1s2i

and the spin polarization~singlet-triplet mixing! operator

V i5s1i2s2i

with a nonzero matrix element of the type^00uVzu10&, we
can rewrite Eq.~2! in the form

HST5
DST

2 (
i

Si
21

1

2 (
i j

I i j
~1!Si•Sj1

1

2 (
i j

I i j
~2!Si•V j

1
1

2 (
i j

I i j
~3!V i•Sj1

1

2 (
i j

I i j
~4!V i•V j . ~3!

Here we have introduced the new exchange integrals

I i j
~1!5

1

4
$I b1gb1g

~ i j !1I eueu
~ i j !12I b1geu

~ i j !%,

I i j
~2!5I i j

~3!5
1

4
$I b1gb1g

~ i j !2I eueu
~ i j !%,

I i j
~4!5

1

4
$I b1gb1g

~ i j !1I eueu
~ i j !22I b1geu

~ i j !%,

and the singlet-triplet splitting parameterDST5I b1geu
( i i ).

The first term in Eq.~3! explicitly takes into account the
intracenterdp exchange, which corresponds to singlet-trip
splitting in each cluster, the second term describes the tr
tional Heisenberg exchange of triplets, which leads to
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TABLE I. Types of possible collinear structures at T50 Si15I~1!

D
, i25

I~2!

D
, i45

I~4!

D
D.

Spin configuration Stability conditions Free energy,«5
E

D

Singlet
^Sz&A5^Sz&B50,

u i 4u,
1
2z

«50

^Vz&A5^Vz&B50

FerromagneticVV phase
^Sz&A5^Sz&B50,

i 4,0, u i 2u, i 4

2zi421

A4z2i 4
221

«52
1
2zi4h21

1
21zi4

^Vz&A5^Vz&B56h

h5S12
1

4z2i4
2D1/2

AntiferromagneticVV phase
^Sz&A5^Sz&B50,

i 4.0, u i 2u, i 4

2zi411

A4z2i 4
221

«5
1
2zi4h21

1
22zi4

^Vz&A52^Vz&B56h

h5S12
1

4z2i4
2D1/2

Triplet ferromagneticSSphase
^Sz&A5^Sz&B561,

i 1,2
1
2z

2
1
2z

A114z2i 2
2 «511

z

2
i 1

^Vz&A5^Vz&B50

Triplet antiferromagneticSSphase
^Sz&A52^Sz&B561,

i 1.
1
2z

1
1
2z

A114z2i 2
2 «512

z

2
i 1

^Vz&A5^Vz&B50
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formation of spin waves. The remaining terms are nontriv
and correspond to spin-polarized exchange with the poss
formation of magnetic excitons~spin-multiplicity waves! and
their hybridization with spin waves.

The numerical values and signs of the exchange par
etersI (1,2,3,4) are determined by the competition between
b1g2b1g , b1g2eu , and eu2eu exchange interactions, an
only the different signs of theb1g2eu contributions toI (1)

and I (4), on the one hand, and of theb1g2b1g and eu2eu

contributions to I (2)5I (3), on the other hand, should b
noted.

Unlike the well known weakly covalent and weakly co
related magnetic oxides of the ferrite type, the exchange
teraction between two nearest-neighbor PJT centers
strongly covalent cuprates includes an unusually large fe
magnetic Hund contribution~for different orbitals! or anti-
ferromagnetic correlation contributions~for identical orbit-
als! to the intraatomic O 2p exchange in the commo
oxygen ion, and, in addition, the relatively large ferroma
netic contribution due to Heisenberg Cu 3d2O 2p exchange
must be taken into account. In general, a detailed mic
scopic analysis of the exchange interactions in PJT cente
fairly complicated, especially when they are comparable
the magnitude of the singlet-triplet splittingI;DST;0.1 eV.

The problem of singlet-triplet magnetism has been d
cussed fairly long ago and in detail in connection with t
description of the magnetic behavior of rare-earth magn
with non-Kramers ions such as Pr31, Tb31, and Tm31 ~Refs.
l
le
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n-
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-
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-

ts

14–16!. Until recent times, there has been an unwaver
opinion that singlet magnetism is characteristic only of co
pounds containing rare-earth elements. However, in the
few years a model of singlet-triplet magnetism was dev
oped for oxides of the iron group, for example, for La2NiO4

~Ref. 17!.
Hamiltonian~3! has the symmetry of the SO~4! group18

@Si ,Sj #5 i« i jkSk , @Si ,Vj #5 i« i jkVk , @Vi ,Vj #5 i« i jkSk ,
~4!

whose algebra has two invariant operators~Casimir opera-
tors!

C1
SO~4!5S21V253 Ī , C2

SO~4!5S•V50. ~5!

These relations impose kinematic constraints on the valuS
and V of the order parameters and follow directly from th
spin algebra of the operatorsS andV.

Let us consider Hamiltonian~3! within a modified two-
sublattice mean-field approximation, which takes into a
count the interaction of nearest neighbors~to denote the sub-
lattices we introduce the additional labelg5A,B).
Hamiltonian~3! can be represented in the form
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the ord
parameters~a!, the longitudinal and transvers
magnetic susceptibilitiesxs ~solid lines! andxv
~dashed lines! ~b!, and the specific heat~c! for
an SS phase (D50.1 eV, zI(1)50.3 eV, zI(2)

520.2 eV, zI(4)50.1 eV!. The corresponding
splitting diagram of the spin levels (T50) is
shown in the inset.
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HMFA5
D

2 (
ig

Sig
2 2

1

2 (
iag

hsiag^Sia&g2
1

2 (
iag

hv iag^Via&g

1(
iag

hsiagSiag1(
iag

hv iagViag ~6!

with the molecular fields

hsiag5(
i ,g8

~ I i j
~1!^Sj a&g81I i j

~2!^Vj a&g8!, ~7!

hv iag5(
i ,g8

~ I i j
~2!^Sj a&g81I i j

~4!^Vj a&g8!, ~8!

where a5x,y,z. We note that the standard treatment
Hamiltonians~2! and ~3! in the mean-field approximation
differs in the way the first term, which describes the int
center exchange interaction, is taken into account. Unlike
usual approach, theSMS representation of the total spin use
in ~3! ensures exact allowance for the intracenter excha
interaction. In the standard approximation of the molecu
field for Hamiltonian~3!, the averageŝS& and ^V& ~which
are usually denoted byM and L ) correspond to the ferro
and antiferromagnetic vectors for a PJT center with the
nematic relations

^S&21^V&254s1
254s2

251, ^S& ^V&50

instead of the operator relation~5!, which, for the corre-
sponding averages, is equivalent to

^S2&1^V2&54s1~s111!53, ^S•V&50.

Thus, the singlet-triplet model within the modified mea
field approximation permits more exact allowance for qu
tum effects which are significant for a small spins1,251/2.

The appearance of two vector order parameters and
existence of kinematic relation~5! introduce significant
changes into the analysis of the possible spin ordering. In
general case we are dealing with competition between
f
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ge
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-

he

e
x-

change interactions of theSS, VV, and SV types, which
ensures the appearance not only of simple collinear spin c
figurations, but also of two-sublattice multiparametricu^S&u,
u^V&u, QAA5QBB ,QAB canted spin configurations@here and
below QAA,BB is the angle between the vectorsS and V of
the site singled out in sublatticeA(B), andQAB is the angle
betweenSA andSB#.

3. COLLINEAR PHASES

Relatively simple collinear spin configurations, whic
are direct analogs of~anti!ferromagnetic ordering, are pos
sible for the following relations between the signs of t
exchange parameters: 1! I (1,2,3,4),0, QAA5QBB5QAB50;
2! I (1,4).0, I (2,3),0, QAA5QBB5QAB5p; 3! I (1,2,3,4).0,
QAA5QBB50, QAB5p; 4! I (1,4),0, I (2,3).0, QAA5QBB

5p, QAB50. In the approximation of nearest-neighbor i
teractions, the free energy of the collinear spin structures
center is

F̃5
F

N
52

1

4 (
g5A,B

~hszg^Sz&g1hvzg^Vz&g!

1
D

2
2

1

2b (
g5A,B

lnH 2S coshS b

2
agD

1expS 2b
D

2 D cosh~bhszg! D J . ~9!

Here ag5$D214hvzg
2 %1/2, and b5 1

T is the reciprocal tem-
perature.

The self-consistent equations for the order parame
which minimizeF̃ have the form

^Sz&g52

expS 2b
D

2 D sinh~bhszg!

coshS b

2
agD1expS 2b

D

2 D cosh~bhszg!

, ~10!
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the ord
parameters~a!, the longitudinal and transvers
magnetic susceptibilitiesxs ~solid lines! andxv
~dashed lines! ~b!, and the specific heat~c! for a
VV phase (D50.1 eV, zI(1)50.1 eV, zI(2)5

20.2 eV, zI(4)50.3 eV!. The corresponding
splitting diagram of the spin levels (T50) and
the effective spin gap are shown in the inse
The electronic contribution to the specific he
according to the data in Ref. 19 is indicated b
filled circles.
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^Vz&g52

2
hvzg

ag
sinhS b

2
agD

coshS b

2
agD1expS 2b

D

2 D cosh~bhszg!

. ~11!

The mean-field equations~10! and ~11! can be used to
find the possible collinear spin configurations and the con
tions for their existence. The main results of the analysis
Hamiltonian~6! in the mean-field approximation atT50 for
collinear spin configurations are listed in Table I. In t
purely singlet, nonmagnetic phase each PJT center is cha
terized by the singlet ground stateu00&. In the tripletSSspin
configuration one of the purely triplet states,u11& or u1
(21)&, has the minimum energy in both theA andB sublat-
tices~Fig. 1!. The ground state of the phase of PJT center
sublatticesA andB for theVV phase is a quantum mixture o
u00& and u10& states~Fig. 2!, which corresponds to orderin
of the spin density. The phase diagram of the ground stat
a singlet-triplet magnet~Fig. 3! for the case ofI (2)50, which
rules out the appearance of a noncollinear spin configurat
gives a quantitative picture of the real magnetic behavio
a singlet-triplet system. Transitions between theVV andSS
phases, like transitions between the singlet and triplet pha
correspond to first-order transitions. Transitions between
singlet phase and the mixed-spinVV phases are second-ord
transitions.

Pure SS and VV configurations are realized only a
T50, whereas at finite values ofT we are dealing with non-
zero values of botĥSz& and ^Vz&, i.e., with mixing of the
phases.

The Curie~Néel! temperatureTc , which is defined as
the temperature at which all the parameters vanish simu
neously, is obtained by expanding the system of equat
~10! and ~11! in the corresponding small order paramete
which leads to the pair of nonlinear equations
i-
f

ac-

in

of

n,
f

es,
e

a-
ns
,

2expS b
D

2 D sinhS b
D

2 D $~2zI~2!!224z2I ~1!I ~4!%

5~31exp~bD!!H D

b
~31exp~bD!!62zI~1!D

64
zI~4!

b
expS b

D

2 D sinhS b
D

2 D J , ~12!

whose solution givesT1,2, and thenTc5max$T1,T2% (z is the
number of nearest neighbors!.

The presence of two spin order parameters leads to t
types of spin susceptibilities: the ordinary susceptibilit

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of the collinear phases of a singlet-triplet mag
(I (2)50, i 15I (1)/D, i 45I (4)/D).
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the order parameters~a! ~the values for sublatticeA are shown!, the transverse magnetic susceptibilitiesxs,v
' ~b!, and the

specific heat~c! for the noncollinear phase (D50.1 eV,zI(1)50.2 eV,zI(2)50.3 eV, andzI(4)520.1 eV!.
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xs;]^S&/]h and a new spin-polarization susceptibili
xv;]^V&/]h with different temperature behavior~Figs. 1b
and 2b!.

We note that consideration of the singlet-triplet mixin
or theV terms leads to the appearance ofS-type magnetism
and the special, ‘‘almost paramagnetic’’ behavior of the s
tem. This is manifested both in the behavior of the ord
parameter̂ Sz& and in the tendency of the longitudinal an
transverse spin susceptibilities to coincide~Fig. 1b!. The par-
tial spin polarizations on copper and oxygen can have
-
r

-

usual temperature behavior for the phases considered du
antiferromagnetic exchange interactions of theSS and VV
types. For example, in theSSphase for the case illustrated i
Fig. 1a, crossover from intracenter ferromagnetic order
(^Vz&sin 0) to a state with intense quantum suppression
the spin-polarization copper subsystem (^Vz&;2^Sz&) oc-
curs as the temperature is increased. For theVV phase in the
situation illustrated in Fig. 2a similar suppression occurs
soon as there is antiferromagnetic intracenter ordering. B
phases exhibit different types of behavior of the copper@xd
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5(1
2)(xs1xv)# and oxygen@xp5( 1

2)(xs2xv)# susceptibili-
ties. The similar values and identical signs ofxs and xv in
theSSphase lead to a large value for the former and alm
complete disappearance of the latter.

Figures 1c and 2c present the results of a calculation
the spin specific heat for collinear phases. For convenie
all the data have been recalculated for YBa2Cu3O7. Note the
characteristic spin-gap behavior of the specific heat, as
as its numerical values. In the range 300,T,700 K the
latter are completely comparable to the electronic contri
tion estimated in Ref. 19, which was ascribed therein to
Fermi electronic subsystem. These results demonstrate
need for a more detailed analysis of the spin specific hea
copper oxides to correctly separate the different contri
tions to the experimentally observed value of the spec
heat and to isolate the intrinsic contribution, whose analy
is widely used to draw conclusions regarding the applica
ity of a particular mechanism of high-Tc superconductivity.

4. NONCOLLINEAR PHASES

A fundamental feature of noncollinear spin configur
tions in the model under consideration is their two-sublatt
character with combined ferro-antiferromagnetic ordering
the components of the vector order parameters^S& and ^V&
and, in the general case, with a characteristic wave vecto
the structureQAF5(p,p), which distinguish the structure
considered here from noncollinear noncommensurate st
tures of the helicoidal type.

An analytical treatment of canted phases would be cu
bersome and hardly productive; therefore, we shall disc
the results of a numerical solution. The behavior of differe
components of the order parameters, the susceptibilities,
the magnetic specific heat for one of the variants of the n
collinear phase is shown in Fig. 4. Unlike the colline
phases, in the situation under consideration both order
rameters,̂ S& and ^V&, are simultaneously nonzero atT50,
although the orthogonality relation~5! holds for each site. As
the temperature rises, there is a tendency for collinear or
ing, i.e., ^S&Ai^S&B and ^V&Ai^V&B , so that the system vir
tually goes over the collinear phase above a certain temp
ture T* .

The noncollinear phase does not exhibit a clear diff
ence between the longitudinal and transverse spin susc
bilities. Figure 4b presents the temperature dependenc
the transverse~in the notation of Fig. 4a the applied fiel
HiOz is perpendicular to the antiferromagnetic vector in
usual meaning! susceptibilitiesxs

' and xv
' . Let us turn our

attention to the anomalous temperature behavior of the s
polarization susceptibilityxv

' . In the case shown in Fig. 4
with the natural positive sign forxs

' , the sign ofxv
' becomes

negative atT;0.13 eV.
The appearance of multiparametric canted spin confi

rations instead of ‘‘rigid’’ collinear ~anti!ferromagnetic
structures significantly expands the possibilities of the s
subsystem of cuprates in optimizing the total energy, es
cially under the conditions of strong inhomogeneity of t
intracenter and intercenter exchange parameters. The m
netic structures formed, even in their static variant, will m
st
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probably resemble quasi-two-dimensional spin-glass syst
without clearly expressed long-range order, but with the
currence of clearly expressed spin fluctuations of the fe
magnetic and antiferromagnetic types. The magnetic st
tures will be pinned by inhomogeneity centers with
correlation length restricted either by the effective size of
inhomogeneity center or by the distance between such
ters. We note that numerous manifestations of ferromagn
fluctuations20,21 in insulating and superconducting compos
tions of doped cuprates clearly point to fluctuations of no
collinear phases.

In summation, we note that we have proposed a sing
triplet model for describing the spin subsystem of cuprat
within which we have calculated the main characteristics
the system in a modified version of the mean-field appro
mation. Further development of the model considered c
for taking into account the quasi-two-dimensional structu
of cuprates and the strongly developed fluctuations of
intracenter and intercenter exchange parameters. As a w
the proposed model provides a reliable basis for develop
different alternatives for the phenomenological descript
of the spin statics and dynamics of cuprates.
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Valence states of copper atoms in cuprates determined from the change in the electron-
capture constant of 64Cu

S. I. Bondarevski , V. F. Masterov, F. S. Nasredinov, N. P. Seregin, and P. P. Seregin

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
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The change in the64Cu electron-capture constant for the compounds Cu2O, YBa2Cu3O7,
YBa2Cu3O6, Nd2CuO4, Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4, La2CuO4, La1.7Sr0.3CuO4, Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8, and
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 has been measured. It is concluded that the copper in YBa2Cu3O7,
Nd2CuO4, La2CuO4, La1.7Sr0.3CuO4, Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8, and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 is exclusively
divalent, whereas in Cu2O, YBa2Cu3O6, and Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4 univalent copper is present.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00510-3#
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Determination of the valence state of copper is an urg
problem in studies of the high-Tc superconductivity in cu-
prates. This work uses for this purpose measurement of
electron-capture~EC! constant of the64Cu isotope.

Radioactive decay of nuclei is described by the relat

N5N0 exp~2lt ! ,

whereN is the number of nuclei at timet, N0 is their initial
number,l5 ln 2/T1/2 is the decay constant, andT1/2 is the
decay half-period.

In the case of electron capture, the quantityl was ex-
perimentally shown to depend on the valence state of
radioactive atom.1,2 The change in the probability of radio
active decay is usually characterized by the quantityDl/l
52Dl/(l11l2), whereDl5l12l2, and l1 and l2 are,
respectively, the decay constants for the radioactive isot
in chemical states 1 and 2. While there is no rigorous the
at present relatingDl/l to chemical parameters, interpret
tion of the above experimental dependence ofl on the
atomic valence state takes into account the prominent pa
the EC rate played by the electron density at the nucleus
that in a general case

Dl/l;@ uC~0!1u22uC~0!2u2# ,

where uC(0)1u2 and uC(0)2u2 are the electron densities a
the radioactive nucleus in compounds 1 and 2, respective2

The ratioDl/l is determined experimentally, usually b
studying the dependence of the normalized ratioR of the
count rates of radioactive sources 1 and 2 on time~the quasi-
differential method!, which can be written

R~ t !5R~ t ! /R05exp~Dlt ! ,

where Rt5C1 /C2, C1(t)5kl1N01exp (2l1t) and C2(t)
5kl2N02exp (2l2t) are the count rates of sources 1 and 2k
is the count-rate coefficient,N01 andN02 are the numbers o
nuclei in sources 1 and 2 at the initial instant of time, andR0

is the count-rate ratio at the initial instant of time.
The 64Cu isotope (T1/2512.88 h! suits ideally the condi-

tions ofDl/l measurement by the quasi-differential metho
There are three decay branches for64Cu: electron-capture
~43%!, b1 ~19%!, andb2 ~38%! ~see inset to Fig. 1!, and
1621063-7834/98/40(10)/2/$15.00
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there is a wealth of experimental data on the dependenc
Dl/l on the chemical state of copper for this isotope.1,2 This
work reports determination of the valence state of cop
atoms in cuprates (Cu2O, CuO, YBa2Cu3O72x ,
La22xSrxCuO4, Nd22xCexCuO4, Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8, and
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8) by measuring the radioactive-decay co
stant of64Cu.

The count rates of the radioactive sources were de
mined at room temperature by measuring the accompan
511-keV annihilation radiation. The PM tube was coupled
a 76376-mm NaI~Tl! crystal with a well ~measuring 40
320 mm!. The sample under study was placed at the cen
of the well. The 511-keV photopeak was cut out in the a
plitude spectrum, and the discrimination thresholds w
chosen so as to reduce to the minimum the effect of ins
ment drift on the count rate. The overall stability of th
arrangement was monitored by measuring the count rate
the two samples under study alternately with intervals of 2
s. To maintain the PM tube in a constant operating regim
64Cu source of the same activity was placed above the de
tor for the source replacement. The radioactive sources w
prepared by diffusion doping the existing compound by
64Cu isotope.

Figure 1a–1d presents typicalR(t) dependences
for the compared source pairs CuO–Cu2O,
YBa2Cu3O7– YBa2Cu3O6, Nd2CuO4–Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4, and
La2CuO4–La1.7Sr0.3CuO4, and Table I lists the measure
values of Dl/l relative to CuO for all the studied com
pounds. As seen from Table I and Fig. 1, the CuO–Cu2O
pair exhibits the maximum value ofDl/l. This observation
has a trivial explanation, namely, that the copper in th
compounds resides in two characteristic valence states
electronic configurations 3d9 (Cu21) and 3d10 (Cu1), and
that the transition from the former to the latter is accomp
nied by a decrease ofuC(0)u2 and, consequently, by a de
crease in the radioactive-decay rate of64Cu.

A comparison of the source pairs YBa2Cu3O7–
YBa2Cu3O6 and Nd2CuO4–Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4 also reveals an
obvious decrease ofl in going from YBa2Cu3O7 to
YBa2Cu3O6 ~Fig. 1b!, and from Nd2CuO4 to
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4 ~Fig. 1c!, although in these cases the d
crease ofl is not so significant as it is for the CuO–Cu2O
pair ~see Table I!. In other words, while in YBa2Cu3O7 and
Nd2CuO4 the copper is divalent@relative to CuO,Dl/l
50.0(1)31024], in YBa2Cu3O6 and Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4 part
of the copper atoms are univalent. Neglecting the effects
bond covalency and assuming the fraction of univalent c
per to be proportional toDl/l, we come to the result that in
YBa2Cu3O6 about 30%, and in Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4, ;20% of
copper is univalent.

Finally, a comparison of the source pairs La2CuO4–
La1.7Sr0.3CuO4 ~Fig. 1d!, CuO-Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8, and
CuO-Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~see Table I! does not reveal within
experimental error any change in the magnitude ofl relative
to CuO. This implies that in these compounds copper is
valent.

FIG. 1. R(t) plot for the source pairs~a! CuO–Cu2O, ~b! YBa2Cu3O7–
YBa2Cu3O6, ~c! Nd2CuO4–Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4, and ~d! La2CuO4–
La1.7Sr0.3CuO4. The inset shows the64Cu decay scheme.
of
-

i-

Note that our conclusions regarding the valence state
copper in the cuprates studied are in agreement with the
sults obtained by photoelectron spectroscopy for CuO, Cu2O
~Ref. 3!, YBa2Cu3O72x ~Ref. 4!, Nd22xCexCuO4 ~Ref. 5!,
La22xSrxCuO4 ~Ref. 6!, Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 ~Ref. 7!, and
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8 ~Ref. 8!, as well as with the determination o
the effective atomic charges in the above compounds
Mössbauer spectroscopy9,10.
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TABLE I. The values ofDl/l ~relative to CuO! for cuprates.

Compound (Dl/l)3104

Cu2O 23~1!
YBa2Cu3O7 20.05~10!
Yba2Cu3O6 0.7~1!
Nd2CuO4 0.06~10!
Nd1.8Ce0.2CuO4 0.5~1!
La2CuO4 20.02~10
Ls1.7Sr0.3CuO4 0.07~10!
Tl2Ba2CaCu2O8 0.05~10!
Si2Sr2CaCu2Og 0.04~10!
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One of the most interesting attributes of a hole CuO4
5 center in doped cuprates is the complexity

of the ground state as a result of electronic pseudodegeneracy. An extra hole injected into
the initial CuO4

6 cluster with ab1g hole can occupy not only the very same hybrid Cu 3d2O 2p
orbital state, producing a Zhang–RiceA1g singlet, but also the pure oxygeneu state,
generating a singlet or triplet1,3Eu term, with close energies. The pseudo Jahn–Teller effect
induced by pseudodegeneracy of the singlet1A1g and1Eu terms is analyzed in detail.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00610-8#
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Intuitive notions about the special role of Jahn-Tel
~JT! ions ~polarons and centers! have provided the spring
board for pioneering research that led Muller and Bednor
the discovery of high-temperature~high-Tc! superconductiv-
ity in 1986.1 Unfortunately, the passing years have not fu
closed the gap in our understanding of this phenomenon
many ways the situation has been complicated by a failur
fully appreciate the role of the Jahn–Teller effect—a typi
shortcoming of the traditional description of the electron
structure of oxides by the ‘‘metallic’’ approach, which is th
foundation of the majority of popular high-Tc superconduc-
tivity scenarios. On the other hand, a wealth of facts has b
amassed in these years, attesting to the existence of J
Teller copper-oxygen centers with very strong electro
vibration correlations.

The subject of the Jahn–Teller effect in cuprates is u
ally framed either within the entrenched concept of the
ion Cu21(3d9), an outgrowth of the well-known problem o
the JT effect for the Cu21(3d9) ion in an octahedral or cubic
environment,2 or in terms of phenomena associated with e
treme anharmonicity of apical oxygen vibrations~double-
well potential!.3,4 However, these phenomena are not o
universal nature spanning a broad class of cuprates an
most cases do not have direct bearing on their extraordin
properties.

A common element of the crystal and electronic stru
ture of various copper oxide high-Tc superconducting sys
tems is found in the almost square CuO4 clusters that form
the superconducting planes of CuO2. The occurrence of the
pseudo Jahn–Teller effect in the presence of hole or elec
doping in the CuO2 plane is the basis of the previous
proposed5–11 model of pseudo JT centers. Within the conte
of this model copper oxides based on CuO4 clusters are re-
garded as systems that are unstable against a reaction o
disproportionation type

2CuO4
6→@CuO4

52#JT1@CuO4
72#JT ~1!

with the formation of a system of polar pseudo JT cent
CuO4

52 ~hole center! and CuO4
72 ~electron center!, which dif-

fer by a pair of electrons bound in the completely filled m
lecular shell, i.e., a ‘‘local boson’’~Anderson bipolaron!.6–8
1621063-7834/98/40(10)/9/$15.00
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The phase of the polar centers can be regarded as a syste
local bosons moving in a lattice of hole polar JT centers—
generalized quantum lattice Bose gas. The low threshold
the disproportionation reaction and the JT nature of the p
centers~in particular, the energy of JT stabilization and hig
polarizability! tend to stabilize them. The centers of nucl
ation of the new phase of polar centers, in general, are lo
potential inhomogeneities formed by nonisovalent subst
tion (La31→Ba21, Ca21, Sr21 in La22xMxCuO4 and
Nd31→Ce41 Nd22xCexCuO4, interstitial oxygen in
La2CuO41d , and oxygen ions and~or! oxygen vacancies
in CuOx chains in YBa2Cu3O61x , which serve as unique
nucleation centers or a center of charge inhomogen
~CI center!.

In regard to superconductivity, the model of pseudo
centers, like the Alexandrov–Mott bipolaron model,12 is in
fact a variant on the Schafroth local-boson model. In contr
with bipolarons, which have a rather complex structure
paired polarons and move in a relatively simple rigid lattic
the local bosons in the model of pseudo JT centers have
simpler structure of a pair of electrons that form a fille
molecular shell but move in a complex pseudo JT lattice

According to quantum-chemical calculations, the grou
state of the one-hole square CuO4

62 cluster is the nondegen
erate symmetry stateb1g(dx22y2). The nearest excited sym
metry stateseg , b2g , a1g , eu , anda2g are separated by a
large gap;1.522.5 eV, which governs the fundamental a
sorption edgeb1g→eu in copper oxides. One universal fea
ture of the optical absorption spectra of oxides based
CuO4

62 clusters—the exciton-band structure of the fund
mental absorption spectral band in the interval 1.5–3.0
~Ref. 13!, associated with theb1g→eu transition—deserves
special attention. The doublet structure of the transition w
charge transfer from the Cu 3d→O 2p hybrid b1g state to
the O 2p pure oxygeneu state indicates the existence of tw
types ofeu states: one weakly correlated and one stron
correlated. This anomalous feature of theeu states is associ
ated with their relatively high density of O 2p holes and the
well-known dependence of the oxygen O 2p states on the
density of holes in the 2p shell. To describe this correlatio
effect of a ‘‘nonrigid anionic background,’’ Hirsch an
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Tang14 have proposed the introduction of two types of ox
gen states~conditionally localized and delocalized, i.e
strongly correlated and weakly correlated!, which are identi-
fied with two components of the ‘‘correlation pseudospin
s51/2. This effect produces a special kind of correlati
splitting of the oxygen orbitals and invests the states wit
doublet ‘‘exciton’’ structure; it also leads to formal doublin
of the number of molecular orbitals: In particular, the
emerge two types of orthogonal~!! statesb1g ~upper corre-
lation half-level! and b1g* ~lower correlation half-level!,
which differ by the value of the projection of the correlatio
pseudospin. The increase in the density of O 2p holes in the
transition CuO4

62→CuO4
52 to a hole cluster produces a sha

increase in the correlationeu splitting at the CuO4
52 hole

centers and imparts pseudodegeneracy to theb1g*
2 andb1g* eu*

configurations with the formation of a multiplet of close
spaced terms: (g1g*

2)1A1g ~Zhang–Rice singlet! and
(b1g* eu* )1,3Eu , whereb1g* andeu* are the corresponding lowe
correlation half-levels. The energy spectrum of the origi
~‘‘one-hole’’! CuO4

62 cluster and the ‘‘two-hole’’ CuO4
52

cluster~hole polar center! is shown schematically in Fig. 1
taking into account the correlation splitting for pure oxyg
eu orbitals. Also observed on the part of the CuO4

52 center is
a correlation effect of purely electrostatic origin,6 which has
the effect of bringing the1A1g and1,3Eu terms of the~respec-
tively! b1g*

2 andb1g* eu* configurations still closer together.
The net effect of the two operative correlation effects

pseudodegeneracy in the ground state of a hole center.
optical portrait of a polaron center is theb1g*

2→b1g* eu* ab-
sorption band in the mid-infrared~MIR! band. Such bands
are actually observed in copper oxides in the interval 0.1–
eV and are an important argument for the existence
pseudo JT centers.6

The pseudodegeneracy in the ground state of the t
hole center of CuO4

52 terms having different parities and a
orbital and spin multiplet character imparts unique proper
to the copper oxides, including the pseudo Jahn–Teller
fect, which manifests itself at many levels. Our objective
this paper is to investigate in detail the vibronic nature of
CuO4

52 center. We consider the problem of the pseudo Ja
Teller effect in a square CuO4 cluster on the basis of two
particle states of the pseudodegenerate1A1g and 1Eu terms
over a wide range of values of the initial electron splitti
parameter and vibronic interaction constants. We investig
the adiabatic potential of a polar CuO4 cluster and tunne
states in the case of a strong pseudo Jahn–Teller effect
we derive expressions for the vibronic reduction factors.

1. ADIABATIC POTENTIAL

In the ensuing discussion we adopt theuGg& states of the
1A1g and 1Eu terms as the electronic basis. HereGg
5(A1g ,Eu

x ,Eu
y) is the irreducible representation and its ro

expansion in theD4h symmetry group of the square CuO4

cluster, under which the orbital part of the wave function
transformed. In the linear approximation the active JT co
dinates on the adopted electronic basis are the vibrati
modes of symmetrya1g , ba1g , b2g , andeu .
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The vibronic interaction for the isolated1Eu term has the
well-known form of theE2b12b2 problem,2 and the singlet
1A1g and1Eu terms are mixed with the vibronic interaction

^A1guV̂vibuEu
i &5(

eu

VeQe
u
i ~2!

by means of the activeQe
u
x andQe

u
y vibrational modes. For

the square CuO4 cluster there are three modes of symme
eu , but we shall confine the ensuing discussion to just o
pair of eu-type coordinates; we denote the corresponding
ear vibronic constant byVe .

The sum of the electron operatorV̂el , the elastic energy
V̂Q , and the vibronic interaction operatorV̂vib for the singlet
states of the1A1g and1Eu terms with initial distributionDAE

~Fig. 1!, given the appropriate choice of coordinate orig
Qa1g

, has the form

Û~Q!5(
i

v i
2Qi

2

2
Î

1S 2D1VzQz VeQx VeQy

VeQx VaQa VbQb

VeQy VbQb 2VaQa

D , ~3!

where the indices distinguishing the linear vibronic consta
and the normal coordinates are denoted as follows:a1g→z,
eu

x→x, eu
y→y, b1g→a, b2g→b, and the following notation

has been introduced:D5DAE2Vzqz
(0) , Vz5Vz

A1g2Vz
Eu ,

qi
(0)5Vi /v i

2 .
Important information about the system can be obtain

by investigating the sheets of the adiabatic potential«(Q),
which are the roots of the characteristic equation forÛ(Q).
It is most important to know the coordinates of the minim
Q0, their depth, the curvature of the energy surface in
vicinity of Q0, and the composition of the wave functions
the minima of the adiabatic potential. Such information c
be obtained in the Opik–Pryce method,15 where the eigen-
value problem is solved only for extrema of the adiaba
potential. The conditions underlying the occurrence
minima of a specific type are found by analyzing the curv
ture of the energy surface of the adiabatic potential«(Q) in
the vicinity of Q0.

The eigenvalue problem forV̂vib at the extrema of the
adiabatic potential has the form

S 2D22EJT
z z2 24EJT

e zx 24EJT
e zy

24EJT
e zx 22EJT

a ~x22y2! 24EJT
b xy

24EJT
e zy 24EJT

b xy 2EJT
a ~x22y2!

D S z
x
y
D

5lS z
x
y
D , ~4!

whereEJT
i 5Vi

2/2v i is a characteristic JT energy, andz, x,
andy denote the coefficients of the expansion of the elect
wave function in the basisuA1g&, uEu

x&, uEu
y&. The system~4!

in conjunction with the normalization conditionx21y21z2

51 admits 13 solutions, which are summarized in Table
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FIG. 1. Correlation effects in the energy spectrum of an initial CuO4
62 center and a hole CuO4

52 center with characteristic numerical quantities~eV! for oxides
of the CuO type. On the right is shown the formation of the fundamental absorption spectrum for the parent and doped oxides with the occurr
characteristic MIR band in the latter case. The lower part of the figure shows the schematic form of the energy spectrum of a CuO4

52 center: a! fragment of
the initial electron spectrum; b! strong pseudo JT effect without spin-orbital interaction; c! tunnel splitting of the ground state in the case of the strong pse
Jahn–Teller effect. Inset: distortions of a CuO4 cluster, corresponding to different minima of the adiabatic potential.
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the last column of the table gives expressions for the exp
sion of the surface of the adiabatic potential near the extre
up to and including squared terms. The solutions are divi
into three groups according to their properties.

1! The first group, NJT, consists of one solution. T
wave functions at the extrema coincide withuA1g&. The NJT
extremum is a minimum on the lower sheet of the adiab
potential,b,0 (b52D14EJT

e 22EJT
z ); for (D12EJT

z ),0
n-
a
d

ic

the minimum is situated on the upper sheet of the adiab
potential. A weak pseudo JT effect prevails in both cas
because of the weakness of vibronic interaction in comp
son withD, there is no distortion of the CuO4 cluster with a
change of symmetry. All that happens as a result of vibro
interaction is renormalization of the frequency of the localeu

mode~see Table I!.
2! The second group, JTi ( i 5a,b), comprises four so-
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TABLE I. Coordinates of extrema of the adiabatic potential and expansion coefficients of the electronic wave functions at the extremum points.

Type z x y Qz
0 Qa

0 Qb
0 Qx

0 Qy
0 2«(q)22«0

s2( iv i
2qi

2

NJT 1 0 0 2qz
(0) 0 0 0 0 2ve

2hz(qx
21qy

2)

JTa 0 0 1 0 qa
(0) 0 0 0 2ve

2¸aqy
22vb

2laqb
2

0 1 0 0 2qa
(0) 0 0 0 2ve

2¸aqx
22vb

2laqb
2

JTb 0 21

&

1

&

0 0 qb
(0) 0 0 2ve

2¸bq2
22va

2lbqa
2

0 1

&

1

&

0 0 2qb
(0) 0 0 2ve

2¸bq1
22va

2lbqa
2

PJTa ca 0 da 2qz
(0)ca

2 qa
(0)da

2 0 0 2qe
(0)2cada 2(vevaqx1vbraqb)2

2(vztaqz1vamaqa2venaqy)
2

ca da 0 2qz
(0)ca

2 2qa
(0)da

2 0 2qe
(0)2cada 0 2(vevaqy1vbraqb)2

2(vztaqz2vamaqa2venaqx)
2

ca 0 2da 2qz
(0)ca

2 qa
(0)da

2 0 0 qe
(0)2cada 2(vevaqx2vbraqb)2

2(vztaqz1vamaqa1venaqy)
2

ca 2da 0 2qz
(0)ca

2 2qa
(0)da

2 0 qe
(0)2cada 0 2(vevaqy2vbraqb)2

2(vztaqz2vamaqa1venaqx)
2

PJTb cb 2db

&

db

&

2qz
(0)cb

2 0 qa
(0)db

2 qe
(0)&cbdb 2qe

(0)&cbdb 2(vevbq12varbqa)2

2(vztbqz1vbmbqb2venbq2)2

cb db

&

db

&

2qz
(0)cb

2 0 2qa
(0)db

2 2qe
(0)&cbdb 2qe

(0)&cbdb 2(vevbq22varbqa)2

2(vztbqz2vbmbqb2venbq1)2

cb db

&

2db

&

2qz
(0)cb

2 0 qa
(0)db

2 2qe
(0)&cbdb qe

(0)&cbdb 2(vevbq11varbqa)2

2(vztbqz1vbmbqb1venbq2)2

cb 2db

&

2db

&

2qz
(0)cb

2 0 2qa
(0)db

2 qe
(0)&cbdb qe

(0)&cbdb 2(vevbq21varbqa)2

2(vztbqz2vbmbqb1venbq1)2

Note. The following notation is introduced in the table:qi
(0)5Vi /v i

2 , q15(qx1qy)/&, q25(2qx1qy)/&, qi5Qi2Qi
0 , cs5Aas /(as1b),

ds5Ab/(as1b), hz54EJT
e /(D12EJT

z ), ls5EJT
s8/EJT

s , ¸s54EJT
e /(2D12EJT

s ), vs5AEJT
e as /(EJT

e as1EJT
s b), rs5AEJT

s8b/(EJT
e as1EJT

s b),

ts5AEJT
z asb/@EJT

e (as1b)2#, ms5AEJT
s asb/@EJT

e (as1b)2#, ns5(as2b)/(as1b), «0
s,NJT52D2EJT

z , «0
s,JT52EJT

s , «0
s,PJT52EJT

s 2(1/2)cs
2as .
ia
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lutions, which are analogous to the results of theE2b1

2b2 problem. The wave function at the extrema of the ad
batic potential consists of functions of theEu type. From
now on we shall use the phrase ‘‘strong’’s in application to
the rhombic mode for which the JT energy is higher, a
‘‘weak’’ s8 for the rhombic mode having lower JT energ

EJT
s .EJT

s8 (s,s85a,b); in the case of theE2b12b2 prob-
lem EJT

s is the energy of JT stabilization. Of the four e
trema, only the two JTa are minima, which are situated o
the lower sheet of the adiabatic potential ifas,0 (as5D
14EJT

e 22EJT
s ), or on the middle sheet of the adiabatic p

tential if (D22EJT
s ).0. We note that the pair of solution

JTs8 corresponds to saddle points, and forEJT
s 5EJT

s8 we have
an equipotential ravine of minima. The wave functions at
minima are mutually orthogonal. The frequency of thes
mode is invariant, and the frequency of thes8 mode is re-
normalized by vibronic interaction~see Table I!.

It should be noted that the type (B1g or B2g! of funda-
mental JT mode plays a principal role in the physics of c
per oxides. It is determined by competition between the
bronic parameters for Cu 3d2O 2p and O 2p2O 2p bonds
minimizing theB1g or B2g mode, respectively.

For theeu mode the JTi solutions correspond to the wea
pseudo JT effect: Vibronic interaction merely induces ren
malization of the frequencies of localeu modes. If thea
-

d

e

-
i-

-

mode is strong, the coordinates of the minima determine
distortion of the CUO4 cluster in the form of a rhombus
stretched along thex axis or along they axis ~Fig. 2a!. One
of the local modes, eithereu

x or eu
y , is softened accordingly

~see Table I!; however, since the two minima are equivale
the frequencies of the localeu modes remain twofold degen
erate. For the case of a strongb mode with rectangular dis
tortion of the cluster at the points of the adiabatic poten
minima ~Fig. 2b!, we encounter renormalization of theeu

mode codirectional with this distortion.
3! The third group, PJTi ( i 5a,b), comprises eight so-

lutions and corresponds to the most complex case of
strong pseudo JT effect. Here the wave functions at the
trema are hybridA1g2Eu states, where the coefficients o
the linear combination depend on the initial splittingD and
the JT energies. Of the eight extrema, only the four PJTs ~s
denotes the strong rhombic mode! are minima ifas.0 and
b.0. All the PJTs minima are equivalent and are situated
the lower sheet of the adiabatic potential. The wave fu
tions at the points of the minima are not mutually orthogon
this being a characteristic attribute of the strong pseudo
effect.

The distortion of a CuO4 cluster with a nonzero quadru
pole moment is accompanied by codirectional distortion
the eu mode, causing a dipole moment to appear. The al
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native distortions of the cluster in this case are shown
Figs. 2c and 2d. As a result, thes mode is mixed with a
codirectionaleu mode and ana1g mode, generating thre
local hybrid modes, and thes8 mode is hybridized with the
remaining eu mode and generates two more local hyb
modes. The mode mixing coefficients are proportional to
corresponding vibronic constants, and the frequencies of
new local modes can be determined from the correspon
expressions for the expansion of the adiabatic potential
face in the vicinity of the extrema~see Table I!. Inasmuch as
the minima are equivalent, the local frequencies at all f
minima coincide.

The conditions for minima of one type or another
exist on the lower sheet of the adiabatic potential are de
mined by the quantities

as5D14EJT
e 22EJT

s , b52D14EJT
e 22EJT

z . ~5!

The minima are of type a! NJT if as.0 andb,0; b! JTs if
as,0 andb.0; c! PJTs if as.0 andb.0; d! NJT and
JTs if as,0 andb,0.

A cross section of the domain of the parametersD, EJT
s ,

andEJT
e for set values ofEJT

e andEJT
z,0 is shown in Fig. 3a. In

the limit D→1` the lower1A1g term is well isolated, and
the corresponding sheet of the adiabatic potential has a tr

FIG. 2. Illustration of the possible distortion of a CuO4 cluster. a! At a JTa

minimum; b! at a JTb minimum; c! at a PJTb minimum ~the dipole moment
can be directed along one of the diagonals of the rhombus!; d! at a PJTb
minimum ~the possible directions of the dipole moment are rotated thro
the anglef5p/4 relative to the directions for the PJTa minima.
n

e
he
g
r-

r

r-

ial

NJT minimum. In the limitd→2` the 1Eu term is lower,
and we have the usualE2b12b2 problem with two JTs
minima on the lower sheet of the adiabatic potential. As
1A1g and 1Eu terms come closer together, they begin to
teract through the agency of theeu mode, whose frequency i
then renormalized. The merging of the terms is accompan
either by the advent of four PJTs minima or by the advent of
three (NJT1JTs) minima, depending on the value ofEJT

s .
In Fig. 3a these two possibilities correspond to the lin
EJT

s 5EJT
s,1 andEJT

s 5EJT
s,2 .

In motion along the lineEJT
s 5EJT

s,1 from 2` to 1` the
curvature of the JTs minima along theeu directions de-
creases, vanishing atas50. Each of the two JTs in this case
changes into a saddle point with the formation of two PJs

minima ~one of the JTs minima divides along the coordinat
Q1 , and the other divides alongQ2!. Next, between the lines
as50 andb50 the value of the rhombic coordinate of th
PJTs minima decreases to zero at the lineb50. The value of
the eu coordinate of the minima increases at first and th
decreases to zero, attaining a maximum at the lineD5(EJT

z

2EJt
s). The coordinateQz increases linearly (;as) from

zero to2qz
(0) at the lineB50, where the four PJTs minima

merge into a single NJT minimum. Next, asD→1`, the
A1g andEu terms interact to an ever-diminishing degree, a
the renormalized frequency tends to its initial value.

h

FIG. 3. a! State diagram of the lower sheet of the adiabatic potential on
plane of parameters (D,EJT

s for fixed EJT
z and EJT

e . The figure shows the
boundaries of domains with different types of minima of the lower shee
the adiabatic potential (as50 and b50!. The lines EJT

s 5EJT
s,1 and EJT

s

5EJT
s,2 correspond to different relative intensities of vibronic interacti

with the s and eu modes. b! State diagram of the upper sheets of th
adiabatic potential on the plane of parameters (D,EJT

s for fixed EJT
z andEJT

e .
In the parameter domain to the left of the lineD52EJT

s an NJT minimum
exists on the upper sheet of the adiabatic potential; only a trivial, nona
lytical minimum exists on the middle sheet. In the parameter domain to
right of the lineD52EJT

s minima exist on the middle sheet of the adiaba
potential. IfEJT

z ,2EJT
e , parameter domains exist in which an NJT minimu

of the upper sheet or JTs minima exist simultaneously with PJTs minima on
the lower sheet of the adiabatic potential. It is impossible for all three ty
of minima to coexist on different sheets of the adiabatic potential. In
parameter domain between the linesD522EJT

z and D52EJT
s only trivial,

nonanalytical minima exist on the upper and lower sheets of the adiab
potential.
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The PJTs minima appear in the presence of efficient i
teraction of theA1g andEu terms througheu modes. IfEJT

s

.(4EJT
e 2EJT

z ) ~e.g., if EJT
s 5EJT

s,2 , Fig. 3a!, interaction
through thes mode is far more efficient. In this case, fo
b50 an NJT minimum also appears on the lower shee
the adiabatic potential in addition to JTs minima. On the line
D5(EJT

z 5EJT
s ) all three minima have the same energy. T

JTs minima then flatten out more and more without chang
their positions, until only the NJT minimum is left whe
as50.

Figure 3b also shows the state diagram of the up
sheets of the adiabatic potential.

2. TUNNEL SPLITTING

The most complex and interesting case of the stro
pseudo JT effect can be treated within the framework of
tunneling Hamiltonian,16 when the motion of the system rep
resents localized vibrations at the adiabatic potential mini
accompanied by tunneling between them. We assume in
case that the depth of the adiabatic potential minima
greater than the characteristic elastic quantum and that
tunneling frequency is low.

We consider the problem of minimizing the comple
energy functionalE@C#5^uĤC& with the Hamiltonian

Ĥ5T̂Q1V̂el1V̂Q1V̂vib , ~6!

where T̂Q is the kinetic energy of the nuclei, and the tri
function

C5 (
M51

4

cMwM
~s!xM

~s! , ~7!

wherewM
(s) and xM

(s) are the electron and vibrational wav
functions centered at the PJTs

(M ) minimum.
The variation ofEuCu yields a matrix equation of the

form

S H Hq Hd Hq

Hq H Hq Hd

Hd Hq H Hq

Hq Hd Hq H

D S c1

c2

c3

c4

D
5ES 1 Sq Sd Sq

Sq 1 Sq Sd

Sd Sq 1 Sq

Sq Sd Sq 1

D S c1

c2

c3

c4

D , ~8!

where three matrix elements are present by virtue of
equivalence of the PJTs minima in the matrices of the
HamiltonianĤ ~6! and overlap. Equation~8! can be used to
find the tunneling states and tunneling energy levels. T
eigenvectors of~8! have the form

c15
1

2
~1,1,1,1!, c25

1

2
~1,21,1,21!,

c35
1

&
~2sin u,cosu,sin u,2cosu!,
f

g

r

g
e

a,
is

is
he

e

e

c45
1

&
~cosu,sin u,2cosu,2sin u!. ~9!

The vectorsc3 and c4 are degenerate, introducing arbitrar
ness into the choice of the phaseu. For u50 we have

uCA1g
&5csuA1g&xa1g

1
ds

&
$uEu

~1!&xe
u
~1!1uEu

~2!&xe
u
~2!%,

uCS&52csuA1g&xS2
ds

&
$uEu

~1!&xe
u
~1!2uEu

~2!&xe
u
~2!%,

uCE
u
~1!&5csuA1g&xe

u
~1!1

ds

&
uEu

~1!&$xa1g
1xS%,

uCE
u
~2!&5csuA1g&xe

u
~2!1

ds

&
uEu

~2!&$xa1g
2xS%, ~10!

where the functions $uEu
(1)&,uEu

(2)&% have the form
$uEu

x&,uEu
y&% for s5a or $(uEu

x&1uEu
y&)/&,(2uEu

x&
1uEu

y&)/&% for s5b. The symmetrized combination s o
the vibrational wave functions

xa1g
5

1

2
~x1

~s!1x2
~s!1x3

~s!1x4
~s!!,

xe
u
~1!5

1

&
~x2

~s!2x4
~s!!,

xS5
1

2
~2x1

~s!1x2
~s!2x3

~s!1x4
~s!!,

xe
u
~2!5

1

&
~x1

~s!2x3
~s!!, ~11!

and theS symmetry of the vibronic and vibrational wav
functions coincides with the symmetry of thes mode. The
expressions for the tunneling-energy levels have the form

EA1g
5

H12Hq1Hd

112Sq1Sd
, EEu

5
H2Hd

12Sd
,

ES5
H22Hq1Hd

122Sq1Sd
. ~12!

The pattern of the tunneling spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. T
tunnel splittings are related to the frequencies of tunnel
transitions between distorted configurations of the Cu4

cluster, and in the case of deep minima the tunneling
quencies become much lower than the characteristics pho
frequencies. We note that in the case of the pseudo JT e
the symmetry of the vibronic ground state and the init
lower electron state do not necessary coincide, contrar
the case of the ordinary JT effect~Ham’s law!.17 It is evident
from Fig. 4 that regions exist withd,0 ~the electronic1A1g

term lies above the1Eu term! andEA1g
,EEu

. In the case of
the pseudo JT effect vibronic interaction mixes different
electron terms, in contrast to the ordinary JT effect, wh
the electron functions belong to a degenerate level. On
whole, however, in our case the transformed properties of
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lower vibronic states are the same as for a function of
initial electronic basis: theS level always lies above theA1g

andEu levels.18

3. VIBRONIC REDUCTION FACTORS

The concept of vibronic reduction factors is used in t
investigation of vibronic phenomena. A vibronic reductio
factor is equal to the ratio of a reduced matrix element of
electron operator to the wave functions of the vibron
ground level and to the initial electron wave functions.
application to the pseudo JT effect, in general, the redu
vibronic matrix element is a linear combination of reduc
electron matrix elements.

In a tight-binding scheme the vibronic wave function h
the form

CGg5
1

NG
(
G1

c~GG1! (
g1G2g2

wG1g1
xG2g2

^G1g1G2g2uGg&,

~13!

whereG2PG3G1 NG is a normalization factor,c(GG1) is
the amplitude of the vibronic functionG generated by the
electron representationG1 , xG2g2

is a linear combination of
vibrational wave functions of equivalent minima, an
^G1g1G2g2uGg& is a Clebsch–Gordan coefficient.

Applying the Wigner–Eckart theorem to the vibron
matrix element, we obtain

^CGiV̂G̃iCG8&5 (
G1G18

K G̃S G G8

G1 G18
D ^wG1

iV̂G̃iwG
18
&,

~14!

where

FIG. 4. Lower tunneling energy levels~a! and tunnel splittings~b! versusD
for ke53, ks /ke50.5, ks8 /ks50.5, andkz50 ~whereki5A2EJT

i /\v i!. A
characteristic elastic quantum is adopted as the unit of energy. The uptu
the energy of tunneling states at the ends of the interval of possible valu
D is attributable to the inappropriate basis choice in the case of sha
minima.
e

e

d

K G̃S G G8

G1 G18
D 5

AgGgG8
NGNG8

~21!G1G̃1G1c~GG1!c~G8G18!

3(
G2

~21!G2^xG2

2 &F G G̃ G8

G8 G2 G1
G . ~15!

Here@ ...
...# denotes the 6G symbol of the point groupG ~Ref.

19!, and ^xG2

2 is the integral of normalization of the vibra

tional wave function. The factor (21)G is equal to unity for
all representations of the groupD4h except (21)A2g521
~Ref. 20!. In the case of the Jahn–Teller effect Eq.~15! gives
the well-known result for a vibronic reduction factor.21 It
follows from Eq.~15! that

K G̃S G G8

G1 G18
D 5~21!G1G81G11G18K G̃S G8 G

G18 G1
D . ~16!

For the given problem G1 ,G185A1g ,Eu and
G,G8,G2 ,G285A1g ,S,Eu . The nonzero matrix element
have symmetry operatorsG̃5A1g ,A2g ,B1g ,B2g ,Eu . Figure
5a shows the vibronic reduction factors as functions ofD.
Clearly, the symmetry operatorsS8 are highly suppressed
When vibronic interaction is intensified, the vibronic redu
tion factors tend to their limiting values~Fig. 5b!, which can
be obtained from Eq.~15! by making the substitutions
NG→1 and^xG2

2 &→1.

The components of the external electric field parallel
the plane of the CuO4 cluster (E'C4) induce electric-dipole
transitions between tunneling states of symmetryA1g and
Eu . The reduced vibronic matrix element of theEu operator
has the form

of
of
w

FIG. 5. Vibronic reduction factors as functions ofD for ke53, ks /ke

50.5, ks8 /ks50.5, andkz50 ~whereki5A2EJT
i /\v i! ~a! and as functions

of the parameterk for ke5k, ks /ke50.5, ks8 /ks50.5, andkz50 ~b!. 1 —

KA1g
(Eu

Eu
Eu

Eu), 2 — KA1g
(Eu

A1g
Eu

A1g), 3 — KA1g
(A1g

Eu
A1g

Eu ), 4 —

KA1g
(A1g

A1g
A1g

A1g), 5 — KEu
(A1g

A1g
Eu

Eu), 6 — KEu
(Eu

A1g
A1g

Eu ), 7 — KS8(Eu

Eu
Eu

Eu).
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^CA1g
iV̂Eu

iCEu
&5

csds

NA1g
NEu

~^xA1g

2 &1^xEu

2 &!^A1giV̂Eu
iEu&.

~17!

For strong vibronic interaction (NG→1,̂ xG2

2 &→1) and for

cs5ds51/& the electric-dipole transition matrix element
not renormalized.

For Eu states the orbital Zeeman contribution associa
with the z-component of the magnetic field is nonvanishin
this condition can be described by means of the well-kno
effective spin Hamiltonian for a non-Kramers doublet.22 Vi-
bronic interaction leads to strong renormalization of the
duced matrix element of thez component of the orbital an
gular momentum:

^CEu
iV̂A2g

iCEu
&5
&ds

2Sq
n

NEu

2 ^EuiV̂A2g
iEu&. ~18!

The vibronic reduction factor in this case is proportional
the overlap integralSq

n of the vibrational states in adjacen
wells of the adiabatic potential. When vibronic interaction
intensified, we haveSq

n→0, causing the orbital angular mo
mentum to be completely frozen.

4. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

We have given a detailed analysis of the pseudo Ja
Teller effect for the electronic states of1A1g and 1Eu terms
of a hole or electron CuO4 centers in doped cuprates. W
have sidestepped problems associated with the onse
pseudo JT centers, in particular, the effects of strong c
pling between centers due to the presence of shared ox
and coupling with rotational modes of the CuO4 cluster~tilt-
ing or buckling!. Pseudo JT centers are responsible for
merous manifestations of short-range and long-range JT
derings observed in cuprates; some of them have b
discussed previously.10,23

An important problem has to do with the influence
pseudo JT centers on the kinetics of local bosons and su
conductivity. On the whole, this topic warrants separate c
sideration, although certain vibronic reduction effects a
the isotropic effect have been briefly discussed in the pa8

We close with an enumeration of several experimen
factors which, in our opinion, lend support to the abov
proposed scenario of pseudo JT centers in cuprates: 1! the
occurrence of MIR bands in the absorption spectra for
cuprate high-Tc superconducting systems;6 2! the observa-
tion of singlet-triplet pseudodegeneracy near the ground s
for hole centers according to NQR data;24 3! from EPR data
the detection of a copper-oxygen JT center possessing a
triplet state in compounds LaSrAl12xCuxO4 isostructural to
La22xSrxCuO4 ~Refs. 25 and 26!; 4! the observation of
anomalously strong anharmonicity of low-temperature th
mal motion of a copper ion as part of the hybrid copp
oxygen Qeu

mode by the ‘‘entropy maximum method
~Ref. 27!; 5! the observation of ferroelectric anomalies;28 6!
the unusual character of the isotope effect with respec
copper in superconducting cuprates;8 7! the observation of
characteristic phonon anomalies;4,10,29,308! the detection of
tunneling paramagnetic centers.7
d
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The tunneling paramagnetic effect is a consequence
the unusual singlet-triplet structure of a pseudo JT cen
with the localization of different spin states in differe
minima of the adiabatic potential. The spin dynamics a
relaxation for tunneling paramagnetic centers exhibit
anomalously strong dependence on the magnitude and o
tation of the external magnetic field. These centers can
reduced with comparative ease to a metastable state.
existence of tunneling paramagnetic centers in phase nu
ations of pseudo JT centers has previously7 been regarded a
the cause of magnetization and magnetostriction anoma
in the oxide CuO. The extraordinary magnetic resona
properties of the cuprate Eu2CuO4 ~Ref. 31! might well be of
the same nature.

In this paper we do not boast an exhaustive survey of
experimental evidence of the pseudo Jahn–Teller natur
CuO4 clusters in doped cuprates or the comparison of s
data with our model; such an undertaking is a topic for se
rate discussion. At the same time, it should be noted that
model of pseudo JT centers is based on a vast inventor
experimental facts. The results of the present study shoul
viewed as a first step toward the formulation of theory of t
pseudo Jahn–Teller lattice in doped cuprates.

The authors are grateful to M. V. Eremin, B.
Kochelaev, S. Yu. Shashkin, E. E. Nikiforov, A. S
Ovchinnikov, V. Ya. Mitrofanov, and A. Ya. Fishman fo
profitable discussions.
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Stationary hopping photoconduction among multiply charged impurity atoms
in crystals
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A derivation of the equation for the hopping current of electrons and holes~electron vacancies!
among impurities of a single species in three charge states@~21!, ~0!, and~11!# is given
in the continuum approximation. The screening length of an electrostatic field and the diffusion
length of charge carriers are calculated. The dependence of the effective lifetime of
electrons hopping among impurities relative to (21)→(11) transitions@and of holes relative to
(11)→(21) transitions# on the degree of compensation and the rate of interimpurity
photoexcitation, which stimulates the formation of ions, is obtained. The calculations of the
dependence of the hopping photoconductivity on photoexcitation rate are consistent with known
experimental data, which have not previously found a theoretical explanation. ©1998
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1. Many phenomena in crystalline semiconductors
caused by impurity atoms of a single species in the (21),
~0!, and (11) charge states. The research on crystals w
such defects was summarized in Refs. 1–4. In particular,
stabilization of the position of the Fermi level in the ba
gap of numerous crystalline materials during exposure
ionizing radiation has been associated with the introduc
of intrinsic lattice defects in the (21), ~0!, and (11) charge
states.5

Processes in semiconductors having defects in
(21), ~0!, and (11) charge states are often interpreted
ing models in which the energy levels of these defects fo
two energy bands in the forbidden band of the crystal.
example, the influence of charge exchange between im
bile impurities in the (21), ~0!, and (11) charge states on
the concentration of electrons in thec band was considere
in Ref. 6. At the same time, at low temperatures, where
concentrations of electrons in thec band and of holes in the
v band are negligibly small, charge transfer is governed
electron~hole! hopping between impurities.

The study of steady-state hopping photoconduction
Refs. 7 and 8, where neutral impurity atoms of a single s
cies pass into the (11) and (21) charge states as a result
impurity photoexcitation of the crystal, is important not ju
for applications.9 Since its discovery,10,11 hopping photocon-
duction has been actively studied, but a theory for this p
nomenon has not been developed even at a phenomeno
cal level, which would permit, say, estimation of th
concentration and mobility of hopping electrons.7

The purpose of the present work is to calculate
screening length of an external electrostatic field and the
fusion length of electrons and holes~electron vacancies! by
means of hops between immobile impurity atoms in th
(21), ~0!, and (11) charge states with consideration
1631063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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interimpurity photoexcitation, which stimulates the form
tion of ions from neutral impurities.

2. Let us consider a crystalline semiconductor, in whi
impurity atoms of a single species randomly distributed
space exist in three charge states@~21!, ~0!, and~11!# with
a total concentrationN5N211N01N11 . We assume tha
the exchange of electrons and electron vacancies betw
impurities takes place by means of thermally activated t
neling ~hopping! and that no exchange takes place throu
the c or v band.

Electron hops between different charge states are fun
mentally different. The ionization of neutral states of tw
defects (0)→(0), like the recombination of charge state
(21)→(11), is accompanied by a considerably larg
change in electron energy than are (0)→(11) and (21)
→(0) hops. Therefore, we shall assume that the energy
els of the impurity atoms in the (21), ~0!, and (11) charge
states form two impurity bands. In the case of hydroge
donors in covalent crystals they are called theD2 and D0

bands, and in the case of acceptors they are called theA1

andA0 bands; theA1 bands are analogs of the upper Hu
bard band in unordered systems.1

To fix ideas we consider the transfer of charges betw
the D2 and D0 bands. In addition, we assume that the im
purity atoms have a positive Hubbard correlation energy,
the D2 band is closer to thec band than is theD0 band.

Interimpurity (0)→(0) electron transitions correspon
to the thermal ‘‘generation’’ of carriers in theD2 band from
the D0 band, and (21)→(11) transitions correspond to
‘‘recombination.’’ Charge transfer is accomplished by mea
of (21)→(0) hops of electrons in theD2 band and (0)
→(11) hops of electron vacancies in theD0 band. Such a
division makes sense, if the energy gap between theD2 and
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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D0 impurity bands is much greater than the activation ene
for charge transfer in these bands.

Let us find the expression for the density of the statio
ary hopping current involving thek and k11 charge states
of an impurity, wherek521,0. We assume that electron
~holes! hop between nearby impurity atoms. Under th
charge-transfer regime the mean hopping distanceRk,k11 of
an electron is determined mainly by the total impurity co
centrationN5N211N01N11 .

Let an electrostatic field be applied to a homogene
crystalline sample in a thermostat so that the electric int
sity within the sampleE52dw/dx is directed along theOX
axis. We arbitrarily select two points with coordinat
x2.x1 such that (x22x1)5Rk,k11 . We construct two
planes perpendicular to the electric field through these po
so that the field would be directed from the first plane to
second.

We useNk(x1) and Nk11(x2) to denote the concentra
tions of the impurity in charge statek in plane 1 and in
charge statek11 in plane 2, respectively. LetGk,k11(x1 ,x2)
be the probability of the passage of an electron from plan
to plane 2 per unit time. Then the hopping-current dens
between impurities in charge statesk andk11 can be writ-
ten in the form

Jk,k115qRk,k11FNk~x2!
Nk11~x1!

N
Gk,k11~x2 ,x1!

2Nk~x1!
Nk11~x2!

N
Gk,k11~x1 ,x2!G , ~1!

where2q,0 is the charge of the electron,Nk11(x1)/N is
the probability that an arbitrarily selected impurity atom
plane 1 is in charge statek11; for plane 2 the probability
equals Nk11(x2)/N. In the absence of an external fie
Nk(x1)5Nk(x2), and Nk11(x1)5Nk11(x2); Gk,k11(x1 ,x2)
5Gk,k11(x2 ,x1) is the hopping frequency of electrons in on
direction along theOX axis.

In the continuum approximation we can write

Nk~x2!'Nk~x1!1
dNk~x1!

dx
Rk,k11 ,

Nk11~x2!'Nk11~x1!1
dNk11~x1!

dx
Rk,k11 ,

Gk,k11~x2 ,x1!2Gk,k11~x1 ,x2!'
dGk,k11

dx
Rk,k11

52
dGk,k11

dw
ERk,k11 , ~2!

whereGk,k11 depends onx through the electrostatic poten
tial w(x) of the external field in the crystal.

Substituting~2! into ~1! and confining ourselves to term
linear in the gradient atx15x, we obtain the hopping curren
density
y

-

-

s
-

ts
e

1
y

Jk,k115qNk,k11FMk,k11E1Dk,k11

d

dx
lnS Nk

Nk11
D G , ~3!

whereNk,k11(x)5Nk(x)Nk11(x)/N is the effective concen-
tration of electrons hopping between impurities in char
statesk andk11, Dk,k115Gk,k11Rk,k11

2 is the diffusion co-
efficient of the hopping electrons, andMk,k11

52Rk,k11
2 dGk,k11 /dw is the hopping mobility.

We note that, according to~3!, the hopping current has
both drift and diffusion components and that the hopp
conductivity sk,k115qNk,k11Mk,k11 . When N215N11 ,
the maximum concentrations of electrons hopping in theD2

band and of holes hopping in theD0 band areN21,0

5N0,115N/8.
According to Refs. 12 and 13 the ratio of the mobility

the diffusion coefficient of hopping electron
Mk,k11 /Dk,k115q/jkBT, wherekBT is the thermal energy
and j>1 characterizes the influence of fluctuations of t
electrostatic potential in the crystal on the electron state
the impurityD2 andD0 bands. When the width of the im
purity bands is less than or of the order of the thermal
ergy,j'1. Under the regime of electron~hole! hopping be-
tween nearby impurity atoms in charge statesk andk11, the
mobility Mk,k11}Gk,k11Rk,k11

2 is determined by the tota
impurity concentrationN5N211N01N11 .

3. The continuity equations for charge states of imm
bile impurity atoms migrating through a crystal have t
form ~compare Ref. 6!

]N21

]t
52aN21N111bN0

21
1

q

]

]x
J21,0,

]N0

]t
52~aN21N112bN0

2!1
1

q

]

]x
~J0,112J21,0!,

]N11

]t
52aN21N111bN0

22
1

q

]

]x
J0,11 , ~4!

where Nk(x,t) is the nonequilibrium concentration of th
impurity in charge statek521,0,11, which depends on the
coordinatex and the timet; J0,11 andJ21,0 are the hopping
current densities between impurities in (0)→(11) and
(21)→(0) transitions, respectively;a is the coefficient for
the ‘‘trapping’’ of an electron from a negatively charged im
purity in a positively charged impurity, i.e., the (21)→
(11) transition;b is the coefficient for the thermal ioniza
tion of neutral impurities 2N0→N111N21 , i.e., the passage
of an electron from theD0 band to theD2 band.

When an external electric field is applied to a crystal, t
electronic processes determined by impurities in the (21),
~0!, and (11) charge states are described with considera
of ~3! and ~4! by the system of equations
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dN0

dx
5

N0~N212N11!

N

qE

jkBT
2

J21,0

qD21,0
1

J0,11

qD0,11
,

dN11

dx
5

N11~2N211N0!

N

qE

jkBT
2

J21,0N11

qD21,0N0

1
J0,11~N112N!

qD0,11N0
,

dE

dx
5

q

«
@N11~x!2N21~x!#,

d

dx
J21,05q~aN21N112bN0

2!,

d

dx
J0,115q~bN0

22aN21N11!, ~5!

where«5« r«0 is the static dielectric constant of the cryst
lattice.

Since the total impurity concentrationN does not depend
on x, the concentration gradients of only two charge sta
appear in~5! (N0 and N

11were chosen as the independe

variables!.
We represent the nonequilibrium concentration of d

fects in the charge statesk521,0,11 as Nk(x)5Nk

1dNk(x). Here and in the following,Nk is the equilibrium
value of the concentration anddNk(x) is the deviation from
Nk resulting from the effect of the external electrostatic fie
on the hopping electrons~holes!. The equilibrium concentra
tions of the ionized impurities satisfy the electroneutral
equation

N215N111ZKN, ~6!

whereKN is the concentration of a completely ionized im
purity of another species with a chargeZq, which does not
participate in charge-exchange processes. HereZ>11 for
donors whose energy levels are closer to thec band than is
the center of theD2 band,Z<21 for acceptors whose en
ergy levels are closer to thev band than is the center of th
D0 band, and 0,uZuK,1.

At a low excitation level (dN0 /N0!1, dN11 /N11!1)
the system of equations~5! is linearized. Taking into accoun
that the relationaN21N115bN0

2 follows from the principle
of detailed equilibrium, we obtain the general solution of t
linearized system in the form
s
t

-

S dN0

dN11

E
J21,0

J0,11

D 5C1S ZKN0

~11ZK!N11

l1jkBT/q
0
0

D exp~l1x!

1C2S ZKN0

~11ZK!N11

2l1jkBT/q
0
0

D exp~2l1x!

1C3S A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

D exp~l3x!1C4S 2A1

2A2

A3

A4

A5

D
3exp~2l3x!1C5S 0

0
NjkBT/q2

N21N0D21,0

N0N11D0,11

D , ~7!

where C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , and C5 are determined from the
boundary conditions

A15ZKl3S D0,111D21,0

qD0,11D21,0
2

2qN0

a«jkBTND ,

A25ZKl3FN11D0,111~N112N!D21,0

qN0D0,11D21,0
1

qN0

a«jkBTNG ,
A35ZKN

D0,11~12ZK!2D21,0~11ZK!

«N0D0,11D21,0
,

A452A55ZK~l1
22l3

2!;

the nontrivial eigenvalues equal

l152l25qS N0N111N21N014N21N11

«jkBTN D 1/2

,

l352l45S aN
N11D0,111N21D21,0

N0D0,11D21,0
D 1/2

.

We note that, since the eigenvalues include real, nonz
numbers, the solutions of the original and linearized syst
of differential equations coincide in the vicinity of the equ
librium point.14

When J21,05J0,1150, we can use~7! with allowance
for ~6! to find the screening lengthLs ~the penetration depth
of an electrostatic field into the semiconductor!

Ls5
1

l1
5

1

q H «jkBT

N@12~ZK!2#2N0
J 1/2

, ~8!

which coincides with the expression forLs obtained in Ref.
13 from the solution of the electrostatic Poisson equation
the Debye–Hu¨ckel approximation.

When J21,01J0,11Þ0, the diffusion length of the hop
ping electrons from~7! is
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Ld5
1

l3
5F N0D

aN~N2N0!G
1/2

, ~9!

where D 5 D0,1 1D2 1, 0(N1 1 1 N2 1) / (N1 1D0,11 1 N2 1

3D21,0) is the bipolar diffusion coefficient15 of the charge
carriers in theD2 andD0 bands.

The effective ‘‘recombination’’ time of the (21) and
(11) charge states~the lifetime of electrons in theD2 band
relative to trapping on electron vacancies in theD0 band7,8!
equals

td5Ld
2/D5

N0

aN~N2N0!
. ~10!

4. Uniform irradiation of a crystal throughout its volum
by light that causes (0)→(0) transitions of electrons be
tween neutral impurities alters the filling of theD2 andD0

bands with electrons and thus plays the role of ‘‘photo
neration.’’ We assume that interimpurity illumination do
not cause heating of the crystal, i.e., does not increase
thermal impurity ionization coefficientb5aN11N21 /N0

2.
Then, in the scheme for solving the system of equations~5! it
is sufficient to replace the equilibrium values ofN11 , N0 ,
andN21 , by the nonequilibrium valuesN11(g), N0(g), and
N21(g), which can be determined from the relations

a
N11N21

N0
2 1g5a

N11~g!N21~g!

N0
2~g!

,

N21~g!5N11~g!1ZKN,

N21~g!1N0~g!1N11~g!5N, ~11!

whereg is the photoionization coefficient of the neutral im
purities, which is proportional to the intensity of the statio
ary illumination causing transitions of electrons from theD0

band to theD2 band.
Thus, to find the screening lengthLs(g) and the diffu-

sion lengthLd(g) under the conditions of interimpurity illu
mination, the replacementsN0→N0(g) and N11→N11(g)
must be made in~8! and ~9!.

Wheng/b!1 ~interimpurity photogeneration is small i
comparison to thermal generation!, it follows from ~8! and
~9! with consideration of~11! that Ls(g),Ls and Ld(g)
,Ld . At low temperaturesN0(g)'N(12uZuK)22gN(1
2uZuK)2/auZuK, and from~10! we then have

td~g!'td22g~12uZuK !2/a2N~ uZuK !3,

i.e., the lifetime of nonequilibrium electrons in theD2 band
and electron vacancies in theD0 band decreases as the
concentrations increase.

Wheng/b@1, i.e., when the rate of interimpurity pho
toexcitation is high,N0(g)→0, andN11(g)1N21(g)→N,
so that from ~8! and ~9! we have Ls

2(g)→«jkBT/q2

3@12(ZK)2#N, andLd(g)→0. In particular, ifK!1, then
N11(g)'N21(g), and the character of the decrease
Ld(g) with increasingg can be described as follows:

Ld
2~g!/D5td~g!'~1/2!NAag,

where in this caseD'2D0,11D21,0/(D0,111D21,0).
-

he

-

5. At low temperatures (T→0) the values ofN21 and/or
N11 are small, so thatb5aN21N11 /N0

2→0. In this case
the degree of photoexcitation is determined by the relat
betweeng, which is proportional to the illumination inten
sity, and the trapping coefficienta of an electron from a
negatively charged impurity in a positively charged impuri

The mobility M 21,0 of electrons in theD2 band signifi-
cantly surpasses the mobilityM0,11 of holes~electron vacan-
cies! in the D0 band.1 At the same time, whenK!1, the
concentration of photoexcited carriers~hopping electrons or
holes! in both bands are approximately equal. Therefore,
change in the hopping photoconductivityDsh(g) in re-
sponse to an increase in the interimpurity illumination inte
sity will be considered with allowance for electron transf
only in the D2 band, i.e., under the assumption th
Dsh(g)'s21,0(g).

According to Eq.~3!, the hopping conductivitys21,0(g)
can be represented in the factored forms21,0(g)
5qM21,0N21,0(g), where N21,0(g)5N21(g)N0(g)/N is
the concentration of electrons hopping in theD2 band. In the
regime of electron hopping between nearby impurities in
(21) and~0! charge states, the character of the depende
of the hopping conductivitys21,0(g) on illumination inten-
sity is determined by the variation ofN21,0(g) ~see Fig. 1!.
When K50 ~curve 1! and the semiconductor contains d
fects of only one species in the (21), ~0!, and (11) charge
states, the maximum value of the concentration of electr
hopping in theD2 band and holes in theD0 band equalsN/8
@this value was chosen for normalizingN21,0(g)]. When
compensating acceptors that trap electrons from theD2 and
D0 bands are introduced into the semiconductor~curve 2!,
the character of the dependence ofN21,0(g) on illumination
intensity remains unchanged, but the value ofN21,0(g) de-
creases with increasing compensation~all other conditions
being equal!. Curve 3 corresponds to the case where t
compensating impurities are completely ionized dono

FIG. 1. Variation of the concentrationN21,0 of electrons in theD2 band as
a function of the ratio of the interimpurity photoionization coefficientg,
which is proportional to the illumination intensity, to the trapping coefficie
a of electrons from theD2 band in theD0 band.1—K50, 2—K50.1,
Z521, 3—K50.1, Z511.
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whose energy levels are closer to thec band than is theD2

band,16 and, as a result, theD2 andD0 bands are filled with
electrons. Wheng50, in this caseN21,05K(12K)N.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 thatN21,0(g) reaches a maxi-
mum atg'a and depends weakly on the rate of interimp
rity photoexcitation, i.e.,g. When g/a@1, the dependence
of the concentration of hopping electrons on illuminati
intensity is identical for uncompensated and compensa
crystals:N21,0(g)}1/Ag.

The equations presented above are equally applicab
the description of hopping photoconductivity in theA1 band,
where the hops of holes between the (11) and ~0! states
determineDsh(g)'s11,0(g). For example, wheng/a@1,
from ~11! we obtain s11,0(g)}N11,0(g)}1/Ag ~Fig. 1!.
This corresponds to the results of the measurements
s11,0(g) at T'4.2 K in Si:B crystals (N57.831016 cm23,
K5331024, Z511; N5931016 cm23, K5231023,
Z511!, where a fourfold increase in the illumination inte
sity caused a twofold decrease in the hopping photocond
tivity of holes in theA1 band.7

6. Thus, an expression for the hopping current amo
defects~impurity atoms! of a single species in the (21), ~0!,
and (11) charge states in a crystalline semiconductor w
an energy gap between theD2 andD0 bands much greate
than the activation energies for charge transfer via th
bands has been obtained here for the first time. Contin
equations for the (21), ~0!, and (11) charge states of im
mobile impurity atoms migrating through a crystal have be
given. The screening length an electrostatic fieldLs and the
diffusion length of charge carriersLd , as well as the charac
ter of their variation upon interimpurity illumination, hav
been calculated. Expressions have been obtained for th
polar diffusion coefficient and the lifetimetd of electrons in
the D2 band relative to recombination with electron vaca
cies in theD0 band. It has been shown thattd decreases with
increasing concentration of electrons hopping in theD2

band and holes in theD0 band~i.e., with increasing illumi-
nation intensity!.

It has been shown that the concentration of electr
hopping in theD2 band is proportional to the product of th
-

d

to

of

c-

g

h

se
ty

n

bi-

-

s

concentrations of impurities in the (21) and~0! states and
depends nonmonotonically on the rate of interimpurity ph
toexcitation. The hopping conductivity depends weakly
illumination in the regime of hops between nearby impur
atoms. The decrease in the hopping photoconductivity w
increasing photoexcitation rate in weakly compensated S
where energy levels of the boron atoms form the impur
A1 andA0 bands, has been interpreted in this framework
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Optical bistability, switching, and self-pulsing in direct-gap semiconductors
upon the binding of two excitons in a biexciton

A. Kh. Rotaru and V. Z. Tronchu

Institute of Applied Physics, Moldovan Academy of Sciences, MD-2028 Kishinev, Moldova
~Submitted March 24, 1998!
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A system of nonlinear differential equations describing the dynamic evolution of coherent
excitons, photons, and biexcitons is derived in the geometry of a ring cavity. Nonlinearity is caused
by the direct binding of two excitons in a biexciton as a result of their Coulomb interaction,
which was first predicted by Ivanov, Keldysh, and Panashchenko. The equation of state of the
theory of optical bistability is obtained for the stationary case. The stability of stationary
states is studied, and the switching times between the branches of the optical bistability curve are
determined. It is shown that the appearance of nonlinear periodic and chaotic self-pulsations
with the creation of a system of limit cycles and strange attractors in phase space is possible in the
unstable portions of the equation of state. Dynamic optical bistability is studied, and the
possibility of experimentally detecting the phenomena studied is discussed. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!00810-7#
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The study of nonlinear optical phenomena is of gr
interest both theoretically and from the standpoint of curr
experimentation in connection with the employment of no
linear optical devices in the formation, processing, transm
sion, and analysis of information, as well as in the creation
a new generation of computers with neurocomputer opt
logic.

Theoretical and experimental problems concerning o
cal nonlinear phenomena were studied in Ref. 1. In part
lar, aspects of the study of semiconductor nonlinear mate
and their use in creating optical bistable elements were c
sidered, the design of the first digital optical computing c
cuits was analyzed, and other questions were examined.
importance of finding new media with large nonlineariti
for creating optical bistable elements was noted.

There is special interest in the study of the optical bis
bility ~OB! caused by excitons and biexcitons in conden
media owing to the giant optical nonlinearities on the lon
wavelength fundamental absorption edge of a crystal, s
relaxation times, and small switching energies and times
tween the branches of the optical bistability curve. In ad
tion, the appearance of regular and chaotic self-pulsation
possible in the unstable portions of the OB curve in a sys
of excitons, photons, and biexcitons. All this opens up t
mendous prospects for studying fundamentally new opt
phenomena involving excitons and biexcitons for vario
purposes, including their practical application.

In Refs. 2–12 we devised a theory of optical bistabili
optical switching, and regular and stochastic fluctuatio
with the formation of classical and strange attractors in
phase space of excitons, photons, and biexcitons. The p
bility of noise-induced optical multistability in a system o
coherent excitons and biexcitons was predicted in Refs
and 14.

It should be noted that OB was investigated in Refs. 2
1641063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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,

9, and 10 only under the conditions of a giant oscilla
strength for the exciton-biexciton transition,15–17 i.e., only
the creation of a biexcitonp as a result of the absorption of
photonp–q by an excitonq was taken into account. Never
theless, Ivanov, Keldysh, and Panashchenko18,19 showed, for
the first time, that there is another process, which is defi
by the term (1/AV)M (p,q)bp

1aqap–q and which involves the
direct binding of two excitons,p–q andq, in a biexcitonp
due to the Coulomb attraction between them. Actually
fundamentally new mechanism for the exciton-biexcit
transformation of the spectra of a semiconductor due to
binding of two excitons in a biexciton as a result of the
Coulomb interaction was proposed in those papers. In p
ticular, it was shown that just this mechanism leads to eff
tive long-wavelength displacement of both the exciton a
biexciton levels.

This paper is devoted to a study of a new cooperat
phenomenon: stationary and nonstationary OB, optical a
oscillations, and switching with consideration of excito
photon coupling and the Coulomb binding of two excitons
a biexciton proposed in Refs. 18 and 19. A system of n
linear differential equations describing the dynamic evo
tion of the system is derived using the Heisenberg equat
of motion for excitons and biexcitons and the wave equat
for the field. The equation of state of the theory of optic
bistability is obtained in the stationary case. The stability
the stationary solutions is investigated. The possibility of
formation of regular and chaotic self-pulsations is predict
A scenario is found for the transition to optical dynam
chaos and the possibility of the appearance of optical tur
lence. The switching times between the branches of the
curve and dynamic OB in the case where the external pu
field is a function of time having a parabolic form are stu
ied. The possibility of experimentally detecting the pheno
ena studied is discussed.
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1. DERIVATION OF BASIC EQUATIONS

The present stage of the study of OB is characterized
the fact that it is treated in a specific experimental geome
Let a monochromatic coherent electromagnetic wave
pinge on a ring cavity containing a semiconductor of len
L. The boundary conditions for the ring cavity have the fo

E~0,t !5ATEI1RE~L,t2Dt !eiF , ET5ATE~L,t !,

whereEI is the amplitude of the incident field at the cavi
entrance~the pump field!, ET is the amplitude of the trans
mitted field at the cavity exit,R512T is the reflectivity of
the cavity mirrors,Dt is the feedback delay time, i.e.,Dt
5L12l /c0 , c0 is the speed of light in free space,F5kL
1k0(2l 1L) is the phase shift of the field in the cavity, an
k0 is the wave vector of the field in free space~Fig. 1!.

Bogolyubov-coherent excitons are excited in the se
conductor. According to Refs. 18 and 19, these excitons
bind in a biexciton owing to their Coulomb interaction. Th
process, which ensures the nonlinearity of the problem
specified by the term (1/AV)Db1aa.

The Hamiltonian of the problem consists of a sum of t
Hamiltonians of free excitons, biexcitons, and a field, as w
as the Hamiltonian of the interaction of coherent excito
with an electromagnetic field and with coherent biexcito
which, in the model adopted, has the form

H int5 i\g~aE12a1E!1 i\D~ba1a12b1aa!, ~1!

wherea1 (b1) is the exciton~biexciton! creation operator,g
is the exciton-photon coupling constant,D is the constant for
the direct binding of two excitons in a biexciton, andE1 is
the positive-frequency part of the electric field of the ele
tromagnetic wave. Here and in the following we assume t
the volume of the system is equal to unity, and we omit
labels of the wave vectors.

The equations of motion for the exciton (a) and biexci-
ton (b) amplitudes have the form

da

dt
52 ivexa2gE12Dba12gexa, ~2!

db

dt
52 ivbiexb2Daa2gbiexb, ~3!

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a ring cavity:EI , ER , andET are the
amplitudes of the incident, reflected, and transmitted fields, respectively
T is the transmission coefficient of the cavity mirrors.
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where\vex (\vbiex) is the energy of formation of an excito
~biexciton!, andgex and gbiex are the exciton and biexciton
damping constants, respectively, which determine the rat
escape of the quasiparticles from coherent modes into in
herent modes. The latter were introduced into the equatio
motion phenomenologically. We note that these equati
can be obtained rigorously within the quantum theory
fluctuations and damping from the flux part of the corr
sponding Fokker–Planck equation.20

The equation of motion for the componentE of the elec-
tromagnetic field is equivalent to the wave equation

c1
2 ]2E

]z2 2
]2E

]t2 52 i4p\g
]2a

]t2 , ~4!

wherec1 is the propagation velocity of the field in the sem
conductor.

We represent the amplitudes of the excitons, biexcito
and field in the form of modulated plane waves:

a~z,t !5A8~z,t !ei ~kz2vt !, b~z,t !5B8~z,t !e2i ~kz2vt !,

E~z,t !5E8~z,t !ei ~kz2vt !, ~5!

wherev and k are the carrier frequency and wave vecto
andA8(z,t), B8(z,t), andE8(z,t) are slowly varying ampli-
tudes.

For the further treatment it is convenient to go over
dimensionless quantities. We introduce

X5
E8

Es
, B5

B8

Bs
, A5

A8

As
,

Es5
gbiex

2

gD
, As5Bs5

gbiex

D
,

C5
aL

4T
, a5

4p\g2v2

c1kgex
, d5

gex

gbiex
,

d05
2vex2vbiex

gbiex
, d15

v2vex

gbiex
,

s5
C1

2kT

Lgbiexv
, t5gbiext,

D15
v22c1

2k2

2vgbiex
.

Introducing the dimensionless amplitudes of the incident a
transmitted fieldsEI5YEsAT andET5XEsAT, for the nor-
malized amplitudes we obtain the following boundary co
ditions:

TY1R@X1~L,t2Dt!cosF2X2~L,t2Dt!sinF#5X1~0,t!,

R@X1~L,t2Dt!sin F1X2~L,t2Dt!cosF#5X2~0,t!, ~6!

whereX1 andX2 are the real and imaginary parts of the fiel
Substituting~5! into ~2!–~4! in the slowly-varying enve-

lope approximation7,22 and neglecting the effects of the sp
tial dispersion of the excitons and biexcitons, which are
significant in the relevant region of the spectrum, as well

nd
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using the mean-field approximation8,21,22 and the boundary
conditions~6!, we obtain a system of nonlinear differenti
equations, which describes the temporal evolution of coh
ent photons, excitons, and biexcitons:

dX1

dt
52D1X22

s~12R cosF !

T
X1

2
sR sin F

T
X212CsA11sY, ~7!

dX2

dt
5D1X12

s~12R cosF !

T
X2

1
sR sin F

T
X112CsA2 , ~8!

dA1

dt
52dA12d1A22X112~B1A11B2A2!, ~9!

dA2

dt
52dA21d1A11X212~B2A12B1A2!, ~10!

dB1

dt
52~2d11d0!B22B12A1

21A2
2 , ~11!

dB2

dt
5~2d11d0!B12B222A1A2 , ~12!

where the complex nature ofX, A, andB has been taken into
account: X15ReX, X25Im X, A15ReA, A25Im A, B1

5ReB, andB25Im B.
The evolution of the solutions of Eqs.~7!–~12! depends

largely on the evolution of a small region of the phase sp
of this system. Treating the motion of points in phase sp
as the motion of a fluid with the divergence

]Ẋ1

]X1
1

]Ẋ2

]X2
1

]Ȧ1

]A1
1

]Ȧ2

]A2
1

]Ḃ1

]B1
1

]Ḃ2

]B2

522F11d1
s~12R cosF !

T G ,
we arrive at the conclusion that any small volume of t
phase space of the system of equations~7!–~12! tends to zero
as t→` at the rate@212d12s(12R cosF)/T#21. If the
stationary states of the system are unstable, any limit cy
torus, or strange attractor can be attractors in the phase s
They correspond to nonlinear periodic, quasiperiodic, a
stochastic auto-oscillations in the system.

In the stationary case, from~7!–~12! we obtain equations
which relate the densities of coherent excitons and biexcit
to the field amplitude,

ZeF S d1
2Ze

11d2
2D 2

1S 2d2Ze

11d2
2 2d1D 2G5Xst

2 , ~13!

Zb5
Ze

2

11d2
2 , ~14!

and the equation of state of the theory of optical bistabil
which relates the amplitudes of the fields at the entrance
exit of the cavity,
r-

e
e

e,
ce.
d

ns

,
nd

Yst
25Xst

2H F12R cosF

T
1

2CQ1

Q G2

1FD1

s
1

R

T
sin F2

2CQ2

Q G2J , ~15!

whereZe5A1
21A2

2 is the exciton density,Zb5B1
21B2

2 is the
biexciton density, Xst5AX1

21X2
2, d252d11d0 , Q15d

12Ze/11d2
2, Q25d122d2Ze/11d2 , andQ5Q1

21Q2
2.

Expression~15! is the equation of state of the theory o
optical bistability in a system of coherent excitons and bie
citons in the case of the binding of two excitons in a biex
ton as a result of their Coulomb interaction. It is an analog
the equations of state in the theory of two-level media a
the excitonic region of the spectrum3,8,21 and differs signifi-
cantly from the latter. Unlike Eqs.~13! and ~14!, which de-
fine the nonlinear relationship between the densities of
coherent excitons and biexcitons and the electromagn
field and lead to density–light bistabilities, Eq.~15! de-
scribes the dependence of the radiation emerging from
crystal on the incident radiation. Under certain conditions
leads to the appearance of light–light bistability.

2. OPTICAL BISTABILITY AND SELF-PULSING

There is great interest in the investigation of the stabi
of stationary states in connection with the possibility of t
appearance of optical nonlinear self-pulsations in a system
coherent quasiparticles. It was shown using the Rou
Hurwitz criterion that part of the plot of the stationary d
pendence of the amplitude of the radiation emerging fr
the cavityXst on the amplitude of the incident radiationYst

for d055, C55, F52pn, D150, andd1510 is unstable
~Fig. 2!. The instability window appearing is denoted by th
dashed line. At pointA, which corresponds to the beginnin
of the region of instability, nonlinear periodic self-pulsatio
appear in the system of coherent quasiparticles, and
phase trajectory follows the limit cycle~Fig. 3a!. As the im-
age point moves toward the center of the instability windo
the oscillations become more complicated. A perio

FIG. 2. Stationary dependence of the amplitude of the transmitted fieldXst

on the amplitude of the incident fieldYst for d055, C55, F52pn,
D150, andd1510.
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doubling bifurcation sequence is observed~Fig. 3b!, and, as
a result, a stochastic auto-oscillatory regime is establishe
the central part of the instability window. Optical turbulen
appears in the system of coherent excitons, photons,
biexcitons. Figure 3c shows a stochastic self-modulation p
cess and the corresponding projections of the phase traje
ries onto theX2Ze plane in the presence of an extern
pump fieldY5100 (EI51000 V/cm). The surface in phas
space toward which the phase trajectories converge va
with the external pump field. As the external pump field
increased further, the strange attractor becomes unstable
transforms into a stable limit cycle, and nonlinear regu
periodic self-pulsations are established in the system.

As the resonance mismatch between the frequency o
external electromagnetic field and the exciton frequencyd1

increases, the stationary dependence of the amplitude o
radiation emerging from the cavityXst on the amplitude of
the incident radiationYst changes significantly. At small val
ues ofYst there is a linear single-valued relationship betwe
Xst and Yst. As Yst is increased, this relationship becom
nonlinear, and at a certain relation between the paramete
becomes multivalued. Figure 4a presents the stationary
pendence of the amplitude of the radiation transmit
through the cavity on the amplitude of the incident field f
cosF51, C55, D150, d1530, d055, ands510. As can

FIG. 3. Oscillations in a ring cavity~on the left! and their phase portraits in
the X2Ze plane ~on the right! for d55, C55, F52pn, D150, d1510,
s51, d50.1, T50.01, and various values of the external pump fieldY:
a—85, b—90, c—100.
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be seen, clockwise OB appears for these values of the
rameters. The dashed line denotes the unstable part o
Xst(Yst) curve. Thus, unlike the model of two-level atom
where counterclockwise OB is realized, clockwise OB o
curs in the present case. The investigation shows that b
the upper and lower branches of the OB curve are stable
these values of the parameters. Therefore, it would be in
esting to study the switching time between them. The ba
for investigating the switching time is the system of equ
tions ~7!–~12!. We performed a computer experiment,
which the initial conditions were selected so that they wo
correspond to a value of the pump fieldYst near the down-
ward switching threshold. At the timet50 an abrupt change
is imparted to the pump fieldYst so thatYst1DY drops on
the other side of the corresponding switching threshold. T
optical switching times in a system of coherent excitons a
biexcitons lie in the picosecond range~t↑;2310212 s, t↓
;4310212 s!, making it possible to use the mechanism
optical bistability studied here in designing high-speed op
cal memory cells.

As the Q factor of the cavity decreases, switchings a
accompanied by oscillations, which lead to deterioration
the operation of a bistable element.

Experimental investigations of OB often reveal dynam
rather than stationary, OB, which is obtained as a result o
comparison of the time-dependent external pump field w
the system response corresponding to it. Optical bistability
this kind was first considered in Ref. 23. The behavior o
nonlinear Fabry–Pe´rot interferometer filled with a Kerr me
dium under the action of pulses of different shape was
amined theoretically and experimentally. Excellent agr
ment between theory and experiment was obtained.

FIG. 4. a! Stationary dependence of the amplitude of the transmitted fi
Xst on the amplitude of the incident fieldYst for d055, C55, F52pn,
D150, d1530, s51, d50.1, andT50.01; b! form of the incident pulse;
c! dynamic optical bistability; d! form of the pulse at the exit from the
cavity.
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We solved the system of nonlinear differential equatio
~7!–~12! numerically with consideration of the bounda
conditions for a ring cavity, where the external pump fie
Y(t) is a function of time having a parabolic form. Th
results of the computer experiment are presented in F
4b–4d for F52pn, C55, D150, d1530, d055, s51,
d50.1, andT50.01. Figures 4b and 4d show the forms
the electromagnetic fields impinging on the cavity a
emerging from it, respectively, as functions of time in t
case where the pulse durationt5100 (t5100310212 s). It
is seen from Fig. 4d that the pulse transmitted through
cavity is deformed. Figure 4c shows the dependence of
amplitude of the radiation emerging from the cavity on t
amplitude of the incident radiation. As we see, in this ca
dynamic clockwise optical bistability appears in the syst
of coherent excitons, photons, and biexcitons. If the pu
duration is diminished, the system does not manage to
spond to its passage, and the latter takes place without
changes.

As a final step, let us discuss the possibility of the e
perimental observation of the effects predicted. We pres
numerical estimates for CdS crystals, where\D
51029 eV•cm3/2, \g50.1 eV/~cm1/2

•V!, \v52 eV,
\c0k0'2 eV, \gex51.38310210 s, \gbiex51.38310211 s,24

T50.01, L51026 m, and \(2v2vbiex)520.04 eV. The
critical intensity at which the nonlinear phenomena that
studied can be observed isI;1.53106 W/cm2. The exciton
and biexciton concentrations are of the order of 1016 and
1014 cm23, respectively; the upward switching timet↑;2
310212 s, the downward switching timet↓;4310212 s,
and the switching energies are of the order of 50310212 J.
Our results can be qualitatively compared to the results
the experimental studies in Refs. 1, 25, and 26, where clo
wise OB was observed in a CdS crystal and the switch
times and switching energies were determined. Thus, the
merical estimates that we have presented allow us to c
clude that there is a real possibility for observing optic
hysteresis, switching, and self-pulsing in systems of cohe
excitons and biexcitons in semiconductors when two ex
tons bind in a biexciton. We note that the chaotic au
oscillations studied here, which appear as a result of the
stability of the stationary states, provide another example
the appearance of temporal structures in nonlinear dyna
systems. Nevertheless, the original equations are nonli
equations in partial derivatives, which describe the s
tiotemporal evolution of coherent quasiparticles in co
densed media. As has been reported,27 the development of
spatial turbulence is possible for equations of this type
new class of order-chaos transitions in the form of mov
s
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transition fronts was discovered in Ref. 27. Similar pheno
ena can also occur in a system of coherent excitons, phot
and biexcitons. Along with dynamic optical turbulence, t
development of turbulence in space and the appearanc
order-chaos and chaos-order structures are possible.
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Our preceding study1 disclosed features of the behavi
of a silicon crystal during electroplastic deformation~the
EPD regime! with the simultaneous diffusion of indium im
purity atoms. The occurrence of both processes resulte
the discovery of plasticization and the accelerated migra
of impurity atoms. It is natural to theorize that the effec
discovered are governed by the nature of the structural e
lution of deformation defects in the crystals and that th
defects should influence all of their structure-sensitive pr
erties, including their electrical properties.

Although various investigators2,3 have studied the elec
trical properties of crystals containing dislocations intr
duced by thermoplastic deformation~the TPD regime!, i.e.,
by heating the sample from an external source, the ques
of the responsibility of specific defects remains un
solved.4,5 Therefore, the present work to study the influen
of the evolutionary processes in the defect structure o
crystal, on its electrical properties, which has undergo
treatment by the technological process described above
of unquestionable interest.

In the present work we investigated samples of sing
crystal p-type silicon, which were initially doped with gal
lium to a hole concentration of 1016 cm23 at room tempera-
ture. Samples in the form of parallelepipeds measuring
31035 mm, whose edges coincided with the@112#, @111#,
and @110# crystallographic directions, respectively, we
stacked in pairs and clamped between the grips of a de
mation machine after thermal sputtering of the impurity on
the broad faces. The constant current passing through
sample served simultaneously to heat the sample and to
ate a constant electric field. The samples were compress
the @110# direction under conditions allowing the simulta
neous occurrence of diffusion and deformation processes
regime of stationary creep under a shear stress of 12 M
at a temperature of 973 K and a residual pressure
1331024 Pa for 30 min. At the conclusion of the testing, th
anode and cathode parts of the samples were separated
chanically. To measure the electrical characteristics, 933
31-mm strips were cut from them. The measurements of
Hall coefficient and the conductivity were performed by t
compensation method under dc conditions in a 7620-G m
netic field in the temperature range 77–300 K within a me
cryostat with automatic regulation and maintenance of
temperature to within61 K.

Figure 1~curves1–5! shows the experimental results
1641063-7834/98/40(10)/2/$15.00
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the temperature dependence of the hole mobility in the te
perature range 77–300 K in log-log coordinates. As can
seen from the figure, the magnitude and temperature de
dence of the mobility of all the deformed samples differ fro
another, and this difference appears at temperatures b
200 K. The strongest scattering is observed in a sam
which has undergone treatment in the TPD regime, and
weakest scattering is observed in a sample which has un
gone treatment in the EPD regime, but was cut from its
ode part~curves5 and2!. It should be noted that the sample
from the EPD and TPD series were deformed to the sa
degree (;1%). However, according to the data from
electron-microscopic investigations, the dislocation dens
is almost two orders of magnitude smaller in the samp
which underwent treatment in the EPD regime than in
samples from the TPD regime. Among the samples from
EPD regime~curves2–4!, the largest scattering is observe

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the Hall conductivity of holes in
control sample~1!, in samples ofp-type silicon crystals deformed in the
EPD ~2–4! and TPD ~5! regimes:2—anode part,3—cathode part,4—
diffusionless part of the crystal. The degree of strain is 1.2%.
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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in the sample cut from the part of the crystal where impur
diffusion was not observed~curve4!.

We attribute the picture of the temperature depende
of the mobility, and the differences observed in the figure
different samples, to details of the formation and behavio
deformation defects in the structure of the crystals inve
gated. For example, the largest scattering in the sample f
the TPD regime is explained by the higher dislocation d
sity and the greater misorientation of the dislocation tube
comparison to the other samples deformed in the electrop
tic regime. As for the difference between the mobility valu
for the samples from the anode and cathode parts of a cr
which underwent treatment in the EPD regime, with the
multaneous electrical migration of indium impurity atoms,
is caused by the interaction of the diffusing impurity wi
mobile dislocations. Since the most scattering is observe
the sample into which the diffusing impurity did not mana
to penetrate, we have direct evidence of the compensa
role of the indium impurity in these processes. It is a
known that impurities have a tendency to settle at dislo
tions as a consequence of both elastic and electrostatic a
tion and,6 once present in a dislocation core, they can a
significantly the spectrum of states bound to them. Such
tual influences and interconversions of deformation defe
result in charge exchange and neutralization, and signific
compensation of the combined~dislocation and impurity!
electrostatic interaction with the carriers is consequently p
sible. Thus, we presume that the indium ions are not o
ce
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prevented from being effective scatterers to a considera
extent, but also markedly weaken the scattering propertie
the dislocations. The replacement of a silicon atom at
edge of the axial plane by an impurity atom can be offered
a model for the compensating role of such an atom. In t
case, the indium ions are neutralized and, since there is
possibility for the creation of a fourth covalent bond, th
dislocation simultaneously loses the unpaired valence b
of the silicon atom which previously participated in the fo
mation of the charge.

Since there is less scattering in the anode part of
sample than in the cathode part, such an interpretation ag
well with the previously observed preferential transfer of
dium impurity ions toward the anode.
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Electron paramagnetic resonance of defects with metastable properties
in crystalline GaN
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An EPR study of GaN revealed the presence of defects exhibiting metastable properties. EPR
spectra of two centers (i i 1a and i i 1b) with axial symmetry along the hexagonal axis of
the crystal, which have strongly anisotropicg factors, were observed. The anisotropy of the spectra
decreases, and the line shape changes, with increasing temperature. The spectra of thei i 1a
and i i 1b centers disappear at 25 and 50 K, respectively. Subsequent cooling of the samples does
not restore the EPR signals, which implies that one observes here phenomena inherent in
defects with metastable states. To restore EPR signals, one has to warm the samples to room
temperature under very specific conditions. The possible microstructure of the discovered
defects is discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01010-7#
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GaN is one of the most promising semiconductor ma
rials for developing high-efficiency optoelectronic device
in particular, blue- and violet-emitting diodes, as well
short-wavelength lasers intended for use in optical-stor
systems.1 This has become possible, however, only quite
cently, after one succeeded in obtaining GaN-based l
resistancep-type layers and high-qualityn-p transitions.2

GaN layers are usually grown on sapphire substra
despite the large~15%! lattice mismatch between GaN an
sapphire. Silicon carbide substrates appear preferable for
purpose, because in this case the lattice mismatch is
3.5%.

A sublimation sandwich technique3,4 has been develope
for growing GaN layers,3,4 and one of its modifications is
used successfully5 to prepare single-crystal SiC. The speci
features of the mechanism of SiC and GaN film growth
polar $0001% faces are discussed in Ref. 6. Later, the opti
properties of these layers were studied, and their high cry
perfection demonstrated.7 At the same time the large defe
concentration in available crystals is a major problem on
way to producing GaN-based devices, e.g. lasers, capab
stable operation. The most effective method of studying
microstructure of intrinsic and extrinsic defects in semico
ducting materials is EPR. The elements making up the III
compounds typically have high concentrations of isoto
with large nuclear spins. On the one hand, this interfe
with obtaining EPR spectra because of the strong line bro
ening caused by hyperfine interactions of unpaired spins w
the crystal nuclei and, as a consequence, degrades the s
tivity of measurements. On the other, observation of hyp
fine interactions provides a wealth of information about d
fect structure.

Information available presently from EPR studies of d
fects in GaN crystals is scarce. The interest here is focu
primarily on donors in GaN,8 but there is no reliable infor-
mation on the microstructure of donor centers, because
has observed to date only one line with a practically isotro
1641063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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g factor, which was found to be slightly smaller than that
the free electron. More specific data were obtained in E
investigation of a number of transition elements in Ga
from EPR spectra of Fe31,9,10 Mn21,10–12 and Ni31 ~Refs.
11 and 12!.

This work reports a study of a new type of defects
GaN crystals, which exhibit properties of metastable defe
in semiconductors. If a defect in a solid has two~or more!
different atomic configurations separated by an energy b
rier, the higher-energy configuration is metastable. The e
tronic and optical properties of such defects are different
each configuration, and this may result in technological pr
lems with the starting semiconductor materials, because
application presupposes reproducibility of these propertie
is believed at present that metastability is a common p
nomenon in semiconductors,13 but until recently it was not
observed in such wide-gap materials as GaN and SiC. N
ertheless it is in wide-gap semiconductors that manifestat
of metastability may give rise to nonreproducibility of repr
ducibility of characteristics even at high enough tempe
tures and, in this way, affect the performance of devic
based on these materials.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS AND CRYSTAL
PREPARATION

Thick epitaxial GaN layers were prepared on a SiC s
strate by the sublimation sandwich technique at differ
temperatures~1100–1250 °C!, with elemental gallium or
polycrystalline GaN used as sources. GaN layers were gr
in an rf-heated horizontal quartz reactor.4 The substrates
were SiC single crystals of the 6H polytype grown by the
Lely method, with basal~0001!C and ~0001!Si planes. The
Ga vapor was produced from elemental gallium or prelim
narily synthesized GaN powder. GaN was deposited
1000–1300 °C. The process lasted from five min to 1 h, a
the GaN layer thickness varied from 20 to 500mm.
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. EPR spectra of three GaN sampl
~1, 2, 3! recorded at 4 K in identical con-
ditions in the X range in theBic orienta-
tion. Fragments of B'c spectra for
samples 1 and 2 are presented. EPR sp
tra of shallow donors~shD!, Fe31 and
Mn21 ions are identified.
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We studied in this work three types of GaN samp
grown on SiC. Sample 1 — GaN crystal thickness 100mm,
SiC substrate 120mm thick; sample 2 — GaN crystal thick-
ness 250mm, SiC substrate completely removed; sample
— GaN crystal thickness 150mm, SiC substrate 200mm
thick.

The EPR spectra were measured on a standard J
instrument operating in the 3-cm~X! range. The magnetic
fields used ranged from 0 to 1.6 T. A laboratory-built cr
ostat allows varying the sample temperature smoothly wit
the 3.5–300 K range by varying properly the flow of liqu
helium or nitrogen. Facilities were provided for rotating t
sample in a magnetic field in different planes of the specia
oriented crystal.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows EPR spectra of three GaN samples~1, 2,
and 3! taken at 4 K under identical conditions in the X rang
in the Bic orientation. Consider first the EPR spectra
known centers studied earlier in GaN crystals~see Fig. 1!.
The spectra of samples 1 and 2 contain EPR signals of s
low donors denoted by shD and representing practically
tropic single lines with ag factor slightly smaller than that o
a free electron. Sample 2 exhibits additional strong sign
due to Fe31 ions ~five broad lines caused by fine-structu
transitions between the levels of the system with elect
s

3

L

n

y

f

al-
-

ls

n

spinS55/2), and sample 3, Mn21 signals~likewise a system
with an electron spinS55/2, but with an additional splitting
of each fine-structure component into six lines produced
hyperfine interaction with the manganese nuclear spiI
55/2). Iron and manganese are present in GaN crystal
residual impurities.

Besides the above-mentioned signals, all crystals exh
new EPR signals of the centers denoted byi i 1a and i i 1b.
Preliminary results on the observation of these centers w
reported earlier.14 The signals of thei i 1a and i i 1b centers
possess a number of unusual properties. First of all, t
exhibit a strong anisotropy in theirg factors, which vary by
about three times as the magnetic-field orientation relativ
the hexagonal axisc of the crystal changes fromBic to
B'c. Typical orientation dependences of thei i 1a and i i 1b
centers measured in sample 3 in the X range at 4 K are
displayed in Fig. 2 The magnetic field was swept in t
$112̄0% plane of the crystal.

The spectra of thei i 1a and i i 1b centers can be de
scribed by an axially symmetric spin Hamiltonian with th
symmetry axis along the hexagonal direction in the cryst

H5mB@giBZSZ1g'~BXSX1BYSY!# , ~1!

whereS51/2, andmB is the Bohr magneton. The local ax
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FIG. 2. Orientation dependence of EP
spectra of thei i 1a and i i 1b centers mea-
sured in the X range on GaN sample 3

4 K. The scan was done in the$112̄0%
plane of the crystal.
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z coincides with thec axis of the crystal. We obtaine
the following values of theg factor for the i i 1a centers:
gi51.07,g'53.00, and for thei i 1b centers:gi51.015,
g'53.12.

A remarkable feature besides the high anisotropy is
unusual shape of the EPR signals in the form of an abs
tion line in orientations close toBic and B'c, where they
are in opposite phase. It should be pointed out that the sh
of the EPR lines does not depend on microwave power,
the lines retain their shape down to the minimum pow
levels at which the signal is still detectable. As seen fr
Fig. 2, the EPR line shape varies strongly also with orien
tion, and at an angle of about 25°, where the lines due to
i i 1a and i i 1b centers practically coincide, it is close to th
derivative form.

Another feature of the new EPR signals is the stro
temperature dependence of these spectra. Figure 3 sho
typical temperature behavior of thei i 1a and i i 1b spectra
observed with sample 3 and detected in the X range for
orientations,~a! B'c and~b! Bic. Theg factors forBic are
seen to increase substantially, while forB'c one observes
the opposite trend. The temperature behavior of theg factors
obtained for the two orientations is presented in Fig. 4a. T
anisotropy in thei i 1a and i i 1b signals is seen to decreas
substantially with increasing temperature.

Besides a strong temperature dependence of theg factors
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in the EPR spectra of thei i 1a andi i 1b centers, we observed
hysteresis in the temperature-induced EPR intensity va
tion. As evident from Fig. 3a and 3b, as the temperat
increases, the EPR line intensity decreases, until at abou
K the i i 1b line, and at approximately 50 K, thei i 1a EPR
line disappear. In the 20–30 K interval, thei i 1a line takes
on the derivative shape typical of the EPR, and it becom
substantially more narrow. Subsequent cooling from the te
perature at which thei i 1b ~or i i 1a) centers disappeare
does not restore the EPR signals, i.e. one observes he
hysteresis effect. This phenomenon is clearly seen in Fig
showing the dependence of the integrated intensities of
i i 1a and i i 1b EPR lines on the temperature of pulsed he
ing of the crystal for five min to various temperatures, fo
lowed by cooling down to 4 K. The arrows in Fig. 4b speci
the direction of temperature variation. It should be added t
cooling the crystals from 20–35 K, the temperatures
which the i i 1a EPR line became narrow and took on th
shape of the derivative form, to 4 K restores the line in shap
and width, but at the same time the line intensity drops,
seen from Fig. 4b. This phenomenon is demonstrated
Fig. 3a presenting several EPR spectra of thei i 1a and i i 1b
centers, which were recorded at 4 K following a number of
pulsed heatings illustrated in Fig. 4b.
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of EPR spectra of thei i 1a andi i 1b centers measured in the X range on sample 3 in two orientations,~a! B'c and~b! Bic.
Also shown for theB'c orientation are EPR spectra taken at 4 K and at subsequent coolings of this sample to 4 K from three temperatures~K!: 1 — 20,
2 — 25, and3 — 40, at which the sample was maintained for five min.
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3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Irreversible changes occur in thei i 1 centers within the
25–50 K interval and, as a result, either these centers
their paramagnetic properties or their spectra transform
such a way that the corresponding EPR signals can no lo
be observed in our experimental conditions. Subsequ
cooling of the samples from the temperatures of 25 and
K, at which the EPR spectra of thei i 1b and i i 1a centers
disappear, respectively, does not restore the EPR signals
recover the EPR signals, one has to warm the sample
room temperature under very specific conditions, in parti
lar, in the dark. When recovered for the second time, ho
ever, the absolute and relative intensities of thei i 1b and
i i 1a signals are found to depend in a random way on
conditions in which this was done. There are, apparen
other specific conditions as well~for instance, cooling rate in
different temperature intervals!, on which thei i 1a and i i 1b
signals and the ratio of their intensities after recovery
pend. Additional studies supplemented by other experime
techniques are required to reveal these conditions. The
served effects are typical of defects in semiconductors wh
exhibit metastable properties.

One can make only a few conjectures concerning
microstructure of the defects. An important point is the n
rowness of the EPR lines, which, considering that all i
topes in GaN have nonzero nuclear magnetic moments,
plies weakness of hyperfine interactions. The linewidth
some conditions is smaller than 1 mT, which is compara
se
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only with that of shallow donors, but, in contrast to the latt
the i i 1a and i i 1b centers have a strongly anisotropicg fac-
tor. One can draw also a certain analogy in the tempera
behavior of EPR linewidth between thei i 1a center and a
shallow donor, namely, in both cases the EPR lines unde
substantial narrowing at about 20 K~EPR spectra of thei i 1b
centers disappear at these temperatures! with increasing tem-
perature, and for shallow donors this narrowing is due
motional averaging of hyperfine interactions with Ga
nuclei8. Thus there are grounds to assume that thei i 1a and
i i 1b centers are actually fairly shallow donor centers. Int
estingly, for thei i 1a and i i 1b centersg' /gi>3, a ratio
typical of the orientational dependence of a center with
effective spinS51/2 for a system with a real spin of 5/2, an
a large fine-structure splitting. We have not succeeded
detecting any hyperfine structure, despite the fact that
signal/noise ratio in some of our experiments was as high
100. One may recall in this connection observation of so
complexes of transition metals~TM! with an electron~e! or
hole ~h!, i.e. ~TM,e,h! complexes, which were studied i
wurtzite-type crystals, including GaN, by optica
techniques.15,16 The absence of hyperfine structure and t
probability of the presence in the system of a large electro
spin suggests that thei i 1 structure can contain iron. Meta
stability could in this case be due to either the mutual
rangement of the components of the complex or its differ
charge states. It may be added that the different phases o
EPR signals produced by thei i 1a and i i 1b centers in the
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Bic andB'c orientations~Figs. 1–3! could also be consid
ered as an argument for the high spin state of the cente

The large degree of anisotropy of thei i 1a andi i 1b EPR
lines and their comparatively narrow width permit hig
precision determination of the quality of GaN in the regi
of the crystal where these signals are observed. Indeed,
sidering that the EPR lines can shift by;10 mT with the
crystal turned in a magnetic field by 1°, and taking 0.5 m
for the minimum linewidth, it becomes clear that the angu
spread around thec axis of the crystal cannot exceed 0.05

Some of the crystals exhibited other centers as w
which were denoted by us byi i 2 and hadgi53.17 andg'

>2.0.14 The i i 2 line is seen in theBic orientation for
sample 1 in Fig. 1. The magnitude ofgi and the linewidth of
the i i 2 centers depend on temperature, so that as the

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of EPR signals of thei i 1a and i i 1b cen-
ters.~a! g factors for two orientations:Bic andB'c; ~b! EPR intensity. The
direction of temperature variation is shown with arrows. The horizontal li
specify the fixed temperatures from which the sample was cooled to 4
.

n-

r

ll,

m-

perature rises above 25 K, the line becomes broader, and
g factor decreases and approaches 2. This behavior of
signals was observed by us for deep boron, deep alumin
and deep gallium acceptors.17 By analogy, we can assign th
i i 2 signals to some acceptor centers in GaN. Sample
Fig. 1 exhibits an additional strong line about 220 m
whose intensity drops sharply with changing orientatio
This line was not studied in detail in this work.
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An EPR study of donors in 6H SiC crystals with an uncompensated donor concentration
(ND2NA) of 231018 to 131016 cm23 performed in the temperature range 4.2 to 160 K at
frequencies of 9 and 140 GHz showed that 6H n-SiC samples have two donor states in the gap.
One of them originates from nitrogen occupying three inequivalent lattice sites with
ionization energies of 150 and 80 meV, and the second is connected with a structural defect
lying deeper in the gap than nitrogen. The temperature dependences of donor EPR line intensities
have been found to deviate from the Curie law. The observed EPR line-intensity peaks of
donors are produced in a temperature-driven successive redistribution of donor electrons between
the donor levels. The temperature dependences of EPR line intensities obtained from
samples with low donor concentrations were used to determine the valley-orbit splitting of
nitrogen in cubic sites. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01110-1#
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Nitrogen is a major paramagnetic donor impurity in si
con carbide polytypes. It remains, however, unknow
whether nitrogen is the only donor impurity responsible
the n conduction in SiC crystals.

Indeed, an EPR study of donors in 3C SiC with a donor
concentration of 1017 cm23, carried out within the tempera
ture interval from 10 to 40 K, resolved two spectra, name
a hyperfine triplet associated with nitrogen and a single
coinciding at 9 GHz with the central line of the nitroge
triplet, whose origin was not established.1 The EPR spectrum
of nitrogen in 6H SiC with donor concentrations o
131017 to 631018 cm23 measured from 80 to 125 K sug
gests that the additional line coinciding with the cent
nitrogen-triplet line at 9 GHz is due to nonlocalized ele
trons. The energy characteristics of this additional line w
also derived from the temperature dependence of EPR
intensities.

The narrow temperature interval within which the me
surements were carried out considerably limited, howe
the information on donors which could be extracted fro
EPR data.

Besides, determination of the donor energy characte
tics from the temperature dependences of EPR
intensities2,3 was done without normalizing the measur
EPR signal to the intensity of a reference signal varying w
temperature according to the Curie law, which resulted
substantial errors in the donor energy.

To determine the number of donor centers respons
for the n-type conduction of SiC, as well as to obtain the
energy characteristics, we have studied donor EPR spe
in 6H silicon carbide samples with uncompensat
donor concentrations (ND2NA) ranging from 231018 to
1651063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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131016 cm23 within a temperature interval of 4.2 to 160 K
and at frequencies of 9 and 140 GHz.

1. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

We studied samples of the 6H silicon carbide polytype
grown by the Lely and sublimation-sandwich methods
2173 K, with an uncompensated donor concentration vary
from 231018 to 131016 cm23.

The measurements were carried out on an EPR
diospectrometer within a 20–160 K interval at 9 GHz, and
T54.2 K at 140 GHz.

To take into account the variation of radiospectrome
sensitivity and of sample magnetization with temperatu
the EPR signal from Cr31 ions in MgO powder, whose in-
tensity varies according to the Curie law, was measured
multaneously with the EPR spectrum under study. Theg
factor of the reference resonant line, 1.9799, was close
that of nitrogen in silicon carbide, which made possible
measurement simultaneously with the EPR signal of
sample under study, without overlap of the two spectra.

The temperature was varied by passing gaseous he
through the evacuated system mounted in the radiospect
eter resonator. The sample temperature was measured w
germanium transducer. The temperature was maintained
stant to within 0.3 K.

2. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF DONOR EPR
SPECTRA IN 6H SIC

Figures 1 and 2 display EPR spectra in 6H SiC taken
within a broad temperature range at 9 GHz, and at 140 G
at T54.2 K. At high temperatures, samples with concent
tions from 231018 to 331017 cm23 exhibit a single broad
line, whereas at low temperatures the spectrum consist
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Donor EPR spectrum of 6H SiC with uncompensated donor con
centration (ND2NA) (cm23): ~a! 231018, ~b! 331017, ~c! 131016;
n5140 GHz,T54.2 K.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of a donor EPR spectrum of 6H SiC with
uncompensated donor concentration (ND2NA)'231018 cm23, T~K!: ~a!
140, ~b! 103, ~c! 95, ~d! 60, ~e! 20. n59.2 GHz.
two triplets of hyperfine EPR lines due to nitrogens sitting
two cubic lattice positionsI c1 and I c2, which coincide ing
factor at 9 GHz, and of a single lineI h originating from
nitrogens in the hexagonal positions, which coincides
9 GHz with the central nitrogen-triplet line.4 In the sample
with concentration 131016 cm23 one also observes at hig
temperatures a single broad line, while in the lo
temperature domain~Fig. 2! the spectrum consists of tw
hyperfine nitrogen EPR lines due to the two cubic positio
with an intensity ratioI c1 /I c251/2, with no line originating
from the hexagonal nitrogen position, which implies a hi
degree of compensation in the sample.

The temperature behavior of the nitrogen EPR spe
and of the single line coinciding with the central triplet lin
changes with the donor concentration varied from 231018 to
131016 cm23.

Table I lists the temperature characteristics of the do
EPR spectra in samples with the donor concentration vary

FIG. 3. Donor EPR spectrum of 6H SiC with uncompensated donor con
centration 331017 cm23 at three microwave power levels differing b
30 dB, with Pa,Pb,Pc . n59.2 GHz,T54.2 K.

TABLE I. Temperature characteristics of donor EPR spectra of 6H SiC
polytypes with different uncompensated donor concentrations (ND2NA).

(ND2NA), cm23

231018 831017 331017 131016

DTk , K 110–4.2 140–4.2 140–4.2 150–4.2
Tk

max, K 60 80 85 92
DTh , K 85–4.2 45–4.2 45–4.2 30–4.2
Th

max 15 15 15 15
DTd , K 160–4.2 160–4.2 160–4.2 160–4.2
Td

max, T 110 140 — —

Note. DTi - temperature interval of observation of the EPR spec
I c , I h , I d ; Ti

max - the temperatures at which theI c , I h , I d EPR lines have
maxima.
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from 231018 to 131016 cm23. As seen from Table I, the
region where the nitrogen EPR lines are observed and
positions of their maxima depend on donor concentrati
This region and the EPR line intensity maxima due to
nitrogen cubic positions,I ci , and the single lineI d shift to-
ward higher temperatures with decreasing donor concen
tion. At low temperatures their intensity decreases, and
nitrogen EPR spectra show signs of saturation~see Figs. 2
and 3!. This permitted us, by properly increasing microwa
power at 9 GHz, to isolate the single EPR lineI d coinciding
in g factor with the central nitrogen-triplet line, which ha
substantially shorter spin-lattice relaxation times.

An analysis of low-temperature EPR spectra made at
and 140 GHz~Figs. 1 and 2! shows that the region of obse
vation of EPR spectra due to hexagonal nitrogens shifts w
decreasing donor concentration toward lower temperatu
with the maximum in intensity occurring aboutT515 K.

3. ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF DONOR CENTERS

Figure 4 displays the temperature dependences of r

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the relative integrated EPR absor
line intensities of donors in 6H SiC with uncompensated donor concentr
tion (ND2NA) (cm23) ~a! 231018, ~b! 831017, ~c! 131016. 1 — I c1 , I c2;
2 — I h , 3 — I d .
he
.

e

a-
e

.2

th
s,

la-

tive integrated intensities of the nitrogen EPR lines and
the additional resonant line due to an unidentified donor c
ter I d obtained on samples with the donor concentrat
varying from 231018 to 131016 cm23. The absorption-line
intensity due to the hexagonal nitrogen (I h) was found as the
difference between the intensities of the central and s
lines in the nitrogen triplet~at these temperatures the inte
sity of the additional lineI d is low and does not contribute
noticeably to that of the central line of the triplet!.

The widths of the nitrogen EPR lines do not depend
temperature, and that of the single lineI d grows with tem-
perature~Fig. 5!.

An analysis of the temperature dependences of in
grated EPR intensities permitted determination of the act
tion and ionization energies of the donor centers. The te
perature dependences of the donor EPR line intensi
which are proportional to the concentration of paramagn
donor centersND , are given by the expression

ND5
I D~T!

I ref~T!

1

T
~DHD!2'expS 2

ED

kTD ,

whereI D (T) and I ref (T) are the donor center and referen
sample line intensities, respectively, andDHD is the peak-
to-peak width of the first derivative of the absorption lin
due to donor centers.

As seen from this relation, one can determine the don
center energy characteristics from the slope of the strai
line part in lnND curves drawnvs inverse temperature
~Fig. 6!.

The ionization energiesEi of the nitrogen occupying the
cubic and hexagonal lattice positions derived from the hi
temperature slope of these relations for samples with the
nor concentration of 231018 cm23 are in agreement with
those obtained from Hall effect measurements5,6 ~see Table
II !.

The high- and low-temperature slopes of the curve d
to the unidentified donor center yield the energiesEi560
and 16 meV, respectively.

The low-temperature slope of the curves correspond
to nitrogen in cubic sites was used to determine the ther

ion

FIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the width of the single EPR lineI d

in 6H SiC with uncompensated donor concentration (ND2NA)'2
31018 cm23. n59.2 GHz.
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activation energy of nitrogen, which was found to increa
with decreasing donor concentration.

For samples with a low donor concentration, whe
(ND2NA)<331017 cm23, the high-temperature slop
yields an ionization energy coinciding with the valley-orb

FIG. 6. Temperature dependences of the nitrogen paramagnetic-cente
centration in 6H SiC with (ND2NA) (cm23): ~a! 231018, ~b! 331017, ~c!
131016. The high-temperature and low-temperature slopes of the curves
be approximated with exp (ED /kT), whereED : ~a! 150 meV forI c1,c2 and
80 meV forI h , ~b! 19 and 58 meV forI c1,c2, and~c! 26 and 52 meV forI c2.

TABLE II. Energies of ionizationEi , activationEa, and valley-orbit split-
ting Ev2o derived from EPR data of 6H SiC with different uncompensated
donor concentrations (ND2NA).

(ND2NA), cm23

431018 231018 831017 331017 131016

Ek
i , meV — 150 125 125@5# 120@5#

E
•h
i , meV — 80,80@6# — 85.5–83@5# 80 @5#

Ek
n20, meV 60.2, 63.6@7# — — 58 52

Ea, meV — 16 — 19 26
e

splitting of nitrogen sitting at cubic sites, which is know
from Raman scattering data7 ~Table II!.

The different energies of valley-orbit splitting,Ev2o

558 and 52 meV, and of thermal nitrogen activation at t
cubic sites,Ec

a519 and 26 meV, obtained for samples wi
concentrations of 331017 and 131016 cm23 are associated
with the different EPR line intensity ratio for nitrogen resi
ing in the two cubic sites in the lattice and, hence, are du
the different occupation of their levels in these crystals. T
is seen particularly well from the EPR spectra measured
140 GHz.

While, in a sample with the concentration o
331017 cm23, the two cubic nitrogen sites provide comp
rable contributions to the intensity of the hyperfine triplet
9 GHz, in the sample with 131016 cm23 the contribution
due to one of the nitrogen cubic sites,I c1, to the nitrogen
triplet will be negligible at a high temperature. Therefore t
energy characteristics determined in the first case actu
will be an averaged characteristic of the two cubic positio
while in the second case they will relate to the nitrogen cu
positionI c2 lying deeper in the gap. This can account for t
small discrepancy between the valley-orbit splittings o
tained by EPR and that derived from Raman data.

The above studies permit the following conclusions:
1! Samples with uncompensated donor concentration

231018 to 131016 cm23 exhibit donor EPR spectra of two
types in the temperature region from 4.2 to 160 K, name
three EPR spectra due to nitrogen occupying three n
equivalent lattice sites, with activation energies of 150 a
80 meV, and an additional single line;

2! The difference in the temperature dependence of
additional line for different donor concentrations permits
conclusion that this line is produced by a donor center rat
than by nonlocalized electrons, as this was universa
accepted2 thus far. This also follows from the temperatu
dependence of the width of the single line which increa
with temperature, a feature not typical of lines due to e
change interaction8;

3! The observed second donor center can be assoc
with an intrinsic defect, which are known to form9,10 in non-
stoichiometric silicon carbide. The ionization energy of
meV derived from the high-temperature slope of the cu
due to an intrinsic defect may disagree with its ionizati
energy, because the single EPR line is observed at hig
temperatures than the nitrogen EPR spectrum, and, he
the level of the intrinsic defect lies deeper than those
nitrogen;

4! The temperature dependence of donor EPR line int
sities was found to deviate from the Curie law. The pea
observed in donor EPR line intensities can be interpreted
due to successive population redistribution in the multile
donor system induced by temperature variation. Indeed
follows from Fig. 4, there is a correlation between the te
perature at which donor electrons are ionized at one level
the temperature at which their concentration reaches a m
mum at another level;

5! The temperature dependence of donor EPR spe
has been found to correlate with the concentration of unco
pensated donors in 6H SiC crystals. As seen from Table

on-
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the intensity maxima of the EPR lines due to nitrogen
cubic sites and to the intrinsic defect shift toward high
temperatures with the concentration decreasing fr
231018 to 131016 cm23, whereas the EPR spectrum orig
nating from the hexagonal nitrogen site moves toward low
temperatures, and the position of the intensity maxim
does not change with temperature;

6! The thermal activation energy of donor electrons h
been determined from the low-temperature slope of EPR
intensities and was found to increase with decreasing do
concentration from 16 to 26 meV. This result is in agreem
with conductivity measurements2 performed on samples in
the same concentration region;

7! An important result of the study is that, at low don
concentrations, where all donor states are localized, one
determine the valley-orbit splitting for the nitrogen occup
ing cubic lattice sites from the temperature dependence
EPR line intensities.
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The linear thermal expansion coefficient of crystal lattices of germanium with different isotopic
compositions is analyzed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01210-6#
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Many problems in the theory of the thermal expansion
crystal lattices have been thoroughly studied~see, for ex-
ample, the monograph in Ref. 1 and the review in Ref.!.
However, as far as we know, the question of the nature of
behavior of the thermal-expansion coefficienta for crystals
having different isotopic compositions has not been stud
For this reason, the first-order effects fora with respect to
the isotopic mass difference are discussed in this paper.

We note that in the case of classical statistics the va
of the coefficient of thermal expansion is insensitive to
isotopic composition. The variation ofa(T) in response to
variation of the content of different isotopes in a crystal is
quantum effect.3

The standard quasiharmonic approximation is emplo
in this paper. In other words, the dependence of the lat
parametera on the temperatureT is taken into account. Ac-
tually, because of the anharmonicity of the interatomic int
action energy, the associated dynamic force parameters
the frequencies of the phonon modesv l ~the subscriptl la-
bels the modes! depend ona(T). In the harmonic approxi-
mation the frequenciesv l do not depend ona(T). In the
quasiharmonic approach under consideration the terms a
second order are discarded from the expansion of the po
tial energy in displacements. In addition, some of the anh
monic effects are taken into account because of the de
dence ofa on T and ofv l on a.

As a concrete example we shall discuss the feature
the variation of the values ofa in response to variation of th
isotopic composition over a broad temperature range for
manium crystals.

This research was initiated by the studies of the prop
ties of chemically pure and isotopically highly enriched g
manium crystals performed by V. I. Ozhogin’s resear
group. Measurements of the thermal conductivity were p
formed elsewhere.4,5 Other properties are investigated her

1. THERMAL EXPANSION AND GRÜ NEISEN PARAMETER
IN THE LINEAR APPROXIMATION WITH RESPECT
TO THE ISOTOPIC MASS DIFFERENCE

In the quasiharmonic approach and the linear appro
mation with respect to the isotopic mass difference in cu
crystals, the linear thermal-expansion coefficienta is given
by the relations~c.f., Refs. 3, 6, and 7!
1651063-7834/98/40(10)/3/$15.00
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a~T!5
1

3V0B0
s~T!, ~1!

s~T!5(
l

g~ l !Cl~T!,

Cj~T!5
1

T2 v2~ l !n~v~ l !!@n~v~ l !!11#. ~1a!

Here v( l ) is the photon frequency of thel th mode with
quasimomentumf and polarizationj , i.e., l 5$f, j %, n(v) is
the Planck distribution, andg( l ) is the partial Gru¨neisen
parameter. By definition

g~ l !52$] ln v~ l !/] ln V%V5V0
.

This relation is used to take into account the fact that
dependence of the frequencies of different modes on the
ume V(T);a3(T) varies. The parameterCl is the specific
heat of thel th mode. In addition, it was assumed above th
V0 is the equilibrium unit-cell volume of the lattice, andB0

is the bulk modulus atT50. In order to simplify the nota-
tion, the Boltzmann and Planck constants are assumed t
equal to unity.

We note that the equilibrium unit-cell volume~and pa-
rameter! at T50 due to the zero-point vibrations of the a
oms depends on the mean mass of the mixture of isotope
can be shown that the corresponding correction toV0 is
described by

dV05V02V08'
S lg~ l !v~ l !

2B0
. ~2!

In ~2! V08 is the unit-cell volume determined only by th
elastic energy of the crystal.

We also note that in any isotopic composition the equ
ity

Mcv
2~ l !5w~ l !

holds for a specific mode and that the effective force fac
w( l ) does not depend on the value of the mean massMc . In
this case

Mc5(
i

ciM i , ~3!

where ci is the concentration andMi is the mass of the
isotopes of thei th kind.
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We define a specific isotopic composition using the la
c0 . Then, with consideration of~3! for an arbitrary isotopic
composition, which we labelc, we have a universal relatio
of the form

ac~T!5ac0
~T8!, T85TAMc /Mc0

.

If g( l ) is close to a certain mean valuega5const at
small and large frequencies, then instead of~1!, we obtain an
expression for the coefficient of thermal expansion of
form

a~T!'
1

3V0B0
gaCL~T!, ~4!

whereCL is the lattice specific heat.
Along with a(T) we also consider the Gru¨neisen param-

eterg(T), which is a weighted-mean function of the cont
butions of the individual modes. By definition~c.f., Refs. 1
and 7!

g~T!5
s~T!

CL~T!
5

S lg~ l !Cl~T!

S lCl~T!
. ~5!

We recall that, since the range of frequencies excited n
rows with decreasing temperature, a dependence ofg on
temperature~5! appears because of the difference betwe
the partial parametersg( l ) at low and high frequencies.

As we have already noted, the temperature depende
of the coefficient of thermal expansion is determined
many cases by the temperature dependence of the sp
heat, i.e., Eq.~4!. This is because the Gru¨neisen paramete
usually displays a comparatively weak dependence on t
perature. In the general case the dependence ofg on T is
very significant.

Let us now consider the situation where there are t
crystals with mean massesMc andMc15Mc1DM . Accord-
ing to ~1! and ~2!, the relative change in the coefficient o
thermal expansionDac(T)5a(Mc1)2a(Mc) in the case of
uDM u!Mc can be represented in the form

Dac'a~1!~Mc!1a~2!~Mc!,

where

a~1!~Mc!5a~Mc!S Dgc

g~Mc!
1

DCc

CL~Mc!
D ,

Dgc~T!5g~Mc1!2g~Mc!,

DCc~T!5CL~Mc1!2CL~Mc!, ~6!

a~2!~Mc!5a~Mc!S Z~Mc!

Z~Mc1!
21D , Z5V0B0 . ~6a!

In this case

a~2!~Mc!;2a~Mc!r
DM

Mc
,

where

r5S S lg~ l !v~ l !

2B0V0
D

M5M0

.

l

e

r-

n
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-
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Let us comment on relations~6! and~6a!. First, the char-
acter of the dependence ofDac

(1) on T is determined by the
difference between the phonon spectra of the crystals w
the massesMc andMc1 . If the partial Grüneisen parameter
g( l ), as a whole, differ only slightly from some mean va
ues, the first term can be neglected. In the general case
Dgc and DCc are significant. Second, for germaniumr'2
31023, and DM /M0 can amount to several hundredth
Thus, the changes in the unit-cell volume atT50 due to
variation of the isotopic composition amount to;1025 in
relative units. As concrete estimates show, in the case
germaniuma (2) can be neglected in comparison toa (1).

2. ISOTOPIC DEPENDENCES OF THE COEFFICIENT OF
THERMAL EXPANSION ON THE GRÜ NEISEN PARAMETER
FOR GERMANIUM

The isotopic dependences ofa(T) andg(T) for germa-
nium. The frequenciesv( l ) of the phonon modes were ca
culated were determined within the Born–von Ka´rmán
theory. The value of the parameters of the force interact
found by fitting the data from the inelastic-neutron-scatter
experiment in Ref. 8 were used. Furthermore, the value
the partial isotope-shift factors for Ge were analyzed th
retically in Ref. 9 within the microscopic bond-charg
model. This model is based on the idea that the electro
charge concentrated at the center of a chemical bond ca
regarded as a dynamic quantity which influences the in
atomic interaction. The application of this model to Ge
enabled by the fact that it can be used to simulate the la
flat portion of the dispersion curve for transverse-acou
phonons.

As for the calculations ofa(T) and g(T), since the
partial isotope shift factors were determined in Ref. 9 on
along symmetry directions, the integration was perform
along symmetry directions using Houston’s relation~c.f.,
Ref. 10! instead of over the Brillouin zone. The followin
values were taken for the parameters appearing in the the
the lattice constanta055.658 Å and the bulk modulus
B050.77231012 dyn/cm2 ~see, for example, Ref. 5!.

FIG. 1. Dependence ofDg5g(Mc1)2g(Mc2) on T. 1—Mc1572.6,
Mc2570; 2—Mc1576, Mc2570.
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The results of the calculations are presented in Figs
and 2. These figures show plots of the temperature de
dence which illustrate the scale of the isotope effects
a(T) and g(T). Difference plots of Dg5g(Mc1)
2g(Mc2) andDa5a(Mc1)2a(Mc2) for germanium crys-
tals with massesMc1 and Mc2 equal to 76 and 70~highly
enriched samples! and to 72.6 and 70, respectively, are pr
sented. The case ofM572.6 corresponds to the natural com
position. The behavior ofDa(T) is qualitatively specified by
the values ofDg(T). However, since, according to~6!, the
isotope effect for the linear thermal expansion coefficien
dictated simultaneously by renormalizations of both
Grüneisen parameter and the lattice specific heatCL , the
relative changes are generally more pronounced fora(T)
than forg(T).

We further note that, in the temperature intervals of
order of several degrees, where the Gru¨neisen paramete
changes sign, the value ofDa/a is of the order of 0.1. At
other temperatures the corresponding values ofDa/a do not
exceed a few hundredths.

FIG. 2. Dependence ofDa5a(Mc1)2a(Mc2) on T. 1—Mc1572.6,
Mc2570; 2—Mc1576, Mc2570.
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In summation, the influence of the isotopic compositi
on the coefficient of thermal expansion of crystals with
spect to the isotopic mass difference has been considere
this paper in a quasiharmonic approach in the linear appr
mation. The effect ona(T) andg(T) of varying the value of
the mean mass has been estimated qualitatively for ger
nium over a broad temperature range. It has been shown
in contrast to standard crystals, the behavior ofa as a func-
tion of T is determined to a significant extent by renorm
ization of the Gru¨neisen parameter.

We are indebted to S. M. Stipov and the referee for so
valuable comments, as well as D. A. Zhernov for his ass
tance. We thank Y. M. Kagan for discussing the results.
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Observation of stimulated gamma emission in MgO: 123mTe

V. F. Masterov, S. I. Bondarevski , V. B. Eremin, F. S. Nasredinov, and P. P. Seregin

St. Petersburg State Technical University, 195251 St. Petersburg, Russia
~Submitted March 6, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 39, 1832–1834~October 1997!

The radioactive-decay rate of impurity123mTe atoms in MgO was observed to decrease with the
temperature lowered from 295 to 80 K. It is assumed that this phenomenon is connected
with stimulated gamma emission of the long-lived isomer123mTe, whose probability should
increase with decreasing temperature due to the increase of the Mo¨ssbauer factor for 88-
keV gamma photons. A phenomenological description of the effect of stimulated gamma radiation
~SGR! on the radioactive-decay rate is proposed, and a parameter is introduced which
characterizes the SGR intensity such that, as this parameter approaches one, a single-pass laser-
shot mode should set in. It is shown that in the geometry used this critical mode for
MgO:123mTe can be initiated by increasing the specific activity by two orders of magnitude.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01310-0#
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Investigation of stimulated gamma radiation~SGR! of
nuclei is a promising problem in physics of the solid sta
because this phenomenon can be used to develop a gam
ray laser based on long-lived nuclear isomers. Despite th
retical estimates casting doubt on the actual feasibility
such a laser,1 attempts at SGR observation do not cease@see,
e.g., a review Ref.~2!#. The available results of nuclear ex
periments are, however, poorly reproducible and there
can be questioned.

One of the most obvious manifestations of SGR sho
be an increase in the isomer decay rate. The traditio
method of measuring the decay rate consists in studying
normalized ratioR of the count rates of two sources havin
the same isotope composition as a function of time. T
relation can be written

R~ t !5R/R05exp~Dlt ! , ~1!

where R5C1 /C2; C1(t)5kl1N01exp (2l1t) and C2(t)
5kl2N02exp (2l2t) are the count rates of sources 1 and 2k
is the detector efficiency,N01 and N02 are the numbers o
radioactive nuclei in sources 1 and 2 at the initial instant
time, R0 is the count-rate ratio at the initial instant of tim
Dl5l22l1, l1 and l2 are the decay constants of th
nucleus under study in sources 1 and 2,l5 ln 2/T1/251/t0,
T1/2 is the decay half-period, andt0 is the lifetime of the
nucleus.

This method was used in this work to detect the SGR
the long-lived isomer123mTe (T1/25119.7 d,t051.473107

s, l56.8131028 s21). The 123mTe decay scheme is show
in Fig. 1. The decay rate of123mTe is determined by the
intensity of the 88-keV isomeric transition, where the spo
taneous emission should be accompanied by a stimul
component. If the latter is detectable, the decay rate sh
be temperature dependent because of the temperature d
dence of the Mo¨ssbauer factor entering the cross section
stimulated emission.

The radioactive isotope123mTe was produced on a cyclo
tron in the 123Sb(p,n)123mTe reaction. The MgO:123mTe
1661063-7834/98/40(10)/3/$15.00
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sources were obtained by sintering a carrier-free123mTe
preparation with MgO at 900 °C for 2 h in air. The MgO
matrix was chosen because125Te Mössbauer spectroscop
shows3 MgO:123mTe sources to have an unsplit radiation lin
and a high Mo¨ssbauer factor. Two MgO:123mTe sources were
prepared; one of them was subsequently kept at room t
perature, and the second, in liquid nitrogen, from where
was taken out only for the duration of measurements. T
count-rate measurements were performed once every 20
days for seven months. The radiation source was pressed
a narrow quartz-glass ampoule. The radionuclide activ
was 6 MBq, the active part of the ampoule was 8 mm lo
with a diameter of 0.6 mm. The counter measured gam
photons emitted from the end face of the source norma
the detector window.

The count rates of the sources were measured at r
temperature using the 159-keV radiation following in t
cascade the 88-keV transition in the123mTe isomer. A DGR-
type semiconductor detector was employed for gamm
radiation measurement. The 159-keV photopeak in the
plitude spectrum was isolated with the discrimination lev

FIG. 1. Decay scheme of the123mTe isotope.
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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chosen such as to reduce to a minimum the effect of e
tronics drift on the count rate. The stability of the set-up w
monitored by measuring the count rates of the two sam
alternately once every 3000 s.

Figure 2a presents theR(t) plot obtained for the two
MgO:123mTe sources. The experimental data fit onto
straight line representing the initial portion of exponent
~1!. The slope of the line yields the valueDl/l58.6(2)
31023, and its sign indicates an increase in the123mTe count
rate of the source kept in liquid nitrogen compared to t
maintained at room temperature.

It was of interest to compare the temperaturel depen-
dence of123mTe in MgO observed by us with its dependen
on the valence state of tellurium atoms.123mTe decays by an
isomeric conversion transition, and the intensity of the c
version channel, i.e., of the decay path in which the ene
of the isomeric transition is transferred to an electron in
atom, depends on the electron density at the deca
nucleus,uC(0)u2. For this reason the variations in the dec
constant are related, as a rule, to those of the electron de
in an approximate expressionDl/l5DuC(0)u2/uC(0)u2.4

The variations inuC(0)u2 are most noticeable at changes
the valence state of the parent atom, and are the stron
when the number ofs electrons undergoes a change.

Figure 2b shows theR(t) dependence for two123mTe
sources in H2TeO4 and H2TeO3. In contrast to the source
described above, these had different chemical composit
but were stored together at room temperature between m
surements. We readily see that the transition from H2TeO4 to
H2TeO3 is accompanied by an increase in the123mTe decay
rate, and thatDl/l53.5(5)31024. This is in accord with
the change in the tellurium valence state from Te61 ~electron
configuration 4d10) to Te41 (4d105s2). This is accompanied
by an increase ofuC(0)u2 and, as a result, an increase in t
123mTe decay rate.

It is essential that the value ofDl/l produced by a
change in temperature of the MgO:123mTe source exceeds b

FIG. 2. R(t) relations for the sources~a! MgO:123mTe ~80 K! – MgO:123mTe
~295 K! and ~b! H2

123mTeO4 – H2
123mTeO3.
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a factor 25 that caused by the two 5s electrons of tellurium.
For this reason we interpreted the temperature dependen
l in MgO:123mTe as resulting from the temperature depe
dence of SGR, which, in its turn, is related to that of t
Mössbauer factor for the 88-keV transition.

This interpretation is supported also by the observat
that measurements of theR(t) dependence for a pair o
123mTe sources in the form of elemental tellurium~with one
of the sources kept at room temperature, and the othe
liquid nitrogen! yieldeduDl/lu,531025. Mössbauer spec
troscopy shows that the123mTe source in the form of elemen
tal tellurium has a small Mo¨ssbauer factor both at 295 and
80 K,3 and therefore this source should not exhibit any te
perature dependence ofl.

Discussions of the feasibility of SGR are usually bas
on estimates of the effective cross section of the elemen
event in this process. At present, however, there is no c
mon opinion on this problem.1,2 We shall attempt therefore
to put forward a phenomenological description of the eff
of SGR on the decay rate of a long-lived isomer and
compare the relations thus obtained with the results of
experiments.

The rate of decrease of the concentrationN of radioac-
tive nuclei in a source can be described approximately b
differential equation

dN/dt52lN1bn dn/dt , ~2!

where b is a proportionality coefficient depending on th
properties of the nucleus, gamma-photon energy, size
shape of the source, properties of the matrix material and
on. The first term on the right corresponds to spontane
decay and, the second, to the SGR-induced depletion of
long-lived isomeric state. The rate of the second proces
proportional to the concentration of radioactive nucleiN and
the gamma-ray flux while the latter, in its turn, is propo
tional to the concentration-decay ratedN/dt. After simple
manipulations we come to

dN/dt52lN~12bN! . ~3!

The solution of this equation has the form

N exp~2bN!5N0 exp~2bN0!exp~2lt ! , ~4!

whereN0 is the initial concentration of radioactive nuclei.
For small values of parameterbN the dependence of th

concentration on time differs only slightly from that in th
case of spontaneous decay,N5N0 exp (2lt), and one can
look for the solution in the formN5N0 exp@2(l1Dl) t#. In
this case one obtains

Dl/l5bN0 . ~5!

Thus data on the temperature dependence of the d
rate of the MgO:123mTe source permit one to determine th
parameterbN0 characterizing the SGR intensity in the 8
keV transition. This parameter has a direct bearing on e
pirical estimation of the possibility of lasing. According t
Eq. ~3!, the decay rate tends to infinity as thebN parameter
approaches one. This critical regime corresponds to the o
pass laser shot.
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The valueDl/l5bN058.631023 obtained by us sug
gests that the critical regime for123mTe can be reached b
increasing the specific activity by two orders of magnitu
for the same source geometry. Such an increase of spe
activity appears technically feasible while very expensi
Another way of approaching the critical regime lies in i
creasing the parameterb. Its precise determination requires
special analysis, but it is clear that this parameter having
dimension of volume is the product of some effective cro
section characterizing the properties of the nucleus by a c
acteristic length, which is the smaller of two quantitie
namely, the sample size and the gamma-ray mean-free
in the source material. In our case they were approximate
and 3 cm, whence it is seen that one cannot reach the cri
regime by increasing the dimensions of the source.

Finally, it should be pointed out that our estimates are
a purely qualitative character because they are based o
approximate relation~3!. One can point out at least two phe
nomena which are disregarded in this equation; they
first, the nonuniformity of the gamma-radiation field in th
source, i.e., a coordinate dependence of parameterb, and
second, nonlinear phenomena associated with approac
the critical regime.
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Nevertheless the interpretation of our experimental d
as a manifestation of SGR far from the critical regime a
pears fully substantiated. The current theoretical estimate
the smallness of SGR cross section1 stem from the concep
of a giant inhomogeneous broadening of the emission l
The same estimates prohibited observation of the Mo¨ssbauer
effect on the long-lived level in109Ag. The recent observa
tion of this phenomenon by two groups5,6 casts doubt on the
universal character of these estimates.

1V. I. Gol’danski�, R. N. Kuz’min, and V. A. Namiot, inMössbauer
Spectroscopy@in Russian#, Mir, Moscow ~1983!, p. 65.

2A. A. Zadernovsky, Laser Phys.5, 362 ~1995!.
3W. Bresser, M. Zhang, L. Koudelka, J. Wells, P. Boolchand, G. J. Ehrh
and P. Miller, Phys. Rev. B47, 11663~1993!.

4A. G. Maddock, Radiochim. Acta70-71, 323 ~1995!.
5S. Rezaie-Serej, G. R. Hoy, and R. D. Taylor, Laser Phys.5, 240 ~1995!.
6V. G. Alpatov, A. V. Davydov, G. R. Kartashov, M. M. Koratkov, V. E
Rad’ko, A. A. Sadovski�, and V. M. Samo�lov, Izmerit. Tekhn.38, 52
~1995!.
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Migration of molecules in p -bromochlorobenzene with vacancies in its structure

V. F. Shabanov and M. A. Korshunov1)

L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, Siberian Branch,
660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia
~Submitted March 10, 1998; resubmitted March 24, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 1835–1838~October 1998!

Based on polarization measurements of the low-frequency Raman spectra of
p-bromochlorobenzene and calculations of the frequency spectra of lattice vibrations by the Dean
method it is shown that the structure may contain vacancies. Their presence affects the
appearance of additional lines in the low-frequency spectrum, particularly in the vicinity of
70 cm21, and their positions depend weakly on the orientational disorder of the molecules with
respect to thepara substituents. The activation energies for diffusion in a randomly
disorderedp-bromochlorobenzene crystal with vacancies in the structure is calculated from atom-
atom potentials. It is shown that the value of the activation energy varies along a selected
direction and depends on the arrangement of thep-bromochlorobenzene molecules with respect
to thepara substituents, in contrast to the results for orderedp-dibromobenzene and
p-dichlorobenzene. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01410-5#
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Low-symmetry organic crystals have become promis
materials in molecular electronics, particularly for recordi
and processing information in optical computers.1 In prac-
tice, crystals whose structure is not described by an id
three-dimensional lattice are used. The presence of vacan
in the crystal causes the emergence of diffusion. This p
vents a reduction in the size of the area needed to re
information, since an increase in the recording density
pends on the fact that the distance between two light be
passing through a sample can be reduced only as lon
independent responses are observed. Gibbs noted in
book2 that the occurrence of diffusion can lead to a need
increased separation of the light beams. In addition, a mig
ing molecule can alter the recorded information. This ca
for an investigation of diffusion in molecular crystals.

Low-frequency Raman scattering can be used to de
mine the presence of vacancies in a crystal~whose presence
is responsible for diffusion!, since the presence of vacanci
in a crystal affects the lattice vibrations and is thus ma
fested in the spectra.

The manifestations of vacancies in low-frequency sp
tra have heretofore been studied in molecular crystals c
sisting of centrosymmetric molecules.3 However, crystals
consisting of noncentrosymmetric molecules, such as, for
ample, p-bromochlorobenzene, are often employed in m
lecular electronics, yet the migration of molecules in a cr
tal of this compound has not been investigated.

p-Bromochlorobenzene is isomorphous withp-dibromo-
benzene and thea modification of p-dichlorobenzene, in
which the migration of molecules has been studied.3

According to x-ray structural4 and NQR5 data,
p-bromochlorobenzene crystallizes in the centrosymme
P21 /a space group with two molecules in the unit cell ow
ing to the statistically disordered arrangement of the m
1661063-7834/98/40(10)/3/$15.00
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ecules with respect to thep-substituted halogen atoms.
The spectrum of lattice vibrations of similar crysta

should display six intense lines associated with orientatio
vibrations and three lines associated with translational vib
tions.

The polarization measurements of the spectra of lat
vibrations of p-bromochlorobenzene showed that the sp
trum contains a series of additional lines, whose intens
does not decrease significantly as the temperature is low
to 77 K. Table I presents the values of the frequencies of
additional lines ofp-bromochlorobenzene at room temper
ture and 77 K. The two lines with frequencies equal to
and 60 cm21 at 77 K can be assigned to translational vibr
tions, in agreement with the data from the IR absorpt
spectra@36 and 59 cm21 at 80 K ~Ref. 6!#. Figure 1a shows
the spectrum ofp-bromochlorobenzene~the XY component
of the scattering tensor! at 293 K. The additional lines in the
spectrum ofp-bromochlorobenzene can be caused both
the presence of disorder with respect to thepara positions
and the presence of vacancies. Manifestations of vacanci
the spectrum of lattice vibrations can be found by compar
the experimental spectra with spectra obtained from co
puter calculations with and without consideration of the pr
ence of vacancies in the structure.

In the calculations of the spectra of lattice vibrations, t
structure of the molecules was assumed to be absolu
rigid. The interaction between molecules was described
atom-atom potentials.7 The coefficients in the interaction po
tential were the same as in the calculations of the spectr
the frequencies ofp-dibromobenzene andp-dichlorobenzene
in Ref. 3.

The spectra of the disordered crystals were calculated
the Dean method.8 It permits finding the eigenvalues fo
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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high-order matrices. The calculations yielded histogra
which show the probability of the appearance of spec
lines in a selected frequency range.

The histogram of the frequency spectrum of lattice
brations without vacancies, but with consideration of dis
der in the structure with respect to thepara positions of
p-bromochlorobenzene is presented in Fig. 1b. As can

FIG. 1. Experimental low-frequency spectrum ofp-bromochlorobenzene a
293 K ~the XY component of the scattering tensor! ~a! and histograms ob-
tained from calculations with~c, d, e! and without ~b! vacancies in the
structure.
s,
l

-
-

e

seen, no lines are observed in the vicinity of 70 cm21, but
additional peaks caused by disorder appear.

The arrangement of the molecules in a crystal latt
with vacancies was found at the free-energy minimum. T
minimization was carried out with respect to the orientatio
and displacements of the centers of gravity of the molecu
taken into consideration.

Figure 1c shows the histogram of the spectrum of latt
vibrations of p-bromochlorobenzene with vacancies in t
structure. As can be seen, additional lines appear in the
cinity of 70 cm21.

There can be differences in the arrangement of the m
ecules~with respect to thepara substituents! surrounding a
migrating molecule, which affect the migration energy of t
molecule. They can also be reflected in the low-frequen
spectra. Figures 1d and 1e show histograms of the spect
lattice vibrations calculated for two energetically stable
rangements of the molecules. Each of the arrangemen
assigned by a dominant arrangement in the structure of
crystal whose histogram is presented in Fig. 1c. As is s
from the histograms, although the positions of the maxi
vary somewhat, the lines in the vicinity of 70 cm21 caused
by the presence of vacancies in the structure appear in
cases.

Thus, it can be concluded that an unordered crysta
p-bromochlorobenzene contains vacancies, which give
to diffusion in the crystal. The position of the lines in th
vicinity of 70 cm21 associated with the presence of vaca
cies in the structure depends weakly on the orientational
order of the molecules with respect to thepara substituents.

Using the same coefficients in the interaction potentia
in the calculation of the spectra of lattice vibrations, we c
culated the lattice energy, the energy of vacancy format
and the migration energy ofp-bromochlorobenzene mol
ecules.

The lattice energyEL for the molecular arrangement i
the structure ofp-bromochlorobenzene used to obtain t
histogram in Fig. 1c isEL516.7 kcal/mol.

In the calculations of the structure the positions of t
vacancies were assigned, and the equilibrium configura
was found. When the molecules relaxed, the energy
p-bromochlorobenzene varied by the amountER . For the
arrangement of molecules chosen it amounts toER

50.6 kcal/mol. The formation energy of vacanciesEf in this
case amounts toEf516.1 kcal/mol.

When the migration of molecules was considered, a m
ecule was displaced from the position at~0,0,0! in 0.2-Å
steps along a chosen direction toward a vacancy. The en

TABLE I. Experimental frequency values~in cm21! of the additional lines
of p-bromochlorobenzene at 293 and 77 K.

293 K 77 K

19.5 20.0
- 35.0
- 60.0

72.0 73.0
- 80.0
- 90.0
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was minimized in each step. Figure 2 presents plots of
variation of the potential energy as ap-bromochlorobenzene
molecule is displaced along the crystallographic directio
@001# ~b! and @010# ~a!.

As a consequence of the different arrangements
p-bromochlorobenzene molecules~with respect to thepara
positions!, the environment of the migrating molecule is d
ferent for different points in the crystal. Depending on t
arrangement of the molecules around a vacancy, the plo
the variation of the potential as the molecules are displa
can be either symmetric or asymmetric relative to the mid
of the plot. Examples of this are presented in Fig. 2. Cur
1 ~in Fig. 2! for the @001# and @010# crystallographic direc-
tions are asymmetric. These curves were obtained for on
the possible disordered~with respect to thepara positions!
arrangements of the molecules surrounding the migra
molecule. The curves are asymmetric because the arra
ment of the molecules~and their interaction with the migrat
ing molecule! for the point from which the molecule mi
grates differs from the environment around the point wh
the vacancy is located. Curves2 in Fig. 2 were obtained for
an ordered arrangement of the molecules.

Thus, it is seen that, unlike the case of order
p-dibromobenzene with centrosymmetric molecules,
value of the migration energy can differ from cell to cell f
the same migrating molecule.

In the cases considered the migration energy along
@010# crystallographic direction has the valuesEm1

@010#

53.3 kcal/mol andEm2
@010#52.8 kcal/mol. The positions o

the maxima~along the horizontal axis! for them are different.

FIG. 2. Variation of the potential energy upon displacement of a migra
p-bromochlorobenzene molecule toward a vacancy in the@010# ~a! and
@001# ~b! crystallographic directions:1—for a disordered~with respect to
the para positions! arrangement of the surrounding molecules,2—for an
ordered arrangement.
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After passing the maximum on curves2, there is sharper
variation of the orientation of the migrating molecule. Th
angle between the planes of the undisplaced and displa
molecules after passage of the maximum equals about 60
all the cases considered.

The migration energy ofp-bromochlorobenzene mol
ecules along the@001# crystallographic direction has the va
ues Em1

@001#55.5 kcal/mol andEm2
@001#52.5 kcal/mol in the

cases considered. The positions of the maxima for both c
scarcely changed.

The results of the calculations of the activation ener
show that its value also varies. The values for the@010#
crystallographic direction areEd1

@010#519.4 kcal/mol and
Ed2

@010#518.9 kcal/mol. In the@001# direction the values are
Ed1

@001#521.6 kcal/mol and Ed2
@001#518.6 kcal/mol, respec-

tively.
Therefore, unlike centrosymmetricp-dibromobenzene,

whose activation energy is larger along the@001# crystallo-
graphic direction than along the@010# direction, in
p-bromochlorobenzene the activation energy can vary a
function of the arrangement of the molecules with respec
thepara substituents. In this case variation of the direction
diffusion from cell to cell is possible@either the molecule can
migrate along the~001! or ~010! direction, or the directions
are equally preferable#. Apparently, when the experimenta
results on the activation energy inp-bromochlorobenzene
are compared with the calculated values, the averaged va
of the energy along the respective direction should be c
sidered.

Thus, it has been shown that there are vacancies in
structure ofp-bromochlorobenzene. Their presence affe
the appearance of the additional lines in the vicinity
70 cm21 in the spectrum of lattice vibrations, in agreeme
with the data onp-dibromobenzene andp-dichlorobenzene.
The positions of the lines in the vicinity of 70 cm21 depend
weakly on the orientational disorder of the molecules w
respect to thepara substituents. Calculations of the activ
tion energy inp-bromochlorobenzene have shown that,
contrast to the case ofp-dibromobenzene, it is not a consta
along the crystallographic direction selected, but depends
the arrangement of thep-bromochlorobenzene molecule
with respect to thepara substituents.

1!E-mail: mspec@iph.krasnoyarsk.su
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Influence of temperature and strain on the amplitude-dependent internal friction
of high-purity aluminum

S. N. Golyandin, K. V. Sapozhnikov, Yu. A. Emel’yanov, A. B. Sinani,
and S. P. Nikanorov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

S. B. Kustov
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W. H. Robinson
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~Submitted April 10, 1988!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 1839–1844~October 1998!

The dislocation amplitude-dependent friction~ADIF! of high-purity ~99.999%! polycrystalline
aluminum is investigated in the temperature range 7–300 K at vibrational strain
amplitudes of 102721024 for samples in the annealed and deformed~by quasistatic, shock, and
ultrasonic loading! states. The ADIF is a multistage effect in the indicated temperature and
vibration amplitude ranges. Analysis of the amplitude-temperature spectra of the ADIF permits
separation of components attributable to: interaction between dislocations, the interaction
of dislocations with pinning points, and pure dislocation relaxation~the interaction of dislocations
with the Peierls relief!. ADIF is observed to depend nonmonotonically on the initial
quasistatic strain determined by strain hardening and recovery processes. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01510-X#
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Metals having a face-centered cubic lattice are class
objects for research in the dynamics of materials in hi
velocity impact tests.1 From a practical standpoint pure fc
metals having a low melting point also have promising se
mic safety applications as the working medium of extrus
dampers.2 The internal friction method is widely used i
studying the dynamics of crystal defects. Here we report
investigation the influence of quasistatic, shock, and ul
sonic loading on the amplitude-dependent internal frict
~ADIF! of high-purity ~99.999%! aluminum. Investigations
of aluminum of various purities frequently indicate th
ADIF has a multistage character resulting from the contri
tions of diverse microstructural mechanisms.3–6 Unfortu-
nately, the roles and interconnection of the various mic
structural mechanisms have never really been examined
obtain a clearer picture of the micromechanisms of AD
and the dynamics of defects in fcc metals, we have und
taken a study of ADIF in high-purity aluminum subjected
various mechanical effects over a wide range of temperat
and vibrational strain amplitudes.

1. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The internal friction was measured by means of a s
tional, longitudinal-mode piezoelectric vibrator7 operating at
a frequency of approximately 100 kHz. Automate
equipment8 was used in conjunction with a helium cryost
to facilitate simultaneous recording of the temperature sp
1661063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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tra of the amplitude-dependent and amplitude-independ
internal friction and the effective Young’s modulus in th
temperature range 7–300 K, and also so that the internal
tion and modulus defects could be measured at arbitrary t
peratures as functions of the vibrational strain amplitude
the range 102721024. The rate of change of the temperatu
in the measurements was approximately 0.02 K/s.

Polycrystalline samples of approximate dimensio
233325 nm were cut from an ingot of Mark A3 high-purit
aluminum~99.999% pure with an average grain diameter
1 mm! by electric-spark cutting. After removing the roug
surface layer to a thickness of approximately 0.2 mm in
concentrated Keller reagent~100 ml HNO3, 50 ml HCl, and
1.5 ml HF!, the samples were annealed for 7200 s at 420

The samples were subjected to quasistatic deforma
by compression along the shortest axis in an Instron 1
hydraulic testing machine with the clamps moving at a r
of 0.002 mm/s. High-velocity loading of the samples by
plane shock wave was performed under conditions such a
preserve the shape of the samples. Stress pulses hav
duration of approximately 231026 s and amplitudes in the
rangespls50.423.7 GPa were generated by a projectile a
celerated in a light-gas gun.9 The acoustical procedure pe
mitted ultrasonic loading of the samples at a vibration
strain amplitude in excess of 1024. For high-purity alumi-
num this strain amplitude falls within the range where m
croplastic deformation and fatigue phenomena occur.3
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Logarithmic decrement of the vibrations of an aluminum sample versus vibrational strain amplitude, measured during heating to various tem
after ultrasonic deformation at a temperature of 10 K.1 — T510 K; 2 — 24 K; 3 — 56 K; 4 — 86 K; 5 — 124 K; 6 — 154 K; 7 — 194 K; 8 — 255 K;
9 — 309 K.
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2. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE ON THE
AMPLITUDE-DEPENDENT INTERNAL FRICTION OF
ALUMINUM

Figure 1 shows the logarithmic decrement of a hig
purity aluminum sample as a function of the vibration
strain amplitude«m , measured in an annealed sample
10 K and during subsequent heating. The high-amplitude
trasonic loading of annealed aluminum crystals is accom
nied by a sudden increase in the ADIF at«m.1024 and
amplitude hysteresis of the ADIF~which is lower when the
amplitude increases than when it is subsequently decrea!.
An example of this behavior is presented by curve1 in Fig.
1 measured at 10 K. At temperaturesT,180 K amplitude
hysteresis of the ADIF is all but nonexistent if the maximu
value of«m in the measurements does not exceed the va
attained in the preceding low-temperature measureme
This result attests to the stability of the ADIF-inducing d
fect structure formed by high-amplitude loading at low te
peratures.

Analyzing the data in Fig. 1, we discern three distin
temperature intervals. At low temperatures (T,60 K! ADIF
exhibits a multistage behavior. The saturation observed
the growth of ADIF at«m5102621025 is superseded by a
abrupt increase in the ADIF at higher amplitudes«m;(2
23)31025. At moderate temperatures (T5602180 K! and
moderate vibration amplitudes the ADIF depends strongly
the temperature, but only slightly on«m , revealing a more or
-
l
t
l-
a-

d

e
ts.

-

t

in

n

less well-defined microplastic stage at high vibration amp
tudes («m.1025). At high temperatures (T.180 K! the
ADIF tends to abate as the temperature rises, though on
low to moderate vibration amplitudes.

An analysis of the data obtained at low and moder
temperatures enables us to discriminate the componentsd1 ,
d2, and d3 responsible for the formation of the ADIF
amplitude-temperature spectra. Figure 2 shows the str
amplitude dependence of the internal friction, measured
the vibration amplitude is increased~except for curve1,
which has been measured atT510 K with decreasing«m).
Background amplitude-independent internal friction is n
observed in the investigated range of«m . At moderate tem-
peratures and vibration amplitudes~curves4–6 in Fig. 2! the
ADIF curves are well approximated over a wide range («m

55310272231025) by an exponential function:

d15«m
n f 1~T!, ~1!

wheren is a temperature-independent coefficient, andf 1(T)
is a certain function of the temperature. These functions
represented by dashed lines in Fig. 2. At higher vibrat
amplitudes we observe a microplastic stage, which is m
pronounced at low temperatures. In this amplitude range
temperature dependence of the ADIF subsides consider
as «m increases. We can assume therefore that the h
amplitude ADIF has a common asymptote, which is ess
tially independent of the temperature. To test this assum
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FIG. 2. Separation of the amplitude curves of the logarithmic decrement of an aluminum sample, measured at low and moderate tempera
components attributable to: interaction between dislocations, the interaction of dislocations with pinning points, and pure dislocation relaxation~interaction of
dislocations with the Peierls relief!. 1 — T510 K; 2 — 24 K; 3 — 56 K; 4 — 86 K; 5 — 124 K; 6 — 154 K. The dashed lines18–68 represent the
approximationd15«m9 f 1(T) at the temperatures of curves1–6, with n evaluated from curves4–6. Lines19–69 correspond tod25d2d1 for the temperatures
of curves1–6. Curves1-–3- correspond tod35d2(d11d2) at low temperatures for the temperatures of curves1–3.
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tion, we have separated the ADIF as follows: a! The ADIF at
moderate temperatures~curves4–6 in Fig. 2 is approximated
by the exponential functions~1!; b! the microplastic ADIF
component is obtained by subtracting the functions~1! from
the initial experimental curves. The resulting microplas
ADIF component is also well approximated by an expon
tial function

d25«m
k f 2~T!, ~2!

where the exponentk@n, and f 2(T) is a very weak function
of the temperature.

It is difficult to determine the values off 1(T) at T,80
K, because the ADIF is a multistage effect in this tempe
ture range, even at moderate amplitudes«m . However, since
the low-temperature microplastic ADIF component is mu
more pronounced~note the logarithmic scale of Fig. 2!, the
choice of values off 1(T) affects only the initial stage of the
resulting amplitude dependence of the microplastic com
nent. Assuming then thatn and k remain constant down to
the lowest temperatures, we can separate the ADIF into c
ponents, achieving the best approximation of the microp
tic component of the exponential function~2! with a single
-

-

-

-
s-

exponentk at all temperatures. The results of the separat
are shown in Fig. 2~curves1–3!. They reveal the existenc
of three ADIF components,

d35d2~d11d2!, ~3!

which are responsible for the distinctive features of the AD
at low temperatures (T,60 K! and moderate amplitudes«m .
The third ADIF component given by Eq.~3! discloses a
maximum in its dependence on«m . We note that, strictly
speaking, the ADIF should be scaled from the sample to
material. However, this kind of adjustment does not qual
tively alter the results. Especially noteworthy is the stro
temperature dependence of the position of the maximum
the third ADIF component on the amplitude scale and
height, observed under conditions when the defect struc
responsible for ADIF is stable~i.e., when the ADIF does no
exhibit amplitude hysteresis!. These details are consiste
with theoretical inferences10 as to the nonlinear process o
pure dislocation relaxation~the interaction of dislocations
with the Peierls relief!. They are observed at temperatur
much lower than the Bordoni relaxation temperatu
(;150 K in aluminum at a frequency of approximately 10
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FIG. 3. Influence of quasistatic~a! and shock~b! loading on the amplitude-dependent part of the logarithmic decrement of aluminum samples. a! True strain:
1 — 0; 2 — 0.01; 3 — 0.02; 4 — 0.046;5 — 0.091;6 — 0.223;7 — 0.328;8 — 0.693; b! Stress pulse amplitude:1 — 0; 2 — 0.4 GPa;3 — 0.6 GPa;
4 — 1.2 GPa;5 — 2.9 GPa;6 — 3.7 GPa.
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kHz!, consistent with the mechanism underlying the form
tion of paired kinks in the presence of point defec
~vacancies!.11 In our tests an excess density of vacancies
aluminum was formed as a result of microplastic deform
tion of the sample by high-amplitude ultrasound at 10 K.

The multistage behavior of the ADIF indicates a chan
of ADIF mechanisms as the temperature or the vibration a
plitude or both are varied. In the first high-amplitude ultr
sonic loading at low temperature fresh dislocations
formed as a result of either dislocation multiplication or t
unpinning of older dislocations from pinning Cottrell atm
spheres. The evolved dislocation structure remains st
during subsequent loading up toT'180 K. At T.180 K the
ADIF acquires a time dependence and amplitude hyster
simultaneously with the onset of ADIF abatement at low a
moderate amplitudes«m . This effect indicates the formatio
of atmospheres of mobile point defects around dislocati
that contribute to ADIF. It is reasonable to assume, theref
that the highly temperature-dependent ADIF component
proximated by Eq.~1! in Fig. 2 corresponds to the motion o
dislocations without pinning atmospheres. The exponen
function d(«m) does not become straight in Granato-Lu¨cke
coordinates; this feature is typical of a ‘‘nonlocalized’’ fric
tion mechanism.12 We can therefore conclude that this ADI
component is attributable to thermally activated dislocat
motion in the fields of pinning points randomly distributed
the dislocation glide planes.

Inasmuch as dislocation multiplication does not occur
low-temperature measurements after the first high-amplit
loading of an aluminum crystal, the microplastic ADIF com
ponent can be identified, as in polycrystalline lead,13 with
interaction between dislocations. The very weak tempera
-
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dependence of the this component is in good agreement
the athermal nature of long-range interactions between
locations~strictly speaking, the temperature dependence
Young’s modulus should be taken into account!.

The thermally activated ADIF component induced
the interaction of dislocations with point defects precedes
athermal microplastic component on the«m scale. It is im-
portant to note that the substantial temperature variation
the thermally activated component do not influence the
croplastic component. Consequently, these components
essentially independent at ultrasonic frequencies. Hence
microplastic ADIF component is most pronounced at lo
temperatures, when the thermally activated componen
suppressed.

3. INFLUENCE OF QUASISTATIC AND SHOCK LOADING ON
THE AMPLITUDE-DEPENDENT INTERNAL FRICTION OF
ALUMINUM

Figure 3 illustrates the influence of quasistatic and sh
loading at room temperature on the ADIF of high-purity al
minum. Quasistatic loading took place by subjecting a sin
sample to incremented compression. The influence of sh
loading was investigated on several samples stressed
pulses of various amplitudes. Two stages are discernibl
the strain-amplitude curves of the internal friction in Fig.
The internal friction increases fairly quickly as the vibratio
amplitude is increased at«m,(223)31025. At higher am-
plitudes«m the increase in the ADIF becomes smoother.
comparison of Figs. 3a and 3b shows that the first st
shifts toward higher values of«m in shock-loaded samples.

The dependence of ADIF on the true strain in quasista
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loading or on the amplitude of the stress pulse in shock lo
ing at two fixed amplitudes«m is shown in Fig. 4. ADIF
depends monotonically on the initial quasistatic strain~Fig.
4a!. For a not-too-large initial strain (;1%) an ADIF maxi-
mum is recorded, but only at moderate values of«m ~see also
curves1 and 2 in Fig. 3a!. Upon further deformation the
ADIF is observed to drop considerably over the entire ran
of «m ~Figs. 3a and 4a! and then, at the maximum initia
strain, it rises again. As the stress pulse in shock loadin
increased, the ADIF decreases monotonically over the en
investigated range ofspls ~Figs. 3b and 4b!.

Our analysis of the influence of temperature on ADIF
high-purity aluminum in Sec. 2 helps to explain the mul
stage character of the ADIF, observed at room temperat
The distinctive characteristics of the ADIF atT.180 K
leads to the conclusion that the initial ADIF stage («m,5
31025) at room temperature corresponds to the interac
of dislocations with Cottrell vacancy atmospheres. Stage

FIG. 4. Amplitude-dependent internal friction of aluminum samples at fix
vibrational strain amplitudes equal to 1025 ~1! and 1024 ~2! versus true
strain in quasistatic loading~a! and versus stress pulse amplitude in sho
loading ~b!.
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recovery of the electrical resistance due to the bulk diffus
of vacancies is known to be observed at these temperat
in aluminum. The saturation of the ADIF at high amplitud
«m is attributable to the transition of dislocations into th
atmosphere-free state observed in newly deformed sam
at T,180 K.

The observed dependence of ADIF on the initial qua
static strain in the case of aluminum is qualitatively simi
to the dependence obtained for lead.13 The suppression o
ADIF with rising initial deformation is explained by growth
in the dislocation density lowering their mobility.13 The
growth of the ADIF at large strains, accompanied by low
ing of the elastic limit of the crystals, has been associa
with the transition to a more inhomogeneous dislocat
structure due to the formation of dislocation cells.13 An
ADIF minimum has been observed for lead13 at lower
strains, fully consistent with its lower homological temper
ture relative to aluminum.

The influence of shock loading on the ADIF is qualit
tively similar to the influence of quasistatic deformatio
ADIF exhibits a clearly visible tendency to diminish as th
stress pulse is increased. However, there are also qualit
differences. The first ADIF stage is steeper and shifted
ward higher amplitudes«m in shock-loaded samples~see
Fig. 3!. The slope of the second ADIF stage is identical f
shock- and quasistatically deformed samples. Conseque
the difference between the first ADIF stages can be attribu
to the formation of denser Cottrell vacancy atmospheres
the shock-loaded samples.
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Low-temperature photoluminescence determination of dislocation slip systems
in CdSe single crystals

N. I. Tarbaev
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The transformation of the low-temperature emission spectrum of cadmium selenide crystals
during plastic deformation by a point load and by uniaxial compression is investigated. A one-to-
one correspondence is established between the occurrence of photoluminescence bands in
the vicinity of 1.765 eV and the motion of dislocations in the prismatic slip system, on the one
hand, and the emergence of a 1.792-eV band as a result of dislocation slip in the basal
plane, on the other. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01610-4#
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Bulk cadmium selenide single crystals are used in
optical actuator elements. Moreover, owing to the nonlin
absorption of light in the exciton region of the spectrum, t
material has a promising potential for the development
resonant and nonresonant high-speed optical switches
pable of implementing basic logic operations, and also
the design of optical computers.1 For this reason, the inves
tigation of structure defects that contribute to the format
of density-of-state tails near the fundamental absorption e
and the development of methods for such investigations
timely issues. In the majority of technological operation
semiconductor single crystals are subjected to some de
of mechanical effects, which can lead to local plastic def
mation, i.e., the generation of dislocations and deforma
point defects.2

Characteristic bands have been discovered comp
tively recently in the emission and optical absorption spec
of cadmium sulfide crystals, which have the same cry
structure ~wurtzite! as cadmium selenide. The bands a
formed during dislocation slip in the prismatic slip system3,4

Like CdS crystals, a series of bands associated with pla
deformation have been observed in the photoluminesce
spectra of CdSe crystals plastically deformed at a l
temperature5 and in CdTe~sphalerite! crystals.6

The objective of the present study is to investigate
correlation of the low-temperature~4.2–77 K! photolumines-
cence spectrum and the active dislocation slip system. T
dislocation slip systems appear at a temperature lower
half the melting point of CdSe crystals: one in the ba
~0001! plane and one in the prismatic$101̄0% plane with ex-
actly the same Burgers vectorb51/3̂ 1120& ~Ref. 2!. Inden-
tation of the $0001% and $1010% faces was chosen as th
method to initiate slip in either system. A comparative ana
sis of the spectra is useful in this case, because the defor
regions of the crystal and the regions undistorted by pla
deformation are situated on one surface of the same sam

THE EXPERIMENT

Special undoped cadmium selenide single crystals gro
by the Bridgman technique were investigated. The sam
1671063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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were cut from x-ray oriented ingots, mechanically groun
polished with diamond paste, and then polished chemic
in a bromine-methyl alcohol solution to remove the contam
nated outer layer. Plastic deformation took place either
local indentation with a Vickers pyramid under a 30-g lo
for 60 s or by uniaxial compression; the temperature w
77 K in both cases. To achieve an overall increase in
photoluminescence signal from the deformed regions, the
dentation was performed in 434 series, i.e., in a pattern o
16 square impressions 150mm on a side. The photolumines
cence was recorded by an FE´ U-62 photomultiplier through
an MDR-23 grating monochromator~1200 lines/mm!. Pho-
toluminescence was excited by an LGN-215 632.8-
helium-neon laser focused to a spot diameter of 50mm.

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of slip forming a dislocation rosette in inden
tion of the $0001% face. The arrows indicate equivalent orientations of t
Burgers vector. a! dislocation slip system; b! positions of half-loops of dis-
locations slipping in the prismatic plane. The broad vertical arrow indica
the indentation site. The dots represent outcroppings of dislocations on
top face.
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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INDENTATION OF THE ˆ0001‰ FACE.

The slip around the indentor impression can be no
nally divided into two processes: dislocation slip with t
Burgers vectors parallel to the indented surface, i.e., ros
slip, and with the Burgers vectors canted relative to the s
face, i.e., volume slip. Since the radiation used for excitat
is strongly absorbed, only regions near the surface con
uted to the photoluminescence signal, so that the discus
can be confined to rosette slip only. Rosette slip on
$0001% face is characterized by the formation of rays in t
directions1/2@112̄0#, 1/2@2̄110#, and1/2@12̄10#. The ro-
sette slip pattern is shown schematically in Fig. 1. Here d
location half-loops slipping in equivalent prismatic plan
break out directly on the top face of the crystal~Fig. 1b!,
whereas dislocations slipping in the basal~0001! plane move
parallel to the top face at a certain depth from it~Fig. 1a!.

We now consider the transformation of the low
temperature photoluminescence spectrum after indenta
The initial photoluminescence spectrum of CdSe in the
cinity of the fundamental absorption edge at 4.2 K consist
a group of narrow lines representing exciton-impurity co
plexes~EICs! in the vicinity of 1.824 eV and their phono
replicas~curve1 in Fig. 2!, and a series of bands separat
by the lattice LO-phonon energy with the nonphono
1.728-eV line, which are associated with radiative recom
nation through donor-acceptor pairs.7 The photolumines-
cence spectrum at 4.2 K from the region of indentations
the $0001% face exhibit three strong bands: 1.7645 e
1.7731 eV, and 1.792 eV, which do not exist in the as-gro
crystals~curve2 in Fig. 3!. In the figure the bands are la
beleda, b, and c, respectively. The emergence of the ne
photoluminescence bands is observed against the b
ground of a slight decrease in the photoluminescence in
sity through donor-acceptor pairs~10–20%! and a sizable
~severalfold! drop of the intensity and broadening of the E
lines. The latter effect is probably attributable to the lar

FIG. 2. Photoluminescence spectra of CdSe single crystals at 4.2 K b
deformation~1! and after low-temperature plastic deformation by uniax
compression~2!, observed along a direction normal to theC axis.
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cross section of inelastic scattering of the excitations
dislocations.8 The bands associated with plastic deformati
have a relatively small half-width~approximately 9 meV!,
which is approximately one half the half-width of th
1.728-nm nonphonon band of recombination through don
acceptor pairs.

As the temperature increases, the plastic deformat
induced emission bandsa, b, and c shift toward the long-
wavelength end as does the fundamental absorption edg
the crystal. Their half-widths remain essentially unchang
in the process. An increase in the temperature also drive
bandb but has little influence on the intensity of banda, so
that at 77 K their intensities are almost comparable~Fig. 3,
dashed curve!. The positions of these bands in the spectru
are 1.756 eV and 1.764 eV at 77 K. The identical temperat
shift of bandsa andb has enabled us to establish the prec
position of bandb at 4.2 K, because it appears only in th
form of a kink on the short-wavelength slope of banda.
Band c, which already begins to smooth out at 40 K,
scarcely perceptible in the spectrum at 77 K.

The ratio between the intensities of bandsa and b is
constant at a given temperature, whereas the intensity r
of bandsa andc varies with the position of the exciting ligh
spot; however, the intensity of banda is always dominant
over that of bandc when the$0001% face is indented. It
follows, therefore, that bandsa andb most likely correspond
to radiative transitions in the same multilevel electronic s
tem, while bandc is associated with some other, independe
system.

An important characteristic of the deformation-induc
bands is the fact that, after the sample is held at room t
perature for several hours, bandsa andb completely disap-
pear from the low-temperature photoluminescence spect
~i.e., they degrade!, whereas bandc remains essentially un
altered. At a low temperature, liquid-nitrogen for examp
the emission spectrum of the deformed regions does

re
l

FIG. 3. Photoluminescence spectra from the zone of indentation of
$101̄0% face ~1! and the$0001% face ~2! at 4.2 K. The dashed curve repre
sents the position of the band groupa b at 77 K.
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change within the actual duration of the experiment.

INDENTATION OF THE ˆ101̄0‰ FACE.

In this case dislocation slip results in a double-ray
sette with rays along1/2^12̄10&, as shown schematically in
Fig. 4. In contrast with the case shown in Fig. 1, now on
the half-loops of dislocations slipping in the basal plane
the crystal break out on the top face, while dislocations~or
segments thereof! slipping in the prismatic$101̄0% plane are
situated at a certain depth. The indentation of the prism
face with the same load produces a strong line in the inte
1.779–1.792 eV~bandc!, while the emission bands of grou
a b are either weak or not observed at all~curve2 in Fig. 3!.
In this case the observed floating spectral position or bro
ening of bandc as the position of the photoexcitation sp
varies relative to the indentation is obviously associated w
the action of the stress component along theC axis of the
crystal ~when the piezoelectric displacement constant
high!. This conjecture is confirmed by the presence of E
lines exhibiting the same shift~and/or broadening!.

The above-described orientation dependence must o
ously be identified with a difference in the way defects a
formed depending on the slip system in which plastic def
mation predominantly evolves.

Indeed, the emergence of the photoluminescence bana
and b must be attributed to slip in the prismatic syste
^12̄10&$101̄0%, because the rosette around the indentation
the $0001% surface is formed by outcroppings of the sl
bands of this particular system on the top face. The phot
minescence bandc must be attributed to slip in the syste
^12̄10&$0001%, because the dislocation rosette for inden
tion on the$101̄0% surface is formed by outcroppings of th
slip bands in the basal plane. The existence of the w
bandsa andb bands in the latter case and the strong banc
in both cases is explained by the fact that basal slip in c

FIG. 4. Diagram of slip forming a dislocation rosette for indentation of
$101̄0% face. a! Dislocation slip system; b! dislocation half-loops slipping in
the basal plane.
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tals having a wurtzite structure is the easiest. As a resul
the optimal experimental geometry for basal slip, prisma
slip evolves only regions of the crystal farther removed
depth from the surface and scarcely contributes at all to p
toluminescence with the highly absorbed photoexcitat
used in our work~curve2 in Fig. 3!, whereas in the optica
geometry for prismatic slip, basal slip occurs fairly close
the surface and still contributes significantly to photolum
nescence~curve1 in Fig. 3!. Consequently, for indentation
in either the$0001% face or the$101̄0% face slip actually takes
place in both systems, but in different quantitative prop
tions.

To confirm the validity of the proposed explanation
the orientation dependence of the defect photoluminesce
a CdSe sample was deformed uniaxially in the^101̄0& direc-
tion at 77 K in compression to 3 kbar in the stress-relaxat
regime. Only prismatic slip is possible in this geometry sin
the displacement load in the~0001! plane equals zero. Figur
2 ~curve 2! shows the photoluminescence spectrum a
stress relief. As postulated, the spectrum acquires only
group of bandsa b as a result of plastic deformation in th
slip system̂ 12̄10&$101̄0%. It has also been found that band
a and b are polarized the same as radiative recombinat
through donor-acceptor pairs~perpendicular to theC axis!,
but to a far lesser extent.

Dislocation emission induced by low-temperature plas
deformation has been well studied in cadmium sulfi
~wurtzite! single crystals, where it is attributed to the form
tion of metastable clusters of point defects by movi
dislocations.5 The group of bandsa b of cadmium selenide is
probably their analog. When the temperature is raised at l
to room temperature, interaction between defects lead
decomposition of the metastable clusters and degradatio
bandsa andb in the photoluminescence spectra. The sta
bandc must be identified with the electron states of disloc
tions not directly decorated by the defect atmosphere,
‘‘fresh’’ dislocations slipping in the basal plane and structu
ally far more stable than clusters of point defects.

From the results and their discussion, therefore, it can
stated that the prismatic slip of dislocations in the slip syst
^12̄10&$101̄0% during low-temperature plastic deformatio
is accompanied by the appearance of the group of bandsa b
in the low-temperature photoluminescence spectru
whereas basal slip~system^12̄10&$0001%) is accompanied
by the appearance of bandc. The observed correlation of th
dislocation slip system and the photoluminescence spe
can be used to expose and discriminate slip directly in
low-temperature experiment associated with the deforma
of cadmium selenide single crystals. Owing to the high s
sitivity of the method, it should be particularly useful fo
investigating the initial stages of plastic flow of a semico
ductor crystal~violation of Hooke’s law! during macrosco-
picscale plastic deformation.

The author is grateful to G. A. Shepel’ski� for a profit-
able discussion of the work and for critical remarks.
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Resistance of zinc crystals to shock deformation and fracture at elevated temperatures
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Velocity profiles of the free surface of shock-loaded zinc crystals are measured in two different
orientations. The test temperature is varied from room temperature to 410 °C. The results
of the measurements show that the high-velocity deformation and fracture are athermal processes
and that the fracture stresses are influenced by the preceding plastic deformation. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!01710-9#
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The effect on solids from plane shock waves genera
by explosions, high-velocity impact, or laser pulses afford
unique possibility for studying extremely high-velocity d
formation and fracture processes under well-regulated l
conditions. The most informative experiments in this reg
are those involving single crystals,1–6 because they are ca
pable of yielding information on the elementary mechanis
and dynamics of deformation and fracture without compli
tions from the influence of grain boundaries, impurities a
other structural irregularities. An important and fascinati
issue, in particular, is the influence of temperature on
elastoplastic and strength characteristics of metals in h
velocity deformation.

It is generally known that the yield point and the tens
strength decrease as the temperature increases at low
moderately high strain rates. This trend is attributable to
fact that under the conditions of low-velocity deformatio
dislocations overcome obstacles under the combined in
ence of the applied stress and thermal fluctuations.7 Higher
stresses need to be applied in the case of high-velocity
formation. At a strain rate above;104 s21 the active stresse
are high enough to overcome obstacles without any addi
contribution from thermal fluctuations. In other words, as
strain rate is increased, there is a transition from therm
fluctuation to athermal overbarrier dislocation slip. Sin
fracture is always associated with plastic deformation in
vicinity of growing discontinuities, one should also expe
the dynamic strength of solids to be athermal at high str
rates.8

The resistance of materials to deformation and fract
in shock loading is investigated by analyzing the struct
and evolution of the compression and rarefaction waves.
cause the longitudinal compressibility changes in transit
through the yield point, a shock wave in a solid becom
unstable, breaking up into an elastic precursor and a pla
compression wave propagating behind it. The amplitude
the elastic precursor is determined by the dynamic yi
point of the material. When the compression pulse is
1671063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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flected from the free surface of the solid, tensile stresses
generated in its interior, resulting in cleavage fracture. St
ies of cleavage phenomena provide information about
strength of materials in loading with durations;1029

21025 s ~Ref. 9!.
Until recently there have been scarcely any measu

ments of the yield point and especially the tensile strength
shock loading at elevated temperatures. In this paper we
the results of such measurements for zinc single crystal
various orientations in the temperature range from room te
perature to just short of the melting point. Zinc has a high
anisotropic hexagonal-close-packed crystal structure, wi
ratio of the distance between the basal planes to the m
mum interatomic distancec/a51.856. The melting point of
zinc is 419.5 °C. The principal dislocation slip system of h
crystals is the basal~0001! plane; slip and twinning in the
pyramidal~112̄2! planes require much higher stresses. A
temperature above 225 °C in zinc slip is also activated in
~11̄01! planes.10

The high-velocity deformation of hcp metal sing
crystals — beryllium and zinc — has been investigat
previously.2,11 Recording of the structure of shock waves
beryllium single crystals2 has shown that the elastic precu
sors of compression waves are generated for all orientat
of the crystal relative to the direction of the load. The a
plitude of the elastic precursor was;6.927.2 GPa in com-
pression along the hexagonalc axis of the crystal and 0.64
GPa in compression along thea axis. It has been determine
from the results of experiments using shock compressio
directions at 33° and 45° angles relative to the hexago
axis of the crystal that the shear stress of basal slip un
these conditions is 120–140 GPa, which is an order of m
nitude larger than the slip stress in quasistatic loading~10
MPa!. The ratio of the dynamic to the quasistatic stress
plastic deformation along the prismatic planes is equal to
MPa and 70 MPa; the values of these quantities obtained
the pyramidal planes are 3.35 GPa and 1 GPa, respectiv
In shock compression along thea and c axes the elas-
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tic precursors of shock waves in a beryllium single crys
has a characteristic peak, which is explained by vigor
dislocation multiplication and, associated with it, the acc
eration of relaxation of shear stresses. A metallograp
analysis of the samples after shock loading has shown
the cleavage fracture of beryllium single crystals is initiat
at a stress of approximately 1 GPa in loading either along
perpendicular to the hexagonal axis of the crystal, wher
the quasistatic cleavage stresses for these two orienta
differ sixfold.

The high-velocity deformation of zinc single crystals
elevated temperatures has been investigated previously11 by
a Hopkinson pressure bar method. It was found that at st
rates.0.53104 s21 the shear stress in the basal plane
independent of the temperature up to the melting point, le
ing to the conclusion that by far the dominant contribution
from overbarrier dislocation slip controlled by viscous dra
The stress-strain diagram of slip in the pyramidal planes c
tains a ‘‘yield drop,’’ whose relative amplitude increas
with the strain rate; here the lower yield point is appro
mately an order of magnitude higher than the yield point
the basal plane. At a strain rate;0.53104 s21 the upper
yield point is approximately twice the lower yield point.

1. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND APPARATUS

The experiments were carried out using 99.999% p
zinc single crystals grown by directional crystallization fro
the melt in high-purity graphite molds.11 During the growth
process flat single crystals having areal dimensions of
315 mm and thicknesses from 0.5 mm to 2.2 mm w
oriented normal to the plane in the crystallographic@1000#
and @101̄0# directions. Three or four samples were cut fro
each single crystal grown. The samples were etched ele
chemically to remove surface defects.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. T
samples were impacted by an aluminum plate of thickn
0.4 mm or 0.85 mm at a rate of 650–700 m/s either in
basal~0001! plane or in the prismatic~101̄0! plane, which is

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement for measuring the velocity profiles of
free surface of shock-compressed samples at elevated temperature.1 —
Plane-wave explosive lens;2 — steel attenuator;3 — Teflon spacer;4 —
striker; 5 — heater;6 — sample;7 — thermocouple.
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perpendicular to the basal plane. Explosive devices descr
in detail in Ref. 9 were used to drive the striker plates. A
resistance-heater power of approximately 1 kW the time
the sample to be heated to the prescribed temp did not
ceed 10 min. The heater was turned off approximately 1 m
prior to blast time. The temperature was monitored conti
ously within65° error limits by means of a Chromel-Alume
thermocouple mounted in the immediate vicinity of a che
point on the back surface of the sample; the sensing bea
a laser Doppler velocimeter~VISAR — Velocity Interferom-
eter System for Any Reflector12,13! was focused onto this
surface. The focal spot had a diameter;0.1 mm. A digital
oscilloscope was used to record the interference beats,
the recorded signal digitized at a frequency of 0.5 GHz. T
frequency response characteristics of the apparatus w
such that the signals could be recorded with a rise time at
level of 2–3 ns.

2. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Figure 2 shows typical velocity profilesW(t) of the free
surface of differently oriented single-crystal samples sho
compressed to a pressure;7 GPa.

In loading along the hexagonal axis of the crystal,
shock wave with a maximum rise time of 2 ns is recorde
followed by a rarefaction wave. The duration of the compr
sion pulse is determined by the wave reverberation time
the striker, i.e., its thickness. The second velocity rise
caused by the arrival at the surface of a compression w
~cleavage pulse! formed by relaxation of the tensile stress
in cleavage fracture. The drop of the velocity from its ma
mum to the level just before the leading edge of the cleav
pulse is determined by the fracture stress in cleavage.

For shock loading in the@101̄0# direction the compres-
sion wave acquires a double-wave structure: A separate e
tic precursor emerges, propagating at a velocity equal to
velocity of longitudinal elastic waves and greater than
velocity of the plastic compression wave following it, whic
is equal to the ‘‘bulk’’ sound velocitycb . Since the rarefac-

e
FIG. 2. Typical profiles of the surface velocity for two sample orientatio
relative to the direction of shock loading and for two striker thickness
a! Loading along@0001#, striker thickness 0.4 mm; b! @101̄0#, 0.85 mm;
c! @101̄0#, 0.4 mm.
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tion wave front also propagates at the ‘‘longitudinal’’ sou
velocity in the shock-compressed material, the compres
pulses in this direction begin to decay if the thickness of
sample is more than three times the thickness of the stri
The rise time in the plastic wave in this case is 80–90
which corresponds to a strain rate;53105 s21.

Inasmuch as the shear and bulk viscosities of a solid
the elastic strain region are insignificant, the steepness o
leading edge of the elastic precursor stays within the res
tion limits of the measurements~2–3 ns!.

In tests where the direction of shock compression is p
allel or perpendicular to the basal plane of the crystal
shear stresses in this easy-glide plane are equal to zer
that the only way plastic deformation can take place is
slip in the pyramidal planes. In this light one would expe
the resistance to plastic deformation and the steepness o
plastic shock wave to be identical for these two orientatio
The start of plastic deformation and the separation of
elastic precursor occur when the deviator stress in the c
pression waveSx5sx2p5sx(12cb

2/cl
2) ~wheresx is the

normal stress in the direction of compression,p is the spheri-
cal component of the stress tensor, or pressure, andcb andcl

are the bulk and longitudinal sound velocities! reaches 2/3 of
the yield pointsT .

The bulk sound velocity in zinc at room temperature a
zero pressure iscb53.03 km/s. The longitudinal sound ve
locity in the direction perpendicular to the hexagonal axis
the crystal iscl54.73 km/s, while in the axial direction th
longitudinal elastic wave velocity is very close to the bu
sound velocity14 ~a formal calculation using the elastic co
stants in Ref. 14 gives the longitudinal sound velocity ev
lower than the bulk sound velocity, but this result is ob
ously a consequence of errors in the elastic constants an
analytical equations!. With regard to the steep slope of th
leading edge of the compression wave, it is natural to c
clude that a shock wave of intensity 7 GPa propagating in
axial direction is wholly elastic. Figure 3 shows the results
tests using a higher impact velocity, for which signs of t
onset of plastic deformation appear only in the axial dir
tion above 21 GPa~the velocity of the free surface is 1.4

FIG. 3. Velocity profiles of the free surface of single crystals loaded in
@0001# direction by aluminum strikers of thickness 0.4 mm at velocit
from 0.7 km/s to 2.2 km/s.
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km/s!, confirming the above-stated conclusion experime
tally.

Figures 4 and 5 show free-surface-velocity profiles m
sured at standard and elevated sample temperatures. He
of the single crystals to temperatures very close to the m
ing point does not produce any significant changes in
structure of the compression and rarefaction waves eithe
basal orientation of the samples or for shock compress
in the direction perpendicular to the hexagonal axis of
crystal.

The cleavage fracture stresses and the dynamic ela
limit for the differently oriented samples have been det
mined from the resulting free-surface velocity profiles. T
fracture stress, or ‘‘cleavage strength’’s* , has been calcu-
lated from the dropDW of the velocity from its maximum to
the level just before the leading edge of the cleavage pul9:

s* 50.5r0cb~DW1d!,

wherer0 is the density of the material,cb is the bulk sound
velocity in it at zero pressure, andd is a correction for dis-
tortion of the wave profile by the difference in the propag
tion velocities of the unloading side of the incident pul

e

FIG. 4. Velocity profiles of the free surface of zinc crystals loaded in
@0001# direction by the impact of an aluminum plate of thickness 0.4 mm
0.85 mm with a velocity of 650–700 m/s at room and higher temperatu

FIG. 5. Velocity profiles of the free surface of a zinc single crystal loaded
the @101̄0# direction by an aluminum striker of thickness 0.4 mm~b–d! or
0.85 mm~a! with a velocity of 650–700 m/s at room temperature~a, b, d!
and at an elevated temperature~410 °C! ~c!.
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(cb) and the leading edge of the cleavage pulse(cl). Taking
into account the velocity gradient of the free surface ahea
the leading edge of the cleavage pulseu̇1 and the gradient in
the leading edgeu̇2, we can estimate this correction as

d5S h

cb
2

h

cl
D uu̇1u̇2u

uu̇1u1u̇2

,

where h is the thickness of the cleavage plate, determin
from the wave reverberation time in it. The introduction o
correction factor is pointless for axial-loading tests, beca
the longitudinal and bulk sound velocities are very close
this orientation. The given technique for determining t
strength of the material from the free-surface velocity p
files is actually based exclusively on fundamental conse
tion laws and does not involve any assumptions about
mechanism, rate, or degree of fracture. The values obta
for the fracture stresses in samples of two different orien
tions at standard and elevated temperatures are summa
in Fig. 6. The cleavage thickness in these tests was 0.2
mm, and the strain rate was (2 – 5)3105 s21.

Most of the measurements were performed at room t
perature. The results have considerable scatter, which is
erally typical of such measurements with high space-ti
resolution and reflects the microinhomogeneity of t
samples. Variations of the fracture stresses, even with
single sample, have been observed in experiments on mo
denum single crystals.15 All the same, the measurement r
sults definitely show that when a zinc single crystal is load
in the direction of the hexagonalc axis, cleavage fracture
takes place at higher stresses than in tests with loading in
perpendicular direction. At room temperature the aver
fracture stresses in the axial and transverse directions
2.160.2 GPa and 1.3360.3 GPa, respectively. Fracture d
velops more rapidly in loading along the crystal axis; th
fact is manifested on the free-surface profiles by the stee
slope of the cleavage pulses. For comparison, the frac
strength of industrial aluminum and aluminum alloys und
similar load conditions is 1–1.4 GPa, and the strength of

FIG. 6. Cleavage-strength dependence of differently oriented zinc si
crystals on test temperature.1 — Loading direction@0001#l; 2 — @101̄0#.
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steels is 1.5–3 GPa~Ref. 9!. It is important to note that
experiments with less anisotropic fcc copper5 and bcc
molybdenum6 single crystals have not demonstrated any
fluence of the load direction on the magnitude of the cle
age fracture stress. Under loading conditions closely
proximating those in the present study copper a
molybdenum single crystals have dynamic strengths o
60.5 GPa and 560.5 GPa, respectively, which are approx
mately three times the dynamic strengths of these metal
the polycrystalline state. It is interesting to note that es
mates of the maximum tensile stresses, which correspon
the minimum of thep(V) isotherm, are;23 GPa, 55 GPa
and 10.5 GPa for copper, molybdenum, and zinc, resp
tively. In other words, the fracture resistance of single cr
tals in the submicrosecond loading-time range is commen
rate with the theoretical limit.

The basal~0001! planes are known to be easy-cleava
surfaces, owing to the relatively large interplanar spacing16

In the reported experiments the resistance to cleavage
ture is found to be higher for the most favorable orientat
of the weakest planes of the crystal. Generally speakin
change in the direction of shock loading should not produ
any major changes in the fracture stress. In plane sh
waves the stress tensor is close to the spherical stress, so
cleavage fracture is initiated when the stressed state is c
to hydrostatic tension, irrespective of the loading directio
A more likely assumption is that the influence of orientati
on the resistance to cleavage fracture is the result of a
ference in the defect structure formed at the onset of frac
for different shock loading directions.

It is a well-known fact that various kinds of irregularitie
~grain boundaries, micropores, and brittle inclusions! in
polycrystalline materials or more microscopic imperfectio
such as twins, dislocation pileups, or point defects in sin
crystals are fracture nucleation centers in solids. The oc
rence of higher fracture stresses in tests where the b
planes in loading by plane shock waves have the most fa
able orientation for crack propagation can be attributed to
fact that plastic deformation of the material did not occur
these tests, and its defect structure was therefore left
changed; consequently, fracture could only be initiated
defects already present in the original material. In expe
ments with the shock load oriented perpendicular to the c
tal axis plastic deformation did occur and was accompan
by an increase in the density of dislocations and other de
mation defects capable of serving as fracture nucleation c
ters and, hence, of reducing the fracture stresses.

When the temperature is increased from room tempe
ture to 350–370 °C, the cleavage strength of zinc sin
crystals with two different orientations remains essentia
unchanged but, with a further increase in temperature,
difference between the cleavage strengths and the clea
strengths themselves decrease, the latter having a valu
1.1–1.2 GPa at a temperature of 405–410 °C. This temp
ture is only 2% below the absolute melting point. It shou
be noted that a much larger drop in the cleavage strengt
the initial temperature of the samples approached the me
point has been reported for polycrystalline materials.17

The results of the measurements do not show any in

le
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ence of temperature on the dynamic elastic limit of zinc. F
loading in the~101̄0! plane elastic precursors with a chara
teristic ‘‘yield drop’’ are recorded over the entire temper
ture range. This structure of the elastic precursor is usua
consequence of the acceleration of stress relaxation du
dislocation multiplication as plastic deformation develops.
our experiments the scatter of the measured precursor am
tudes attained610% of the average peak value of 2.5 G
and620% at the point of the minimum between the elas
and plastic wave fronts. Such a large data scatter is part
explained by the fact that even a small deviation of the
rection of compression from a given crystallographic dire
tion can produce sufficient shear stresses in the basal pla
activate easy dislocation glide.

The measurements do not show any appreciable in
ence of temperature on the steepness of the plastic s
wave, which is determined by the viscosity of the mater
These data indicate the athermal nature of the high-velo
plastic deformation in shock waves. The inadequate rep
ducibility of the samples and the loading conditions ha
made it impossible to determine the amplitude decay of
precursor as it propagates over distances from 0.5 mm
mm. Moreover, a detailed comparison of the wave profile
distances of 0.5 mm to 2 mm from the impact surface
shown that the evolution of the elastic precursor is v
nearly self-similar. Given the existing scatter of the expe
mental data, this odd result is very likely fortuitous; not to
ruled out, however, is the possibility of contributions
stress relaxation from overlooked effects such as, for
ample, rotation of the crystallographic planes during plas
deformation and, as a result, the possible activation of e
glide systems.

The authors are grateful to L. G. Ermolov for assistan
in setting up and running the experiments.
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Macroscopic quantum resonance tunneling of domain walls
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Results are presented of a theoretical investigation of the tunneling of magnetic domain walls,
taking account of the interaction of the walls with the thermal system of the crystal. It is
shown that thermal stimulation increases considerably the transmittance of the potential barriers
during propagation of walls through a crystal. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The importance of taking account of tunneling in ma
netodynamics was first pointed out in 1971 by Egami.1 He
investigated the tunneling of extremely narrow~several lat-
tice constants wide! domain walls in hard ferromagnet
through potential barriers formed by the ‘‘intrinsic’’ coerciv
ity. The relatively small mass of such walls and the width
the potential barriers result in appreciable tunneling pr
abilities. In any case, the experimental data on the spont
ous demagnetization of hard ferromagnets agree very
with Egami’s results.1

A new burst of interest in wall tunneling arose in th
1990s as part of a general increase in interest in macro-
mesoscopic quantum effects. This is completely explaina
since the tunneling of magnetic domain walls, together w
superconductivity, superfluidity, and the Josephson effec
one of the few examples of macroscopic quantum proces

A great deal of attention has been devoted, first and fo
most, to tunneling of walls in ordinary ferromagnets~c.f.,
Ref. 2!. In general, tunneling is considered in this case
cause of the observed anomalous behavior of magnetiza
relaxation processes at low temperatures: For many mag
materials, as temperature decreases, the relaxation rates
not to zero but rather a certain finite value.3 The tunneling
explanation of this circumstance seems fully justified.

However, attempts to perform quantitative calculatio
encounter unexpected difficulties. Indeed, estimates of
characteristics of potential barriers in terms of the parame
of hysteresis loops and magnetic-noise data lead to the
clusion that we are dealing in ferromagnets, in most ca
with high and thick barriers as pinning centers. For this r
son ~especially taking account of the appreciable ‘‘massi
ness’’ of walls in these materials!, negligibly small values
are obtained for the transmittances~of the order of 10280 and
lower!.

The situation is somewhat better in weak ferromagn
where the mass of domain walls is usually an order of m
nitude smaller than in ferromagnets. The theory of tunnel
for walls in these materials is more complicated, since h
quasirelativistic effects must be taken into account. A s
cessful theory for weak ferromagnets was recently propo
1681063-7834/98/40(10)/6/$15.00
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by Zvezdin and Dobrovitski�.4,5 But, even in the case o
weak ferromagnets, tunneling alone cannot give effective
pinning, required to explain the temperature dependenc
relaxation processes at both low and high temperatures.

In this connection it is important to explain the mech
nisms that are capable of producing an appreciable proba
ity of depinning of magnetic domain walls in magnetizatio
reversal processes. All such mechanisms can be divided
ventionally into three groups: The first group consists
thermally activated depinning, in which the wall overcom
a potential barrier by means of energy obtained directly fr
the thermal system of the crystal. Another type of therma
activated depinning materializes for defects modeled by
combination ‘‘well 1 barrier.’’ We place this type in the
second group. If the wall in front of the barrier is in a pote
tial well with a characteristic frequency of the order of
least 1011 s21, then its interaction with thermal excitations o
the crystal can have a resonance character as a functio
temperature and it can undergo efficient depinning in a n
row temperature range, even in very weak advancing fiel6

Finally, the third group consists of tunneling depinnin
Here, however, as indicated above, at the present time
situation is extremely ambiguous. The experimental data
magnetization relaxation processes, internal friction, a
electric conductivity show that in most cases pinning cent
are characterized by energies of the order of 10213210214

ergs. However, successful tunneling depinning~other condi-
tions being equal! is possible only for barriers with three t
four orders of magnitude lower amplitude energy. On t
other hand, low-temperature depinning cannot be explai
by anything other than tunneling. In the present paper it w
be shown that in a certain sense the cooperation of
mechanisms in the first and third groups and also the sec
and third groups has a considerable effect on the natur
tunneling depinning. In the first case, this has the effect t
a wall, absorbing thermal energy from the crystal, ‘‘rises’’
front of barrier, lowering its effective height and, corr
spondingly, increasing the transmittance in a very wide te
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1682 Phys. Solid State 40 (10), October 1998 V. V. Makhro
perature range. In the second case, the transmittance
creases resonantly only in a narrow temperature reg
~specifically, for ferromagnets at liquid-helium temper
tures!.

1. PREBARRIER THERMAL STIMULATION OF BLOCH
WALLS

Let us consider the first of the mechanisms nam
above. We note that because of the interaction with the t
mal system of the crystal a domain wall in front of a barr
of height U0 will possess an additional energyw and the
effective barrier height will now be lower for such a wa
U02w. It can be expected that in this case the probability
tunneling depinning should indeed increase.

Let us consider a 180° Bloch-type domain wall in
uniaxial crystal. The equation of motion for the unit vector
uniform magnetization~Landau–Lifshitz equation7! has the
form

da

dt
5g@a3H#, ~1!

where g5ge/2mc is the gyromagnetic ratio andH is the
effective field calculated from the exchange and anisotr
energies, the stray fields, and the external field. In spher
coordinates

a5~sinu sinf,sinu cosf,cosu!

Eq. ~1! reduces to the following pair of equations:

u̇52
g

I S

1

sinu
dfeg , sinf5

g

I S
dueg , ~2!

whereeg is the total-energy functional andI S is the satura-
tion magnetization. Stray fields are induced in a mov
wall. The additional energy due to these fields can be re
sented in a form which quadratic in the velocityv and the
kinetic energy of the wall can be represented as8

K5
v2mD

2
,

where the constantmD5E0/8pAg2sin2u is the effective or
Doring mass of the wall~per unit surface area of the wall!, A
and K1 are, respectively, the exchange and anisotropy c
stants, andE05AAK1 is the rest energy~also per unit area!
of the wall. The equation of motion for a Bloch wall thus h
the Newtonian form~which is why the wall can be treated a
a classical particle!

mD

d2x

dt2
52I SH.

Here x is the coordinate of the center of the wall along
axis perpendicular to the plane of the wall. The interaction
a wall with defects is taken into account by introducing t
interaction potential energy functionU(x)

mD

d2x

dt2
52I SH2

d

dx
U~x!.
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Let a moving domain wall with kinetic energyK reach a
potential barrier of heightU0, modeling the interaction with
one or another defect of the crystal. IfK,U0, the section of
the wall immediately adjacent to the defect is localized in
metastable minimum in front of the barrier. Let the extern
field be very weak

H!
1

I S

dU

dx
,

so that it cannot influence depinning significantly, but
forming a metastable minimum in front of the barrier it pr
duces an asymmetry between the positions of the particl
front of and behind the barrier.

For the calculations we shall use the following values
the parameters~these are the standard values for ferroma
nets!: barrier heightU0510214 ergs and defect area 10213

cm2, which corresponds to the measured coercive force
100 Oe. We take the thickness of a defecta51026 cm and
the mass of the tunneling section of the wallm510225 g.
For the chosen parameter values, the energy spectrum
quasiparticle can be assumed to be quasicontinuous, an
classic Maxwellian distribution can be used in the analys

We shall consider a particle~i.e. a tunneling section o
the wall! in a state of thermal equilibrium with the crysta
Let there be an ensemble ofN such particles. We divide the
entire energy interval from zero toU0 into subintervals of
identical widthdw. The number of particles in the ensemb
which have energies in one subinterval is

Nw5E
w2dw/2

w1dw/2 2N

Ap
~kT!23/2w1/2expS 2

w

kTDdw. ~3!

We shall calculate for each subinterval the correspond
transmittanceD. To calculateD we attach to all particles in
a given subinterval the same energyw. The correctness o
this procedure was checked numerically. More accurat
the numberN was chosen so that on the whole the comp
tational scheme would be stable. The product ofD andNw is
the numberNw0 of particles from a given subinterval whic
find themselves on the other side of the barrier. The sum
all Nw0 over all subintervals is the total numberN0 of par-
ticles from an ensemble which find themselves on the ot
side of the barrier. ThenF5N0 /N will be the effective bar-
rier transmittance for a given quasiparticle.

The calculations show that any sufficiently smooth b
rier can be chosen to simulate a defect. Only the heightU0

and width a of the barrier are important. In our computa
tional scheme, we used the well-known potential

U~x!5U0 cosh22S x

aD , ~4!

for which the transmittance coefficient is given by th
expression9

D5
sinh2~pua!

sinh2~pua!1cosh2S p

2
A32p2U0ma2

h2
21D ,
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32p2mU0a2

h2
.1,

D5
sinh2~pua!

sinh2~pua!1cos2S p

2
A12

32p2mU0a2

h2
D ,

32p2mU0a2

h2
,1,

whereQ5
A2mw

\
. The probabilityG of thermally activated

depinning can be calculated by simply determining the fr
tion of particles from an ensemble which have energy hig
thanU0, i.e.

G5E
U0

` 2

Ap
~kT!23/2w1/2expS 2

w

kTDdw. ~5!

The computational results for the temperature dep
dences of the effective transmittanceF, the probabilityG of
thermally activated depinning, and the total depinning pr
ability F, which were all calculated in the interval from 0 t
500 K, are presented in Fig. 1. As one can see from
figure, right up to 100 K the thermally activated depinni
and thermally stimulated tunneling make the same contr
tion to the probability of total depinning of a wall. But eve
at higher temperatures taking account of tunneling remai
pressing problem.

The situation is even better for thermally stimulated tu
neling in weak ferromagnets. For these materials an imp
tant feature is the quasirelativistic character of the dynam
In accordance with the results obtained in Ref. 10 , the
grangian for a unit surface area of the wall, in terms of
so-called ‘‘abbreviated description’’ of the dynamics, has
form

L52mc0
2A12v2/c0

22U~x!, ~6!

wherex is the coordinate of the center of the wall,c0 is the
maximum velocity of the wall, andU(x) describes the po

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the probabilityF of thermally stimu-
lated tunneling~1!, the probabilityG of thermally activated depinning~2!,
and the total depinning probabilityF ~3! for a Bloch domain wall.
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e

tential relief formed by defects in the presence of an exter
field. The quasirelativistic character of the Lagrangian~6!
requires to calculate Eq.~3! the use of not the Maxwellian
distribution but rather a corresponding ‘‘relativistic’’ distr
bution. The latter can be obtained easily on the basis of
Gibbs canonical distribution

dzp5a0 exp~2K~p!/kT!dp,

wherea0 is determined from the normalization

E
2`

`

dzp51,

and taking for the kinetic energy of the wallK5c0p
(p5mv/A12v2/c0

2 is the canonical momentum!. Finally,

z~w!5
1

2~kT!3
w2 expS 2

w

kTD . ~7!

The numerical procedure used to calculate the therm
stimulated tunneling of Bloch walls was also used in calc
lations for weak ferromagnets. However, the numerical c
culations ofD in this case were performed by the procedu
proposed in Refs. 4 and 5 . The results, which are presente
in Fig. 2, show that in weak ferromagnets thermally stim
lated tunneling should be more pronounced than for Blo
walls. Indeed, the contribution of tunneling to the depinni
probability is greater than the contribution of thermal activ
tion right up to 280 K. This circumstance, apparently, w
require that the existing experimental data on depinning
high temperatures be analyzed in a new way.

2. SUBBARRIER RESONANCE THERMAL STIMULATION OF
WALLS

We shall discuss one other possible mechanism wher
the barrier transmittance can increase for a domain wall, s
cifically, pumping of energy in the process of ‘‘subbarri
motion’’ of the wall. Strictly speaking, the passage of a p
ticle through a potential barrier, accompanied by a chang
the energy of the particle, cannot be viewed as tunneling
the traditional sense. However, the requirement that diss

FIG. 2. ProbabilityF of thermally stimulated tunneling~1!, probabilityG of
thermally activated depinning~2!, and total depinning probabilityF ~3! for
a domain wall in a weak ferromagnet as a function of temperature.
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tion processes be taken into account and that interaction
the wall with other quasiparticles of the crystal be taken i
account in a more general form makes it important to c
sider this mechanism.

In the preceding section, in studying the prebarrier
havior of a particle, we implicitly assumed the particle to
classical. There were sufficient grounds for doing so. Inde
an external field applied to the crystal forms in front of t
barrier a metastable minimum for the potential energy of
wall — a wide and shallow potential well. Simple estimat
show that the energy spectrum in such a well is quasic
tinuous, which makes it possible to use the classical
proach to describe the prebarrier motion of the wall and
interaction with thermal excitations of the crystal. Howev
the ‘‘subbarrier motion,’’ since it is local, requires a substa
tially quantum approach.

Let the particle have energyw in front of the barrier
~domain wall!. Since it predominates, we shall confine o
analysis to the interaction of a wall with an ideal gas
thermal magnons. Different types of interactions betwee
wall and the thermal magnons are described in the class
approximation in an integral manner by introducing a ph
nomenological friction with constantl.

The friction can be interpreted as a perturbation

f ~ t !52L~ t !e2lt. ~8!

The expression~8! is additive and can be represented in t
form

f ~ t !5(
i

L ie
2l i t, ~9!

where the summation extends over all relaxation proces
and the weightsL i are determined by the probabilities of th
corresponding processes. Treating a wall as a collectio
magnons1 with a quadratic dispersion law and confining a
tention to three-magnon processes only~thus, in weak ferro-
magnets their amplitude is an order of magnitude higher t
the four-magnon processes because of the high intensit
dipole-dipole interactions!, we obtain for the rate of remova
of energy by magnons of the typei with energy« i

d

dt
Ei5Pi

1

exp~« i /kT!21
N^e&, ~10!

where

Pi5
kT

p
« i

5/2 Da

U0h5/2

is the probability of generation of a magnon with energy« i

per unit time, andN^e& is the total number of bound magnon
in the wall. On the other hand, the rate of removal of ene
by magnon of typei can be expressed in terms of the ph
nomenological constantl as

d

dt
Ei522l ie

22l i t. ~11!

Comparing the expressions~10! and ~11! we find
of
o
-

-
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e
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p-
s
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-
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l i52
1

2

WS 1

exp~« i /kT!21
PiN

^e&t D
t

, ~12!

whereW(x) is the function inverse toxex.
In thermodynamic equilibrium the dependence ofL on t

is weak, so that the expansion of the expression~12! in terms
of t can be limited to zeroth order and we can write

l i52
1

2
Pi

N^e&

exp~« i /kT!21
. ~13!

Therefore, taking account of Eq.~13! we have forL i

L i5l iA 2« i

mi
^e&

,

wheremi
^e& is the mass of the magnon emitted in a process

the i-th type.
We introduce once again an ensemble of particles

domain walls with a Maxwellian energy distribution

dN~w!5
2N

Ap
~kT!23/2w1/2expS 2

w

kTDdw.

We write the wave functions of the particles in the ensem
in the subbarrier region in the quasiclassical approximati

c j5
1

2Aupu
expS 2

2p

h U E
bj

x

pdxU D , ~14!

wherebj is the corresponding turning point, determined
the condition

U~bj !5wj .

We make the substitutiont→ i t i.e. we switch formally to a
problem in imaginary time. Here the particle is localized
the potential well — ‘‘inverted potential’’~4!

U~x!52U0 cosh22S x

aD , ~15!

where it will possess a discrete spectrum9

wn52
h2

32ma2p2F2~112n!1A11
32mU0a2p2

h2 G ,

~16!
and the maximum number of levels is determined by
condition

n<s5
1

2S 211A11
32mU0p2a2

h2 D .

The particle with energyw in front of the barrier will occupy
one of the levels in the ‘‘inverted potential’’~15! with prob-
ability determined by the squared modulus of the matrix
ement

cn5E c~x!cn~x!dx,
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wherecn are the eigenfunctions for a particle in the potent
~15!. Calculation ofucnu2 in the quasiclassical approximatio
gives

Bn5ucnu2.
1

s
expS uwn2wu

sw D .

Then the number of particles in the ensemble that are in
n-th eigenstate in the potential~15! will be Nn5BnN.

Let us now return to the perturbation~8!. After switching
to imaginary time, it acquires the periodic form

f ~ t !5(
i

f i~ t !,

where f i(t)5L ie
2 il i t.

The probability of transitions in the spectrum~16! under
the influence of a periodic perturbationf i(t) is determined
mainly by the frequencies

l i5lnn5
wn2wn

\

and is found from the expression

dWnn5
1

\
~ uFnnu2d~wn2wn2\lnn!!, ~17!

where wn and wn are the energies of the stationary sta
between which a transition occurs andFnn is the corre-
sponding transition matrix element. The presence ofd
function in Eq.~17! signifies that a transition between neig
boring levels occurs almost definitely if at least onel i equals
lnn . For this reason, since the probability that a correspo
ing l i materializes in a given ensemble is given by the ra
L i /L, the probabilities of transitions in the spectrum~16!
can be calculated. Next, using the method described in
1, we calculate numerically the number of particles of
ensemble which after a series of transitions occupy the
roth energy level. Then we make the reverse substitutioi t
→t and calculate in the quasiclassical approximation
squared modulus of the wave function behind the barr
determining ultimately the barrier transmittance for each p
ticle of the ensemble. The product of this coefficient and
number of particles in the zeroth state determines the num
of particles which find themselves on the other side of
barrier. The ratio of this number to the initial number
particles in the ensemble gives the effective transmittanc
the barrier in the presence of subbarrier thermal stimula
Q.

The results obtained by using the above-described
merical method for calculating the tunneling depinning
Bloch walls and walls in a weak ferromagnet of the ty
terbium orthoferrite are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, resp
tively. One can see that the effect is indeed of a reson
~with respect to temperature! nature. The maximum of the
distributionQ(T) for ferromagnets falls at a temperature
about 7 K and has a width of about 10 K, while for wea
ferromagnets the corresponding maximum is shifted to 5
and is approximately two times wider.

In summary, the present paper examined mechani
that can increase the probability of tunneling depinning
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magnetic domain walls in ferromagnets and weak ferrom
nets. In one case, this effect is achieved by obtaining a w
in a metastable minimum in front of the barrier, an addition
energy from the thermal system of the crystal, and a con
quent decrease of the effective height of the potential barr
In another case the effect is due to the ‘‘subbarrier’’ res
nance interaction of the wall with the thermal-magnon s
tem of the crystal.

The effect of the first mechanism is to increase the
pinning in a very wide temperature range~with a width of
several hundreds of K! and can influence considerably th
processes which are sensitive to the dynamics of walls~in-
ternal friction, electrical conductivity, magnetic aftereffec!.
This effect can apparently be checked empirically by co
paring the computed and experimental temperature de
dences for the indicated processes in wide temperature in
vals. For such a comparison the character of the depende
will be important, while agreement of the absolute values
less important. The latter is so because the values of
barrier heights and widths are determined indirectly on
basis of one or another model. They are essentially adj
able parameters. The values adopted for the parameters i
present work are the standard values for the materials
cussed, but they were not attached to any specific mate
Actually, they were chosen so that the effects describ
would be readily apparent. Unfortunately, we know only
experimental works performed at low temperatures~as a

FIG. 3. Barrier transmittanceQ in resonance tunneling of Bloch walls as
function of temperature.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependenceQ(T) for walls in a weak ferromagnet.
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rule, liquid-helium temperatures!.2,3,11,12It is important to ex-
tend the experimental investigations of tunneling into
high-temperature region.

The check of the second mechanism described abov
more encouraging. Taking for the parameters of pinning c
ters~comparatively high potential barriers!, for whose trans-
mittance vanishingly small values are obtained, the val
mentioned above and using the experimental data attestin
tunneling depinning at low temperatures, subbarrier re
nance thermal stimulation can indeed be recognized as
mechanism that gives the observed values of the trans
tance. In any case, here, in contrast to prebarrier pump
where the influence of ordinary thermal activation was
perimposed, the effect can be manifested in a pure form.
this reason, it can be identified by simply comparing t
calculations and the experimental data for samples for wh
reliable values of the parameters of the potential relief of
defects have been determined. The latter problem appea
be most conveniently solved by magnetic-noise methods
e
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The paper is an attempt at unraveling the role ofp–d hybridization in perovskites exhibiting
giant magnetoresistance by performing a semiclassical calculation of single-particle
eigenenergies of electrons in the triatomic system Mn–O–Mn forarbitrarily oriented manganese-
ion magnetic moments. It is shown that, in the most interesting case of the system having
three electrons, the hopping integral in the Zener double-exchange model is modified in such a
way that it does not vanish for any mutual orientation of the manganese magnetic moments.
The ferromagnetic state remains the ground state of the system. For an even number of electrons,
the antiferromagnetic (G-type! ordering of the nearest manganese magnetic moments
corresponds to the minimum total energy of the system. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!01910-8#
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1. Qualitative interpretation1 of the temperature depen
dence of resistivity and negative magnetoresistance of
substituted perovskite La12xCaxMnO3 is based on the Zene
double-exchange model.2 The term 9double9 indicates here
that an electron transfers from one ion to another thro
exchange interaction with the two electrons of the oxyg
ion located between the manganese ions. Ferromagneti
dering of magnetic moments of the manganese ions M31

(S52) and Mn41 (S53/2) increases the electron hoppin
probability and favors the onset of metallic conduction in t
system. The double-exchange model was subsequently
fined in Refs. 3–5 and some other publications. Some
thors take into account also, besides the double excha
electron-phonon6,7 or electron-electron interaction.8 All these
studies consider, however, only the manganese subsy
and disregard the effect exerted by oxygen, transition-me
and rare-earth atoms on the transport properties of the
ovskites.

2. In considering the double exchange in LaMnO3-type
compounds, one usually assumes the outer electrons of
thanum and manganese to transfer to oxygen, thus ma
this compound an insulator~dielectric! with a formula
La31Mn31O3

22 . Cubic environment splits thed level into a
triply degeneratet2g and a doubly degenerateeg sublevel. In
octahedral environment, the energy of thet2g level is less
than that of theeg level, and therefore, in accordance wi
the first Hund’s rule, the threed electrons with the same spi
orientation fill the lowert2g , and the fourth electron with the
same spin occupies theeg level. The t2g electrons are as
sumed to be strongly localized and not to take part in
transfer process. When lanthanum in LaMnO3 is partially
replaced by divalent atoms of calcium or strontium, t
Mn31 and Mn41 ions will occupy equivalent crystallo
graphic positions. If the extent of substitution is lar
enough, theeg electron will acquire a probability of hoppin
from one manganese ion to another, a process which ca
denoted by Mn31, Mn41↔Mn41, Mn31. Anderson and
1681063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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Hasegawa3 were the first to show that the hopping integr
has in this case the following form

t i j* 5t* cos~u i j /2! ,

cos~u i j /2!5
~Si1Sjs11/2!

2S11
[

S011/2

2S11
, ~1!

where u i j is the angle between vectorsSi and Sj , and S
53/2. In the general case of arbitrary mutual orientation
spinsSi andSj , one can readily obtain from Eq.~1!, using
the well-known rules9 of spinor component transformatio
under reference-frame rotation~see Ref. 10!, more general
expressions for the hopping integral and write the followi
simple relation for the effective double-exchange Ham
tonian:

HDE52(
i j

~ t i j* di
1dj1 h.c.! ,

t i j* 5t* ~Ri j !H cosS u i

2 D cosS u j

2 D1sinS u i

2 D sinS u j

2 D
3exp@ i ~w i2w j !#J ,

di5cosS u i

2 D ci↑1 i sinS u i

2 Dexp~ iw i !ci↓ . ~2!

Here t* (Ri j ) is the hopping integral in the tight-binding ap
proximation, which depends on the position vectorRi j con-
necting the nearest-neighbor manganese ions,u i and w i are
the angles specifying the direction of the local spinSi rela-
tive to the quantization axis common for ionsi and j , t i j* is
the eg-electron hopping integral between two neare
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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neighbor manganese ions of different valency,cis
1 (cis) are

the electron creation~annihilation! operators for positioni in
the local reference frame, anddi

1 (di) are the creation~an-
nihilation! operators for a spin-up electron in positioni in the
common reference frame. The double-exchange Hamilton
is obtained using the conditionJH.ut i j* u, whereJH is a~posi-
tive! parameter of the intratomic Hund’s interaction of t
spin operators of this electron with the atomic spin mome
Si . This condition requires that the electron spin be alwa
parallel to the local atomic-spin moment both before a
after the transfer. Equations~1! and~2! were derived by con-
sidering the two-level, two-center problem with one electr
The intermediate oxygen ion, which is simulated by a dou
filled energy level, acts in such an approach only on
absolute value of parametert* (Ri j ). The filled oxygen level
is implicitly assumed to lie below theeg level (Ep,Ed). The
latter assumption has to be dropped, because theeg level in
free transition-metal ions lies always below the oxygen-iop
level (Ep.Ed), and in a solid usuallyEp;Ed , if one un-
derstands by these parameters the centers of the corres
ing bands. In order to take into account hybridization b
tween thep states of the oxygen ion and the nondegene
eg state of the transition-metal ion in double exchange, o
has to consider the three-center problem with six atomic
bitals and three electrons~two transition-metal ions sand
wiching an oxygen ion!. A similar problem was first treated
in Ref. 11, but only for thep states of an oxygen ion with
two electrons in the system.

This work reports a semiclassical calculation of sing
particle eigenenergies of electrons in the triatomic Mn-O-M
system for the case of arbitrary orientation of mangan
magnetic moments. The odd number of electrons result
the energy of the system becoming dependent on the h
angle between the local atomic moments, a situation cha
teristic of double exchange. The ground state of the sys
for an even number of electrons is always antiferromagne

3. To determine the eigenvalues of the system in Fig
within the above assumptions, one has to solve a sixth-o
secular equation det (H2EI)50, where the Hamiltonian
matrix taken in the basis (d1

↑ ,d1
↓ ,d2

↑ ,d2
↓ ,p↑,p↓), with only

interaction among the nearest neighbors included, has
form

FIG. 1. Triatomic double-exchange model for arbitrary orientation of
atomic magnetic moments of manganese ions with inclusion of sixp andd
orbitals.
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H5S Ed2JS 0 0 0 a1 b1

0 Ed2J~S11! 0 0 c1 a1

0 0 Ed2JS 0 a2 b2

0 0 0 Ed2J~S11! c2 a2

a1 c1* a2 c2* Ep 0

b1* a1 b2* a2 0 Ep

D ,

(3)

whereak5t cos (uk/2), bk5 i * t sin (uk/2) exp (2iwk), andck

5 i * t sin (uk/2) exp (iwk) (k51,2) are the coefficients of the
binary spinor-component transformation,t is the Hamil-
tonian matrix element between the oxygenp orbital and the
manganesed orbital which have the same spin index wi
respect to the quantization axis common for all atoms,J(JH)
is the intratomic exchange integral, andS53/2 is the
manganese-ion spin. A Hartree-Fock self-consistent rela
istic calculation using programs of Ref. 12 yieldsJ50.25 eV
for the value of this integral for a free manganese ion Mn31,
which can be larger thant* but less thant>1 eV.13 Matrix
~3! is a generalization of the expression~434 matrix! con-
sidered earlier,3 which did not contain dependence on th
azimuthal angle. Following some cumbersome calculatio
the secular equation can be reduced to the form

@~Ed82E!22J2~S11/2!2#2~Ep2E!2

24t2@~Ed82E!22J2~S11/2!2#~Ed82E!~Ep2E!

14t4@~Ed82E!22J2~S11/2!2cos2~u12/2!#50 ,

Ed85Ed1J/2 . ~4!

Hereu12 is the angle between the local spins of the neare
neighbor manganese ions. Introducing the parameterD2

5J2(S11/2)2, one readily comes to

E5Ep22t2
~Ed82E!6D cos~u12/2!

~Ed82E!22D2
. ~5!

If we substitute nowEp for E on the right-hand side o
Eq. ~5! and neglect magnetic interactions, so thatD50, these
energies will coincide with the values obtained in first-ord
perturbation theory. To find approximate values of the ro
of Eq. ~4!, one can, following Ref. 11, look for solution
close to the unperturbed atomic levels in the form

Ei;Ed~p!2jt21ht4 . ~6!

Of particular interest are the solutions obtained ford levels,
which were not considered earlier. The solutions for the t
lowest energy levels can be written

j6
d 5

16cos~u12/2!

~Ep2Ed1JS!
,

h6
d 5

j6
d @j6

d ~Ep2Ed1JS!12j6
d D22#

2D~Ep2Ed1JS!
. ~7!

The solutions for the two upperd levels have a similar form,
and those for thep levels coincide with the ones derived i
Ref. 11.

3.1. In the case of strong intratomic exchange inter
tion, where
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JS,D@utu, u~Ep2Ed!u , ~8!

one can limit oneself in Eq.~6! to the first term, which is
proportional to the square of the interatomic matrix eleme
and write the following expressions for the eigenenergies
a triatomic system in their ascending order

E15Ed2JS2t2
11cos~u12/2!

Ep2Ed1JS
,

E25Ed2JS2t2
12cos~u12/2!

Ep2Ed1JS
,

E35Ep22t2
Ed82Ep2D cos~u12/2!

~Ed82Ep!22D2
,

~9!

E45Ep22t2
Ed82Ep1D cos~u12/2!

~Ed82Ep!22D2
,

E55Ed1J~S11!2t2
12cos~u12/2!

Ep2Ed2J~S11!
,

E65Ed1J~S11!2t2
11cos~u12/2!

Ep2Ed2J~S11!
.

These expressions permit the following two important co
clusions:~a! For an even number of filled levels, the ener
of the system does not depend on the mutual orientatio
local magnetic moments;~b! the levels corresponding to th
oxygen-ionp orbitals (E3 , E4) lie above the electronic level
of positive spin-up manganese ions (E1 , E2), which are first
to become filled. Therefore in a three-electron system
initially degeneratep level of oxygen will split into two, of
which only the lowest one will be filled. The hybridization
induced change in the total energy of oned and twop elec-
trons in this system can be written

DE5E11E21E322Ep2Ed1JS

5Ed2Ep2JS12t2D
11cos~u12/2!

~Ed82Ep!22D2
, ~10!

which implies that the total energy of the system will
minimum for ferromagnetic ordering of the mangane
atomic magnetic moments@u1250, and the denominator in
Eq. ~10! is assumed to be less than zero#. If the number of
filled levels is even, the dependence of the total energy of
system on magnetic ordering can be found by taking i
account in the expressions for the eigenvalues terms witht4.
As follows from Eq.~7!, the energy of a two-electron syste
(CaMnO3) will be minimum in the case of antiferromagnet
(G-type! ordering of magnetic moments of the mangane
ions with all its nearest neighbors. This statement app
equally to the four-electron case~undistorted LaMnO3 struc-
ture!, because the antiferromagnetic contribution of the t
oxygen electrons to the energy of our system was foun11

earlier. The twofold degeneracy of theeg level in LaMnO3

gives rise to Jahn-Teller distortions, whose effect on
magnetic structure of perovskites is not considered here
t,
f

-

of

e

e

e
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e
s

o

e

3.2. In the more realistic case of weak intratomic e
change coupling~compared to the interatomic hopping int
gral!, where

JS,D!utu, u~Ep2Ed!u and Ep.Ed , ~11!

the sequence of the levels will change in such a way that
upper filled level in a three-electron system will be

E65Ed1J~S11!2t2
11cos~u12/2!

Ep2Ed2J~S11!
. ~12!

4. The above pattern of orbital filling in a triatomic sy
tem with strong intratomic exchange coupling and three e
trons, which models the situation in substituted perovsk
La12xCaxMnO3, results in the appearance of a9hole9 at the
oxygen ion, which differs from the usual pattern of doub
exchange in perovskites postulating the existence of9holes9
at manganese ions. It is buttressed, however, by electr
band calculations of the La12xCaxMnO3 system and data
obtained by photoemission and x-ray spectroscopy
La12xSrxMnO3 ~Refs. 14 and 15!. The conventional Zene
double-exchange scenario for which model Hamiltonian~2!
was introduced is possible only forEp!Ed , a condition
which is hardly realistic for perovskites. Nevertheless, E
~10! indicates the formation in a solid of a partially fille
band~derived from the broadenedE3 andE4 levels!, whose
width should depend on magnetic ordering. The width of t
band will grow, and the perovskite resistance~in the low-
temperature domain!, decrease with increasing external ma
netic field or decreasing temperature. The same results
obtained for the case which in our opinion is more realis
namely, where the oxygenp level lies considerably above a
split manganesed levels, and it is here that the hole appea

Thus in all the cases considered here calculations y
the same results as those obtained within the dou
exchange model, but with a modified hopping integral

t i j* 5t2~a1b cos~u i j /2!! , ~13!

which never vanishes. In the case of strong intratomic
change coupling, coefficientsa and b can be found in an
explicit form from Eq. ~9! for E3 , and for weak coupling
~compared to the interatomic hopping integral! a5b
51/@Ep2Ed2J(S11)#. An analysis of the effect of the
oxygen subsystem on the transport properties of perovsk
with inclusion of the twofold degeneracy of theeg level, will
be carried out in a separate publication.
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Three-dimensional diagrams of the regions occupied by induced Anger states
in a multidomain magnetic medium
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The regions of existence of Anger states in an iron garnet film are plotted and investigated for
the first time in a space of three controlling parameters: the frequency and amplitude of
the alternating field and the magnitude of the static bias field. It is shown that the dynamic spiral
domains differ significantly in their configuration and properties in different regions. A
quantitative parameter involving the velocity of the domain walls and the ‘‘looseness’’~sparseness!
of the dynamic array of magnetic domains is introduce to characterize the favorability of
conditions for the formation of spiral domains. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02010-3#
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A new phenomenon, essentially the onset of stable,
dered, dynamic domain structures in the form of spiral
ring domains in polydomain magnetic films under the infl
ence of a spatially homogeneous, continuous, low-freque
( f 51022104 Hz! alternating magnetic field, has been r
ported previously.1,2 A state in which dynamic self-
organization takes place in a chaotically moving system
magnetic domains has been given the name Anger st3

The amplitude-frequency (f 2H0) region in which ordered
structures are formed, i.e., the region of existence of an
ger state exists, was first constructed in Ref. 2. The influe
of a static magnetizing field~bias fieldHb) on dynamic spi-
ral domains~DSDs! in an Anger state of iron garnet films ha
been investigated.3 It has been established that the fieldHb ,
which comprises a relatively small part of the amplitudeH0

of the alternating field~10–20%! completely eradicates th
Anger state. However, it has been shown4 that stronger mag-
netizing fieldsHb are capable of creating new Anger stat
and DSDs of a kind that are not observed for zero fieldHb .
Consequently, a static bias magnetic fieldHb , together with
the amplitudeH0 and the frequencyf of the alternating field,
emerges as a third controlling parameter of an open ther
dynamic system — the investigated sample. This fact d
tates the need for analyzing the three-dimensionalf 2H0

2Hb state diagrams of the dynamic system of magnetic
mains. In this paper we map the first such diagrams for m
netically uniaxial iron-garnet films characterized by perpe
dicular anisotropy. We distinguish the regions of the Ang
state and investigate the properties of spiral domains in th
states.

The samples were epitaxial films having the usual la
rinth structure described by the Kittel model. The alternat
field H;5H0 sin 2pft and the static fieldHb were oriented
along the normal to the films, i.e., along their easy magn
zation axis. The controlling parameters were varied wit
the following ranges:f 502140 kHz; H0502100 Oe;Hb

50280 Oe. The important characteristic of each sample
the static saturation fieldHs . It was determined in practice a
the field in which the majority of the magnetic-bubble d
1691063-7834/98/40(10)/6/$15.00
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mains collapse during quasistatic magnetization.1! The few
remaining bubbles~those ‘‘stuck’’ at defects, or ‘‘hard’’
bubbles! were ignored. The domains were exposed by me
of the Faraday magnetooptical effect and were photograp
with an exposure timetex51 ms.

The f 2H02Hb diagrams were plotted as follows. T
establish a uniform initial state, the samples were demag
tized by an alternating field having a frequencyf 550 Hz and
an amplitude that decreased smoothly to zero fromH0

.Hs . A certain bias fieldHb was then set, and the two
dimensionalf 2H0 region of existence of the Anger sta
was determined atHb5const by the technique described
Ref. 2. The procedure was subsequently repeated se
times for different constant fieldsHb . The fieldHb was var-
ied in half-oersted~0.5 Oe! steps.

In the example of a (YLuBi)3~FeCa!5O12 film having a
thicknessL50.95 mm, the results obtained after comput
processing of the experimental data reveal a static satura
field Hs550 Oe, a saturation magnetizationJs511 G, an an-
isotropy fieldHA513 kOe, and a stripe domain period in th
initial domain structureP0533 mm. These results are show
in Fig. 1. It is evident that in the spaceR( f 2H02Hb) for a
positive bias fieldHb there are four spatial figures,2! i.e.,
regions in which the Anger state exists. Here chaos↔order
transitions take place, DSDs appear, survive with a cer
lifetime Tg , vanish, and reappear, and this process contin
as long as the pump field operates and the temperature
mains constant. These regions, labeledR0, R1, R2, andR3 in
Fig. 1, are far apart on the frequency scale. In the case
negative bias fields (2Hb) a pattern similar to that in Fig. 1
is observed, but now as its mirror image about the pla
Hb50. Thus, when both signs of the fieldHb are taken into
account, we have seven Anger state regions for the gi
sample. Only in one of them,R0, does the Anger state exis
without a bias field; in the others,R1, R2, andR3, it exists
only in the presence of the fieldHb . Consequently, the firs
region is naturally called the ground Anger state, and
others are called induced Anger states.

The spiral domains in regionsR0, R1, R2, and R3 are
very different in configuration and dynamic behavior. Fi
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Regions of existence of dynamic spiral domains in the ground (R0) and bias field-induced (R1, R2, R3) Anger states of an iron garnet film.
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ures 2a–2d show photographs of spiral domains typica
the regionsR0, R1, R2, and R3. In accordance with thes
patterns, Figs. 3a–3d illustrate schematically the relati
between the fieldsHs , Hb , and the total field (H5Hb

1H0 sin 2pft) and also between the exposure timetex and
the period of the alternating fieldT. It follows from a com-
parison ofT and tex that Figs. 2a, 2c, and 2d show time
averaged patterns of the dynamic domain structures. In
case of Fig. 2b~see the schematic diagram in Fig. 3b! the
illumination intervaltex can lie on different parts of the sin
f

s

he

curveH(t). If tex is associated with the upper~or lower! part

of the sine curve, a total magnetization effect is visible in t
photographs of the domain structure, i.e., the area of
‘‘black’’ ~or ‘‘white’’ ! domains is larger than the area
domains with opposite polarity. Iftex lies in an interval
whereH; changes sign, a noticeable third contrast — gr
— is added.3 It is associated with wall oscillations in th
DSDs and with lengthening and shortening of the ends
stripe domains during the timetex.
reader.

FIG. 2. Dynamic spiral domains in the ground~a! and bias field-induced~b–d! Anger states. a! f 53 kHz, H0543 Oe,Hb51.5 Oe; b! 0.3 kHz, 14 Oe,
30 Oe; c! 20 kHz, 19 Oe, 24 Oe; d! 60 kHz, 18 Oe, 35 Oe. The magnetization in adjacent domains is directed toward the reader and away from the
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In R0 ~Fig. 1! the multiturn spirals have a small cor
(Dn,80 mm! in comparison with the outside diameter of th
DSDs~Fig. 2a!, which can attain 1.5 mm. The period of th
stripe domains in the turns isP51.3P054.2 mm. It is evi-
dent that the turns of the DSDs have kinks. They are sim
to polygons. Spirals of this kind have been studied in deta6

The kink effect is possibly attributable to the fact that a we
natural cubic anisotropy becomes superimposed onto st
induced perpendicular anisotropy under the experime
conditions corresponding to Fig. 2a. The wall-ener
density7 and the coercivity of the domain walls can acqu
an azimuth dependence in that case, more or less refle
the crystallographic symmetry of the film. The average li
time of a given DSDs is 1.5 s, the spirals moving on aver
with a velocity of 2 mm/s.

In R1 ~Fig. 1! large-scale, long-lived (Tg attains 2 min!
DSDs with large cores and smooth turns are formed~Fig.
2b!. The maximum core diameter can be;300 mm. The
outside diameter of the spirals is 0.7–1.2 mm. The turns h
an average periodP51.4P0547 mm. Such DSDs essentiall
stay in place during their lifetimeTg , but rapid chaotic mo-
tion of the free end of the spiral domain is now visua
observed in the core, including its branching into seve
arms~Fig. 2b!. The time for this end to make any appreciab
change in position is much longer thantex and the period of

FIG. 3. Diagrams illustrating the relations between the period of the a
nating field T, the exposure timetex used in photographing the dynami
domain structure, the static bias fieldHb , and the alternating fieldH; .
Graphs a–d correspond to photographs a–d in Fig. 2.
r
.
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the alternating fieldT, so that a sharp domain structure pa
tern is seen inside the core of the DSD in Fig. 2b.

RegionR2 ~Fig. 1! is typified by the formation of dense
systems of spiral domains~Fig. 2c!. Consequently, both the
spirals and their cores are deformed. On the other hand
observed in Refs. 1 and 3, no compression of the turn
noticeable here. Such DSDs have a maximum outside di
eter of approximately 0.7 mm. On average, the core has
mensions of 0.2 mm. The turns of the DSDs have a smo
configuration, are densely packed, and are separated
distanceP51.1P0537mm. The DSDs inR2 are more mo-
bile than inR1 and have a shorter lifetime (Tg,2 s!. They
move chaotically~‘‘swim’’ ! with a velocity of the order of
1 mm/s. Periodic distortions in the width of the stripe doma
are visible in the core and at the outermost turns. This pr
erty indicates irregular or undulating motion of the doma
walls during the exposure timetex, or it indicates the for-
mation of chains of bubble domains.

A ‘‘bottleneck’’ effect is also visible inR3 ~Fig. 2d!.
This effect can be induced by the occurrence of higher h
monics in the oscillations of the domain walls or the form
tion of Bloch lines.8 Now DSDs having an outside diamete
smaller than 0.7 mm and a small core (Dn50.1 mm! are
formed in R3. The period of the turns of the DSDs isP
51.4P0547mm. SinceHb is much greater thanH0 @Hb

5(1.522)H0; see the diagram in Fig. 3d!, the time-
averaged pattern of the domain structure corresponds
partially magnetized state~the total area of the ‘‘black’’ do-
mains is definitely greater than the area of the ‘‘white’’ d
mains, and vice versa forHb,0#. As for the spiral dynam-
ics, these ‘‘loose’’ DSDs are the most mobile structures
all those described above. They have a shorter life (Tg,1 s!,
move more vigorously, and rotate at random. The aver
translational velocity of the DSDs, on the whole,
;1.5 mm/s.

We know3 that for Hb50 dynamic spiral domains
twisted clockwise~topological charge1q) or counterclock-
wise (2q) occur with equal probability in the ground Ange
state~Fig. 1, regionR0). The application of a bias fieldHb

leads to the predominance of DSDs with one sign ofq. For
example, more of the DSDs have1q for 1Hb , and the
opposite is true for2Hb . In the case of induced Ange
states~Fig. 1, regionsR1, R2, andR3) we have not noticed
any appreciable predominance of DSDs with either sign oq.

We should mention that in all the situations describ
above, mainly one-armed DSDs are formed in the giv
sample; two-armed DSDs are encountered far less
quently. The outer turns of the spirals, as a rule, transform
stripe domains of the surrounding domain chaos. A disti
link has not been observed between the core of a DSD
visible microscopic defects in the sample. We note, in ad
tion, that, when the alternating field is suddenly removed,
spiral domains persist in the static fieldH5Hb , but when
this field is changed, they behave like ordinary static sp
structures.9 This means that the induced Anger states, l
the Anger states previously studied in detail in Refs. 1
may indeed be identified with states of the autowave ty
but the DSDs are not identical to spiral autowaves.10

Analyzing the results of the observations, we can ma

r-
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assumptions about the conditions for the formation of DS
It is evident from Fig. 3 that in every case where Ang
states, induced Anger states, and DSDs appear, the ampl
values ofH; are close to the saturation fieldHs . It has been
shown previously9,11 that DSDs are formed in the field inte
val between the collapse of magnetic bubble domains~dur-
ing magnetization! and the field required for the nucleatio
and formation of an array of stripe domains~as the field is
decreased!. This is the region of the triangular part of the tip
of the dynamic hysteresis loops.12,13Dynamic spiral domains
are most likely formed in the transition of hard bubble d
mains into strip domains.

The ‘‘head’’ of this domain moves with a velocityV and
is acted upon by a gyrotropic forceFg perpendicular to the
velocity. Following Ref. 14, for the case of not too hig
velocities we writeFg in the form

Fg5Js@G–V#/g, ~1!

whereg is the gyromagnetic ratio,G is the resultant gyro-
tropic vector, equal toG5*g–V. Hereg52sinu@¹u•¹w# is
the density of the gyrotropic vector, and¹u and¹w are the
gradients of~respectively! the polar and azimuth angles d
fining the orientation of the vectorsJs in a moving magnetic
inhomogeneity, i.e., the domain wall. Setting either gradi
equal to zero, we obtainFg50. Conversely, the larger th
value ofG, the largerFg is. The quantityG depends on the
torsion of the wall and on the number and sign of Bloch lin
and Bloch points in it. For a closed domain of arbitrary co
figurationG ~and, hence,Fg) is directly related to the effec
tive number of complete turnsJs in the domain wall.

We lack information on the internal structure of the d
main walls in investigated DSDs. The fact that the dom
walls in iron garnet films in an alternating magnetic field c
contain various types of Bloch lines is inferred from num
ous experimental and theoretical papers~see, e.g., Ref. 8!. It
can be assumed that the DSDs do in fact evolve from h
bubble domains having a complex internal structure of
domain walls and a large vectorG. A domain of this type
exists in a metastable state, and when the field is decrea
the domain begins to change over to a stripe domain be
the ordinary ‘‘soft’’ magnetic bubbles do. It is possible
have a symmetrical distribution of Bloch lines and symme
cal ‘‘stretching’’ of a bubble domain into a stripe doma
with the formation of a two-armed DSD. However, asym
metrical distortion, the stretching of bubble domains, and
formation of one-armed DSDs are more probable.

We now consider the role of the second factor in Eq.~1!
for Fg : the velocity V of the domain and its wall. If the
frequencyf of the field is not too high Fig. 1, regionsR0, R1,
andR2; Figs. 2a, 2b, and 2c!, it is reasonable to assume th
the variation of the domain wall will track the variation o
the magnetic fielddH/dt. Hence,V5V0 cos 2pft. At the
times when the fieldH; reaches its amplitude value the v
locity V becomes equal to zero~so thatFg50) and changes
sign. The maximum velocitiesV5V0 and, hence, the maxi
mum gyrotropic forces correspond to the zero crossings
the field. However, this is the most favorable situation for
formation of DSDs, because a dense array of magnetic
mains is present in the sample at this time. Consequently
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formation of a multiturn DSD requires a fairly high velocit
V and a sufficiently sparse, or ‘‘loose,’’ domain environme
around it.

As a first approximation we adopt the effective periodP
of the dynamic domain structure as a quantitative charac
istic of its sparseness. We assume that asH; varies from
zero to H0 ~in one quarter period the fieldH;

5H0 sin 2pft), the periodP of the dynamic domain structur
varies in the same way as in quasistatic magnetization,
the P(H;) curve coincides with the theoretical functio
P(H) calculated in Ref. 15. Next we introduce the followin
parameter characterizing the favorability toward the form
tion of DSDs:

b~H/H0!5@P~H !/P0#@V~H !/V0#, ~2!

whereP0 is the period of the domain structure atH50, and
V0 is the amplitude value of the velocity.

The variations ofV/V0 and the total fieldH5H01H;

normalized toHs as functions of the timet5t/T are shown
in Fig. 4a. Figure 4b shows theP0(t) curve plotted in ac-
cordance with the functionP(H) in Ref. 15. The maximum
value of the parameterbmax51.7, representing the most fa
vorable conditions for the formation of DSDs, occurs for
relative alternating fieldH; /H050.9. We assume that thes
conditions are preserved in the vicinity ofbmax, for example,
for b51.521.7 ~Fig. 4c!. Hence it follows that DSDs are
most likely to be formed at times when the alternating fie
decreases from 0.85Hs to 0.60Hs ~Fig. 4a!. Here the period

FIG. 4. Variation of the relative quantitiesH/hs , andV/V0 ~a!, P/P0 ~b!,
and the parameterb ~c! with the timet during one periodT of the alternat-
ing field H; .
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FIG. 5. Evolution of the formation of a spiral domain as the static bias field is decreased. a! Hb555 Oe; b! 32 Oe; c! 31 Oe; d! 30 Oe; e! 28 Oe; f! here the
lettered points correspond to the preceding patterns of the domain structure.
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of the domain structure varies from 2.5P0 to 1.5P0 in the
interval DH;5(0.8520.60)Hs ~Fig. 4b!. If P,1.5P0, con-
ditions become less favorable for the formation of DSD
owing to the increase in the density of the domain array
the sample.

Remarkably, the field interval favoring for the formatio
of DSDs, normalized to 4pJs , essentially coincides with the
theoretically calculated11 interval of stability of static spiral
domains. In the experiment we have determined the inte
DH0 of existence of static spiral domains by direct obser
tion of the nucleation and growth of such domains fro
‘‘hard’’ bubble domains surviving in fields higher thanHs

~Fig. 5!. We have found thatDHb5(0.7720.62)Hs . The
upper limit inDHb is somewhat lower than the same limit
DH; ~probably because of hysteresis effects!, whereas the
lower limits in DHb andDH; are almost the same.

The above-noted correspondences most likely indic
that the quasistatic approximation with the introduction
the parameterb is valid up to frequencies;20 kHz. At
higher frequencies the variation of the velocity of the dom
walls can lag the variation of the field. This property shou
not be overlooked as the factor responsible for the obse
excess of the maximum amplitude values of the alterna
field over the value ofHs ~Fig. 3d! at a frequency of 60 kHz

In closing, we emphasize that a theory of Anger sta
and especially a theory of induced Anger states are non
istent at the present time. A theory of static spiral doma
has been developed,11 but there is no theory of dynamic sp
ral domains. In the first16 and as yet only attempt to provid
a theoretical foundation for DSDs the calculations have b
carried out only for small deviations of the magnetizati
vector from the homogeneous state, i.e., what has actu
been demonstrated is the possibility of the existence
,
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s
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stable, small-amplitude magnetization waves~spiral soli-
tons!. In experimental work, however, judging from the o
served high contrast of such patterns like in Fig. 2, the m
netization vectors in adjacent domains are orien
antiparallel to each other and perpendicular to the plane
the film. In reality the formation and lifetime of DSDs can b
influenced by a whole set of factors: the velocity, intern
structure, and coercivity of the domain walls; the density
the dynamic domain array and the form of the stable
namic domain structures~in regard to the diversity of thes
structures see, e.g., the complete dynamic domain phase
gram in Ref. 5!; the interaction of ordered and chaotic stru
tures; the relaxation time of the magnetic moments to
equilibrium state, etc. The correct incorporation of these f
tors into a theory of dynamic spiral domains and the Ang
state of a multidomain magnetic medium presents a comp
problem.

1!Systems of magnetic bubble domains have been created in the samp
exposing it to a fieldH; whose frequency and amplitude correspond to t
( f 2H0) region of existence of an array of bubble domains in the dynam
domain phase diagram~see Ref. 5!. If Hs is defined as the field corre
sponding to disappearance of the last surviving stripe domains, whose
are generally pinned to defects or the edges of the sample,Hs is obtained
10% higher than the fieldHs determined from collapse of the bubbl
domains.

2!To aid visualization, minor bends on the surfaces of the figures are
shown in detail.
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Phenomenological theory of the giant magnetoresistance of ferromagnet–nonmagnetic
metal granular media

K. Yu. Guslienko

Institute of Magnetism, Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 252680 Kiev, Ukraine
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A phenomenological model is developed for the giant magnetoresistance of granular media
comprising ferromagnetic granules in a nonmagnetic metal matrix. Both volume and surface spin-
dependent scattering by the ferromagnetic granules are taken into account. The internal
electric fields are inhomogeneous because of the different conductivities of the granules and the
matrix. The dependence of the effective conductivity of the medium on the average
magnetization is calculated and used to explain the giant magnetoresistance effect. The
magnetoresistance is plotted as a function of the volume concentration of ferromagnetic granules
and the granule radius. Experiments on Co–Cu and Co–Ag granular films are discussed.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02110-8#
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1. Research on the galvanomagnetic properties of me
~including magnetically ordered metals! today constitutes a
vast area of solid-state physics. The magnetoresistance
nomenon, i.e., the dependence of the resistivity of a sampr
on the external magnetic field, has intrigued researchers
years. Interest in this phenomenon rose considerably tow
the end of the eighties following the discovery of giant ma
netoresistance~GMR! in inhomogeneous magnetic field
Characterized by the ratioDr/r5@r(H)2r(0)#/r(0), the
GMR usually attains ten percent or more, is negative a
isotropic, and approaches saturation as the magnetic fieH
increases. Typical of GMR is a dependence on the degre
inhomogeneity in the magnetic order at distances compar
to the mean-free path of conduction electrons. Large GMR
not expected in granular films, but they are simpler to p
pare than other GMR systems~multilayer films, spin valves,
etc.!. By the same token, despite a relatively extensive lis
papers on GMR models, the description of the magnetic
transport properties of granular media containing small-sc
structural and magnetic inhomogeneities is far from co
plete. Various types of magnetic behavior are possible as
temperature and the concentration of the ferromagnetic p
vary, viz.: superparamagnets, spin glasses, superferrom
nets, etc. It is clear only that the cause of GMR is sp
dependent scattering on the surface or in the volume~or
both! of ferromagnetic granules of a 3d metal ~Co, Fe, or
FeNi! contained in a highly conducting nonmagnetic mat
~Cu, Ag, or Au!. The granule and matrix metals are not ve
soluble in each other and scarcely intermix.

Kinetic effects are usually described on the basis of
quasiclassical Boltzmann equation or the Kubo quantum
malism. Here we attempt to construct a model of GMR in
heterogeneous medium~film! of the system ferromagnet
nonmagnetic metal on the basis of a spin-dependent effec
conductivity of the medium~a modification of the first ap-
proach!. This dependence is a consequence of the assu
tion that two subbands of electrons having ‘‘up’’ an
1691063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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‘‘down’’ spins with different conductivities are present in th
ferromagnetic granules. The analysis is based on a calc
tion of the distribution of local electric fields in a piecewis
homogeneous medium1 consisting of ferromagnetic granule
and a nonmagnetic matrix. Essential to the calculation of
GMR is the difference between the directions of the lo
magnetization~granule magnetic moment! and the average
magnetization of the medium. The GMR is expressed
terms of the magnetization of the medium, the fraction
ferromagnetic phase, and the size of the granules.

The results of a similar model,2 particularly the predic-
tion of GMR550% when the conductivity of the granules
much lower than that of the matrix, cannot be deemed sa
factory. Nor do we find much validity in the results of ca
culations of the phenomenological model in Ref. 3, whe
the GMR is proportional to the temperature average of
quantity (11cosu)2 (u is the angle between the magnetiz
tions of adjacent granules!. Also, the model of Ref. 3 does
not predict the dependence of the GMR on the concentra
and size of the granules. The dependence of the GMR on
radius of granules of a heterogeneous alloy has b
calculated4 on the basis of a nonlocal conductivity describ
by the Kubo equation and a subsequent calculation of ef
tive local conductivities. This approach can be used to t
into account both the GMR contribution associated with
difference in the granule and matrix conductivities and
dependence on the average magnetization. In the typ
granular systems Co–Ag and Co–Cu the granule and ma
conductivities differ substantially~roughly threefold!. Con-
sequently, the use of the ‘‘effective medium’’ approxim
tion, which is acceptably accurate only for a statistical m
ture of alloy phases having close conductivities, to calcul
the GMR in Ref. 4 leads one to believe that the GMR
calculated only qualitatively.

The present model is based on the hypothesis of a lo
~with mean-free path smaller than the scale of structural
homogeneities of the medium! spin-dependent conductivity
7 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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and its subsequent volume averaging for the simple cas
unconnected spherical granules. This scenario enables
express the GMR directly in terms of the experimenta
measured effective conductivity. A quantum GMR mod5

has been constructed in the opposite limit where the me
free path is much larger than the inhomogeneity scale. H
the reciprocal-mean-free path~resistance! is self-averaging, a
property that breaks down in the local treatment.

2. We consider a heterogeneous medium consisting
ferromagnetic granules with magnetic momentsm distributed
in a nonmagnetic metal matrix. Let the granules be spher
with radiusR and, on average, let them be separated by eq
distances. We also assume that the spin-diffusion length~the
distance traversed by an electron without its spin chang
direction! is much larger than both the distance between
granules and the mean-free path. This assumption is equ
lent to the approximation of two independent spin curren
We assume that the sizes of the granules and the dist
between them are comparable with or larger than the me
free path. Since the relaxation time of the conduction el
trons is;10212s and the typical relaxation~rotation! time of
the magnetic moment of a superparamagnetic granul
three or four orders of magnitude longer, the moving el
trons in effect ‘‘see’’ a frozen pattern of granule magne
moments. We assume that the charge carriers in the fe
magnetic granules are electrons belonging to two subba
those with up-spin and those with down-spin relative to
granule magnetic moment. We denote the correspond
conductivities bys1 ands2 . The conductivity of a granule
is s1 or s2 according to whether the electron spin is par
lel or antiparallel to its magnetic moment. The conductiv
of the matrixsN also depends on the direction of the spin
the conduction electrons, owing to their polarization by t
magnetizing field of the granules. We calculate the effect
conductivity of the medium on the assumption that the m
netic moments of the individual granules, generally spe
ing, are not parallel to the applied magnetic field. The eff
tive conductivitysef of the heterogeneous medium is defin
as the ratio of the volume-average current density to the e
tric field.1

The steady-state current densityj and the electric
field E satisfy the equations curlE50, div j50, and j (r )
5s(r )E(r ), wheres(r ) is the local conductivity. The inter
nal field of a granule and the field acting on the gran
differ from each other and from the external field because
the difference between the conductivities of the granu
(s6) and the matrix. To within the substitutionj→D ~D is
the electric displacement!, s→«, the problem of determining
the current and electric field distributions is analogous to
problem of the field distribution in a piecewise-homogeneo
dielectric medium having a permittivity«(r ) ~Ref. 1!. The
solution of the equation for the electrostatic potentialDw
50 with the appropriate boundary conditions on the gran
surface can be used to find the electric field internal to~i! and
external to~e! the granule. The assumption of spherical gra
ules greatly simplifies the calculation of the distributions
the field and the effective conductivity of the medium. W
note that the ‘‘effective medium’’ approximation, which
often used for a two-phase system, yields satisfactory res
of
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only when the difference between the conductivities of
phases is very slight or when the concentration of one of
phases is small.

We adopt the direction of the external magnetic field
thez axis of a spherical coordinate system. The average m
netization of the medium, defined as

^M z&V5
1

V (
i

mzi5
m

V (
i

^cosu i&T5
Nm

V
^^cosu&T&V ,

~1!

is also directed along thez axis and is the quantization axi
for the spins of the matrix conduction electrons. HereN is
the number of granules in a sample of volumeV, and the
indices T and V signify thermodynamic averaging for on
granule and averaging over different granules in the volu
V. The summation is carried out over all granules in t
volumeV.

We consider the current of↑-spin electrons. Let us sup
pose that one of these electrons encounters in its path a g
ule with the magnetic moment directed along the unit vec
n with probability P(n). The direction ofn is described by
the spherical anglesu andw. The probability of entering the
subband with conductivitys1 ~spin parallel tom) is then
determined both by the functionP(n) and by the projection
of the spin part of the electron wave functionu11/2&z onto
u11/2&n . The probability of spin11/2 occurring along then
axis is calculated by means of the two-dimensional repres
tation of the rotation groupO(3) and is equal toun^11/2
u11/2&zu25cos2(u/2). For the subband with conductivit
s2 , accordingly, we obtain sin2(u/2). The current through a
ferromagnetic granule for a givenn is j f

↑(n)5P(n)
3@cos2(u/2) j f

↑(s1)1sin2(u/2) j f
↑(s2)#. From now on the

spin indices↑ and↓ characterize the direction of the electro
spin relative to the average magnetization~external field!,
while the indices6 indicate the direction of the spin relativ
to the local magnetization of a given granule. The avera
current through the sample and the average field are

^ j ↑&V5 f ^ j f
↑&m1~12 f ! j N

↑ ,

^E↑&V5 f ^E↑
i &m1~12 f !E↑

e , j N
↑5sN

↑E↑
e . ~2!

Here f is the volume fraction of ferromagnetic granules, a
^ . . . &m signifies averaging over the possible directions
the magnetic momentm of the given granule~local! with the
probability density functionP(n) and averaging over the
magnetic moments of granules contained in the volumeV.
The form of the functionP(n) is determined both by the
magnetic anisotropy of the individual granule and by t
interaction of the granule moments. Without interaction b
tween granules we haveP(n);exp@2(EA(n)2mHcosu/T)#,
whereEA is the granule anisotropy energy. In particular, f
isotropically positioned spherical granules~without intrinsic
anisotropy! it is sufficient to parametrize by the angleu only:

^ j f
↑&m5p1 j f

↑~s1!1p2 j f
↑~s2!,

^E↑&m5p1E↑
i ~s1!1p2E↑

i ~s2!, ~3!

where the total probabilitiesp1 andp2 are equal to
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p15E duP~u!cos2
u

2
, p25E duP~u!sin2

u

2
.

The effective conductivity for↑-spin electronss↑
ef

5^ j ↑&V /^E↑&V , according to Eqs.~2! and ~3!, is

s↑
ef5

f ~p1s1k↑
11p2s2k↑

2!1~12 f !sN
↑

f ~p1k↑
11p2k↑

2!1~12 f !
, ~4!

where the coefficientsk↑
65E↑

i (s6)/E↑
e characterize the dif-

ference between the electric fields interior and exterior to
granules. Their calculation for zero surface resistance of
granules gives

k↑
65

3sN
↑

s612sN
↑ ~5!

and the analogous expression for↓-spin.
We introduce the parametrizationp65(1/2)6j, where

it is evident from the definition of the probabilities that th
temperature averagej5(1/2)*du P(u) cosu5^cosu&T has
the significance of the relative volume average of the m
netization if all the granules are identical, and we can assu
that ^cosu&T5^^cosu&T&V . Even when the granules do no
have intrinsic magnetic anisotropy, this average differs fr
the Langevin function by virtue of interaction~exchange and
dipole-dipole! of the granule magnetic moments.

The total current through the sample is equal to the s
of the currents of the two spin channels, or since^E↑&V

5^E↓&V , the total effective conductivity is equal to the su
of the effective conductivities of the parallel channels:

sef~j!5s↑
ef~j!1s↓

ef~j!,

j5
1

2

M

Ms
, M5^Mz&V , ~6!

whereM is the magnetization in the fieldH, andMs is the
saturation magnetization.

The dependence of the effective conductivity on the re
tive magnetizationj also governs the GMR of the granula
medium. This dependence occurs as a result of the differe
in the directions of the local and average magnetizations.
the definition of the GMR effect we can write the relativ
magnetoresistance in the form

G~j!5
ref~j!2ref~0!

ref~0!
52

sef~j!2sef~0!

sef~j!
. ~7!

To describe the dependence of the GMR on the gran
radiusR, we also take into account scattering by the gran
surfaces~surface resistance!. It can be caused, for example
by a contact potential difference at the granule-matrix int
face. We incorporate the surface resistance, which dep
on the spin in this case, into the boundary conditions of
electrostatic problem as a potential jump atr 5R:

F6
e 5F6

i 5r s
6 j f
↑,↓~s6!. ~8!

A detailed calculation shows that in the coefficientsk↑
6 ,

k↓
6 ~5!, which characterize the effective conductivity of th

spin channelss↑,↓
ef , it is necessary to make the substitutio
e
e

-
e

m

-

ce
y

le
e

r-
ds
e

sN
↑→sN

6↑5sN
↑ ~11r s

6s6 /R!

and

sN
↓→sN

6↓5sN
↑ ~11r s

6s6 /R!

in the denominators of the expressions fors↑,↓
ef and in the

denominators ofk↑
6 andk↓

6 .
We disregard the polarization of the matrix conducti

electrons,sN
↑5sN

↓5sN ; making the necessary transform
tions, we obtain the expression for the GMR effect

G~j!52
3 f 2j2~Dk!2

@~11 f g!~122 f g!12j2f 2~Dk!2#@11 f g#
,

~9!

where the parameters of the model are

Dk52
3sN

~s112sN
1!~s212sN

2!
S Ds2

Dr s

R
s1s2D ,

g5
1

2

~4sN
1sN

22sN
1s22sN

2s122s1s2!

~s112sN
1!~s212sN

2!
,

sN
65sNS 11

r s
6s6

R D ,

Ds5s12s2 , Dr s5r s
12r s

2 , Dk5k12k2.

Here g5k215(k11k2)/221 has the significance of th
granule polarization factor averaged over the spin direct
and takes values from21 to 1/2, depending on the granule
matrix conductivity ratio. The magnitude of the GMR~9!
depends on two parameters of the model:g andDk. We note
that Dk;(Dr1Dr s /R) and Dr5r12r2 , i.e., the GMR
contributions from spin-dependent volume and surface s
tering by the ferromagnetic granules are additive and
compete with one another.

The GMR given by Eq.~9! is negative, proportional to
the square of the difference in the coefficients of penetra
of the field into the granule,k1 andk2 ~which have nonzero
values only fors1Þs2 or r s

1Þr s
2), and is a decreasing

even function of the magnetization. In the limit of sma
granules or high surface resistancer s

6s6/R@1 the GMR
tends to zero according to the law;(R/r s

6s6)2 ~see Fig. 1!
for any signs ofDs andDr s . This limit corresponds to the
case where current does not flow in the granules as the
face resistance increases, and it is impossible to have gra
spin subbands with conductivitiess6 . As the granules grow
in size,R→`, for Ds50 the GMR also tends to zero ac
cording to the 1/R2 law ~see Fig. 1a! by virtue of the de-
crease in the relative fraction of the granule surface, i
owing to the classical size effect.4 Consequently, the depen
dence of the modulus of the GMR on the granule radius
a maximum. ForR/r s

6s6@1 andDsÞ0 the GMR tends to
a finite limit, and the dependence of the modulus of t
GMR onR retains the maximum and exceeds the magnitu
of the GMR for R/r s

6s6→` only under the condition
DsDr s,0 ~see Fig. 1a!. In the opposite caseDsDr s.0, as
a result of competition between the surface and volume c
tributions toDk, the modulus of the GMR as a function ofR
exhibits a slight maximum, reverts to zero, and then
creases withR to saturation~see Fig. 1b!. For Dr s50 the
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FIG. 1. Relative magnetoresistaneG versus granule radiusR. All the conductivities are given in units ofsN . a — Solid curve:s152, s250.5, r s
150.1 nm,

r s
2515 nm; dashed curve:s151, s251, r s

150.1 nm, r s
2515 nm; b — solid curve:s152, s250.5, r s

152 nm, r s
250.1 nm; dashed curve:s152,

s250.5, r s
151 nm, r s

251 nm. r s5(r s
11r s

2)/2, f 50.3, j50.5.
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modulus of the GMR increases monotonically withR to satu-
ration ~see Fig. 1b!. In every case, forDsÞ0 the saturation
value isG(r s

650).
The modulus of the GMR~9! increases monotonically a

the concentration of the ferromagnetic phasef increases. This
behavior is a result of disregarding interaction between
granule magnetic moments, which is significant forf '0.2
20.3, i.e., Eq.~9! has in fact been obtained in the on
granule approximation, when the influence of all surround
granules on the designated granule is assumed to be pro
ra
in
la
fe
a

-
s
-

-

of
e
b
n
e

e

g
or-

tional to the average magnetizationM. The simplest way to
take into account interaction between granules is to incl
in Eq. ~9! the remanent magnetizationMr5M (H50),
which occurs when the concentration of the ferromagne
phase exceeds a critical valuef c ~the ferromagnetic percola
tion concentration6!. The remanent magnetizationMr in-
creases monotonically asf increases. However, the calcula
tion of the function Mr( f ) poses a complex percolatio
problem beyond the scope of the present study. WhenMr is
taken into account, the GMR assumes the form
G~j!52
3 f 2~Dk!2~11 f g!~j22j r

2!

@~11 f g!~122 f g!12j2f 2~Dk!2#@~11 f g!22j r
2f 2~Dk!2#

, ~10!
x-

s
ich
an

-
ule

s

of
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can
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A
se

i-
wherej r5Mr /2Ms .
3. According to Eq.~10!, the GMR increases asf in-

creases~according to thef 2 law for f !1). This trend corre-
sponds to an increase in the number of ferromagnetic g
ules. The monotonic increase of the GMR with increas
concentration~with the appearance of ferromagnetic corre
tions of the granule magnetic moments and subsequent
romagnetic percolation! is then superseded by a decrease
sufficiently large values off, i.e., the GMR has a maximum
at f ' f c . We note thatf c can be much lower than the con
centration f c850.52 at which identical spherical particle
come into contact~agglomerate!; this concentration is deter
mined as the root of the equation (4p/3f )1/352. When the
concentration attainsf c , a tightly bound ferromagnetic clus
ter is formed, encompassing the entire sample.6 With a fur-
ther increase inf this cluster grows in size, the number
granules weakly bound to it diminishes, and the GMR go
over to the ordinary anisotropic magnetoresistance. This
havior of the modulus of the GMR as a function of the co
centration, passing through a maximum, has been observ
n-
g
-
r-
t

s
e-
-
d a

number of times experimentally in granular films, for e
ample, CoCu ~Ref. 7 and CoAg ~Refs. 8–10!. In one
experiment10 a special technique for the preparation of film
by the cluster beam method has yielded a medium in wh
all the Co granules had approximately the same radius. In
experiment on CoAg granular films,9 in the superparamag
netic state the GMR depended approximately on the gran
radius asDr;R3 and on the granule concentration asDr
;exp(2c/f1/3), wherec is a positive constant. This result i
in qualitative agreement with the GMR equations~9! and
~10!, where the magnetoresistance obeys the lawsDr;R2

and Dr; f 2 in the superparamagnetic limit. The model
Ref. 5 does not predict the nonlinear and nonmonotonic c
centration dependence given by Eq.~10!.

The dependence of the GMR on the granule radius
be traced experimentally by varying the anneal tempera
~or time! of the alloy — a supersaturated solid solution.
maximum of the modulus of the GMR as a function of the
parameters has been observed in experiments~see the litera-
ture cited in Ref. 2!. This fact indicates the decisive contr
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bution to GMR from spin-dependent surface scattering.
note that in the quantum model5 the GMR increases mono
tonically as the granule size decreases, in conflict with
conclusions drawn from Eq.~9!. The maximum of the GMR
as a function ofR ~Ref. 5! is predicted in Ref. 5 only with the
additional assumption that the granules have a size distr
tion F(V);1/V @F(V) is the distribution function!. This as-
sumption yields far too large a fraction of small superma
netic granules, which are not saturated in a fixed magn
field, causing the GMR to drop abruptly for small radiiR. In
Ref. 2 the GMR increases monotonically withR for Ds
50, again contradicting Eq.~9!. The difference in the GMR
after isothermal and isochronous anneals in FeCo–Cu
Co–Cu films7 is explained by the fact that primarily ferro
magnetic granules grow~R increases! in the first case,
whereas in the second case new granules emerge from
supersaturated solid solution~f increases!. The increase in
the concentration of the ferromagnetic phase is what ca
the GMR to increase monotonically to saturation. Both
Ref. 7 and on Co–Ag films in Refs. 8 and 11 the depende
of the GMR on the anneal temperature has a maximum.
the solubility of Co~FeCo! in Cu is significantly higher than
that of Co in Ag. As a result, good phase segregation occ
even in as-deposited CoAg films, and isochronous annea
merely increases the size of the granules. This stateme
corroborated by direct electron-microscope observations
the evolution of Co granules in the annealing of CoA
films.11 The GMR attains its maximum at an average gran
diameter 2R511 nm, so that the surface resistance of
$Co granule–Ag matrix% interface can be estimated from~9!
as r s510211V•cm2. Experiments10,12 have shown that the
granule sizes approximately fit a log-normal distribution.

The magnitude of the MGR is determined by the ratio
the conductivities of the ferromagnetic granules to the n
magnetic matrix, the spin asymmetry of the volume and s
face contributions to the resistance of the ferromagn
granules, and the concentration of the ferromagnetic ph
~granules!.

A maximum occurs in the dependence of the GMR
the concentration of the ferromagnetic phase when the r
anent magnetization is taken into account. The adven
e
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remanent magnetization~opening of a hysteresis loop! as the
concentration increases produces a corresponding hyste
in the GMR effect and shifts the maximum of the GM
curve as a function of the field. In addition, forf . f c not
only the GMR, but also ordinary anisotropic magnetores
tance contributes to the resultant magnetoresistance. The
pendence of the magnitude of the GMR on the magnetiza
~magnetic field! departs considerably from the;M2 law at
higher concentrationsf and in the presence of pronounce
spin asymmetryDk of the volume and surface resistance
the ferromagnetic granules.

Owing to the presence of a surface contribution to
resistance, the GMR depends on the granule sizeR of the
ferromagnetic phase in the nonmagnetic matrix. This dep
dences exhibits a maximum both forDsDr s.0 and for
DsDr s,0. The GMR becomes a maximum when the sig
of the spin asymmetry parameters of the conductivities~re-
sistances! obey the relationDsDr s,0.

The author is grateful to B. A. Ivanov for a discussion
the results.
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Effect of doping on the magnetic properties of the low-dimensional
antiferromagnet CuO
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The effect of doping with Li1, Zn21, Ni21, and Ga31 ions on the magnetic susceptibility of
the low-dimensional antiferromagnet CuO (TN5230 K) has been studied within a broad
temperature range of 77–600 K. The solubility of impurity ions in the CuO lattice is low,<3%.
Impurity ions, similar to intrinsic defects, distort antiferromagnetic coupling and can shift
the long- and short-range magnetic-order regions toward lowerT. © 1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02210-2#
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Considerable attention is focused presently on lo
dimensional systems. Cupric oxide and the perovskite-
cuprates La2CuO4 and YBa2Cu3O6 can be assigned to thi
class. Although these compounds have different lattice s
metry, they contain the same structural cluster CuO4, which
accounts for the similarity between their magnetic, electric
and optical properties. CuO, La2CuO4, and YBa2Cu3O6 are
semiconductors with low-mobility carriers of the type
small-radius polarons and low-dimensional~1D or 2D! anti-
ferromagnets with strong spin correlations aboveTN . The
current interest in the properties of CuO is due also to
fact that tenorite may be considered as a building block
the high-Tc cuprate superconductors. The perovskite-like
prates exhibit a broad homogeneity region. While their el
trical conductivity can be increased considerably, up to
metallic level by doping or by changing properly the oxyg
content, this results in a weakening of the antiferromagn
spin correlations. CuO has a narrow homogeneity regio1

and therefore annealing in the corresponding ambient or d
ing cannot change significantly the electrical resistance.2 The
antiferromagnetic order in CuO is due to the exchange in
action between localized Cu21 ions (S51/2) via O22 ions.
By substituting heterovalent or heterospin ions for part of
copper ions one can affect the exchange coupling and m
netic order. This study reports on the effect of doping w
the ions of Li, Ni, Zn, and Ga on the magnetic susceptibil
of CuO within a broad temperature range.

1. SAMPLES

Polycrystalline samples of Cu12xLi xO, Cu12xNixO,
Cu12xZnxO, and Cu12xGaxO were prepared from powder
of CuO, Li2CO3, NiO, ZnO, and Ga2O3 ~all OSCh type! by
sintering the starting components at 900 °C for 12 h. Af
this, the powder was ground and pressed into pellets, w
were subsequently annealed at 900 °C for 24 h. The sam
thus prepared were examined by x-ray structural and ph
analysis. The studies were carried out on a DRON-2.0
fractometer with CrKa radiation. The error in the lattice
parameter determination did not exceed 0.1%.
1701063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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Pure CuO has a monoclinic lattice with the paramet
a54.681 Å,b53.424 Å,c55.129 Å, andb599.55°. The
solubility of impurity ions in the CuO lattice is fairly low, for
Li and Ga it is'1%. Ni ions have the highest solubility, u
to 3%. The lattice parameters for Cu0.99Li 0.01O are a
54.681 Å, b53.416 Å, c55.129 Å, b599.55°, and for
Cu0.99Ga0.01O, a54.686 Å, b53.426 Å, c55.137 Å, b
599.36°. The lattice parameters for various compositions
Cu12xNixO are given in Table I, and those for Cu12xZnxO,
in Table II. Two lots of Cu12xZnxO samples were prepared
namely, slowly cooled together with the furnace a
quenched fromT5950 °C to liquid nitrogen.

The magnetic measurements were performed with
magnetic balance in the 77–600 K range and magnetic fi
H<13 kOe. The balance sensitivity permits susceptibil
measurements up to 1028 cm3/g. The temperature depen
dence of the susceptibility was studied primarily atH
59 kOe. The measurement error was less than 3%.

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The temperature dependence of the magnetic suscep
ity of CuO is typical of low-dimensional systems undergoi
a phase transition to the 3D state with decreasingT.3 Below
T5213 K, CuO is a collinear antiferromagnet, within th
T5213 – 230 K interval its magnetic structure is nonco
linear, and aboveTN5230 K short-range order is retaine
due to strong spin correlations.4 The susceptibility of poly-
crystalline CuO practically does not vary within the regio
T5772140 K. As the temperature increases, magnetic s
ceptibility x grows, passes through a broad maximum n

TABLE I. Lattice parameters for Cu12xNixO solid solutions.

Parameter Cu0.99Ni0.01O Cu0.97Ni0.03O
Cu0.9Ni0.1O

~NiO present!

a, Å 4.676 4.658 4.659
b, Å 3.437 3.447 3.450
c, Å 5.131 5.133 5.133
b, ° 99.42 99.10 99.08
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE II. Lattice parameters for Cu12xZnxO solid solutions.

Parameter

Cu0.99Zn0.01O Cu0.98Zn0.02O Cu0.97Zn0.03O

Slow
cooled Annealed

Slow
cooled Annealed

Slow
cooled Annealed

a, Å 4.691 4.700 4.700 4.700 4.702 4.704
b, Å 3.415 3.410 3.414 3.405 3.413 3.406
c, Å 5.132 5.131 5.129 5.127 5.130 5.132
b, ° 99.67 99.73 99.77 99.92 99.80 99.86
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550 K, and falls off subsequently.5,6 In the vicinity of TN

there is no susceptibility peak characteristic of Ne´el- type
ferromagnets, and only the slope ofx(T) changes, which
indicates preservation of short-range magnetic order.

The oxygen content in a sample can be varied by h
treating it in an appropriate ambient. Oxygen ions take p
in exchange interactions so that a change in their concen
tion should affect the magnetic properties. Figure 1 sho
temperature dependences of the susceptibility of polycrys
line CuO before and after annealing in an oxygen flow
500 °C for 20 h. For high temperatures,T.270 K, the sus-
ceptibility of the sample is seen not to change. In t
magnetic-ordering region an increase in the oxygen con
reducesx, while the character ofx(T) and the temperature
of the break inx are retained.

Single-crystal CuO exhibits an anisotropy in the susc
tibilities x i andx' both forT,TN and aboveTN .3,7 Parallel
susceptibility in a collinear antiferromagnet should tend
zero for T→0, but in CuO one observes always a finitex i

along one of the major axes,Hib. The x i(T) relation be-
haves qualitatively similar to thex(T) dependence for poly
crystals, wherex5 2

3x i1
1
3x' . The susceptibilitiesxa andxc

making up the componentx' remain nearly constant an
close in magnitude within the temperature region studi
For Hic, a small minimum inx was observed close toT
5213 K, which corresponds to a phase transition to the n
collinear state. Oxygen vacancies in single crystals pra
cally do not produce any influence onxa(T) while affecting
strongly the absolute values ofxb andxc . In defected single
crystals,xb increases belowTN and decreases above it, i.
the variation of xb(T) in absolute magnitude become

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for polycry
samples:~1! CuO before annealing,~2! CuO after annealing in oxygen flow
~3! Cu0.99Li 0.01O.
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weaker. The most pronounced effect of oxygen vacancie
single crystals is a slowing down of the low-temperatu
growth ofx and an increase of the minimum value ofxb for
T,140 K ~see Fig. 1 and Ref. 8!.

The increase of the susceptibility forT,65 K is an un-
expected feature in the behavior ofx(T) of CuO. This in-
crease was believed to be caused by Cu31 ions appearing due
to the presence of cation vacancies.9 Doping CuO with uni-
valent Li ions should result in the appearance of Cu31 ions to
preserve charge neutrality and enhancement of this anom
Figure 1 presents the temperature dependence of the su
tibility of Cu0.99Li 0.01O. We see that the temperature of th
break inx(T) corresponding toTN shifts toward lowerT,
but doping with Li1 does not bring about any enhanceme
in the growth ofx. Thus the low-temperature anomaly inx is
apparently connected not with the Cu31 ions but rather with
frustration of the exchange interactions. Copper ions bo
in compounds reside usually in univalent or divalent stat
There is presently no experimental evidence for the existe
of Cu31 ions in copper-containing oxides. The lowering
the Néel temperature in Cu0.99Li 0.01O is caused by diamag
netic dilution.

When CuO is doped with divalent ions Zn21 and Ni21,
the electronic state of the outer shells of oxygen and cop
is preserved. The Zn21 ions have a completely filled 3d shell
(S50), similar to the Cu21 ions, while the 3d shell of Ni21

ions contains eight electrons (S51). In solid solutions, ei-
ther the concentration of magnetically active ions or th
spin change. Figure 2 shows the temperature dependen
the susceptibility of slowly cooled Cu12xZnxO samples for
x50, 0.01, 0.015. We readily see that doping affects o
weakly thex(T) dependence. These samples exhibit inv
sion of x with increasingx. The susceptibility of quenched
doped Cu12xZnxO samples is smaller throughout the tem
perature region studied than that of pure CuO:x(CuO)
.x(Cu12xZnxO). On the whole, however, the variations
the susceptibility with zinc substituting for a part of Cu21

ions are fairly small and are similar to those observed in C
with various oxygen deficiencies. The temperature of
break in x shifts slightly toward lowerT, and short-range
order persists up to high temperatures.

It has been mentioned that Ni21 ions enter the CuO lat-
tice up to high concentrations. Figure 3 displays thex(T)
relation for Cu0.97Ni0.03O. In contrast to pure CuO with dif-
ferent oxygen contents, Cu12xZnxO, and Cu12xLi xO, the
susceptibility of Cu12xNixO in the region of short-range or
der begins to decrease with increasing temperature alre
for T>470 K. The narrowing of the short-range order regi

al
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cannot be accounted for by the second phase NiO, which
3D antiferromagnet withTN5523 K, and whose susceptibi
ity should increase up toTN .10

The most pronounced changes in magnetic proper
were revealed when doping CuO with Ga31 ions. The sus-
ceptibility of Cu0.99Ga0.01O passes nearTN through a maxi-
mum characteristic of Ne´el antiferromagnets~Fig. 4!. Above
TN , the susceptibility falls off with increasingT, but the
large effective magnetic momentmeff52.13mB of Cu21 ions
for T.300 K compared to the theoretical valuemeff

51.73mB evidences persistence of short-range order at h
temperatures. It should be pointed out that single-cry
La2CuO4 follows a similarx(T) relation ~Fig. 4!. Neutron
diffraction measurements show La2CuO4 to be a 3D collinear
antiferromagnet belowTN5226 K, while aboveTN it retains
two-dimensional antiferromagnetic spin correlations.11 The
magnetic properties of the 1D and 2D compounds are qu
tatively similar, but different models yield different relation
for the maximum susceptibility, temperature of the susce
bility maximum, and the exchange parameter.12 Cu0.99G0.01O
differs also from the preceding solid solutions in a high
susceptibility. It may be conjectured that Ga31 impurity ions
give rise to diamagnetic dilution and a partial rupture
exchange bonds. As a result, part of the Cu21 ions are in
paramagnetic state and provide a contributionx5C/T ~C is
the Curie constant! to the total susceptibility.

Doping brings about a weak change in both magne
and electrical properties of CuO. For instance,
Cu0.97Ni0.03O the electrical resistivity decreases fromr
51.73103 to 80 V•cm at room temperature. The absence
radical changes in the properties of tenorite stems from

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for Cu12xZnxO
solid solutions.x: 1—0, 2—0.01,3—0.015.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility for polycry
line Cu0.97Ni0.03O.
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impossibility of incorporating significant amounts of defec
into the CuO lattice.

3. DISCUSSION

The magnetic structure of CuO is determined by com
tition between the antiferromagnetic and ferromagne
exchange couplings. Antiferromagnetic order along@101̄# is
due to superexchange via the O22 ions, because the
Cu–O–Cu angle is the closest to 180°. In all the oth
directions the Cu–O–Cuangle is close to 90° and favor
ferromagnetic coupling. The distance between the nea
Cu21–Cu21 ions ~2.90 Å! is much less than that between th
Cu21 ions along@101̄# ~3.74 Å!. The 3d orbitals do not
overlap, however, and ferromagnetic coupling between
nearest Cu21 ions is mediated by O22 ions. The magnetic
structure of CuO can be conceived in the form of@101̄#-
oriented antiferromagnetic chains of ferromagnetica
coupled Cu21 ions. The Cu21 ions in the chains oriented in
the perpendicular direction@101# are ferromagnetically or-
dered, but the chains themselves are ferromagnetic
coupled only pairwise.4

The low-dimensional ~1D and 2D! and three-
dimensional~3D! systems differ in the nature of long-rang
magnetic order. The low dimensionality manifests itself in
noticeable decrease of the saturation magnetic mom
which is inversely proportional to the spin and number
interacting neighbors, from its theoretical value, as well as
a broad susceptibility maximum forT.TN .13 These proper-
ties are well pronounced in CuO. The close values of
competing antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic excha
constants and the presence of residual or intentionally in
duced defects result in frustration of magnetic order in Cu
The parallel and perpendicular susceptibilities in frustra
3D antiferromagnets can increase with decreasing temp
ture. The low-temperature growth ofx observed in CuO
~Fig. 1! can be explained for by frustration of interactions
the long-range order region.

Defects in CuO affect the magnetic properties a
change the regions of long- and short-range order. The lo
range order region can be estimated from the value ofTN ,
and the short-range order region, from the position of
maximum inx aboveTN and the effective magnetic momen
As follows from our results, in all the solid solutions th
temperature of the break inx ~or TN! shifts toward lowerT,
which implies narrowing of the long-range order region. T
decrease ofTN was the strongest when doping with lithium
and the weakest, for doping with zinc. Both ions are no
magnetic. Because the concentrations of the impurity ions
and Zn are close, the decrease ofTN due to diamagnetic
dilution should be the same in both cases. There are, ap
ently, other factors as well which are capable of affecti
TN . The Néel temperature is a measure of exchange c
pling, which depends on the distance between magnetic i
In solid solutions with Li and Zn the lattice parametersb are
the same, whereas parametersa and c are larger in
Cu12xZnxO than in pure or lithium-doped CuO~see Table I
and II!. Hence the decrease inTN cannot be explained as du
only to the increasing Cu–O–Cu distance and decreasin
l-
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FIG. 4. Temperature dependence
magnetic susceptibility for polycrys-
talline Cu0.99Ga0.01O and single-
crystal La2CuO4 (Hi@110#). The in-
set shows the temperatur
dependence of inverse magnetic su
ceptibility for Cu0.99Ga0.01O.
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concentration of magnetoactive ions. It may be assumed
the presence of electrons in the 3d shell of the impurity,
similar to the case of Zn21, is an important factor favoring
the persistence of long-range order. The region of sh
range order in Cu12xLi xO and Cu12xZnxO remains as it is in
pure CuO. Doping with Ni and Ga results in destruction n
only of long- but also of short-range order at lower tempe
tures. Although the Ni21 ion has a larger magnetic mome
compared to Cu21, it is a defect, and it changes the relatio
between the exchange parameters. The Cu21–Ni21 exchange
coupling is apparently ferromagnetic. It destroys the antif
romagnetic Cu–O–Cucoupling and narrows the regions o
long- and short-range antiferromagnetic order.

The changes in the behavior ofx(T) were most pro-
nounced for Cu12xGaxO. The stronger destruction of mag
netic order observed under Ga doping can be due to
increase of all the lattice parameters,a, b, andc, in contrast
to the other systems, and to the diamagnetic dilution. N
that when doping with trivalent gallium ions the real conce
tration of Cu21 magnetoactive ions may be less than t
nominal value, because charge neutrality requires that pa
the copper ions be univalent.

Thus the monoclinic lattice of CuO allows incorporatio
only of a limited amount of impurities (<3%). CuO is a
low-dimensional antiferromagnet, where belowTN collinear
antiferromagnetic order sets in, and aboveTN , short-range
order persists in@101̄#-oriented Cu–O–Cuchains. Intrinsic
defects do not affect the Ne´el temperatures and the susce
tibility maximum near 550 K, with only the absolute value
of x changing. Impurity ions~both nonmagnetic and mag
at

t-

t
-

r-

e

te
-
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netic! distort antiferromagnetic coupling and cause decre
of TN with the short-range order region left unaffected~dop-
ing with Li1 and Zn21! or shift the regions of long- and
short-range order toward lowerT ~Ni21, Ga31!.
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Role of surface phenomena in the magnetoresistivity of polycrystalline manganites
La12xCaxMnO3

N. I. Solin, A. A. Samokhvalov, and S. V. Naumov

Institute of Metal Physics, Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 620219 Ekaterinburg, Russia
~Submitted March 25, 1998!
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The dc electrical resistivity and magnetoresistivity of polycrystalline manganites La12xCaxMnO3

(x5020.3) are investigated as functions of the temperature, magnetic field and electric
field, along with the microwave surface resistance. The investigations show that the dc electrical
resistivity and magnetoresistivity are governed by the surface properties of the intergranular
boundaries. The dc electrical resistivity is observed to decrease substantially~tenfold! for a
comparatively small electric field (E>100 V/cm!. Estimates are obtained for the internal
electrical resistivity of the granules, the thickness of the contact layer~which depends on the
temperature and the magnetic field!, and the height of the potential barrier between the
interfaces separating the surface layer and inner layer of a granule. ©1998 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02310-7#
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Effects that originate in the bulk of an investigate
sample and phenomena associated with the properties o
surface or an interface separating different kinds of s
stances are clearly distinguished in semiconductors
ferrites.1–4 The role of the surface is especially powerful
the electrical properties of polycrystalline materials; the l
ter have been the object of most studies of manganites
ing a perovskite structure, which exhibit giant magnetore
tance~GMR!.5

So far the role of boundaries and surface phenomen
the nature of the GMR of manganites has never really b
clarified. Comparative studies of polycrystalline media a
single crystals indicate that their influence is real. Polycr
talline materials exhibit a stronger magnetoresistivity and
so over a broader range of temperatures than sin
crystals.6,7 As the size of the granules increases, the electr
resistivity r0 of a polycrystalline manganite film approach
the value ofr0 for a single-crystal film.7 The resistivity in
the interior of a granule can be estimated from measurem
of the microwave surface resistanceRs of a polycrystalline
film by the induction method.8 However, the measuremen
of Rs for manganites9,10 have been qualitative in nature, s
that the internal properties of the granules and the prope
of the surface~interfacial! layer between granules could n
be determined.

1. PROCEDURE AND SAMPLES

Here we report results obtained in investigations of
dc electrical resistivityr0 and the dc magnetoresistivit
MR5@r(H)2r(H50)#/r(H50) of polycrystalline man-
ganites La12xCaxMnO31d (x5020.3) as functions of the
temperature and the electric field, along with their surfa
resistanceRs at frequencies of 9 GHz and 32 GHz in th
temperature range 77–300 K and in magnetic fieldsH up to
1.8 T. The samples were prepared by solid-phase reactio
T51200 °C, and x-ray examinations showed them to
1701063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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single-phase. According to measurements of the magn
susceptibilityxac at 1 kHz in weak magnetic fields, all th
samples had magnetic order below the Curie tempera
TC51602215 K, depending on the calcium concentrationx.

The dc resistivityr0, including its values in strong
~pulsed! electric fields, was measured by the standard fo
contact method. To determineRs , a polished wafer of thick-
nesst and surfaceS was placed at an antinode of the micr
wave magnetic fieldh of an open resonator.8 The resonance
frequencyv and the pass banddv of the resonator contain
ing the magnetic material are determined not only by
resistivity,8 but also by the influence of the complex ma
netic permeabilitym5m81 im9 ~Ref. 11!. Following Refs. 3,
8, and 11, we can show that fort5t/d@1

~dvL2dv0!/v05RsSC1 /Vr1m92dSC2 /Vr , ~1!

~vL2v0!/v05~Vs22dS!C3 /Vr

2~m821!2dSC4 /Vr . ~2!

For arbitraryt, includingt<1, and without regard for mag
netic losses we have

~dvL2dv0!/v052~Vs /Vr !~1/t!~sinh t2sin t!/

~cosht1cost!. ~3!

HereRs5rmw/d, d5A2rmw/vm is the skin depth,Vs and
Vr are the volumes of the sample and the resona
C12C4 are constants, and the superscripts 0 andL identify
the parameters of the empty and sample-loaded reson
respectively. We have estimated the magnetic loss contr
tions by performing measurements at various frequen
and with longitudinal magnetization (hiH). The values of
the microwave resistivityrmw are determined fromRs ~1!
and refined from~3! with measurements on samples of d
ferent thicknesses. Equation~2! is used to estimate the ski
depth, thereby providing an additional check on the result
the measurements ofrmw.
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2. RESULTS

The investigated crystals have typical dc properties
manganites~Fig. 1!: a maximum ofr0 and a peak of the
relative magnetoresistivity MR~up to 20.5 in a magnetic
field H51.8 T! in the vicinity of TC . The temperature de
pendences ofrmw and r0 are approximately identical, th
temperature dependence exhibiting semiconductor beha
in the paramagnetic temperature range and metal behavi
the ferromagnetic range. However, the values ofrmw are two
or three orders of magnitude smaller than the correspon
values of the dc resistivityr0. We note a sharp drop inrmw

aroundTC and the fact that the microwave activation ener
in the parametric range is approximately 0.05 eV lower th
the dc activation energy: 0.11 eV and 0.16 eV, respectiv
The values ofrmw(T) at 9 GHz and 32 GHz~curves4 and5!
are approximately identical in the paramagnetic range,
differ considerably belowTC . It is evident that the values o
rmw are small (>0.320.8 mV•cm at 77 K and 32 GHz! and
roughly coincide with the values ofr0 for a La0.7Ca0.3MnO3

single-crystal film.7 We note that the character of the qua
tative variations ofRs(T) ~Ref. 10! of conducting perovs-
kites is in good agreement with our quantitative data as
posed toRs for poorly conducting samples. The explanati
for the apparent ‘‘inversion’’ ofRs(r) for poorly conducting
samples as reported in Ref. 10 follows from Eq.~3!: Rs

;(dvL2dv0) for t@1, and Rs;(dvL2dv0)21/2 for
t!1.

Investigations ofrmw ~as a function of the dimension
and position of the sample in the resonator and the magn
field! and estimates suggest that the reported values ofrmw

are too high, especially at 9 GHz, because of the proximity
the frequency to natural ferromagnetic resonance,12 whose
maximum frequencyvmax>10 GHz can be estimated from
the saturation magnetization of the investigated crystals
manganites we have observed variations, similar to thos
Ref. 9, of the microwave absorption as a function of t
magnetic field. We have yet to be convinced, however, t
this is a consequence of the onset of GMR and not of m

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the dc electrical resistivity in magn
fields of 0.005 T~1! and 1.6 T~2!, the dc magnetoresistivity MR~3!, the
microwave electrical resistivities at frequencies of 9 GHz~4! 32 GHz ~5!,
and the magnetic susceptibilityxac at 1 kHz~in arbitrary units! ~6! of poly-
crystalline La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.
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netic losses, because the variations ofv(H) according to Eq.
~2! do not agree with the postulated variation ofRs(H) de-
termined from Eq.~1!. Investigations ofRs(H) in magnetic
fields of 3–5 T could resolve this issue.

Our data therefore show that the dc values ofr0 and MR
in the investigated polycrystalline films are determined e
tirely by their intergranular properties. Our investigations
the resistivity of polycrystalline manganites as a function
the electric field enable us to determine certain intergran
interaction parameters.

According to Frenkel’,13 in semiconductors an electri
field of magnitudeE lowers the activation energyEa by the
amount

DU52eA2eE/«e, ~4!

so that the conductivitys0[1/r0 increases:

s0~E!5s0~E50!exp~2eA2eE/«e/kT!, ~5!

wheree is the electron charge, and«e is the electronic part of
the dielectric permittivity. Switching~breakdown! effects,
which set in atEa5DU ~Ref. 13!, can take place in poly-
crystalline manganites, as in ferrites,2 for small values ofE
because, as a result of the high intergranular resistance
entire voltage drop takes place across a thin contact layerLc ,
and the effective field in it is large:Eeff5ELgr /Lc , where
Lgr is the granule diameter. The investigations have c
firmed our expectations.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that Ohm’s law is violated b
the action of the Frenkel’ law~5! for very small fields
E>1230 V/cm in both the ferromagnetic and the parama
netic temperature range. The variations ofs(E) are very
large. For example, forx50.1 at 77 K the conductivitys0

increases almost two orders of magnitude in a fi
E>250 V/cm. At room temperature, switching~breakdown!
to a more highly conducting state is observed atEp50.3
20.5 kV/cm. The variations ofs(E) are reproducible and
hysteresis-free forE,Ep .

From the linear function logs(AE) ~Fig. 2! for «e58
we estimate the values ofLc /Lgr , which vary from

tic
FIG. 2. Electrical conductivity of polycrystalline La12xCaxMnO3 versus
electric field at temperatures of 285 K~1, 2, 4! and 77 K~3,5,6! for samples
with x50 ~1!, 0.1 ~2, 3!, and 0.3~4–6! for H50 ~1–5! and 1.7 T~6!.
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631023 to 0.1 as the temperature and Ca concentration v
~see Table I!. For average granule diametersLgr53 mm this
result corresponds to a contact layer of thicknessLc5200
23000 Å. The estimates ofLc /Lgr fall within approximately
10% error limits. It can be stated within these limits that in
magnetic field at 77 K~curves5 and6 in Fig. 2!, s increases
by >25% for a 20% increase inLc /Lgr . This means that the
magnetoresistivity is attributable either to a decrease in
resistance of the contact layer in the continuous con
model7,14 or to an increase in the contact volume in the po
~bridge-type15! contact model.

The height of the potential barrier between granules,
timated from the breakdown voltageEp ~4! with allowance
for Lc , is identical (DUgr>0.05 eV! for samples withx50
and x50.1 and coincides with the difference between t
activation energies, estimated fromrmw andr0 for a sample
with x50.3. This result shows that a dc barrier of the ord
of 0.05 eV exists between the granules, regardless of com
sition.

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS

The influence of intergranular surface phenomena on
electrical properties of polycrystalline material came to lig
about half a century ago in studies of the frequency dep
dence of the dielectric permittivity of ferrites at low
frequencies.2,14 It was observed that comparatively high
conducting regions in ferrites were separated by thin lay
of poorly conducting material. The same layers probably
ist in polycrystalline manganites.7 Such a layer is usually
formed2 as a result of nonequilibrium between the atm
sphere and the sample during its preparation~e.g., during
cooling!. The relative thickness of the surface layer in fe
rites is of the same order of magnitude ('1022) as the thick-
ness of the contact layer in our investigated manganites~see
Table I!. However, a simple model resting on the assumpt
that the high dc-resistivitiesr0 of polycrystalline manganites
are attributable to high surface-layer resistivitiesr cannot
account for the observed variations of the thickness of
contact layer as a function of temperature~see Table I! and
the magnetic field or for the high magnetoresistivity of po
crystalline manganites over a broader temperature range
for single crystals.6,7

The high values ofr for polycrystalline films can be
attributed to the presence of an additional potential bar
between the granules. In manganites, because of their
spin polarization, a barrier of this kind can occur in the fe
romagnetic region when the magnetic moments of adjac
grains are not mutually parallel6 or when an air gap exist

TABLE I. Relative thickness of the contact layerLc /Lgr of manganites
La12xCaxMnO3 as a function of the calcium concentration at two tempe
tures.

x 285 K 77 K

0. 6.631023 4.631022

0.1 1.431022 2.131022

0.2 1.331022 2

0.3 1.431022 9.631022
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between granules.16 Certain features of the electrical resisti
ity and magnetoresistivity of manganites have been succ
fully explained6,16 by carrier tunneling effects through thes
potential barriers. The large thickness of the contact la
probably renders the role of tunneling inconsequential in
case.

However, such a barrier can occur not only betwe
granules, but also within an individual granule. We assu
that the anomalies of the microwave and dc electrical pr
erties of manganites can also be attributed to the presenc
a surface layer whose properties differ somewhat from th
of the material inside the granules. The comparatively sl
decline in the magnetic permeability~curve6 in Fig. 1! in a
20–30 K interval aroundTC is most likely caused by the
magnetic inhomogeneity of the granules or the influence o
surface layer.

Let us consider the energy diagram of the contact
tween two dissimilar materials in the equilibrium sta
~Fig. 3!.1,4 Depending on the type and properties of the co
tact structure~metal-semiconductor orp–n junction!, a po-
tential barrier appears in the boundary layers, a semicond
tor surface layer of substantial thicknessd ~up to 1000
atomic layers! can be depleted of electrons, and a barr
layer can form. This contact potential differenceDUgr[UC

5EF
12EF

2 is determined by the difference in the thermoele
tronic work functions or in the Fermi energiesEF

1 andEF
2 of

these materials, and the space-charge region is determine
the densities of carriers, donors, and acceptors, making
the structure of semiconductors.1,4 The transition of a carrier
from one region to the other requires that the potential b
rier be overcome at the expense of the thermal energykT. As
a result, in the paramagnetic region the electrical resistiv
of the contact structure$inner layer–surface layer–air gap
surface layer–inner layer% increases as the temperature
lowered. In the presence of magnetic order, the conduc
band splits, an effect that probably causesUC to decrease in
manganites and, accordingly, causes the electrical resist
to decrease upon transition to the ferromagnetic region.

Optical studies of manganites17 indicate a sensitivity of
their band structure to magnetic order and to a magnetic fi
in the ferromagnetic region. Different behaviors of the c
rier concentration and mobility and the Fermi energies in
surface layer and in the granule as functions of the magn
field in polycrystalline manganites can be elicited by var

-

FIG. 3. Energy diagram of contact between two materials1 and 2 in the
equilibrium state.
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tions in the contact-potential difference and the thickness
resistance of the barrier layer as functions of the magn
field. On the basis of the exponential behavior of the elec
cal conductivity for a barrier layer of considerable thickne
small variations of the granule characteristicsDUgr and s0

can be expected to induce large values of MR in a magn
field. Investigations of magnetic semiconductors18 have
shown that the magnetic field sensitivity of their band str
ture is a maximum in the vicinity ofTC , but is also very
strong both above and belowTC . This fact could account for
the magnetoresistivity peak of polycrystalline mangani
aroundTC and the persistence of high values of MR abo
and belowTC .

The proposed model thus explains the main feature
the variation of the electrical resistivity of polycrystallin
manganites as functions of the temperature, magnetic fi
and electric field.

In closing, we note that the role of the surface and int
granular boundaries in the electrical properties of magn
semiconductors of the type EuO and HgCr2Se4 also has been
little studied. The role can be very large~especially in poly-
crystalline media19!, in particular, because of a change in t
magnetic state on the surface of magnetic semiconducto20

and a strong magnetic order dependence of their ca
parameters.21 Undoubtedly one should not overlook the fa
that certain experiments on giant magnetoresistance in m
netic semiconductors and manganites~particularly in films!
relate to surface phenomena.

We are grateful to A. V. Trefilov and M. I. Katsnel’so
for the derivation of the equation~3! used to calculateRs .

This work has received financial support from the Fe
eral program ‘‘Surface Atomic Structures’’~Project No.
95.2-10!.
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Self-localized nonlinear surface magnetic polaritons in a ferromagnetic medium
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The properties of electromagnetic waves propagating in a semibounded, nonlinear, ferromagnetic
medium are investigated. It is shown that under certain conditions the interaction between
the spin and electromagnetic waves results in the localization of volume polaritons near the
surface. Self-localization of surface polaritons due to the nonlinear properties of the
medium occurs thereby. The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation for nonlinear surface and volume
polaritons is derived, and the conditions under which solitons of these waves exist are
determined. The wave intensity required to observe the predicted effects is estimated.
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Surface magnetostatic waves~MSWs! possess a numbe
of distinguishing features that could be very important
designing microwave devices.1,2 The use of ferromagnetic
crystals with a large uniaxial magnetic anisotropy make
possible to extend the working frequency interval of the
devices into the millimeter range. An investigation of trav
ing MSWs in the frequency range 35–55 GHz and th
amplitude-frequency characteristics in plates of barium he
ferrite, which possesses a high uniaxial anisotropy, were
ported in Refs. 3–5. To determine the spectrum of exc
tions in such plates it is necessary to take account of
interaction of magnetostatic and electromagnetic wav5

New types of linear surface waves can arise from such
interaction. Specifically, a surface magnetic polariton due
the interaction of an electromagnetic wave with a Damo
Eshbach wave was studied in Refs. 5–7. A linear surf
polariton can decay even in the absence of dissipative te
in the Landau and Lifshitz equations of motion and Ma
well’s equations as a result of the emission of spin wa
into the interior region of the crystal.6

The generation of surface magnetic polaritons by an
magnetic field near the surface of a magnetic crystal
produce a high energy density of the magnetic wave
stimulate as a result large magnetic and electric field am
tudes at the surface. In such a case, the nonlinearity of
magnet can lead to different interesting effects. Specifica
it can induce nonlinear spin and electromagnetic wa
which have no analogs in the case of linear waves and
come delocalized at zero amplitude. Polaritons localized
the boundary of a self-focusing nonlinear isotropic magne
~or dielectric! medium in vacuum are now well known.8–10

Thus, self-localized nonlinear exchange11,12 and
dipole-exchange13 spin waves and three-dimensional prec
sional surface solitons14,15 in ferromagnets were recently in
vestigated. Self-localized nonlinear surface polaritons n
the interface of a linear ferromagnetic~ferrimagnetic! me-
1711063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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dium and a nonlinear isotropic material were also studied
Ref. 7.

In the works cited above, surface polaritons in optica
isotropic materials were considered as being a consequ
of the nonlinearity of the materials. However, the dispers
of electromagnetic waves in gyrotropic~optically active! fer-
romagnets can be very substantial and it can be controlle
varying the magnitude of the applied magnetic field. Hybr
ization of magnetostatic and electromagnetic waves can
sult in the appearance of new types of nonlinear s
localized surface polaritons.

In the present paper nonlinear self-localized surface
laritons propagating near the surface of a ferromagnet as
as the damping of these waves due to the radiation of
second harmonic into the interior region of the crystal a
studied. A system consisting of a metallized, semibound
ferromagnetic crystal~as shown in Fig. 1! with easy axis
perpendicular to the surfacen i ez in an external magnetic
field H0 i ez is studied. Linear surface polaritons do not ex
in the model considered.

1. BASIC EQUATIONS

The system investigated consists of a ferromagnetic
electric occupying the half-spacez,0 whose surface is
coated with an ideal metal~no losses!, as shown in Fig. 1.
The dynamics of the ferromagnet is described by the Lan
and Lifshitz equations for the magnetization vectorM

Ṁ52g@M3Heff#, ~1!

where the effective magnetic fieldHeff is determined by the
functional derivativesHeff52dW/dM of the total energy of
the ferromagnet16

W5E dvFwa~M !1
1

8p
~Hm

2 1E–D!2H0•M G , ~2!
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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g.0 is the gyromagnetic ratio,wa(M )52bMz
2/2 is the

uniaxial magnetic anisotropy energy density,b.0 is the an-
isotropy constant,Hm is the magnetic field minus the exte
nal magnetic field,E is the electric field,D5«•E is the
electric induction, and«5 const is the permittivity of the
magnet. In order to neglect in Eq.~2! the spatial dispersion
due to the nonuniform exchange the inequalityk!kex

[(bM /a2J)1/2 must be satisfied. Here 1/kex is the character-
istic spatial dispersion length,J is an exchange integra
equal in order of magnitude to the Curie temperature, ana
is the lattice constant.

The equations~1! together with Maxwell’s equations

curl E52]B/]t, div B50,

curl Hm5
1

c2

]D

]t
, div D50 ~3!

(B5Hm14pM — magnetic induction,c — velocity of light
in vacuum! and the electrodynamic boundary conditions
the ferromagnet–metal surface

Bz50, Ex5Ey50 ~4!

determine the spectrum of nonlinear polaritons in the fer
magnet. The magnetization and magnetic field of the gro
state of a ferromagnet, for whichH5H01bM24pM.0,
equal, respectively,

M05Mez , Hm0524pMez . ~5!

Since here we are interested in nonlinear processes
small amplitude, the total temporal and spatial dependenc
the magnetization and magnetic field will be represented
sum of the equilibrium part (M0 ,H0m) and small corrections
M̄ and H̄m which depend on the coordinates and time, i.e

M'5M̄' , Mz5M2M̄'
2 /2M ,

Hm5Hm01H̄m , M'5$M̄ x ,M̄ y%, ~6!

whereuM̄'u!M and uH̄mu!uHm0u.
Taking into consideration the relations~5! and ~6! and,

for convenience, dropping the overbar, we represent the
fective fieldHeff in the form

FIG. 1. Geometry of the problem. I — Ferromagnet, II — vacuum. The
polariton propagates along theOX axis.
t

-
d

ith
of
a

f-

Heff5~H2bM'
2 /2M !ez1Hm , ~7!

with H5(b24p)M1H0. Substituting the expression~7!
into Eq. ~1! and retaining terms up to third order inM' and
Hm inclusively, we obtain

2
1

v0

]mx

]t
2hmy1hmy5myhmx2

m'
2

2
~bmy2hmy!, ~8!

2
1

v0

]my

]t
1hmx2hmx52mxhmy1

m'
2

2
~bmx2hmx!,

~9!

wherev05gM . Here we have introduced the dimensionle
variablesm5M /M , hm5Hm /M , h5H/M , andh05H0 /M .
Eliminating the electric field from Maxwell’s equations w
obtain the equation

“

2hm2¹–~¹hm!5
«

c2

]2b

]t2
, ~10!

whereb5B/M . For surface waves we introduce the dampi
condition form' , hm , andE asz→2` in the form of the
boundary conditions

um'u, uhmu, uEu→0. ~11!

The axial symmetry of the system makes it possible to lim
without loss of generality the analysis to polaritons propag
ing along thex axis.

2. LINEAR POLARITONS

Using the linear approximation exp@i(kx2vt)1qz# for
m' andhm , we obtain from Eqs.~8!–~10! the characteristic
equation

q422Q1q21Q250. ~12!

Here

Q15
«

c2S m11

2
vck

2 2mv2D
5

«

c2

~v22v3k
2 !~v22v4k

2 !

v2vs
2

, ~13!

Q25
«2

c2
@~m22n2!v22mvck

2 #~v22vck
2 !

5
«2

c4

~v22v1k
2 !~v22v2k

2 !~v22vck
2 !

v22vs
2

, ~14!

v1,2k
2 5

1

2
~v1s

2 1vck
2 7A~v1s

2 1vck
2 !224v2s

2 vck
2 !, ~15!

v3,4k
2 5

1

2
~v2s

2 1vck
2 7A~v2s

2 1vck
2 !224v3s

2 vck
2 !, ~16!

wherem511vsvM /(vs
22v2) andn5vvM /(vs

22v2) are
the components of the magnetic permeability tensor

vck5ck/A«, vs5hv0 , v1s5vs1vM ,
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v2s5Avs~vs1vM !, v3s5Avs~vs1vM/2!,

vM54pv0 .

The roots of the characteristic equation~12! are

q1,256~Q11AQ1
22Q2!1/2, ~17!

q3,456~Q12AQ1
22Q2!1/2 ~18!

in the (v,k) plane, with the exception of the curve
v5v1k , v2k , vck , andvs .

The behavior of the solutions of Eq.~12! in the (v,k)
plane is illustrated in Fig. 2. This plane is divided into eig
regions. In the regions I (v2k,v), II ( vck,v,vs), and III
(v3k,v, v,v1k , v,vs) Eq. ~12! possesses four imag
nary roots (q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,q4). In the regions IV (vs,v, vck

,v, v,v2k), V (vs,v,v1k), and VI (v1k,v, v
,vck , v,vs) it possesses two real roots (q1 ,q2) and two
imaginary roots (q3 ,q4). In the regions VII (v1k,v, vs

,v, v,vck) and VIII (v,v3k , v,vs) it possesses fou
real roots. Therefore the first three regions correspond
volume waves. In the present model of a metallized fer
magnet there are no surface waves in the linear approx
tion. In the nonlinear regime surface solutions~if they exist!
must be sought in the regions IV–VIII, and in the regio
VII–VIII they will be purely surface waves, while in the
regions IV–VI they will be quasisurface~leaking! waves.

3. NONLINEAR SURFACE AND VOLUME POLARITONS

We seek the solution of the nonlinear equations~8!–
~10!, together with the boundary conditions~4! and~11!, for
the fundamental harmonic of the upper polariton branchv
<v2k) in the following form:

mx,y5
1

2
Ax,y~x,z,t !expi ~kx2vt !1c.c., ~19!

hm5
1

2
B~x,z,t !expi ~kx2vt !1c.c., ~20!

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves of electromagnetic waves in a ferromagnet. In
regions I–III Eq.~12! has four imaginary roots; in the regions IV–VI — tw
real and two imaginary roots; in the regions VII and VIII — four real roo
v1s5vs1vM , v2s5Avs(vs1vM), v3s5Avs(vs1vM/2).
t

to
-
a-

e5
E

M
5

1

2
C~x,z,t !expi ~kx2vt !1c.c. ~21!

Here the amplitudesAx,y(x,z,t), B(x,z,t), andC(x,z,t) are
slowly varying compared with the fast oscillations of th
carrying wave

U]G

]t U!v2uGu, U]G

]zU!KuGu, G5$Ax,y ,B,C%. ~22!

For weakly localized nonlinear surface waves with lo
amplitude, substituting the solutions~19!–~21! into Eqs.~8!–
~10! and using Eq.~22! gives

i
]By

]t
1

1

2
D2

]2By

]z2
1N2uByu2By50, ~23!

Ax5@~m21!~Bx1Gx!2 in~By1Gy!#/~4p!, ~24!

Ay5@ in~Bx1Gx!1~m21!~By1Gy!#/~4p!, ~25!

Bx52@~m21!Gx2 in~By1Gy!#/~4p!, ~26!

Bz5
ivck

2

v22vkc
2

]

]z
Bx , ~27!

Dn5~21!n
4vck

2 ~vnk
2 2v3k

2 !~vnk
2 2v4k

2 !

k2vnk~v2k
2 2v1k

2 !~vnk
2 2vck

2 !
~n51,2!,

~28!

Nn5
~21!n

2048p3mn
3

vnk

~v2k
2 2v1k

2 !~vnk
2 2vs

2!3

3$bvM
4 ~3v1s

4 12v1s
2 vnk

2 1vnk
4 !

14pvM
3 @~4vs1vM !vnk

4

12v1s
2 ~vs12vM !vnk

2 23vsv1s
4 #%, ~29!

Gx52
i uAyu2Ay

1024p3m3
~b14p!@~mn

22nn
22mn!213nn

2#,

~30!

Gy5
uAyu2Ay

1024p3mn
3 @3~mn

22nn
22mn!22nn

2#

3@b~mn
22nn

22mn!24pmn#, ~31!

mn5m~v5vnk!, nn5n~v5vnk!.

From Eqs.~3! we obtain]Ex /]t5M¹zhmy . Taking account
of this relation, the boundary conditions~4! for the ampli-
tudes of the fundamental harmonic assume the form

]By

]z
5

]Bx

]z
50. ~32!

The ferromagnet under study possesses a self-focusing
nonlinearity (D2.0, N2.0). Introducing the dimensionles
variablesb5By /By0 , t5t/T, andj5z/z0 with

T215N2by0
2 , z0

215by0N2
1/2/D2

1/2, ~33!

e
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wherehy0 is the maximum amplitude of the oscillations, w
obtain from Eq.~23! the following nonlinear Schro¨dinger
equation:

i
]b

]t
1

1

2

]2b

]j2
1ubu2b50. ~34!

This equation must be solved for the half-space 0.z.2`
under the following conditions:

U]b

]j U
j50

50, buj52`50, ~35!

which characterize a surface wave. A one-soliton solution
the NES that satisfies the boundary conditions~35! has the
form

b~j,t!5sinh~j!exp@ i ~t/21F0!#, ~36!

whereF0 is an arbitrary phase. From Eqs.~19!–~21!, ~24!–
~27!, and~36! we obtain the following solution for the non
linear surface polariton:

hmy5
1

2
by0 sech~z/z0!

3expi $kx2@v22~2T!21#t1F0%1c.c., ~37!

hmx52
in

8p
hy0 sech~z/z0!

3expi $kx2@v22~2T!21#t1F0%1c.c., ~38!

mx5@~m21!hmx2 inhmy#/~4p!,

my5@ inhmx1~m21!hmy#/~4p!. ~39!

Then from Eq.~37! we obtain the dispersion relation for th
nonlinear surface polariton

v5v2k2N2by0
2 /2. ~40!

The penetration depthz0'by0
21 of the surface polariton tend

to infinity, where the amplitude decreases.
According to Lighthill’s criterion,17 the nonlinear sta-

tionary solution~37!–~39! is modulationally stable if

~]2v/]k2!/~]v/]b2!.0. ~41!

Since ]2v/]k2.0 and ]2v/]by0
2 52N2/2,0, which hold

for a surface polariton, are satisfied, the standard ana
shows that the stationary wave solutions~37!–~39! examined
above are unstable with respect to small fluctuations w
wave vectork1 as soon as the amplitude of the wave exce
the threshold

uby0u25
k1

2

2N2

]2v2

]k2
. ~42!

This modulation instability of a nonlinear surface polarit
can lead to the formation of a three-dimensional (3D) sur-
face soliton. Such 3D surface solitons for exchange sp
waves were previously studied in Refs. 14 and 15.

Besides the nonlinear surface polariton solution~36!, Eq.
~34! also possesses a nonlinear stationary solution in
form
f

is

h
s

e

By5by0 exp~ iN2uby0u2t !. ~43!

This solution simply describes a nonlinear exchange po
iton, which is uniform over the thickness of the crystal a
satisfies the boundary conditions~32!. Then, we obtain from
Eq. ~43! the dispersion relation

v5v2k2N2ub0yu2, ~44!

whereb0y is the maximum amplitude. Since the inequaliti
]v2/]k2.0 and ]v/]b0y

2 52N2,0 hold for a nonlinear
volume polariton, the solution~44! is modulationally un-
stable relative to the formation of a train of solitons in t
direction of propagation.

We shall now seek the solution of the nonlinear equ
tions ~8!–~10! near the lower polariton branch. Once aga
we employ the envelope method. For the fundamental h
monic, we find a solution in the form~19!–~21! by replacing
the subscript 2 by 1 forv. We obtainv5v1. When the
inequalities~22! hold, the equations for the amplitudes of th
envelopesA and B will have the same form as Eqs.~23!–
~27!. For the lower polariton branch, the index 1 is used
v, D, andN in Eqs.~23!–~27!.

It follows from Eqs.~28! and ~29! that the inequalities
D1,0 andN1.0 hold in the exchange-free approximatio
employed here. For this reason, a stationary volume po
iton is stable with respect to localization in the transve
direction. As shown earlier, nonlinear self-localized surfa
spin waves can exist in a volume-dipole region.13

Thus, we have presented a theory of nonlinear surf
polaritons in a semibounded ferromagnet taking accoun
the interaction of electromagnetic and spin waves. In
problem considered here, a ferromagnet with a metalli
surface was chosen. Of course, it is very difficult to scre
completely the electromagnetic radiation from the surface
a ferromagnet. This can be accomplished by using a sc
made of a HTSC film. Screening is possible if the penet
tion depth of the electromagnetic field into the superco
ductor exceeds the London depthlL ~for HTSC lL'1024

21027 cm!.
Of course, as a result of the weak nonlinearity of a f

romagnetic medium at high frequencies, localization of no
linear surface polaritons requires a high power level of
order of 1 MW/m @see Eq. ~33!#. Such power can be
achieved only with pulsed excitation of a surface polarito
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A study has been made of the FexV12xS solid solutions with 0,x,0.5. For the compounds
with x.0.1, x-ray diffraction analysis discloses a V5S8 superstructure. Samples withx.0.1 are
magnetically ordered at room temperature. The concentration dependences of resistivity and
magnetization exhibit sharp peaks forx50.1 andx50.2, respectively. The main features of the
structure and electronic properties have been qualitatively explained in terms of the three-
band exciton-insulator model, and the maxima in resistivity and magnetization are assigned to the
formation of localized magnetic moments withS51, which become delocalized with
increasingx. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02510-6#
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Vanadium compounds undergoing a metal-insula
~M-I ! transition comprise, besides the well-known oxide
ries VnO2n21, ~Ref. 1! also sulfide systems, e.g., VnS ~Ref.
2! and VxMn12xS ~Ref. 3!. The M-I transition in transition-
metal oxides and sulfides is accompanied frequently by
mation of superstructures in the crystal and magnetic latti
which are described as charge- or spin-density waves~CDW
and SDW, respectively!. The CDWs and SDWs are pro
duced also in the course of transformation to the excit
insulator phase.4 For instance, the mechanism of the hig
temperature M-I transition in vanadium monosulfide VS w
considered within the exciton-insulator model.2

This work reports on electrical and magnetic measu
ments and x-ray diffraction and differential thermal analy
~DTA! studies of compounds in the FexV12xS system with
0,x,0.5. The electronic structure of these compounds
analyzed.

1. STRUCTURAL DATA

Samples of the FexV12xS system were obtained by firin
a mixture of pure elements at 1200 K for three days in eva
ated quartz ampoules. The FexV12xS compositions prepare
by cation substitution of iron for vanadium are as follow
x50.01; 0.02; 0.05; 0.1; 0.2; 0.3; 0.4; 0.5.

X-ray diffraction analysis of the compounds obtained
isomorphic substitution V→Fe in the FexV12xS system with
0.1<x<0.5 showed them to be isostructural with V5S8 at
300 K.

This served as a starting point in finding the unit c
parameters of our samples. The determination was don
least-squares fitting of 15–30 unambiguously indexed
sufficiently intense reflections chosen throughout the diffr
tion pattern. The results of the determination are listed
Table I.

DTA curves of FexV12xS samples placed in evacuate
ampoules of a special shape were measured in a MOM d
1711063-7834/98/40(10)/3/$15.00
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vatograph with a rate of 10 K/min within the 300–1300
range. All compounds with 0,x<0.5 exhibited two revers-
ible and stable endothermal effects within the 800–900
interval, which were found earlier2 to exist in the vicinity of
the high-temperature M-I transition in vanadium monos
fide.

The crystal structures formed in the VS–V5S8 system are
based on the high-temperature NiAs hexagonal structure~B8
type!, which is characterized by the presence on the ca
sublattice of randomly distributed vacancies. As the sul
content progressively increases in going from VS to V5S8,
one observes an increase in the concentration of vacan
and in the extent of their ordering on the alternating cat
layers. The superstructure symmetry changes at 300 K f
orthorhombic (Pmcn-D2h

16) for VS to monoclinic
(F2/m-C2h

3 ) for V5S8.
5

According to the above x-ray diffraction data, progre
sive increase of iron concentration in the FexV12xS system
produced from VS brings about formation of a V5S8-type
monoclinic superstructure for 0.1<x<0.5, as this is ob-
served in the V12xS as well.

2. CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE OF THE MAGNETIC
AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

It should be pointed out that the V5S8 antiferromagnet
(TN530 K) exhibits metallic conduction, which can occu

TABLE I. Unit cell parameters of FexV12xS compounds.

Composition

Unit cell parameters, Å

b, °a b c

Fe0.1V0.9S 11.60 6.61 11.30 90.98
Fe0.2V0.8S 11.56 6.60 11.29 91.0
Fe0.3V0.7S 11.72 6.62 11.35 91.7
Fe0.4V0.6S 11.80 6.60 11.28 91.85
Fe0.5V0.5S 11.71 6.60 11.23 92.02
V5S8

6 11.396 6.645 11.293 91.45
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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with vanadium atoms of two types, namely, with localiz
and delocalized electrons. The magnetic order is here in
mediate between an itinerant antiferromagnet and an ant
romagnet with a localized magnetic moment.6 Besides, the
exciton-insulator model allowing formation of CDWs an
SDWs was used to consider compounds with interb
electron-hole pairing including the vanadium sulfides and
lenides VS, V3X4, V5X8~X5S, Se!.7

Figure 1 shows a concentration dependence of the m
netizations of FexV12xS samples with 0,x<0.5 ~curve1!
obtained at 300 K. The magnetization was measured o
magnetic balance at room temperature in a field of 13.0 k
One readily sees an increase in sample magnetization
increasing iron concentration up to 27.85 G•cm3/g for x
50.2. Subsequent increase of iron concentration in the
tem for x.0.2 results in a decrease of the magnetization
7.77 G•cm3/g for x50.4, to be followed by an increase ofs
to 9.91 G•cm3/g for x50.5.

Curve2 in Fig. 1 plots the concentration dependence
the average magnetic moment in units ofmB ~mB is the Bohr
magneton! calculated for the formula unit of FexV12xS. A
comparison of curves1 and 2 in Fig. 1 leads to the sam
conclusion for compounds withx.0.1. Besides, assumin
the magnetic state of the FexV12xS samples to be connecte
only with iron atoms, one has to analyze the concentra

FIG. 1. Concentration dependence of the magnetizations ~curve1! and of
the average magnetic momentn ~curve2! per formula unit for the FexV12xS
compounds (0,x<0.5) measured at 300 K.
r-
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dependence of the magnetic momentM per Fe atom in units
of mB . Reduction ofs ~in units of G•cm3/g! to M ~in units
of mB! showed that the maximum magnetic moment
2.06mB is observed in this case for thex50.2 composition,
with its subsequent decrease to 0.3mB with x increasing to
0.5.

Figure 2 shows the concentration dependence of
electrical resistivityr(x) of FexV12xS samples with 0,x
<0.5 measured at room temperature~curve 1! and liquid
nitrogen temperature~curve2!. The resistivity measurement
were made by the four-probe dc potentiometric meth
within the 80–300 K interval on parallelepiped-shap
samples annealed at 1000 K in evacuated quartz ampo
The resistivity is seen to increase steeply atx50.1, followed
by a decrease withx increasing to 0.5. Atx50.1, the value
of r300 K is 5031022 V•cm, and for x50.5 it is 5
31022 V•cm, so that the resistivity decreases by an or
of magnitude with increasing iron concentration compared
its value atx50.1.

3. ANALYSIS OF THE ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE OF THE
FeXV12XS SYSTEM

The analysis starts with the high-temperature hexago
a phase of VS, which can be successively distorted to ob
both theb VS and V5S8 structures. The diagram of one
electron levels of the V21(3d3) ion in the hexagonal phase i
shown in Fig. 3. Thea1 orbitals are directed along theC
axis, and theeg orbitals lie primarily in the hexagonal plane
where they overlap to a considerable extent with thep orbit-

FIG. 2. Concentration dependence of the electrical resistivityr(x) of
FexV12xS samples (0,x<0.5) measured at 300 K~curve 1! and 80 K
~curve2!.
FIG. 3. Diagram ofd levels in a crystal
field of uniaxially distorted cubic sym-
metry. The arrows identify the filling of
levels for~a! V21(d3) and~b! Fe21(d6).
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als of sulfur to form a partially filledeg band.8 The overlap
along theC axis creates the quasi-one-dimensionala1 band
possessing a nesting property, and it is this that account
the electronic transformations observed to occur with
creasing temperature or deviation from stoichiometry. T
pattern is supported by Fermi surface calculations9 which
revealed two nearly congruent pieces, an electronic on
the G point and a hole one at zone edge~the M point! with
a nesting vectorQ'G/2, whereG is the reciprocal lattice
vector. Theeg band plays the part of an electron reserv
and accounts for conduction in the exciton-insulator ph
~Fig. 4!.2

Because the structure existing for 0.1,x,0.5 in the
FexV12xS system was found to be close to V5S8, consider
the electronic structure of the latter in terms of the three-b
model of Fig. 4. All nonstoichiometric V12xS structures
form a VS through ordering of successive cation-vacan
layers, including V5S8, which has a superstructure withA
52a, B52b, andC52c. The cation vacancies affect mo
strongly the specifica1 band by breaking the quasi-one
dimensional chains and, to a lesser extent, the electron
ervoir, i.e., theeg band, because of the featureless chara
of its dispersion. NMR data suggest two types of electro
states for V5S8, localized and itinerant.6

Considered from a structural viewpoint, the FexV12xS
system has a common feature with V12xS in that the former
has impurity Fe atoms, and the latter, V vacancies. Our d
on the structural similarity between these two systems pe
a conjecture that Fe atoms order on successive cation pl
as the vanadium vacancies do. In electronic structure, h
ever, it should not be close to V5S8, because in place of th
vacancies it has thea6 states of Fe21 ~Fig. 3b!. The partially

FIG. 4. Electronic structure of VS in~a! hexagonala phase and~b! ortho-
rhombicb phase.
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filled a1 and eg orbitals of iron combine with the other or
bitals of V and S to form a band structure close toa VS ~at
high temperatures, in the praphase!. The partially filledeg

doublet of the Fe21 ion creates a localized magnetic mome
with spin S51. For smallx, where impurity Fe atoms may
be considered independent, this momentmFe52mB . A para-
magnetic metal with local magnetic impurities could be
suitable model to describe the electronic and magnetic
tems. Asx increases, however, interaction among the imp
rities ~both RKKY type and superexchange mediated by n
magnetic cations! will result in their magnetic ordering
Besides, an increase ofx entails also increasing overlap o
the Feeg wave functions, which will give rise to delocaliza
tion and reduce the magnetic moment. The increase in m
netization per cell observed by us to occur for smallx with a
peak atx50.2 corresponding tomFe'2mB can be assigned
apparently to the regime of local magnetic impurities. T
decrease of magnetization forx.0.2 can be associated wit
delocalization of the ironeg doublet. This pattern of the con
centration dependence of the magnetic properties corre
also qualitatively with the data on electrical conductivi
~Fig. 2!, which show the strongest localization of electrons
occur atx50.1.

To conclude, our combined structural, magnetic, a
electrical measurements have revealed the FexV12xS solid-
solution system with 0,x,0.5 to be structurally close to th
V5S8 superstructure. The concentration dependences of m
netization and resistivity exhibit sharp maxima atx;0.1.
The three-band exciton-insulator model provides a qual
tive explanation for the structural features and electro
properties.
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The anisotropy of a system of barium ferrite particles with an average diameter of 60 nm has
been studied. The effective anisotropy constant has been determined in the temperature
range from 4.2 K toTc by the law governing approach to saturation magnetization. The observed
deviation from the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant is explained as due to a negative
contribution of the ‘‘surface’’ anisotropy constant. An estimate is made of this contribution as a
function of particle size. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!02610-0#
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The hexagonal barium ferrite BaO•6Fe2O3 has a collin-
ear five-sublattice magnetic structure and uniaxial magn
crystalline anisotropy with an easy-magnetization axis pa
lel to the hexagonal axisc.

The magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy of a uniax
crystal can be written

Ea5K1 sin2 u1K2 sin4 u1..., ~1!

whereK1 andK2 are the anisotropy constants, andu is the
angle between the magnetic moment and the easy axis.
K1 constant of barium ferrite is positive and substantia
larger thanK2 .

Besides magnetocrystalline, two other types of magn
anisotropy can play a significant part in single-domain p
ticles, namely, the ‘‘surface’’ and shape anisotropies.

For the shape-anisotropy energy per unit volume one
write

Ea
sh5Ksh , ~2!

where the shape-anisotropy constantKsh for a uniaxial crys-
tal is NIsat

2 /2 ~hereI sat is the saturation magnetization, andN
is the demagnetizing factor equal to the difference betw
those along the axis,Ni , and perpendicular to it,N'!. For a
hexagonal platelet of barium hexaferrite approximated by
oblate ellipsoid with the minor axis coinciding with the he
agonal axisc

N~R!5Ni2N'52pH F 3R2

R221GF12
1

AR221

3arccosS 1

RD G21J , ~3!

whereR5d/h, d is the diameter of the particle, andh is its
thickness.1

The surface anisotropy originates from the presence
structurally defective open surface, whose effect is the str
ger the smaller is the particle. By the surface anisotropy
1711063-7834/98/40(10)/3/$15.00
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understands the magnetic anisotropy of a near-surface
of finite thickness.2 It can be characterized by a consta
Ksurf.

The effective anisotropy constant can be written as
sum of the above three contributions

Kef5K12Ksh1Ksurf

Vsurf

V
, ~4!

whereV is the particle volume, andVsurf is the volume of the
near-surface layer.

The constants of magnetocrystalline and shape ani
ropy for the particles under study have opposite signs,
sign of the surface-anisotropy constant and the magnitud
the corresponding contribution can be established only fr
an experimental study of the effective anisotropy.

This work reports an investigation of the magnetic a
isotropy of a system of nanocrystalline barium ferrite p
ticles with unsubstituted magnetic matrix.

The powder to be studied was prepared by a nontra
tional cryochemical technology.3

The starting ferrite-forming components were the wat
soluble compatible salts Fe~NO3!3•9H2O and Ba~NO3!2. A
complex-forming Cit-ion was used to stabilize the chemi
homogeneity of the nitrate system. The sublimed ferri
forming mixture was subjected to thermal treatment at a te
perature (T<800 °C) which is relatively low for the barium
ferrite but was found high enough to achieve practica
complete ferritization. The single-domain platelet-shap
particles thus obtained ranged in size from 20 to 160
~Fig. 1!. Mössbauer studies performed at 300 K did not
veal any impurity phases as well as any paramagnetic f
tion.

The effective magnetic-anisotropy constant was de
mined from the law governing approach to saturation m
netization in the form4

I ~H !5I sat~12A/H2B/H22...!. ~5!
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The A/H term accounts for the inhomogeneities whi
can interfere with magnetization processes. This study
not deal with this aspect.

CoefficientB in expansion~5! is associated with mag
netic anisotropy. For a uniaxial hexagonal crystal5

B5
4

15

Kef
2

I sat
. ~6!

Figure 2 displays magnetization curvess(H) for several
temperatures measured in a thermally demagnetized, c
packed powder sample, and the corresponding relationsDs
•H25 f (H) @Ds5ssat2s(H), ands is the specific magne
tization#. The rectilinear portionab of the Ds•H25 f (H)
relation adjoining saturation extrapolates to the vertical a
to give an intercept ofB•ssat. Note the pattern of the mag
netization curve, which is not characteristic of a macroobj
~a polycrystal or powder consisting of larger particles! and
manifests itself particularly clearly in theDs•H25 f (H) re-
lations. The linear portionab adjoining saturation is pre
ceded by a region with a distinct maximum, which flatte
out with increasing temperature to vanish at 694 K. The
served feature is apparently associated with the specific m
netization processes occurring in a system of ultrafine p
ticles.

Figure 3 compares the temperature dependence of
effective anisotropy constant of the powder under study w
the K1(T) relation6 for a polycrystal. Within the interva
from 4.2 K to Tc , Kef is seen to be smaller thanK1 . Esti-
mates showed that the shape-anisotropy contribution al
which is considered to be dominant, for instance, in Ref
cannot account for the difference observed in our case.
deed, at 300 K even for particles with the maximum valu
d/h54, Ksh520.33106 erg•cm23, which is only 10% of
K1 . One can thus conclude that surface anisotropy prov
a negative contribution toKef .

It was shown8 that the deviation from stoichiometry (n
Þ6) at the open surface of the basal plane of BaO•6Fe2O3

FIG. 1. Dependence of the surface-anisotropy contribution to the effec
constant on particle size at 300 K.
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microcrystals is less than 20%, and that the associated s
ture defects propagate in decreasing numbers into the ne
boring layers. The formation of a vacancy structure in t
near-surface region gives rise to a local rearrangemen
ions surrounding the Fe31 ions and, hence, to a lowering o
symmetry of the crystallographic sites they occupy. Acco
ingly, the single-ion contributions of Fe31 ions to magnetic
anisotropy should change.

As already pointed out, the magnitude of the effect
creases with decreasing particle size. Because in our pow
like in any real system, there is a distribution of particles
size, an estimate of the integrated contribution due to surf
anisotropy~17% of Kef at 300 K! does in no way reflect its
true significance. In connection with this, we calculated
dependence of the surface-anisotropy contribution toKef on
particle distribution in size. The field dependence of rem
nence was used to derive the particle distribution in effect

e

FIG. 2. Magnetization curves of nanocrystalline powder~experimental and
derived from the law governing approach to saturation!. T~K!: 1—4.2,
2—474,3—620,4—694.
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magnetic-anisotropy fields,Ha
ef , by the method developed i

Ref. 9~Fig. 4!. The upper limit of theHa
ef distribution relates

to the largest particles, for which the negative relative c
tributions of the shape and surface anisotropy are the sm
est. The lower limit corresponds to the smallest particlesd
;20 nm), which feel most strongly a structurally perturb
surface layer. The upper limit of theHa

ef distribution is over-
evaluated compared to the magnetocrystalline anisotr
field6 by 20% for 300 K, and by 10% for 600 K. The poss
bility of such a discrepancy was admitted in Ref. 10, wh
pointed out that calculation of a distribution in anisotro
fields by differentiating the field dependence of remane
yields only a first approximation. A comparison of the pa
ticle distributions in anisotropy fields and size permitted o
to calculateKsh as a function of particle size and, using E
~4!, to obtain the dependence of the surface-anisotropy c
tribution to Kef on particle size~Fig. 1!. As seen from the
figure, the contribution of surface anisotropy for particl
with d;20 nm at 300 K is about 60% of the magnetocry
talline anisotropy. This contribution decays slowly within th
40–160-nm interval by practically an order of magnitude

Because the thickness of the smallest particles in
system (d'20 nm) may be as small as a few~down to two!
lattice parametersc, one may safely assume that the disto
tion of the crystal lattice and perturbation of the magne
structure extend throughout the particle volume. In this c
Vsurf/V;1, and the surface-anisotropy contribution (21.9
3106 erg•cm23) is comparable to theKsurf constant. For the
largest particles (d'160 nm) the volume of the near-surfac
region is small compared to particle volume (Vsurf/V!1)
and, hence, the contribution of surface anisotropy toKef

tends to zero. For 600 K,Ksurf520.63106 erg•cm23,
which means that within the 300–600 K rangeKsurf, similar

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the anisotropy constants of barium
rite. 1—Kef(T), the nanocrystalline system under study;2—K1(T),
polycrystal.6
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to K1 , decreases by a factor three. This suggests that
surface and magnetocrystalline anisotropies have the s
nature, and that the variation of the surface-anisotropy c
tribution KsurfVsurf/V to Kef with particle size is determined
only by the variation of the fraction of the volume occupie
by the near-surface region.

To conclude, it has been established that surface an
ropy in the nanocrystalline barium-ferrite particle system u
der study provides a negative contribution to the effect
constant relative to the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, wh
correlates with the existence10 of a canted magnetic structur
in the near-surface layer. It has been shown that in a hig
anisotropic ferrite material the surface anisotropy is com
rable to the magnetocrystalline one only in the nanome
size range.
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Longitudinal complex magnetic susceptibility of superparamagnetic particles
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The dynamic susceptibility spectrum of single-domain particles with cubic anisotropy has been
calculated within the continuous diffusion model throughout the total range of anisotropy-
and damping-parameter variation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02710-5#
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Studies of thermal fluctuations and relaxation of mag
tization in single-domain particles are presently attract
considerable attention in connection with attempts to
prove the characteristics of magnetic carriers.1 To simplify
mathematic calculations, theoretical consideration of the
laxation processes deals usually with uniaxial, uniform
magnetized particles.2–5 Although using a uniaxial-
anisotropy potential simplifies considerably the analysis,
results obtained with this approach have only limit
applicability.6 For other types of anisotropy, such as cub
one uses either the discrete orientation approximation
asymptotic solutions for the diffusion model.6–9 Both these
approaches are, however, inapplicable to the most interes
case when the anisotropy energy is comparable to the t
mal energykT.

In the diffusion model, the dynamics of the magnetiz
tion vectorM (t) of a single-domain particle are similar t
the Brownian rotation of a macromolecule in a liquid and a
described by Gilbert’s equation9 with fluctuating field. For a
cubic-anisotropy potential of the type7,9

U

kT
5s~sin4 q sin2 2w1sin2 2q!, ~1!

wheres is a dimensionless anisotropy constant, andq andw
are the polar and azimuthal angles, respectively, the Gil
stochastic vector equation can be formally solved simila
the way this is done5,10 for uniaxial particles. This approac
reduces the problem to solving an infinite system of coup
equations for equilibrium correlation functionscn,m(t)
5^cosq(0)Yn,m(t)&0:

tN

d

dt
cn,m~ t !5 (

s521

1

(
r 524

4

dnmrscn1r ,m14s~ t !, ~2!

where tN is the characteristic thermal-fluctuation time11

Yn,m are spherical harmonics,12 and the angular brackets^&0

denote the equilibrium mean~the coefficientsdnmrs depend
on the anisotropy parameters and damping parametera and
can be found in Ref. 11!. Unfortunately, the methods usual
employed to solve coupled equations~2! in the weak-
damping case (a,0.1) characteristic of single-domai
particles6 are hardly applicable here, because one would h
1721063-7834/98/40(10)/2/$15.00
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to deal in the calculations with of the order of 104 equations
or even more. For this reason no calculation and analysi
the dynamic susceptibility spectrum for the case of cu
anisotropy has been carried out within the diffusion mo
up to now. The problem allows, however, considerable s
plification if one uses matrix-continuous fractions.10,13

Equation~2! can be reduced by Laplace transform to
matrix recurrence equation

Qn
2C̃n21~s!1@Qn2IstN#C̃n~s!1Qn

1C̃n11~s!

1tNCn~0!50, n51,2,3..., ~3!

whereI is the identity matrix, the tilde denotes the Lapla
transform, and

C̃n~s!5S c̃4n~s!

c̃4n21~s!

c̃4n22~s!

c̃4n23~s!

D ,

c̃4n2 i~s!5S c̃4n2 i ,24~n211d i0!~s!

c̃4n21i ,24~n221d i0!~s!

A
c̃4n2 i ,4~n211d i0!~s!

D , i 50,1,2,3.

Vector C̃n(s) contains 8n22 elements, andC̃0(s)50. The
dimensions of theQn , Qn

1 , and Qn
2 matrices are, respec

tively, (8n22)3(8n22), (8n22)3(8n16), and (8n
22)3(8n210). An exception isQ1

2 , which degenerates
into a six-dimensional vector. Each of theQn , Qn

1 , andQn
2

matrices consists, in its turn, of 16 submatrices, part of wh
has a tridiagonal form, and some ofQn

1 and Qn
2 are null

submatrices.
Using the general method13 for solving matrix recur-

rence equations of type~3!, we obtain an exact solution fo
C̃1(s):

C̃1~s!5tN@tNsI2Q12Q1
1S2~s!#21H C1~0!

1 (
n52

` F )
k52

n

Qk21
1 Sk~s!~Qk

2!21GCn~0!J , ~4!
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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where the matrix-continuous fractionSn(s) is defined by

Sn~s!5@stNI2Qn1Qn
1Sn11~s!#21Qn

2 ,

@Cn(0) in Eq. ~4! can also be expressed12 throughSn(0)#.
Figures 1 and 2 display spectra of the imaginary p

x i9(v) of the complex susceptibility

x i~v!5x i8~v!2 ix i9~v!5x i$12 iv c̃1,0~ iv!/c1,0~0!%,
~5!

FIG. 1. log10(x i9) plottedvs log10(vtN) for s510 and various values of the
damping parametera: ~1! a→`, ~2! 1, ~3! 0.1, and~4! 0.01.

FIG. 2. log10(x i9) plotted vs log10(vtN) for a50.1 and various values o
the anisotropy parameters: ~1! 0, ~2! 1, ~3! 5, and~4! 10.
rt

~x i is the static susceptibility! calculated from Eqs.~4! and
~5! for various values of parameterss anda. Two peaks are
seen in the loss spectrum. The first, low-frequency peak
pears at frequencies of the order of the mean reorienta
frequency of the particle magnetization vectorM .9 The po-
sition of the maximum and the halfwidth of this low
frequency band are dominated by the lowest-frequency
laxation mode, which is characterized by the small
eigenvaluel1 of the Focker-Planck equation for the dens
of probability of the distributionW($M%,t) of magnetization
M .9 Taken in the low-temperature limit (usu@1), our calcu-
lations are in full agreement with asymptotic estimates ofl1

for both strong7,9 (a>1) and weak6 (a<0.01) damping.
The second, substantially weaker peak is due to the co
bution of transverse and longitudinal high-frequency
trawell modes. In contrast to uniaxial particles, however,
the case of cubic anisotropyx i(v) depends strongly ona
due to the coupling between the longitudinal and transve
modes.

These results will be discussed in more detail in a se
rate publication.
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Natural ferromagnetic resonance in the disordered alloy Pd 2AuFe
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A contribution to electromagnetic power losses, additional to the losses due to eddy currents
and exhibiting a resonance frequency dependence with the main maximum near 1 GHz, has been
observed for the ferromagnetic alloy Pd2AuFe in the frequency range 0.9 MHz–10 GHz in
the absence of an external constant magnetic field. Investigations performed in a dc magnetic field
show that this effect is a natural ferromagnetic resonance due to intradomain magnetization
precession in the effective magnetic-anisotropy field. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02810-X#
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1. Ferromagnetic resonance~FMR! is ordinarily investi-
gated at a fixed frequencyn of the electromagnetic field, by
varying the magnitude of the external dc magnetic fi
Hdc .1,2 Together with induced FMR of this kind, a so-calle
natural ferromagnetic resonance~NFR! is also distinguished
The latter is observed forHdc50 in the form of a resonanc
frequency dependence of electromagnetic power absorp
as n tends to the frequency of uniform precession of t
magnetization of the ferromagnet in an external effect
magnetic-anisotropy fieldHa .3,4

NFR was first studied, as a phenomenon due to magn
anisotropy, by Landau and Lifshitz in 1935 for plastica
deformed nickel.5 It has now been investigated in detail e
perimentally in ferromagnets with a low current-carrier de
sity — ferrites~see, for example, Refs. 3, 4, and 6!, where
this effect is ordinarily observed in the microwave range 1
MHz–100 GHz3,4 in the form of the frequency dispersion o
the complex magnetic susceptibilitym82 i •m9.

At the same time, according to the best known revie
and monographs~see, for example, Refs. 1–3 and 6–9!,
where questions concerning ferromagnetic resonance
considered, NFR has still not been observed in metallic
romagnets. Investigations of the frequency dependence
the effective magnetic permeabilitiesmR5(m821m92)1/2

1m9 and mL5(m821m92)1/22m9, performed withHdc50
back in the first half of the 20th century, for the classic
ferromagnetic metals — iron and nickel — demonstrate10 a
continuous decrease of these quantities frommR , mL;50
2100 atn'100 MHz tomR , mL;125 atn'10 GHz. The
resonance features in the frequency dependences ofmR and
mL have not been observed10 either for iron or nickel, though
simple estimates of the fieldHa

3 which is due to the magne
tocrystalline anisotropy show that for these metals the E
should occur in the frequency range 100 MHz–10 GHz.1!

To explain the continuous decrease of the effective m
netic permeabilities observed in the case of iron and nic
with increasing frequency frommR , mL;ma (ma — initial
1721063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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magnetic permeability! to several units, Kittel proposed
model10 which employs the specific nature of the interacti
of metals with an external electromagnetic field~existence of
a thin skin layerd) and explains the experimental results f
Fe and Ni quite well. The essential feature of this mode
that the processes causing the displacement of domain w
and making the main contribution toma in weak fields be-
come ineffective when the skin layer depth~which decreases
with increasing frequency! becomes less than the sizes of t
ferromagnetic domains.

Despite the fact that the absence of NFR for iron a
nickel has been noted in works in the last 40 to 50 years,
experimental fact has not been convincingly explained eit
then6,10 or now. It is possible that the lack of understandi
of the reasons for the absence of NFR in the spectra of
and nickel, together with certain methodological difficulti
in measuring the frequency dependences of electromagn
power absorption in metals in a wide range of microwa
frequencies, are the reasons why NFR has not been obse
in metallic ferromagnets to date.

2. It is known that the intensity of electromagnetic loss
in metals is determined by the real part of the surface imp
ance Rs .12 In the present work, to observe NFR the fr
quency dependence ofRs was investigated in detail for a
metallic ferromagnet — the atomically disordered all
Pd2AuFe — in two frequency ranges — 0.9–120 MHz an
2.26–9.40 GHz. The measurements were performed in
absence of a constant magnetic field, at room tempera
(T;295 K), on cylindrical samples with heighth'0.25 cm
and diameterd'0.275 cm.

According to x-ray crystallographic analysis, the diso
dered alloy Pd2AuFe possesses a fcc structure in which
oms of different kind are randomly distributed over the cry
tal lattice sites13 and exhibits a temperature-dependence
the resistivityr that is typical for metals.14 The choice of this
particular alloy as the object for investigation was ma
3 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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for the following reasons: 1! The Curie temperature of th
disordered Pd2AuFe alloy is Tc5460 K and, therefore, a
room temperature, the alloy is in a ferromagnetic state; 2! a
quite high~for metals! resistivityr50.83mV•m is observed
at T;295 K, ensuring the required measurement accur
~the measured values are proportional toAr); and, 3! in
contrast to iron and nickel, the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe is
characterized by a quite low initial magnetic permeabil
(ma'4.5). The latter circumstance leads to the expecta
that NFR will be masked to a lesser degree~than, possibly, in
the case of iron and nickel! by a strong change in the mag
netic permeability due to the ‘‘Kittel’’ mechanism.10 More-
over, using the disordered Pd2AuFe as the experimental fer
romagnetic metal makes it possible to exclude quite sim
possible effects due to extraneous factors, which are no
sociated with the magnetic state of this alloy, on the m
sured value ofRs , such as the state of the surface of t
sample~quality of mechanical working, impurity consistin
of parasitic phases! and instrumental errors.

It is well known that when the degree of atomic order
the initially disordered alloy Pd2AuFe changes, the magnet
properties of the alloy also change. Specifically, for lo
temperature (T5270 K! annealing timestann>15 min the
sample is no longer magnetically ordered at roo
temperature.15 For this reason, in the present work we al
investigated the frequency dependences ofRs for three par-
tially ordered alloys withtann515 min, 30 min, and 5 h,
which, on the one hand, have the same surface state a
disordered alloy and, on the other, are paramagnets at r
temperature and therefore should not exhibit any feature
the high-frequency response that are associated with the
viation of the magnetic permeability from 1.

The method used to prepare the alloys is described
detail in Ref. 16. The initial disordered state of the expe
mental cylindrical samples was obtained by cold plastic
formation~rolling, drawing!. The degree of deformation wa
inadequate to produce an amorphous state. According t
ray crystallographic data, the increase in the dislocation d
sity accompanying plastic deformation resulted only in a r
dom redistribution of atoms of different kinds over the sit
of the fcc lattice.13

To measureRs in the frequency range 0.9–120 MH
cylindrical samples with the dimensions indicated abo
were placed in the coil of an oscillatory circuit and, for me
surements in the frequency range 2.26–9.40 GHz,
samples were placed at the antinodes of the magnetic
inside cylindrical resonators excited onTE01p oscillations. In
both cases the surface resistance was determined from
change appearing in the width of the transmission band w
a copper sample~with the same shape and size as the exp
mental sample! is replaced by the experimental sample
side the resonator or coil, according to equation17

Rs5Rs
Cu1

G

2S
~D f 5D f Cu!, ~1!

whereD f andD f Cu are the widths of the transmission ban
of the resonator or coil, respectively, with the experimen
and copper samples;S is the surface area of the sample;Rs

Cu
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is the surface resistance of copper; and,G is a geometric
factor ~a formula forG is presented in Ref. 17!. In the region
where the samples are inserted the amplitude of the ac m
netic field wasH0<0.5 Oe.

3. It is well known12 that in the most general case th
complex surface impedanceZs of a homogeneous and iso
tropic conductor is a function of its relative magnetic perm
ability m and permittivity« ~here and below all relations ar
written in the international system of units SI, the compl
temporal factor is taken in the formeivt)

Zs5Rs1 iZs5Am0m

«0«
, ~2!

wherem0 is the magnetic permeability and«0 the permittiv-
ity of vacuum. It follows from Eq.~2! that, specifically, the
surface impedance of a nonmagnetic (m>1) conductor un-
der normal skin effect conditions («52 is/v«0, wheres is
the dc conductivity andv 52pn) is determined by the re
lation

Rs5Xs5Avm0

2s
. ~3!

Figure 1 shows for the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe the
frequency dependence of the quantityr 5 (Rs /Avm0/2s) —
the ratio of the measured surface resistance to the resist
calculated according to Eq.~3! using the static dc resistivity
(r5s21), i.e., actually the ratio of the total electromagne
power absorbed in the alloy to the eddy-current losses.

Despite the lack of data in the frequency interval fro
n'150 MHz ton'2 GHz ~at present this range is inacce
sible to us for measurements!, one can see that the disordere
alloy Pd2AuFe in the ferromagnetic state in the frequen
range fromn'1 MHz to n'10 GHz has, besides eddy
current losses, an additional contribution to electromagn
power absorption that exhibits a resonance frequency de
dence. Besides the main maximum atn0'1 GHz the
frequency dependencer (n) for this alloy contains a less

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence ofr 5Rs /Avm0/2s at T5295 K andHdc

50. 1 — Disordered alloy Pd2AuFe, 2 — alloy Pd2AuFe annealed for 5 h
at T5720 K. The solid line corresponds tor 51. The dashed line shows th
frequency dependence of the effective magnetic permeabilitymR5(m82

1m92)1/21m9 for the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe.
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pronounced additional maximum atn1'25 MHz and non-
monotonic behavior in the form of a ‘‘step’’ in the regio
1–5 MHz. The effective magnetic permeabilitymR , which is
often employed as a parameter characterizing the elec
magnetic power absorption in a ferromagnetic metal, is
lated with r as follows:

mR5~m821m92!1/21m95r 2. ~4!

Therefore the frequency dependence ofmR retains all the
main features ofr (n) ~Fig. 1!.

Figure 1 also displays the frequency dependencer (n)
for the alloy Pd2AuFe annealed atT5720 K for 5 h (r
52.25 mV•m). One can see that, within the limits of th
experimental error, the relationr 51 holds for this alloy at
all frequencies investigated, as should be the case for a
magnetic (m>1) conductor under normal skin effect cond
tions. The relation~3! for Rs also holds in the case of tw
other partially ordered alloys withtann515 min and 30 min
in the experimental frequency range. The absence of feat
in the frequency dependencesr (n) for partially ordered al-
loys Pd2AuFe shows that the frequency dependencer (n)
observed for the maximally disordered sample is not due
factors such as experimental error, the quality of the m
chanical working, and impurity inclusions in the surface
the sample.

Since the measurements were performed at a temp
ture below Tc for the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe, the ob-
served resonance frequency dependence ofr ~essentially, the
electromagnetic power losses! can be attributed to the fre
quency dispersion of the complex magnetic permeability
this alloy. It is well known from investigations of the mag
netic spectra of ferrites~see, for example, Ref. 4! that in the
experimental frequency range the resonance dependen
the electromagnetic power absorption in the ferromagne
the absence of a dc external magnetic field can be due to
factors: 1! oscillations of the walls of ferromagnetic domain
and 2! the natural ferromagnetic resonance.

To determine which of these two mechanisms is resp
sible for the appearance of the resonance in electromag
power absorption atn0'1 GHz for the disordered alloy
Pd2AuFe, we performed measurements ofRs of this alloy as
a function of the dc magnetic field at five frequencies in
interval 2.26–9.40 GHz (Hdc was directed perpendicula
to the axis of the cylindrical sample!. The results of these
measurements are displayed in Figure 2 in the form of
frequency dependences of the ratioRs /Avm0/2s at fixed
values ofHdc .

As follows from the results presented in Fig. 2, an e
ternal magnetic field shifts the resonance, which exists e
at Hdc50, to higher frequencies. The linear growth of t
resonance frequencynH in a dc magnetic field with increas
ing Hdc ~Fig. 3! agrees well with what should be observed
the case of magnetization precession in a dc magnetic
such thatHa!Hdc ,2 since the effect of the demagnetizin
fields for samples of the shape employed is small.2! More-
over, the preservation of the resonance peak asHdc→Hs

(Hs53.5 kOe — saturation field for the disordered allo
Pd2AuFe at T5295 K! rules out a possible origin of th
o-
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resonance in absorption (n0'1 GHz! with Hdc50 on ac-
count of oscillations of the domain walls.

The magnetomechanical ratiog and, correspondingly
the spectroscopic splitting factorg for the disordered alloy
Pd2AuFe can be determined2 from the slope of the curve o
nH versusHdc , presented in Fig. 3:g5(2.4260.33)3107

G21
•s21 and g52.7560.37. The anisotropy field can als

be estimated asHa52pn0g21'260 Oe. Since the experi
mental samples were polycrystalline,Ha is the value ob-
tained by averaging over directions.

An additional argument in favor of the fact that the o
cillations of domain walls cannot lead to the appearance
the main resonance peak (n0'1 GHz! in the dependence
r (n) with Hdc50 are simple estimates of the parameters
the domain structure for the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe. It is
known3 that the characteristic frequencynDB of oscillations
of domain walls appears in the relation

2pnDBAma5aAd

D
gI s , ~5!

FIG. 2. Frequency dependence ofr 5Rs /Avm0/2s for the disordered alloy
Pd2AuFe atT5295 K. Hdc50 ~1!, 0.5 ~2!, 1.0 ~3!, 1.5 ~4!, 2.0 ~5!, and
3.5 kOe~6!.

FIG. 3. Resonance frequencynH in the absorption of electromagnetic powe
versus the external dc magnetic fieldHdc for the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe
at T5295 K.
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where the dimensionless factora;1; ma is the ‘‘quasi-
static’’ initial ~small field amplitudes! magnetic permeabil-
ity; d is the thickness of the domain wall;D is the character-
istic size of a domain;g is the magnetomechanical ratio; an
I s is the saturation magnetization. If in Eq.~5! n0'1 GHz is
substituted fornDB and the values presented above forg, a,
and the corresponding parameters for the disordered a
Pd2AuFe: I s(T5295 K)5345 G ~Ref. 16! andma54.5 are
substituted, then the ratiod/D52.76. This is a physically
meaningless result, since forHaÞ0 the thickness of a do
main wall cannot exceed the characteristic size of
domain.3,7 Apparently, oscillations of domain walls lead t
the appearance of an additional maximum in the depende
r (n) at n1'25 MHz ~Fig. 1!. Substitutingn1'25 MHz for
nDB and substituting the remaining parameters presen
above into Eq.~5! gives d/D51.6831023, which is a rea-
sonable value.

The results of measuring the frequency dependence
Rs in a dc magnetic field confirm the magnetic origin of t
resonance absorption of electromagnetic power in the di
dered alloy Pd2AuFe with Hdc50 and give grounds for as
serting that the observed effect is indeed NFR due to
existence of an internal effective-magnetic-anisotropy fi
Ha in this ferromagnetic metal.

It should be noted that, when a defective layer with ma
netic properties different from the properties in the interior
present on the surface of a metal, additional nonuniform
of the magnetic moment~spatial dispersion of the magnet
susceptibility! and, therefore, a special anisotropy of the s
face layer that can have a strong influence on the ferrom
netic resonance spectra may appear.9,19,20 The effect of the
anisotropy of a surface layer on ferromagnetic resonanc
strongest when the thickness of the defect layer, which
pends on the method used to prepare the sample, is o
order of the depth of the skin layer~see, for example, Ref
21!. To determine the possible influence of such an anis
ropy on the NFR spectra in our case, we removed by e
tropolishing the most strongly deformed,'25 mm thick part
of the surface of the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe. This is ob-
viously greater than the skin layer depth of the alloy in t
frequency range 2.26–9.40 GHz, and the volume of mate
removed by electropolishing equals 2% of the total volu
of the sample. Measurements ofRs of the electropolished
alloy at several frequencies in the range 2.26–9.40 G
showed that the removal of a surface layer of the thickn
indicated does not cause the effect to vanish nor does it
preciably decrease its magnitude. Hence it can be conclu
that the influence of a defective surface layer on the N
spectrum in the disordered alloy Pd2AuFe is negligible.

The bulk magnetic anisotropy in the disordered all
Pd2AuFe, from our viewpoint, could be due to two factor
1! the existence of unique directions along which the ato
in the nearest-neighbor environment of one another bec
ordered~this form of anisotropy, which is the analog of ma
netocrystalline anisotropy in crystalline ferromagnets, ev
occurs in amorphous ferromagnets22! and 2! induction of
magnetic anisotropy by plastic deformation during the pre
ration of the disordered alloy. Additional investigations a
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required to determine the specific type of bulk magnetic
isotropy responsible for the NFR in the disordered Pd2AuFe.

In summary, a natural ferromagnetic resonance in a m
tallic ferromagnet was observed in the present work for
first time. This was accomplished by means of a succes
choice of sample~disordered Pd2AuFe alloy), which at
room temperature (T;295 K ,Tc) has values ofr, ma , Hs

and Ha that make it possible to observe the anomalous
havior of Rs(n) in a frequency range convenient for me
surements under conditions in which the influence of
‘‘Kittel mechanism’’ is weak.10 The NFR is manifested ex
perimentally as a resonance frequency-dependence of th
tio of the measured surface resistance to the computed v
A(vm0/2s), which contains a contribution toRs only from
eddy currents and does not take into account magn
losses. It would be of interest to perform simultaneous m
surements of the frequency dependences of bothRs and the
imaginary partXs of the surface impedance, since such
vestigations would make it possible to establish the form
the frequency dependences ofm8 andm9 for a ferromagnetic
metal near the NFR.

We are grateful to V. P. Dyakina, E. G. Gerasimov, a
A. V. Korolev for assisting in the measurements.

These investigations were made possible by the pa
support of the International Science Fund~Grant N
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a!E-Mail: lowtemp@ifm.e-burg.su
1!For iron at room temperatureHa5(2K1 /I s) 5553 Oe, whilenp5(g
•Ha/2p) 50.633109 s21. Here the cubic anisotropy constantK154.72
3105 ergs/cm3;3 the saturation magnetizationI s51707 G.11 The corre-
sponding estimates for nickel with parameters taken from the same sou
give Ha5157 Oe, whilenp54.873108 s21.

2!For the case at hand, where the coordinatez axis is also the axis of the
cylindrical sample, calculations using the geometric dimensions of
sample give18 Nx5Ny'0.3 andNz'0.35. Hence it follows that the influ-
ence of the demagnetizing fieldsHdem<(Nz2Nx)•I s'17.25 Oe!1 kOe
<Hdc on the value ofnH is negligibly small compared withHdc and can
be neglected~just as for a spherical sample!.
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Effect of electric field on neutron scattering in lead magnoniobate
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The temperature dependence of the intensity of the Bragg and the transverse component of quasi-
elastic neutron scattering from the single-crystal model relaxor PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 ~PMN! has
been studied for various applied electric fields. It is shown that application of a fieldE.Eth

'1.6 kV/cm increases the elastic scattering intensity and reduces the intensity of the
transverse diffuse-scattering component and that, below 230 K and forE.6 kV/cm, the elastic-
scattering intensity saturates while the temperature-dependent part of the transverse diffuse-
scattering component becomes practically suppressed. The measured temperature and field
dependences of the intensity of type (h00) and (hh0) Bragg reflections provide supportive
evidence both for the presence of considerable lead-ion displacements relative to the ideal
perovskite sites and for the existence in strong electric fields of an induced transition to
the ferroelectric phase below 250 K. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!02910-4#
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Disordered perovskite-like compounds exhibiting a d
fuse phase transition~relaxors! have been attracting consid
erable attention and are of interest not only from the sta
point of basic science but also because they possess un
physical properties and, hence, have a promising techno
cal potential. The lead magnoniobate PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3

~PMN! may be considered as a model crystal to study re
ors. In PMN, the nonisovalent ions Mg21 and Nb51 are dis-
tributed in crystallographically equivalent positions on theB
sublattice at the center of the oxygen tetrahedron with pr
abilities of 1/3 and 2/3, respectively, while theA sublattice
sites at the corners of the cubic cell are occupied by the P21

ions. One could expect such a random charge distributio
produce local electric fields distributed randomly both
magnitude and direction, as well as to result in a rand
pattern of interaction among the generated dipole mome
While there is presently a wealth of experimental mate
obtained in investigation of this and other similar com
pounds, the microscopic nature of the low-temperature ph
remains a subject of heated discussion. One has recently
ceeded in describing some of the observed features, suc
the frequency behavior of the temperature and amplitud
the dielectric permittivity maximum,1 the logarithmic char-
acter of dispersion of« below the temperature of th
maximum,1,2 and acoustic anomalies3 in terms of the
model3,4 of a phase transition~PT! to a dipole-glass-type
state. It was shown~see, e.g., Refs. 4–9! that the observed
features in the macroscopic behavior of PMN in dc elec
fields depend on the actual regime of electric field appli
tion to the sample, the magnitude of this field, and
sample prehistory, which also is in overall agreement w
the glass-like PT model. This is why studies of the chan
in the pattern of x-ray and neutron scattering from sing
1721063-7834/98/40(10)/6/$15.00
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crystal PMN as a function of the magnitude and regimes
application of the electric field to a sample are of unqu
tionable interest, because it is these studies that may pro
an insight into the processes occurring in a sample on
microscopic scale. It is this problem that is considered in
present work, which is a continuation of our previo
investigations4,9–11of neutron scattering from disordered o
jects.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The study was carried out on two PMN single crysta
with the first being a parallelepiped measuring 333.7
310 mm, and the second, a 2.2-mm thick, 1237-mm
plane-parallel plate. The quality of the single crystals w
established from rocking-curve measurements on ag diffrac-
tometer, with the width of the curve being about 18. In mea-
surements performed in an electric field, vectorE was close
in direction to the@110# crystal axis. The studies were mad
on a triple-axis neutron spectrometer Neutron-3 at
WWR-M reactor~PNPI, Gatchina! and on a neutron time-of
flight diffractometer DN-2 at the IBR-2 pulsed reactor~LNF
JINR, Dubna!. In both cases, the crystal was mounted w
the @11̄0# axis pointing vertically up. The incident-neutro
wavelength in Neutron-3 wasl51.28 Å, the functions of
monochromator and analyzer being served by copper si
crystals reflecting from the~111! planes. The reciproca
space was scanned in longitudinal and transverse direct
with respect to the reciprocal-lattice vectort. The data treat-
ment method used is described in detail elsewhere,10 the
background was assumed to be linear and was derived f
the wings of the experimental Bragg- and diffuse-scatter
distributions. The graphs referred to subsequently are sh
with the background subtracted. The DN-2 diffractome
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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measurements made use of a position-sensitive detector,
permitting one to obtain simultaneously two-dimension
neutron-scattering intensity distributions in the vicinity
several reciprocal-lattice points of the same family. The st
ies were carried out within the temperature interval from 3
to 90 K ~with the temperature determined to not worse th
1 K!, the electric field was applied at room temperature, a
the subsequent cooling and measurements were made in
field ~an analog of the field-cooled regime employed in sp
glass investigations!. After each cooling run, the crystal wa
heated in zero field to a temperature of'360 K, at which it
was held up for about 1.5 h. The recovery to the initial st
was judged from the Bragg reflection intensities.

2. MEASUREMENTS IN ZERO ELECTRIC FIELD

Neutron-scattering measurements in the vicinity of va
ous reciprocal-lattice points revealed the existence of qu
elastic scattering of two types. Near (2h2k2l )-type points
@for instance,~200! and ~400!# the scattering intensity in
creased weakly with temperature, and the isointensive c
tours were found to be extended along the reciprocal-lat
vector. The pattern of scattering near (2h11 2k11 2l )-type
points had a radically different pattern, namely, its intens
grew rapidly with decreasing temperature~Fig. 1!, and the
isointensive diffuse-scattering contours were extended
pendicular to the scattering vectort, in other words, the
temperature-dependent part of scattering had a clearly
nounced transverse character.12 It should also be pointed ou

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of quasi-elastic scattering intensity
the reciprocal-lattice point~330! for q: 1—0.1a* , 2—0.04a* , 3—0.03a* ,
and4—0.02a* .
us
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that the isointensive contours for this scattering approac
in shape the lemniscate-like curves predicted by theory13 for
scattering from critical ferroelectric fluctuations. Treatme
of the data obtained both in this experiment and in ear
studies showed that the intensity of this scattering can
well fitted by the relation of Ornstein-ZernikeI (q)}1/(q2

1¸2), where¸51/R is the reciprocal correlation radius, an
q is the reduced wave vector. Forq@¸, theI (q) dependence
approximates closely to a power-law relationq2a with a
52; thus in contrast to our earlier synchrotron study11 we
have not been able to reveal in the neutron experiment
deviation of the line shape from Lorentzian; this can pro
ably be attributed to the insufficiently high resolution, whic
brings about an apparent lowering of the power in theI (q)
relation as a result of convolution with the instrument r
sponse function.

Thus the temperature dependence of the intensity of
observed diffuse scattering, the shape of the isointen
curves, and the character of the inverse correlation radiu¸
as a function of temperature permit a conclusion that t
phenomenon originates from scattering from ferroelec
fluctuations and that, while the ‘‘density’’ of these fluctu
tions increases with decreasing temperature, no PT to an
dered state takes place. The first type of scattering, whic
most clearly pronounced near (2h2k2l )-type points where
critical scattering is strongly suppressed, is apparently Hu

ear
FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of Bragg scattering intensity
(hh0)-type reflections in zero electric field~open circles! and in a 6-kV/cm
field ~filled circles!. Solid line—variation of scattering intensity in zero field
dotted line—variation~increment! of scattering intensity under applicatio
of a 6-kV/cm electric field.
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scattering from microscopic elastic lattice strains.
The temperature dependence of the Bragg scattering

tensity was studied on the DN-2 diffractometer. The te
perature dependence of the intensities of (hh0)-type reflec-
tions is plotted in Fig. 2~open circles! after subtraction of the
diffuse-scattering contribution, and one readily sees that
intensities grow weakly and monotonically with decreas
temperature. This growth is accounted for by the variation
the Debye-Waller factor with decreasing temperature an
qualitatively in accord with x-ray scattering data14. The ex-
perimental points can be well fitted in this case by a lin
relation.

3. MEASUREMENT OF THE BRAGG AND DIFFUSE
SCATTERING IN AN ELECTRIC FIELD

Figure 3 shows the behavior of the Bragg scattering
tensity at the~330! reciprocal-lattice point and of the diffus
scattering intensity in the vicinity of this point~for q
50.025a* and 0.035a* , wherea* is the reciprocal-lattice
parameter! as functions of applied electric field for two tem
peratures, 260~a! and 180 K ~b!. These temperatures lie
accordingly, above and below the splittings in the tempe
ture dependences of Bragg and diffuse scattering inten
observed by us earlier4 in FC and ZFC~zero-field cooling!
regimes. The values ofq* were taken greater than 0.02a* ,
because, as follows from experimental data, Bragg scatte
practically does not contribute to the diffuse process at th

FIG. 3. Intensity of~1! Bragg and~2! diffuse scattering@for q50.025a* ~2!
and 0.035a* ~3!# vs applied field at 260 K~a! and 180 K~b! for the ~330!
point.
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values ofq, and our inelastic-scattering measurements es
lished that the high resolution obtained when adjusting
instrument to thev50 energy makes the contribution due
inelastic scattering from transverse acoustic phonons ne
gible. As evident from Fig. 3, an increase of the applied fie
gives rise to a growth of Bragg scattering, and simul
neously to suppression of a part of the observed diffuse s
tering. Both effects are seen particularly well below t
splitting-point temperature~see Fig. 3b!. Note also that the
diffuse-scattering intensityvs field plot obtained at 180 K
shows a threshold behavior starting withEth'1.6 kV/cm ~if
reduced to the@111# direction!. For higher applied fields
('6.5 kV/cm) the experimentally observed intensity dist
bution changes noticeably its pattern~Fig. 4!. Below the
splitting point of the FC and ZFC curves the Bragg intens
saturates, the transverse diffuse-scattering intensity decre
substantially to the extent where one can no longer desc
the observed scattering-curve shape by a Lorentzian, and
q@¸ the I (q) relation approximates to a power lawq2a

with a'1.5. Thus application of an electric field changes t
parameter a from two for E50 to a51.5 for E
56.5 kV/cm ~Fig. 5!, and the intensity of the remainin
component depends onq while being practically indepen
dent of the temperature and field. This value of parametea
observed in strong electric fields appears strange and is
parently associated with the above-mentioned underest
tion of the exponent in theI (q) relation obtained in the neu
tron experiment. As for the physical nature of the remain
diffuse scattering, one could suggest several poss
sources, first, not fully suppressed critical fluctuations a
second, scattering from domain walls, because the appea
ferroelectric state was shown15 not to be single-domain. Ob
viously enough, the question of the type of function th
could be used to describe superposition of these var
types of scattering is a fairly complex theoretical proble
which requires further investigation.

We also measured the temperature dependence of

FIG. 4. q dependence of the scattering intensity observed near the~110!
Bragg reflection at 210 K.E(kV/cm): 1—0, 2—6.5.
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intensity of the transverse diffuse-scattering componen
strong electric fields. Figure 6 presents two series of m
surements made on the Neutron-3~filled circles! and time-
of-flight DN-2 diffractometer~open circles! for several val-
ues of reduced wave vectorq in the vicinity of the ~330!
reciprocal-lattice point. As seen from the figure, the d
agree forq50.05a* and 0.03a* , and the slight discrepanc
at q50.02a* can be assigned to the fact that this value oq

FIG. 5. Diffuse scattering intensity vs reduced wave vector in the vicinity
the ~110! reciprocal lattice point measured at 210 K.E(kV/cm): 0 ~filled
circles! and 6.5~open circles!.

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of diffuse scattering intensity nea
~330! point in an electric field of 6 kV/cm forq: ~a! 0.05a* , ~b! 0.03a* , and
~c! 0.02a* .
in
a-

a

lies practically at the limit of DN-2 resolution. For allq one
clearly observes a maximum, and its position shifts tow
lower temperatures with decreasingq. This behavior of
I QES(q) indicates that the first to freeze out under field co
ing are small clusters, and that the larger is a cluster,
lower is its freeze-out temperature.

Consider now possible reasons for the experiment
observed growth in the Bragg scattering intensity. One m
conjecture that this growth is connected with a change
extinction caused by a rearrangement of the mosaic cry
structure under a strong applied electric field. The simp
way of testing this assumption lies in studying the behav
of Bragg reflection intensity as a function of incident neutr
wavelength. With this purpose in mind, a special experim
was performed on the DN-2 diffractometer to measure
behavior of the intensities of type (hh0) and (h00) Bragg
reflections on the 333.7310-mm crystal atE50 and 6 kV/
cm. The use of the time-of-flight technique permitted one
this case to measure the intensities of the correspon
Bragg-family reflections at various incident-neutron wav
lengths in the same geometry and at the same angle 2u @in
our experiment, the angle 2u was 118° for type (h00), and
about 160° for type (hh0) reflections#.

Table I presents integrated Bragg intensities obtaine
190 K in a field of 6 kV/cm (I 2) and normalized to their
room-temperature, zero-field values (I 1). The error of the
intensity ratio determination did not exceed 1% for stro
reflections@(2h2k2l ) type#, and 2% for the others.

As seen from Table I, the intensity of reflections wi
large (hkl) grows faster than that with smaller ones, i.e. t
observed growth argues against the assumption of its ha
extinction nature.16 Nevertheless, we attempted to determi
the extinction parameters from the above set of integra
intensity ratios for different reflections; this attempt did no
however, meet with success, because the fitting either fa
or yielded nonphysical values of the parameters. One
thus maintain that the observed growth of integrated neutr
scattering intensity in the presence of an electric field is
due to a field-induced change in extinction. This conclus
is buttressed indirectly by a study of the variation of t
cubic-phase~222! reflection intensity with time made15 at
T5175 K andE53 kV/cm.

Another possibility of interpreting the observed grow
in intensity is connected with the presence in the initial st
of the crystal of large ion displacements, random both
magnitude and direction, which would distort the local cub
symmetry. In this case the magnitude of the structure fac
for arbitrary reflection turns out to be smaller than that e
pected theoretically for the perovskite structure. Applicati
of a strong electric field can result in an ordering of the
displacements and, as a consequence, in an increase o
structure factor as a whole.

f

he

TABLE I. Relative integrated intensities of type (hh0) and (h00) reflec-
tions.

(hkl) ~200! ~400! ~600! ~300! ~500! ~110! ~330! ~220! ~440!

I 2 /I 1 1.23 1.27 1.44 1.64 1.66 2.18 2.62 1.56 1.7
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It is well known that the structure factors for cub
perovskite-like compounds have the form

~2h 2k 2l ! F5 f Pb exp~2MPb!1 f MN exp~2MMN!

13 f 0 exp~2M0!,

~2h11 2k 2l ! F5 f Pb exp~2MPb!2 f MN exp~2MMN!

2 f 0 exp~2M0!,

~2h11 2k11 2l ! F5 f Pb exp~2MPb!1 f MN exp~2MMN!

2 f 0 exp~2M0!,

~2h11 2k11 2l 11! F5 f Pb exp~2MPb!2 f MN exp~2MMN!

13 f 0 exp~2M0!,

where f MN5 1
3 f Mg1 2

3 f Nb , f are the corresponding neutron
scattering amplitudes, andMi are the Debye-Waller factors
The factorFhkl is maximum for (2h2k2l )-type reflections
and is equal to the sum of atomic amplitudesf i multiplied by
the corresponding Debye-Waller factor; one can thus rea
see thatFhkl cannot increase in any structural rearrangeme
At the same time our study of the temperature dependenc
Bragg intensity in a strong ('6 kV/cm) electric field re-
vealed a clearly pronounced growth in the intensity
(2h2k2l )-type reflections~Fig. 7!, which argues for the
above-mentioned considerations of the existence of con
erable ion displacements. It should also be pointed out th
decrease in temperature gives rise to a substantially la
increase in intensity for the (2h11 2k2l )- and (2h11 2k
11 2l )-type reflections than it does for the (2h2k2l ) reflec-
tions. This suggests that it is the contribution of lead to
structure factor that is primarily depressed in the initial st
~without the field!. Indeed, the thermal-neutron scatteri
amplitude from the lead nucleus (0.94310212 cm) is larger
by a factor 1.3 than that for niobium (0.71310212 cm) and
almost twice that for oxygen (0.58310212 cm) and magne-
sium (0.52310212 cm). Thus the contribution of lead t
(2h2k2l ) reflections is relatively small, and its increase e
tails a comparatively small increase in intensity. At the sa
time for the (2h11 2k2l ) and (2k11 2k11 2l ) reflections
the relative contribution of lead is substantially larger, a
any change in its magnitude should affect to a greater ex
the reflection intensity; note also that one can expect a la
growth for (2h11 2k11 2l )-type reflections, because the

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of Bragg intensity for (h00)-type reflec-
tions obtained under cooling in an electric field of 6 kV/cm.1—~200!,
2—~400!, 3—~600!, 4—~300!, and5—~500!.
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structure factor contains the difference between the am
tudes for lead and the other atoms. The corresponding
perimental data, presented in Figs. 2 and 7, correlate w
with the above considerations. Thus the observed behavio
the intensities provides supportive evidence for the consid
able displacements of lead ions from the ideal crysta
graphic perovskite sites cited in Ref. 17 and is in agreem
with the observation18 in PMN crystal of anomalously large
rms static displacements of atoms.

As seen from Fig. 2 presenting the temperature beha
of neutron scattering intensity for (hh0)-type reflections ob-
tained in a field of 6 kV/cm~filled circles!, cooling the crys-
tal down to;250 K brings about a weak intensity increa
compared to the zero-field values~solid line and open circles
in the figure!. At a lower temperature the rate of scatterin
intensity growth becomes substantially larger; the cha
~increment! of intensity,dI , is shown in Fig. 2 with a dotted
line. It should be pointed out that for ferrodistorsive tran
tions (qs) the change in Bragg intensity nearTc is propor-
tional toh2 ~Ref. 19!, whereh is an order parameter, and th
temperature dependence ofh2 in strong fields~for E.Ecrit!
measured in Ref. 20 is in a good qualitative agreement w
the above temperature dependence ofdI . Thus it may be
assumed that the observed jump in intensity is a manife
tion of a field-induced transition to the ferroelectric phas
which was shown to exist, for example, in Refs. 5, and 2

We have thus shown that application of an electric fie
E.Eth'1.6 kV/cm ~reduced to the@111# direction! gives
rise to a substantial change in the nature of neutron sca
ing. In particular, in strong fields and forq@¸ the parameter
a in the power-law relationq2a describing the diffuse scat
tering intensity changes from two to 1.5. It has also be
shown that, in an electric field'6.5 kV/cm and at tempera
tures below the splitting point in the FC and ZFC curves,
intensity of the transverse diffuse-scattering component
creases considerably while the Bragg intensity saturates
study of the temperature dependence of Bragg-reflection
tensity atE'6 kV/cm supports the existence of ionic di
placements in the unit cell of PMN, which become order
by a strong electric field, and argues for the onset of
induced ferroelectric transition below;250 K. The results
obtained are in a good agreement with published data12,22on
the magnitude and form of these displacements.
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Effect of g irradiation on the hysteresis phenomena at the incommensurate-
commensurate phase transition in Rb 2ZnBr 4

A. U. Sheleg, K. V. Iodkovskaya, and N. F. Kurilovich

Institute of Solid-State and Semiconductor Physics, National Academy of Belarus, 220072 Minsk, Belarus
~Submitted March 16, 1998!
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 1911–1914~October 1998!

The effect ofg irradiation on the temperature hysteresis in dielectric permittivity« and loss
tangent tand of crystalline Rb2ZnBr4 has been studied in the vicinity of the incommensurate-
commensurate phase transition. The«(T) and tand(T) curves were found to exhibit
anomalies in the form of maxima. Hysteresis was observed in the measured properties, including
the transition temperatureTc (DT5Tc

h2Tc
c), in both unirradiated and irradiated samples. It

is shown that, as the radiation dose increases the extent of the hysteresisDT increases, the values
of «max and tandmax at the transition point decrease, and the anomalies wash out. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03010-X#
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cts.
Rb2ZnBr4 crystals belong to a large group of A2BX4

compounds, which undergo a sequence of phase transi
~PT! with varying temperature. When cooled, Rb2ZnBr4
passes atTi>347 K through a second-order PT from th
paraphase to incommensurate (IC) phase, and atTc

>200 K, a first-order transition from theIC to ferroelectric
commensurate (C) phase with a modulation wave vecto
1731063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
ns
qc5 1

3c* and a polarization vectorPsia ~with the axes chosen
asb.c.a!.1 Besides these PTs, Rb2ZnBr4 crystals undergo
at lower temperatures three more PTs atT3>108 K, T4

>80 K, andT5>50 K, which have presently become a su
ject of intensive investigation.2 It is known that the proper-
ties of crystals with incommensurate phases are very se
tive to the presence of impurities and other lattice defe
e
FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of th
loss tangent tand and dielectric permit-
tivity « for ~a! unirradiated Rb2ZnBr4
crystals and~b! for crystals irradiated
by a dose of 106 R. 1—cooling, 2—
heating.
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of tand
and « for Rb2ZnBr4 crystals irradiated by a
dose of ~a! 107 R and ~b! 53107 R. 1—
cooling,2—heating.
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This is particularly true for molecular and ionic crysta
such as Rb2ZnBr4, where interatomic forces in the ZnBr4

tetrahedra are strong enough, while the chemical bonds
tween Rb1 ions and the tetrahedra are weak and extrem
sensitive to changes in the crystal lattice.3

The effect of impurities and lattice defects, includin
induced ones, on the physical properties of crystals w
modulated structures has been dealt with in many studie4–9

The influence of irradiation by ions~of hydrogen and sulfur!
on the dielectric permittivity of Rb2ZnCl4 and Rb2ZnBr4 in
the vicinity of theIC↔C transition was investigated in Refs
4 and 5. It was shown that the«max peaks decrease in ampl
tude at the PT, while the transition temperatureTc practically
does not change with increasing irradiation dose. A study
the effect ofg irradiation on the dielectric characteristics
Rb2ZnCl4 revealed that the transition temperatureTc de-
creases slightly after the irradiation.9 An unusual feature is
the practically twofold increase of the«max peak following
irradiation at all the three frequencies used in the meas
ments. We showed10 that following g irradiation, «max de-
creases at theTc point for Rb2ZnCl4 and Rb2ZnBr4, and the
Tc itself decreases slightly for Rb2ZnCl4 and increases fo
Rb2ZnBr4. It should be pointed out that these therm
studies10 were carried out in the heating mode.

This paper reports a study of the effect ofg irradiation
on the hysteresis phenomena in the temperature depend
of dielectric permittivity « and the loss tangent tand of
Rb2ZnBr4 crystals in the vicinity of theIC↔C PT.
e-
ly

h

f

e-
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nce

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Rb2ZnBr4 crystals were grown from aqueous solutio
of rubidium bromozincate by evaporation at 298–299 K. R
bidium bromozincate was prepared of rubidium carbon
Rb2CO3, zinc oxide ZnO, and hydrobromic acid HBr, take
in stoichiometric ratios. The samples, cut from Rb2ZnBr4
single crystals, were 53430.8-mm plates with the face
perpendicular to the polar axisa. The contacts were prepare
by firing the silver paste deposited on the plate’s faces
;380 K for several hours. The special holder fixing t
sample was maintained in nitrogen vapor. The tempera
was varied by means of a heater mounted in the sam
holder. The sample temperature was measured with
chromel-coppel thermocouple, whose junction was at
sample surface.

The dielectric permittivity« and the loss tangent tand
were measured within the 150–240 K temperature interva
the course of continuous cooling and heating runs at a rat
0.5 K/min in weak fields at a frequency of 1 MHz using
E7-12 digital meter. The samples were irradiated at ro
temperature by a Co60 source of strength;180 R/s in the
irradiation zone. The irradiation dose, built up by success
exposures of a sample, was 106, 107, 53107, 108, and
23108 R.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1–3 display the temperature dependences
tand and« of Rb2ZnBr4 samples, both unirradiated and irra
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of tand
and « for Rb2ZnBr4 crystals irradiated by a
dose of ~a! 108 R and ~b! 23108 R. 1—
cooling,2—heating.
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diated to variousg ray doses. As seen from the figures, t
tand(T) and«(T) curves exhibit anomalies in the vicinity o
the IC↔C phase transition in the form of distinct maxim
Measurements performed in cooling-heating cycles reve
temperature hysteresis in the properties under study, inc
ing the transition temperatureTc . The hysteresis phenomen
observed in Rb2ZnBr4, as in other crystals where modulate
structures appear under certain conditions, originate from
interaction of the modulated wave with lattice defects. A
result of this interaction, the incommensurate structure
comes pinned at the defects. Pinning interferes with chan
of the modulation period as the temperature is varied
gives rise to metastable states. The hysteresis in diele
permittivity « is observed in the temperature regio
;170– 240 K, whereas for tand this region is
;170– 205 K. The hysteresis in the transition temperat
Tc for unirradiated samples isTc

h–Tc
c5DT52 K, whereTc

h

and Tc
c are the temperatures of the maximum in tand ob-

served under heating and cooling, respectively.DT52 K is a
comparatively small quantity for such crystals as Rb2ZnBr4,
which attests to the fairly good quality of the samples us
As seen from Figs. 1–3, both tand(T) and«(T) curves ob-
tained in theC phase under cooling lie substantially abo
the corresponding curves recorded in the heating runs, w
is explained by the domain-structure state. When hea
aboveTc , the domain structure breaks down, and the str
ture forming in the course of cyclic cooling resides in
excited nonequilibrium state, which exhibits typically high
values of tand and «.11 Note the asymmetric pattern of th
anomalies in the tand(T) curves near theIC↔C phase tran-
sition. The tand(T) curves obtained within theC phase both
under cooling and heating fall off slowly as one moves aw
from Tc , whereas within theIC phase this relation become
steeper. When measured under heating in theT.Tc

h region,
i.e. in the IC phase, the dielectric permittivity varie
smoothly and close to the Curie-Weiss law. At the same t
a
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a
e-
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in the C phase, forT,Tc
h , « varies rapidly with increasing

T. This pattern of«(T) variation is close to the theoreticall
predicted temperature dependence of dielectric permitti
of ferroelectric crystals in the vicinity ofTc .12 It should be
pointed out that this trend in the«(T) dependence is charac
teristic only of unirradiated Rb2ZnBr4 samples, or of sample
irradiated by a comparatively small dose. The«(T) curves
obtained in theT,Tc

c region under cooling fall off relatively
slowly, which does not agree with the theoretical«(T)
behavior.12 The cause for these anomalous hysteresis p

FIG. 4. Dose dependences of~a! the hysteresisDT in the PT temperature
Tc , and relative change in transition temperature~b! under cooling,Tc

cg/Tc
c

~1! and under heating,Tc
hg/Tc

h ~2! where Tc
cg and Tc

hg are the transition
temperatures of irradiated samples under cooling and heating, respect
andTc

c andTc
h are those for unirradiated samples.
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nomena was shown to lie in the formation of metasta
states resulting from domain-wall pinning at lattic
defects.12–14 A theoretical analysis of modulated structur
shows that, as the temperature is lowered into the regio
existence of theIC phase, domain walls become narro
enough to allow their pinning at lattice planes, which mak
domain-wall mobility dependent on the crystal-defect str
ture and, thus, gives rise to long-lived metastable states.15–17

Figure 4 presents dose dependences of the hysteresiDT
in the transition temperatureTc and relative variations in the
transition temperature observed under heating,Tc

h , and un-
der cooling,Tc

c . As seen from Figs. 1–4, an increase in t
irradiation doseD results, first, in a decrease of tandmax and
«max, both under cooling and under heating, second, an
creased hysteresis in the properties under study, inclu
the phase-transition temperatureTc , which becomes as high
asDT>11 K at D523108 R ~Fig. 4a!, and, third, a wash-
out of the anomalies. An increase in the irradiation do
brings about a growth ofTc

h under heating and a decrease
Tc

c in the cooling mode. It should be noted, however, that
change inTc

c is somewhat larger than that inTc
h , in other

words, the increase ofDT with dose is due mostly to the
decrease ofTc

c in the cooling run~Fig. 4b!.
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Dielectric relaxation in thin-film metal–PZT-ferroelectric–metal structures
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 40, 1915–1918~October 1998!

The parameters of the Colle–Colle-type distribution function for the time constant of
Pb~Zr0.52Ti0.48!O3 thin-film layers and the pattern of the bulk resistivity distribution through
the film thickness have been derived from measured frequency dependences of the complex
capacitance of metal–PZT-ferroelectric–metal thin-film structures within the 100 Hz to
100 MHz range. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03110-4#
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Progress in the physics of thin ferroelectric films d
pends on obtaining reliable information on their local stru
ture and the distribution of electrical parameters through
film thickness, which are dominated by the specific crys
lization features in thin~less than 1mm thick! films and their
interaction with the substrate and the environment dur
preparation. Formation of near-surface pyrochlore-struc
layers in thin lead-zirconate-titanate~PZT! ferroelectric films
can result in a low-frequency dispersion of dielectric perm
tivity in films, originating from interlayer Maxwell-Wagne
polarization.1 Determination of the dielectric-relaxation pa
rameters of films may, in its turn, provide information on t
distribution of the electrical parameters in films througho
their thickness.2 This work reports a study of this problem i
thin Pb~Zr0.52Ti0.48!O3 sol-gel films prepared on platinum
coated silicon substrates.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The study was carried out using Ni-PZT-Pt thin-film c
pacitor structures prepared on the surface of preoxidi
Si~100! plates.3,4 The silicon oxide layer was 500 nm thick
The lower electrode~100-nm Pt coating on a 10-nm Ti sub
layer for better adhesion! was deposited by rf magnetro
sputtering. We used solutions of Pb, Zr, and Ti methoxyet
nolates in methoxyethanol with a concentration of 0.2 m
and with Pb/Zr/Ti ratios of 1.05/0.52/0.48~a slight, 5–10
mol %, Pb excess was added to the solutions to compen
the evaporation of lead in the course of the film crystalliz
tion anneal performed at 550 °C for 20 min!. The PZT film
thickness was;200 nm. As the upper electrode served d
0.2-mm, 100-nm-thick Ni coatings deposited on the film s
face by thermal evaporation through a mask.

The frequency dependences of the complex structure
pacitance were studied at frequencies from 100 Hz to
MHz. Below 1 MHz, one used bridges~TM-351-G, MTsE-
12A, and E7-12! permitting direct measurement of the c
pacitance and loss tangent, within the 60–400-kHz range
measurements were done with aE9-4 Q-meter, and above
0.5 MHz, with an VM 508 impedance meter. In the latt
case~i.e., above approximately 1 MHz!, the spurious cou-
pling between elements of the circuit under study was ta
into account by simulating the sample holder and the co
1731063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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sponding part of the impedance-meter measurement cir
by an equivalent circuit containingR, L, and C elements,
whose magnitude was derived from the frequency dep
dences of the impedance under short-circuit condition. T
parameters were chosen taking into account the skin effe
connecting wires by a minimumx2 fit in interactive mode
using the Mathcad package. The impedancesZ(v) of the
structures found in this way were used to calculate their
pacitances,C5Im(Z)/vuZu2, and the loss tangent, tand5
2Re(Z)/Im(Z), Z5uZuexp$jw%, wheref , v52p f , andw are

FIG. 1. Frequency dependence of~a! capacitance and~b! loss tangent for a
Ni-PZT-Pt structure on silicon.C01 andC02 are, respectively, the low- and
high-frequency structure capacitances for the relaxation process with c
acteristic frequencyf 1 , and C02 and C` are the same parameters for th
relaxation process with characteristic frequencyf 2 .
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the frequency, circular frequency, and phase of the mea
ing voltage, respectively.

2. RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

The values ofC and tand over the total frequency
measurement range are presented in Fig. 1. The pattern o
frequency dependences characteristic of the structures u
study here is typical of relaxation processes. The experim
tal values ofC and tand were used to calculate the comple
capacitance of the structuresC* 5C(12 j tand) and to de-
termine the real (C8) and imaginary (C9) parts ofC* ~Fig.
2!, to be subsequently employed in the data treatment ba
on the standard Cole-Cole diagrams. The numbers in Fi
identify experimental data obtained at various frequenc
within the measurement range at a fixed amplitude of 20 m
The diagram shown in Fig. 2 evidences the existence in
structures under study of at least two relaxation proces
Bearing this in mind and invoking the dc conductivity da
for the structures, the frequency dependence ofC* was fitted
by a function containing two relaxation-type terms and
term taking into account the dielectric losses due to the
conductivity5

C* 5«* C0 , ~1!

where

«* 5«`1
«012«02

11~ j vt1!12a1
1

«022«`

11~ j vt2!12a2
2

j

«0vr
,

C05«0A/d, «0 is the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, an
A, d, andr are the area, thickness, and effective bulk res
tivity of the structure, respectively.

The parameters entering Eq.~1! were found by fitting the
calculated curves to experimental points in the Cole-C
diagram~Fig. 2! using as the zero approximation forC` ,
C01, C02, t151/f 1 , and t251/f 2 the values derived from
the frequency dependences of the capacitance and the d
tric losses plotted in Fig. 1. The rms deviation of experime
tal from calculated data was 12% for the frequency dep
dence of the structure’s capacitance, and 13% for that of

FIG. 2. Cole-Cole diagram~A! and components~B,C,D! of the relaxation
process in the Ni-PZT-Pt structure on silicon. A—envelope calculated f
Eq. ~1!, B—high-frequency relaxation process, C—low-frequency rel
ation process, D—contribution due to dc conductivity. The numbers la
some of the experimental data obtained at the following measuremen
quencies~MHz!: 0.0001~1!, 0.001 ~2!, 0.01 ~3!, 0.1 ~4!, 0.2 ~5!, 0.4 ~6!,
0.7 ~7!, 1.0 ~8!, 1.8 ~9!, and 4.4~10!.
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loss tangent. The parameters obtained in this calculat
which characterize the relaxation processes in the struc
under study, are presented in Table I.

The absence of any dispersion of«* in bulk ceramic
PZT samples of the same composition6 permits a conclusion
that the features observed in the dielectric spectra of the t
film structures can be assigned to interlayer Maxwe
Wagner relaxation originating from an inhomogeneous str
ture of the films through their thickness.6,7 The high-
frequency process characterized by a narrow distribution
relaxation times (a2,0.1) can be associated with the meta
electrode–ferroelectric-film interface, and the low-frequen
one, exhibiting a broad relaxation-time spectrum (a1

>0.5), with the presence in near-electrode regions of
film of layers with a higher conductivity due to their bein
oxygen deficient.8 Taking into account the smooth variatio
of oxygen concentration in the near-electrode regions of
gel PZT films, which was demonstrated by layer-by-lay
Auger spectroscopy,9 one cannot consider the simple two
layer model used to describe the structure of such films
Refs. 1, 6, 7 as anything but a rough approximation. T
model of dielectric relaxation in multilayer structures wi
smoothly varying parameters2 appears to be a more adequa
approach in trying to interpret the observed dispersion p
tern of the complex capacitance of structures in the lo
frequency domain. The main propositions of this model
as follows:

1! Each layer in a structure is characterized by
coordinate-dependent time constantt(x)5«0«(x)r(x);

2! A distribution functiong(t) of the layer’s time con-
stantt is introduced, which is expressed in terms of the n
malized layer thicknessdx/L:

g@ t~x!#dt5
«`

«~x!

dx

L
,

-
l
e-
FIG. 3. Distribution function of the layer time constant for the PZT film
the Ni-PZT-Pt structure on silicon.

TABLE I. Experimental values of the parameters characterizing the die
tric relaxation in Ni-PZT-Pt structures.

C, nF t, s a r,

C` C01 C02 t1 t2 a1 a2 V3cm

0.002 1.15 0.875 5.5631025 2.1731027 0.49 0.05 53108
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whereL is the geometric thickness of the structure;
3! The integral

L~ t !5E
0

t

g~u!du

expresses the effective normalized thickness of the st
ture’s layer in which the time constant does not exceedt;

4! The complex dielectric permittivity of a structure ca
be expressed both through the distribution function of rel
ation timew~t!, which is conventionally used in describin
such structures in the relation
ax
tiv
ty
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re
t

lm
c-
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«* 5«`1~«02«`!E
0

` w~t!

11 j vt
dt2

j

vr
,

and through functiong(t)

1

«*
5

1

«`
E

0

` g~ t !

11
1

j vt

dt.

The analytic expression forg(t) corresponding to Cole–
Cole-type relaxation has the form2
g~ t !5
sin@~12a!p#«`

~«02«`!ptF S t

t D 12a

~G11!21S t

t D
12a

G212G~G11!cos@~12a!p#G ,
vity
,
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s,
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where

G5
«`

«02«`
2

t

r~«02«`!
.

Figure 3 plots the distribution functiong(t) calculated
using the data in Figs. 1 and 2 for the low-frequency rel
ation process. To estimate the variation of electrical resis
ity r(t) through the film thickness, the dielectric permittivi
«(x) was approximated by a monotonically increasing fun
tion with only two of its values fixed, namely, on the surfac
«s540 ~for the pyrochlore phase in near-surface region!,
and in the bulk of the film,«b5800 ~derived from layer-by-
layer studies of films performed earlier by x-ray diffractio
and electron-microscopy10,11!. Ther(x) relation presented in
Fig. 4 was calculated from the experimentally measu
functiong(t) by varying the«(x) function with due accoun
of the above restrictions; the smoothness of ther(x) func-
tion was taken as a good-fit criterion. Ther(x) graph in Fig.
4 was used to estimate the total film thickness as;0.2 mm

FIG. 4. Distribution of bulk resistivity through the thickness of the PZT fi
in a Ni-PZT-Pt structure on silicon. Thicknessx is reckoned from the Ni
electrode in the structure.
-
-

-
,

d

and the thickness of the near-electrode high-conducti
transition layer as;0.03mm, which coincide, accordingly
with the film thickness determined with an interferen
microscope3 and with the thickness of the oxygen-deficie
near-surface layers in PZT films8 which were similar in the
composition and preparation technique. In addition, it w
shown10,11 that the 30–50-nm thick near-surface film regio
directly adjoining the upper Ni electrode differ substantia
in crystal structure from the material in the bulk of the film
thus implying a noticeable change of the chemical compo
tion in these regions. This suggests that the film thickn
range in Fig. 4 fromx50.001 to >0.03mm possesses a
higher conductivity~compared to the 0.03<x<0.2 mm re-
gion! indicating the presence in the film of a near-surfa
transition layer adjoining the Ni electrode in the Ni-PZT-
structures under study.
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Formation of a bistructure of a solid in a computer experiment
V. A. Lagunov and A. B. Sinani
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Molecular-dynamics was used to investigate the structural changes occurring in a three-
dimensional solid when the solid is transferred from an amorphous into a crystalline state. Crystal
cells of a new type — pentadecahedrons with five square lateral faces and ten regular
triangular faces at the vertices of a cell — were found for the first time in a computer experiment.
It is shown that a bistructure consisting of crystal cells of different types, including cells
with five-fold symmetry axes, are stable in the solid. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~98!03210-9#
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In Ref. 1, molecular-dynamics investigations of
amorphous body were performed in a two-dimensional
harmonic model. It was of interest to expand these inve
gations and to go on to study the crystallization of thre
dimensional solids. The same algorithm as the one in Re
was used to prepare the initial sample. According to t
algorithm, a sample with a random distribution of atom
coordinates is formed in a fixed region of space. The al
rithm is constructed so that only atoms located farther aw
than a fixed critical distance from all atoms in the model
retained. Another parameter of the algorithm is the ma
mum number of coordinates chosen, usually of the orde
one million.

A modified Lennard–Jones potential

U~r !5D@~a/r !1222~a/r !6#K~r ! ~1!

was used to describe the force interaction between ato
Herea is the equilibrium interatomic distance,D is the dis-
sociation energy of a pair of atoms,r is the distance betwee
the atoms, andK(r ) is a factor given by the relations

K~r !51, r<r 1 ,

K~r !5@12~~r 2r 1!/~r 22r 1!!2#2, r 1,r ,r 2 ,

K~r !50, r>r 2 . ~1a!

The choice of the values ofr 1 and r 2 is determined by
the following requirements: First, Eqs.~1a! are taken into
account on the descending branch of the curve of the va
tion of the interaction force acting between atoms and, s
ond, the cutoff radiusr 2 of the potential must remain les
than the radius of the second coordination sphere of a f
centered cube. In the present workr 1 and r 2 were equal to
1.11 and 1.72~in units of the equilibrium interatomic dis
tancea), respectively.

The equations of motion of the atoms were integrated
the method of second finite differences, while the interatom
interaction forces required for this were determined by d
ferentiating expression~1! numerically with the increment o
1741063-7834/98/40(10)/6/$15.00
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r equal to 0.01a. The transition from the two- to the three
dimensional model did not radically change the properties
the interacting atoms. In the model adopted, the behavio
particles containing about 1000 atoms can be studied.

A series of computer experiments was performed o
sample obtained by randomly throwing in atoms. The aim
the experiments was to study the formation kinetics of cr
talline inclusions during cooling of an amorphous materi
To preserve structure, the model sample was cooled by
quenching method developed in Ref. 1. According to t
method, the kinetic energy of the atoms was decrease
zero every time it reached the maximum value. This decre
of the kinetic energy~and the corresponding increase of t
potential energy! was performed as long as the decrease
mained above an established critical value.

The spherical sample obtained was repeatedly h
treated in order to transfer it from an amorphous into a cr
talline state. Prior to each treatment, the sample was give
spherical shape of prescribed size by removing and then
domly adding atoms. Experience showed that the ato
reached only a surface layer~no closer than 96% of the ra
dius of the sample!. This shows that large pores, where t
discarded atoms could end up, do not arise in the cen
region of the sample during the motion of the atom
Quenching at each even numbered test was preceded
short period~with a duration equal to approximately 20 la
tice vibrations of the atoms! during which the sample wa
held at an average kinetic energy of the atoms equal to
the dissociation energyD. At this temperature evaporation o
single atoms was observed in some cases.

The coordination number of each atom was determin
using the program developed, which made it possible to
timate the number of nearest neighbors. It is known~see, for
example, Ref. 2! that in face-centered cubic~fcc! and hex-
agonal close-packed~hcp! lattices this number equals 12
The increase in the number of ‘‘crystal’’ atoms with coord
nation number 12 during heat treatment of the sample
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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shown in Fig. 1. One can see that jump-like growth of t
crystal cells at the 12th treatment of the sample was obse
against the background of a quite slow increase in the n
ber of crystal cells. At this stage the number of crystal ce
more than doubled and the ratio of fcc and hcp cells chan
from 1.7 to 0.5. The degree of crystallinity, determined
the ratio of the number of ‘‘crystal’’ atoms to the number
all atoms in a measuring cell, increased from 32 to 81%.
calculations were performed in a cell smaller in size than
sample, not including the surface layer of the sample.
increase in the density of the sample and the average po

FIG. 1. Change in the number of crystal cellsNcr as a result of heat treat
ment of the sample. The open circles were obtained after quenching an
filled circles were obtained after annealing with average kinetic energy o
atomE/n50.5D followed by quenching.
ed
-

s
d

s

ll
e
n
n-

tial energy of the atoms correlating well with the number
crystal cells was observed in parallel with an increase in
crystallinity of the sample.

The initial porosity of the sample after atoms were ra
domly thrown in was equal to 49%, but it could not be ma
tained at this high value. Even after the first quench, p
formed to obtain an amorphous state of the material un
normal conditions, it decreased to 7%. Such a sharp decr
of the porosity, as compared with the two-dimensional ca
is apparently due to the larger movement of the atoms in
interior than in the two-dimensional case.

Even after the first heat treatment, crystal cells with
coordination number of 12 appear in the sample. To rec
nize and differentiate them, changes were made in the
gram analyzing the arrays of data for the coordinates of
atoms. The resulting algorithm was capable of not only
vealing crystal cells but also separating them according
the type of crystal structure.

The types of crystal cells observed in the sample inv
tigated are shown in Fig. 2. We note that, at the end of e
quench, when they become immobile, the atoms from a c
plicated conglomerate of microparticles coupled with one
other. They form with their neighbors a spatial network
regular triangles and squares. In the experiment, as one
see in the figure, four basic types of crystal cells with co
dination number 12 are observed. The cells of the typeA
andB have in common the presence of six square faces
eight triangles. If the cells of the first type possess cen
symmetry, where the square faces do not have edges in c
mon, then, in the second case, mirror symmetry with th
pairs of squares and four pairs of triangular faces is
served. TypeA cells are fcc cells characteristic for copp
and aluminum structures,2 while typeB cells are bilayer hcp

the
n

FIG. 2. Types of crystal cells ob-
served in the computer experiment.
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FIG. 3. Picture of the intersection of the continuations of the edges of fcc cells of a projecting plane before~a! and after~b! a critical transition.
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cells characteristic of zinc.2 TheA andB cells are capable o
forming crystals.

Crystal cells of the typesD andE, which possess five
fold axes, also arise in the computer experiment. For thD
cells the presence of five square and ten triangular fa
coupled with one another, is characteristic. In theA and B
cells all 12 atoms are equivalent and have four ident
bonds with their neighbors, whereas in theD cell there are
two atoms which are separated from one another and pos
five bonds, fixing the orientation of the cell in space. Cells
high symmetry, typeE cells, possessing 20 triangular fac
are also observed in the experiment. These are icosah
cells. It is not difficult to show that they are obtained if on
mirror-symmetric half of aD cell is rotated by 36° relative to
the other half.

Figure 2 also shows crystal cells with coordination nu
bers 11 and 13. These cells possess the same numb
bonds between atoms and their neighbors. The search
such cells in the sample was performed using a program
type-C cell with a coordination number of 11 can be inte
preted as being the result of an interaction of a vacancy w
a D cell, where the front atom in the figure occupies
intermediate position, replacing the absent atom, while aF
cell with a coordination number of 13 can be interpreted
being the result of an interaction of anA cell with an inter-
stitial atom, strongly distorting the lower half of the cell.

As noted above, strong changes in the crystallinity of
material were observed after the 12th treatment of
sample, when the number of crystal cells in the sample
mediately more than doubled. The qualitative changes wh
occurred in the sample make it necessary to study the rela
s,

l
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-
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th
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orientation of the crystal cells. A program making it possib
to investigate orientational effects was developed. It proje
onto a plane located 100 interatomic distances away from
origin the emergence of the best cells, with respect to ori
tation of the edges, placed at the origin. Comparing Figs
and 3b, where pictures of the intersection of the edges of
cells with this plane before and after a critical transition a
shown, attest to a qualitative change in the structure of
sample and ordering of the orientation of the crystal cells
a result of the transition.

Before the transition, the orientation of neighboring ce
was characterized by a quite large spots in Fig. 3a, indica
a large disorientation of the cells in a group, and there w
also a large number of cells with arbitrary orietation whi
are not coupled with one another. After a transition, the i
lated cells completely vanished. Only several groups of c
with a small disorientation angle remained. The largest gro
contained 54 atoms in the case of the fcc cells, and the i
cated angle was less than 1 degree. A similar picture
also observed in the case of hcp cells.

A program was developed to distinguish nuclei of cry
tallites in the sample. The parameters of this program are
admissible disorientation angle of the cells in a crystal
and the numberNcr of atoms in the shell of the cell that hav
the same orientation as the central atom. By varying the s
ond parameter it is possible to determine the composition
the nuclei formed in the presence of cells of different typ
Figure 4 displays data for a sample before a critical transit
with Ncr54. They indicate the appearance of three spatia
localized nuclei of a fcc crystallite: a single-layer crystalli
0 and three-layer crystallites 2 and 4. The nuclei of the h
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crystallites labelled with letters are only indicated in the fi
ure because of their small number, and as one can see
type-B cells attach to crystallites 2. Indeed, as the meas
ments of the angle between the oriented directions of t
edges, which equals only 4.4°, show they have a close
entation.

Similar crystallites can be distinguished after the critic
transition only ifNcr<6. This indicates that the sample co
tains cells with the same number of fcc and hcp atoms in
outer shell of the cell. This is also indicated by the da
obtained from the computer experiment, on the close or
tation of some edges of these cells, which for all groups
fcc and hcp cells is less than one-half of one degree. All
gives a basis for treating the fcc and hcp cells as being of
same type when separating crystallites.

The fcc and hcp cells, which have a similar structure,
actually different in terms of their functional possibilitie
Thus, our data show that fcc cells never contain atoms wh
have characteristic cells with five-fold symmetry axes a
that the icosahedral cells consist only of type-D atoms. At
the same time, the high predisposition of fcc and hcp cell
consolidate should be underscored.

The observed more than order-of-magnitude increas
the number of cells with a five-fold symmetry axis is
greatest interest. As already noted, cells with a coordina
number of 12 which possess a five-fold symmetry axis
peared in the sample at the very start of annealing. The
crease in their number after a critical transition is especi
noticeable. The formation of noncubic structural units w
observed earlier3 during rapid cooling of manganese
aluminum alloy. Later,4,5 this result was attributed to the ap

FIG. 4. Nuclei of crystallites in the sample before a critical transition peri
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pearance of a quasicrystalline structure with icoshedral ce
Here, relying on the computer data, we shall give a som
what different interpretation of the observed structure w
cells of five-fold symmetry.

Analysis of the array of data on the coordinates of t
atoms shows that a crystal structure appears at two level
component part of the structural framework formed by ce
of five-fold symmetry is the linear crystal shown in Fig.
For clarity, only half of its cells are shown in this figure. A
one can see, the crystal consists of a linear formation
rigidly coupled cells, among which is present an icosahed
cell ~the only one in the crystal!, which changes the rotation
angle of the entire segment of the crystal along the cry
axis by 36°.

The data on the arrangement of such crystals in a sam
are presented in Fig. 6 in two projections. Here like symb
correspond to cells of the same orientation, which form l
ear crystals similar to that shown in Fig. 5. The sample w
first turned so that the main linear crystal was perpendicu
to the first projection. This made it possible to examine
properties of the observed structure in greater detail. It
lows from the figure that the structure of the linear crystals
a complicated but symmetric formation permeating the en
sample. In our case it consists of a pair of star-shaped gro
of atoms, arranged one above the other at a distance o
interatomic intervals. Each group of atoms in turn consists
an intersection of six small crystals, similar to those sho
in Fig. 5, at the location of the icosahedral cell, if such a c
is observed in the experiment. In Fig. 6 it is marked with
asterisk. The fact that the projections of the upper and lo
rays of the crystals coincide shows that the orientation of
entire group of atoms of five-fold symmetry is the same.

The second-level structure is created by fcc and h
cells, filling the structure described above. According to
data obtained, the first structure plays a decisive role in
ting the orientation of the cells of the rest of the atom
Indeed, for the largest crystallite~215 atoms!, consisting of
fcc and hcp cells, the disorientation of the cells with t
structure arising equals only 0.15°. Moreover, spatially se
rated crystallites are often observed to have the same o
tation.

The question of defects inside a crystallite is of gre
interest. Defects can be seen by examining a sample in t
mission with the background from the front and back surfa
layers of the sample removed, concentrating attention on
changes in the composition of the central cells. For this,
central part of a sample was investigated. Only cells w
coordination numbers different from 12 were recorded. F
ure 7 shows similar data for a sample before and afte

.

FIG. 5. Linear crystal consisting of
cells with a five-fold symmetry axis.
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critical transition. Here the numbers correspond to the va
of the coordination number decreased by 1; the symboA
corresponds to ‘‘vacancy’’ cells with a coordination numb
of 11, while the symbolC corresponds to cells with an in
terstitial atom. It follows from the figure that a large numb
of ‘‘vacancy’’ cells, aligned in chains and concentrated, m
likely, along grain boundaries, were observed in the sam
before a transition. There is also a small number of inter
tial atoms. As a rule, these atoms are located next to
‘‘vacancy’’ cells, which indicates that they are capable
rapid recombination.

A different picture is observed after the critical trans
tion. In this case, only atoms with a coordination number
12 remain inside the central part of a sample, though c
with different orientations are also present in this part, as
data from our measurements show. This means that the g
boundaries consist of only cells with 12 nearest-neigh

FIG. 6. Arrangement of cells which have five-fold symmetry in a sam
after a critical transition in two projections.
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atoms. It is interesting that the presence of a cell struct
with five-fold symmetry inside the sample does not alwa
require a change in the orientation of the crystallites. T
absence of different structural defects, which at first glan
seems paradoxical, is probably attributable to the fact t
fcc and hcp cells and cells with five-fold symmetry, whic
have different shapes, are combined in them.

The observed bistructure is a quite stable formation.
the end of the series of experiments different anneali
were performed to determine the temperature at which
structure breaks down. From Fig. 1, which shows annea
data with average kinetic energy of the atoms equal to
2.0, 2.13, 2.27, and 2.4 times the dissociation energyD of a
pair of atoms, it follows that this structure vanishes when
average thermal energy of the atoms equals 2.27D, while its

FIG. 7. Distribution of the coordination number of the atoms in the sam
before~a! and after~b! a critical transition.
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average potential energy, determining the energy of subli
tion of the crystal, according to our measurements, eq
5.45D.

In summary, this investigation showed that when
sample is quenched to preserve its amorphous structure
certain stage a polycrystal consisting of bilayer fcc and h
cells, which was permeated by a symmetric structure con
ing of cells with five-fold symmetry, determining the prop
erty of the entire sample, was obtained.
a-
ls

t a
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A theory of optical anisotropy and quantum-confined Pockels effect in CA/C8A8(001) quantum-
well structures with different cations and anions, i.e. for CÞC8 and AÞA8, has been
developed. The theory is based on a generalized effective-mass method, in which the boundary
conditions for the envelope functions were constructed taking into account the mixing of
heavy- and light-hole states under normal incidence of the hole on the interface. It is shown that
an absorption anisotropy in interband transitions occurs for different mixing coefficients
t l 2h in the boundary conditions for the right-hand (A-C8) and left-hand (A8-C) interfaces. An
analysis is made of the interface contribution to the anisotropy induced by an external
electric field for coinciding and different band offsets at the interfaces. The microscopicsp3s*
tight-binding model is used to estimate the difference between thet l 2h(A-C8) and
t l 2h(A8-C) coefficients. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03310-3#
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Carrier quantum confinement in quantum-well structu
and redistribution of electron density between adjacent lay
in superlattices are the best known manifestations of b
offsets at heteroboundaries in nanostructures. By lowe
the translation and point symmetry of the system, the p
ence of interfaces can result not only in mixing of electro

states with wave vectorsk5(kx ,ky ,kz) and k̃5(kx ,ky ,
2kz) in the same subband~z is the growth axis of the struc
ture!, but in intervalley or intersubband mixing.1,2 This work
studies theoretically lateral optical anisotropy
CA/C8A8(001) quantum-well structures caused by hea
and light-hole state mixing at the interfaces.

Figure 1 shows the arrangement of atoms at the he
oboundary in a CA/C8A(001) structure having a commo
anion, as is, for instance, GaAs/AlAs. The interface is
~001! plane with anions A, for which the nearest neighbo
on both sides of the plane are cations C and C8. An ideal
single heterojunction has point symmetryC2v , which in-
cludes a two-fold axisC2i@001# and two reflection planes

~110! and (11̄0). Mirror rotation through 90° about the prin
cipal axiszi@001# turns the interfaces C8-A-C ~Fig. 1a! and
C-A-C8 ~Fig. 1b! into one another. Therefore th
CA/C8A(001) quantum-well structure possesses a su
ciently high symmetryD2d for which there is no optica
anisotropy in the interface plane (x,y). In the case of a
CA/C8A8 heteropair with unlike cations and anions, e
InAs/GaSb,~In, Ga!As/InP, or ZnSe/BeTe, the CA-on-C8A8
heteroboundary consists of two planes containing atom
and C8 for the C-A-C8-A8-type interface~Fig. 2! or atoms C
and A8 for the A-C-A8-C8-type interface. When growing
1741063-7834/98/40(10)/6/$15.00
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.
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C8A8 material on CA, there are two possibilities: C8-A8-C-A
and A8-C8-A-C ~the substrate is on the right!. Thus for
CÞC8 and AÞA8 one can conceive four variants of th
quantum well~see, e.g., Refs. 3–5!. In the absence of specia
monitoring, one usually prefers to grow the variant with t
C8-A8-C-A or C-A-C8-A8 interfaces, where the plane fille
by cations of one material is used as a substrate on whic
grow the plane with anions of the other material. These t
interfaces with different A8-C and A-C8 internal bonds are
not turned into one another by any orthogonal transform
tion, the quantum-well structure retainsC2v symmetry, and
its optical properties measured in theei@110# and ei@11̄0#
polarizations must be different. The giant optical anisotro
in heterostructures without common cations and anions
predicted by Krebs and Voisin6 and observed7,8 in GaInAs/
InP quantum wells. A semiqualitative approach~the Hb f

model! was developed to describe this anisotropy,6 and a
numerical calculation was performed8 within the micro-
scopic tight-binding model. The theory developed in th
work is based on a generalized envelope-function met
employed earlier2 in studying heterostructures with a com
mon anion.

1. OPTICAL ANISOTROPY IN THE ENVELOPE-FUNCTION
METHOD

Let us calculate the lateral optical anisotropy of
quantum-well structure CA/C8A8 at the absorption edge, i.e
in hh1-e1 interband transitions with zero two-dimension
electron wave vector (kx5ky50, G point!. In the envelope-
function method, the electron and hole effective Hamil
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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nians within the well or in the barrier have the same form
in the corresponding bulk materials and, in particular, p
sess cubic symmetryTd , and the low symmetry of the inter
face is taken into account by including additional terms
the boundary conditions for the wave-function envelope. N
glecting the relativistically small corrections, we shall use
the conduction-band electron such commonly accep
boundary conditions as the continuity of the envelope and
its normal derivative divided by the effective mass. In th
case the electron wave function at the bottom of thee1 sub-
band can be written conveniently as

c61/2
~e1! 5K~z!uG6 ,61/2&, ~1!

whereuG6 ,61/2& are the↑ S and↓ S Bloch functions, and
S is the coordinate function of theG1 representation of group
Td .

For the four envelope functionswm (m563/2,61/2) of
the hole wave function we shall use the boundary conditi
first proposed in Ref. 2:

wm5wm8 , ¹mwm5¹m8 wm8 1
2

)
t l 2h (

n
$JxJy%mnwn8 ,

~2!

and taking into account the mixing between the heavy-
light-hole states at the~001! interface, which is allowed by

FIG. 1. Arrangement of atoms at the interface in a CA/C8A(001) hetero-
structure with a common anion, e.g. GaAs/AlAs. The left-hand interf
C8-A-C ~a! is turned into the right-hand interface C-A-C8 ~b! under mirror
rotation about the axiszi@001#.
s
-

-
r
d
f

s

d

interface symmetry even under normal incidence of the h
i.e., for kx5ky50. The notation used by us in writing th
boundary conditions ism,n563/2,61/2

¹63/25a0

m0

mhh

d

dz
, ¹61/25a0

m0

mlh

d

dz
,

a0 is the lattice constant,m0 is the free-electron mass
mhh ,mlh are the heavy- and light-hole effective mass
which are different in the CA and C8A8 materials~here and
subsequently the quantities pertaining to the C8A8 material
are primed!, Ja are the angular-momentum matrices f
J53/2 in theG8 basis,$JxJy%5(JxJy1JyJx)/2, andt l 2h is
a dimensionless parameter of heavy-light-hole mixin
For t l 2hÞ0, the pair of the Kramers-conjugate states at
bottom of the hh1 hole subband contains an admixtu
of m561/2 states:

c63/2
~hh1!5F~z!uG8 ,63/2&6 iG~z!uG8 ,71/2&, ~3!

whereuG8 ,m& are the Bloch functions. Note that the seco
of the boundary conditions~2! for function G(z) has the
form

1

mhh

dG

dz
5

1

mhh8

dG8

dz
1

t l 2h

a0m0
F8. ~4!

Within the quantum well the real envelope functionsF(z)
andG(z) can be written

F~z!5A coskhz1B sin khz,

e

FIG. 2. Schematic presentation of the arrangement of atoms at the inte
in a CA/C8A8(001) heterostructure with unlike cations and anions.~a! A-C8
interface;~b! same interface but with only atomic planes shown;~c! atomic-
plane sequence at the A8-C interface.
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G~z!5C cosklz1D sin klz, ~5!

and in the barrier layers,z.a/2 andz,2a/2, they decay
exponentially

F~z!5F~6a/2!exp@2¸h~ uzu2a/2!#,

G~z!5G~6a/2!exp@2¸ l~ uzu2a/2!#. ~6!

Here a is the quantum-well thickness,A,B,C,D are
z-independent coefficients, the pointz50 is chosen at the
well center,

kh5~2mhh«/\2!1/2,

kl5~2mlh«/\2!1/25~mlh /mhh!
1/2kh ,

¸h5@2mhh8 ~V2«!/\2#1/2, ¸ l5~mlh8 /mhh8 !1/2¸h , ~7!

« is the hole energy, andV is the barrier height, i.e. the
valence band offset at the interface. Note that the bar
height for conduction-band electrons isDEg2V, whereDEg

is the difference between the band-gap widths in compo
materials. In a common-anion structure the mixing coe
cients t l 2h

L and t l 2h
R at the left- and right-hand interface

respectively, coincide, and therefore coefficientsB andC in
Eq. ~5! vanish identically, andF(a/2)5F(2a/2),G(a/2)5
2G(2a/2). For t l 2h

L Þt l 2h
R , the F(z),G(z) functions do

not possess definite parity under sign inversion ofz.
According to Eqs.~1! and~5!, optical transitions involv-

ing excitation of an electron-hole pair, (e1,21/2;hh1,3/2)
and (e1,1/2;hh1,23/2) are allowed in thee'z light polar-
ization. For linear polarization, the squared modulus of
matrix elements can be written

uM 21/2,3/2~e!u25uM1/2,23/2~e!u2

5M0
2S I 1

21
1

3
I 2

21
2

)
I 1I 2 cos 2f D , ~8!

whereM0 is a constant,f is the angle between the plane
polarization and the@110# axis, and

I 15E K~z!F~z!dz, I 25E K~z!G~z!dz.

In accordance with symmetry considerations, light abso
tion passes through extrema atf50 (ei@110#) and f

5p/2 (ei@11̄0#). According to Eq.~8!, the anisotropy in the
absorption coefficienta in a periodic quantum-well structur
is described by the relation

r[
a@110#2a@11̄0#

a@110#1a@11̄0#
5

2

)

I 1I 2

I 1
21~ I 2

2/3!
'

2

)

I 2

I 1
. ~9!

In a quantum well grown of materials with unlike cation
and anions, and with no electric field present, the opt
anisotropy is dominated by the difference between hea
light-hole mixing coefficientst l 2h for the CA/C8A8 and
C8A8/CA heteroboundaries. It is assumed that the poten
barriers at the left- and right-hand interfaces are the sa
Figure 3 plots the absorption-coefficient anisotropyvs mix-
ing parameters for the left-hand (t l 2h

L ) and right-hand (t l 2h
R )

interfaces. The calculation was done using Eq.~9! for
Ga0.47In0.53As/InP quantum wells with thicknesses of 100
er

te
-

e

-

l
y-

al
e.

~solid lines! and 70 Å~dashed line!. The main parameters o
the materials are listed in Table I, and the band offsets u
in the calculations were DEc50.262 eV and DEv
50.348 eV for the conduction and valence bands, resp
tively. For a fixed value oft l 2h

L , the t l 2h
R dependences pre

sented in Fig. 3 reverse sign att l 2h
L 5t l 2h

R , which corre-
sponds to a symmetric quantum well. A decrease in w
thickness brings about a growth of the interface contribut
and, hence, a steeperr(t l 2h

R ) dependence for a more narro
quantum well.

2. ELECTRIC-FIELD-INDUCED ANISOTROPY

Electric fieldEi@001# applied to a bulk zincblende sem
conductor results in a linear-in-field birefringence with t
principal axes of the dielectric permittivity tensor oriente
along the three directions@11̄0#, @110#, and @001#. Two
mechanisms of the Pockels effect in quantum-well structu
were discussed in Ref. 9. One of them involves uniax
strainuxy}E (xi@100#,yi@010#) induced by the electric field
~piezoelectric effect!, and the mixing of heavy- and light
hole states induced by this strain, i.e., a contribution to fu
tion G(z) in Eq. ~3! and to the overlap integralI 2 propor-
tional to uxy . The second mechanism is purely electronic
nature, namely, one has to take into account that the in
band matrix element of the momentum opera
^c,s,kuepuv,m,k& in a semiconductor of classTd contains
terms linear in the electron wave vectork. For kiz we have

^c,1/2,kzuepuv,3/2,kz&52Pe12Qkze2 ,

^c,21/2,kzuepuv,23/2,kz&5Pe22Qkze1 ,

where e is the light-polarization unit vector,e65ex6 iey ,
and P and Q are constants. When calculating the optic
anisotropy by the envelope-function method,kz has to be

FIG. 3. Relative anisotropy of the absorption coefficient in a perio
quantum-well structure Ga0.47In0.53As/InP vs nondimensional heavy-light
hole mixing coefficientt l 2h

R at the right-hand interface calculated for fixe
values of t l 2h

L . The solid lines were calculated for wells with thickne
a5100Å, and the dashed line, fora570Å.
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replaced by operator2 id/dz. In the lowest order in the
small parametersI 2 /I 1 andQ/(aP) we obtain

r5
2

)

I 2

I 1
2

2Q

aP

I 3

I 1
, ~10!

whereI 35a*dzKdF/dz, and factora is introduced for the
sake of convenience so that the quantitiesI 1 ,I 2 ,I 3 have the
same dimension. In an electric field, the envelopeF(z) be-
comes asymmetrical even fort l 2h

L,R 50, and the integralI 3 is
not zero.

Besides the above two bulk mechanisms, there is
quantum wells witht l 2h

L ,t l 2h
R Þ0 an additional mechanism

of the Pockels effect which involves the interfaces. Inde
an electric field changes the values of the envelope func
G(z) at the interfaces, and, as follows from Eq.~4!, this
results in a change in Eq.~3! of the extent of admixture o
the uG8 ,71/2& to uG8 ,63/2& states, and, hence, to a chan
in the overlap integralI 2 . Figure 4 presents electric-fiel
dependences of the optical anisotropy due to the inter
contribution. The curves were calculated for various com
nations of the values oft l 2h

L and t l 2h
R given in the caption,

and the other parameters correspond to a 100-Å w
Ga0.47In0.53As/InP quantum well.

We have been assuming until now that the potential b
riers at the C8A8/CA and CA/C8A8 interfaces are the same
But in a general case for CÞC8 and AÞA8 the effective
dipole moments corresponding to the C-A8 and C8-A bonds
are different, so that the difference between the band off
VL and VR at the left- and right-hand interfaces may be
high as 50–100 meV.7–10 At equilibrium, this difference
generates a built-in electric field which equalizes the elec
chemical potential. The curves labeled2, 3, and4 in Fig. 4
were calculated for noncommutative interfaces, wher
curve 1 corresponds to a symmetric quantum well. We d
not intend here to calculate precisely the built-in field, a
therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the external field w
augmented by a fieldE0(z)5(VR2VL)/(ueua) in the well,
and E0(z)50 in the barriers~e is the electronic charge!.
Positive values on the horizontal axis in Fig. 4 correspond
the external electric-field vectorE directed from the left- to
right-hand interface, which coincides with the direction
the built-in fieldE0560 kV/cm. Curve3 was calculated as
suming the equalityt l 2h

L 5t l 2h
R 51. Under these conditions

the nonzero anisotropy ('8%) observed forE50 is domi-
nated by the built-in field. Application of a negative extern
field compensates the built-in one and, accordingly, redu
the degree of anisotropy. Curves 2 and 4 illustrate the fie
induced imbalance between the contributions due to the
and right-hand interfaces to the anisotropy. An increase
positive external field polarizes the electron and hole w
functions and, in this way, increases the relative contribut

TABLE I. Parameters of the materials making up the heteropair.

Eg , eV me /m0 mhh /m0 mlh /m0

GaInAs 0.81 0.041 0.377 0.052
lnP 1.42 0.077 0.65 0.12
in

,
n

ce
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e
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of the right-hand interface at which the hole functions a
maximum. The contribution of the left-hand interface ten
to zero with increasing field, and curves 2 (t l 2h

L 51,t l 2h
R

50) and 4 (t l 2h
L 50,t l 2h

R 51) approach asymptotically th
zero value (t l 2h

L 50,t l 2h
R 50) and curve 3 (t l 2h

L 51,t l 2h
R

51), respectively. Curve1, calculated for a symmetric
quantum well with commutative interfaces (t l 2h

L 5t l 2h
R

51,VL5VR), is naturally symmetric relative to the origin.

3. RELATION BETWEEN THE TIGHT-BINDING MODEL
AND THE ENVELOPE-FUNCTION METHOD

To estimate the coefficients entering the boundary c
ditions for the envelope functions\m , we shall use the em
pirical tight-binding modelsp3s* in the nearest-neighbor
coupling approximation.11 This model was employed earlie
to derive the boundary conditions at the interface betw
common-anion semiconductors.2,12 For kiz, the wave func-
tion of the valence-band electron can be expanded in pla
atomic orbitals

ca~r !5(
n

Cnfna~r2znez!, ~11!

where zn5na0/4, a0 is the lattice constant,ez is the unit
vector along@001#, fna is the planar orbital for a monatomi
layer of cations~odd n! or anions ~even n!. The spin is
initially not taken into account, and one derives bounda
conditions for the envelopes of the Bloch functions (uX&
1uY&)/& and (uX&2uY&)/&, which transform according to
the one-dimensional representationsD3 ,D4 of the wave-
vector group at pointD. Therefore in Eq.~11! we havea
5D3 ,D4 , and for the corresponding orbitals we can wr
(px1py)/& or (px2py)/&. Consider for definiteness how
the D3 states are joined at the CA/C8A8 heterojunction. The

FIG. 4. Lateral absorption anisotropy as a function of external electric fi
in a 100-Å thick quantum-well structure Ga0.47In0.53As/InP. Curve1— cal-
culation for a symmetric well witht l 2h

L 5t l 2h
R 51 and equal band offsets

DV5348 meV, curves2–4—asymmetric well withDVL5318 meV,DVR

5378 meV, and a built-in electric field of 60 kV/cm; the mixing coeffi
cientst l 2h

L andt l 2h
R are chosen, respectively, to be 1, 0~curve2!; 1, 1 ~curve

3!; and 0, 1~curve4!.
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interface monolayers A and C8 are assigned the numbersn
50 andn51. We shall use subsequently the following n
tation for the tight-binding model parameters:Ec ,Ea are the
diagonal energies for the cation or anionp orbitals,Vgd is
the tight-binding matrix element between the anion orb
pg and cation orbitalpd in the bulk semiconductor CA
(g,d5x,y), Ec8 ,Ea8 ,Vgd8 are the same parameters for ma
rial C8A8, Ẽa andẼc8 are the diagonal energies for the inte
face atoms A and C8, andṼgd is the binding matrix elemen
for the AC8 pair.

The coefficients for solutions ofD3 symmetry in the
bulk semiconductor CA satisfy the coupled linear equatio

U2C2l 211~Ea2E!C2l1U1C2l 1150,

U1C2l1~Ec2E!C2l 111U2C2l 1250, ~12!

whereE is the electron energy,U65(Vxx6Vxy)/2, andl is
an integer. SolutionsD4 satisfy a similar system of equa
tions, whereU1 andU2 switch places. In the electron rep
resentation, the dispersion of theD3 or D4 valence states ca
be written

E~k,CA!5
1

2
~Ea1Ec!2Dk , ~13!

where

Dk5AD21VkV2k, D5
1

2
~Ec2Ea!,

Vk5U2eika0/41U1e2 ika0/4. ~14!

The values of the wave vectork5(0,0,k) are real within the
allowed band and imaginary for an energy in the gap. Fo
given value ofk, coefficientsCn can be presented in th
form

Cn~k!5 f kHhke
ikzn

jke
ikzn

for even n,
for odd n, ~15!

where f k is an arbitrary factor, and

hk5S Dk1D

2Dk
D 1/2

, jk52hk

Vk

Dk1D
. ~16!

In bulk material C8A8, the equations forCn can be
obtained by replacing Ea ,Ec ,Vk ,D,Dk ,U6 , f k with
Ea8 ,Ec8 ,Vk8

8 ,D8,Dk8
8 ,U68 , f k8 . The solutions for a hetero

structure are constructed in the form of linear combinatio
of k and 2k waves in material CA, andk8,2k8 waves in
material C8A8, wherek and k8 satisfy the dispersion equa
tions E5E(k,CA)5E(k8,C8A8). Accordingly, coefficients
Cn become

Cn5 HCn~k,CA!1Cn~2k,CA!

Cn~k8,C8A8!1Cn~2k8,C8A8!
for n<0,
for n>1. ~17!

Factorsf 6k , f 6k8 are related through two ‘‘interface’’ equa
tions

U2C211~Ẽa2E!C01Ũ1C150,

Ũ1C01~Ẽc82E!C11U28 C250. ~18!
l

-

s

a

s

We have to take now into account that the envelope in
effective-mass method is the function

f ~z!5 f ke
ikz1 f 2ke

2 ikz. ~19!

Using Eq.~18!, one can derive the boundary conditions r
lating f (0)5 f k1 f 2k and the first derivatived f(0)/dz
5 ik( f k2 f 2k) to f 8(0)5 f k81 f 2k8 and d f8(0)/dz
5 ik8( f k82 f 2k8). We finally come to

f ~0!5t11f 8~0!1t12ḟ 8~0!,

ḟ ~0!5t21f 8~0!1t22ḟ 8~0!, ~20!

ḟ [a0(m0 /M )(d f /dz), the effective mass M
5\2d(dE/dk)21,

t115
1

h S h8
U18

Ũ1

2
Ec82Ẽc8

Ũ1U18
S18 D ,

t125
1

hh8

Ec82Ẽc8

Ũ1U18

\2

m0a0
2 ,

t215
m0a0

2

\2

h

2

3H @S12S21h~2Ẽa2Ea2E!#t1122 S18
Ũ1

U18
J , ~21!

t225
h

h8

Ũ1

U18
1

h

2

m0a0
2

\2 t12@S12S21h~2Ẽa2Ea2E!#.

We have used the following notation:

S65
U6~U61U7 coska0/2!

A2D~D1D!
,

S68 5
U68 ~U68 1U78 cosk8a0/2!

A2D8~D81D8!
, ~22!

h5h(k),h85h8(k8), D5Dk , D85Dk8
8 . In deriving Eq.

~22!, we took into account the identityS18 1S28 5h8(Ea8
2E). One can readily verify that matrixt i j is unimodular:
t11t222t12t2151. The result for a GaAs/AlAs-type heteropa
is2 as follows: in common-anion heterostructures,Ẽc8

5Ec8, Ẽa5(Ea1Ea8)/2, Ũ15U18 , and t115h8/h, t1250,
t225h/h8,

t215
m0a0

2

2\2 @h8~S12S2!2h~S18 2S28 !#

5
m0a0

2

2\2 S VxxVxy

D1D
2

Vxx8 Vxy8

D81D8
D . ~23!

Expressions~21! permit one to relate the elements
matrix t i j to the microscopic parameters of the tight-bindi
model. Calculations were carried out for two possible typ
of the interface in the Ga0.47In0.55As/InP heterostructure:
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1! InAs type in the atomic plane sequence

-~GaIn!-As-~GaIn!-@As-In#-P-In-P-
2) GaInP type in the sequence

-In-P-In-@P-~GaIn!#-As-~GaIn!-As-,

where the interface atoms are bracketed. Table II lists
parameters used, and Table III presents the coefficientt i j

calculated with boundary conditions~20! for an energyE
close to the top of the GaInAs valence band. The diago
energiesẼa ,Ẽc8 were chosen in accordance with the tigh
binding model used in Ref. 8:Ẽa5Ea(GaInAs), Ẽc8

5Ec(InP) for the InAs interface, Ẽa5Ea(InP), Ẽc8
5Ec(GaInAs) for the GaInP interface, and the valence-ba
offset was assumed to bedEv50.348 eV. As seen from
Table III, the diagonal coefficientst11 and t22 are close to
one, and coefficientt12 is considerably smaller than the oth
ers. Fort11,t22'1, the mixing coefficient at the interface o
the orbitalsuX&,uY& is ~disregarding the spin-orbit coupling!
tX2Y5@ t21(D3)2t21(D4)#/2, and the heavy-light-hole mix
ing coefficient in Eq.~2! can be writtent l 2h5tX2Y /).2 As
follows from Table III, the coefficientst l 2h at InAs- and
GaInP-type interfaces take the values of22.58 and20.77,
i.e., they differ by more than a factor of three. The tigh
binding model used here is somewhat approximate
serves only to estimate the absolute values of coefficie
t l 2h
L ,t l 2h

R and the difference between them, which is resp
sible for the lateral anisotropy. The precise values of th
coefficients could be found from a detailed comparison w
experiment, which is beyond the scope of the present w
In Fig. 3, the maximum optical anisotropy is'10%, in full
agreement with the tight-binding calculation.8 The experi-
mental values of the relative absorption anisotropyr exceed
the theoretical estimate by a factor two to three. It may
conjectured that besides the intrinsic mechanism analyze

TABLE II. Material parameters used in the calculations.

a0 Vxx Vxy Ea Ec

lnP 5.8688 1.6888 4.1213 0.7090 3.792
GaInAs 5.8679 1.1636 4.4547 0.2331 3.835
GaInP 5.6725 1.3812 3.6936 0.4771 3.760
InAs 6.0583 1.3013 4.8025 0.2697 4.146
e

al

d

d
ts
-
e

h
k.

e
in

this work interface imperfections, such as islands, steps
ledges, oriented predominantly along@110# or @11̄0#, may
contribute to lateral anisotropy too. Nevertheless, a comp
son with experiment shows that the contribution tor due to
the intrinsic mechanism is not small, and in samples w
more perfect interfaces it will certainly exceed the extrin
one.
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TABLE III. Calculated coefficientst i j .

InAs (D3) InAs (D4) GaInP (D3) GaInP (D4)

t11 0.9415 0.6872 1.2160 0.8050
t12 0.0000 0.0000 20.0157 20.0825
t21 22.3957 2.7657 20.2881 1.2582
t22 1.0621 1.4551 0.8261 1.1132
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Efficiency of Si L 2,3 x-ray generation in the SiO 2 /Si system by electron impact
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The paper reports a study of the depth profile of the generation efficiency and escape of the
ultrasoft silicon L2,3 x-ray radiation excited by electrons of various energies. The generation
function describing the excitation efficiency is the kernel of an integral equation determining
the dependence of x-ray emission intensity on primary-electron energy. To determine the form of
this function, a study was made of the dependence of the SiL2,3 x-ray spectral intensity and
of its silicon L2,3 component bands, from crystalline silicon and amorphous dioxide SiO2, on
primary-electron energy in samples made from dioxide layers of various thicknesses grown
on crystalline silicon. These experiments permitted investigation of the generation-function cross
sections at the depth of the Si-SiO2 interface. The theoretical simulation of the generation
function made use of the simplest laws governing electron interaction with solids and of the cross
section of the inner-level ionization by electron impact in its most general form. A comparison
of the experimentally obtained relative contributions of the Si and SiO2 emissions with
the calculations shows them to be in good agreement up to primary-electron energies of 2–3
keV. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03410-8#
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Ultrasoft x-ray spectroscopy of characteristic emiss
bands combined with variation of the primary electron-be
energy exciting the emission has demonstrated its merits
nondestructive method of layer-by-layer analysis of the e
tronic structure and chemical phase composition of ne
surface regions in solids within the thickness range exte
ing from a few nm to hundreds of nm.1–3 A calculational
model was developed for quantitative analysis, in which
excitation efficiency of characteristic x-ray emission was i
plicitly assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout t
emitting layer.1 The obvious incorrectness of this assumpti
was compensated by introducing certain corrections, bu
was evident that the model should include a reliable dis
bution of the emission-generation efficiency in depth. T
distribution is usually approximated by a generation funct
GE0(ci(x),x), which depends on primary-electron ener
and concentration gradient of the emitting atoms of thei th
species and is the kernel of an integral equation determin
in a general form the dependence of the x-ray spectral in
sity on primary-electron energy

I ~E0 ,v!;E
0

`

GE0~ci~x!,x/sin u0!

3exp@2m~v!x/sin u#dx, ~1!

whereci(x) is the concentration profile of the emitting atom
of speciesi in depthx, u0 and u are the grazing angles o
incidence of primary electrons and escaping x rays, resp
tively, m~v! is the linear absorption coefficient of the outg
ing radiation in the sample material, and exp@2m(v)x/sinu#
is the fraction of the radiation absorbed in the sample~a
quantitative characteristic of the self-absorption effect!. The
generation function can be expressed in the most gen
form as
1751063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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GE0@ci~x!,x#dx;ci~x!E
Ei

E0
nE0~«,x!s i~«!d«, ~2!

whereEi is the ionization potential of the scanned level
atomsi ,s i(«) is the ionization cross section of this level b
electron impact, andnE0(«,x) is the normalized distribution
in energy« of the ensemble of electrons~primary, secondary,
Auger! generated by primary electrons of energyE0 in a
layer of unit thickness located at depthx. This distribution
forms as a result of multiple elastic and inelastic electr
scattering by electrons, plasmons, phonons, defects etc.
its first-principles calculation is extremely complex even f
single-phase solids.

In our earlier work3 we attempted to use, for a quantita
tive estimation of the complex multiphase syste
SiO2-Si-Au, an arbitrary modification of Filiber’s relation to
describe the generation function for largeE0 . The results of
the fitting showed that, while this generation function can,
principle, adequately approximate the excitation-efficien
depth profile, it requires refinement. The present work
scribes a comprehensive study of the function of ultras
characteristic x-ray generation.

The investigation technique is as follows. Use was ma
of silicon dioxide layers with various thicknesses grown
single-crystal silicon~a set of samples with different depth
of the SiO2-Si interface!. When such samples are bombard
by primary electrons, a dynamic distribution of the efficien
of Si L2,3 spectrum excitation in depth sets in, which can
approximated by the generation function under study. T
function should be close in shape to that forming in an i
tropic sample, because the mass densitiesc of the coating
and of the substrate are close, with only silicon atom c
centrations being different. Also close are the linear abso
tion coefficients at the energies of the SiL2,3 bands in SiO2
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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and Si ~according to Ref. 4, at a photon energy of 92 e
these coefficients are approximately 105 cm21!. Note, how-
ever, that the shapes of the SiL2,3 x-ray emission bands in
silicon dioxide and crystalline silicon are different, whic
permits one to reliably deconvolute these superposed b
observed under their simultaneous excitation. This appro
was successfully used before.3,5 Thus the interface may b
conceived as a cross section of the generation function a
depth of the interface~i.e., the thickness of the SiO2 layer!.
The atoms located above this cross section emit the spec
characteristic of the SiL2,3 band in SiO2, and those below it,
the band due to crystalline silicon. Depending on the ac
depth of the interface and on the primary-electron ener
one will observe either the SiL2,3 band in SiO2, or superpo-
sition of this band with the band of the substrate, i.e.
crystalline silicon. By deconvolving this complex featu
into components, one can estimate with a good accur
their relative intensities.

The same quantity can be calculated using a given
calculated generation function and the characteristics of
model system chosen. The quality of the fit between the
culated and experimental data will characterize primarily
degree of adequacy of the generation function selected.
cause preliminary studies showed the generation funct
constructed for high primary-electron energies to be clos
actual distributions, we can use the results obtained in
classical work of Borovski� and Rydnik6 for microanalytical
purposes in the hard x-ray energy region.

To find the energy distribution of scattered electrons i
massive target,nE0(«,x), Ref. 6 used a model functio
f («,x) which was a sum of two terms describing the incide
and outgoing electron fluxes:

f ~«,x!5gf~«,x!1gb~«,x!. ~3!

The functiongf(«,x) was estimated assuming exponent
attenuation of the electron flux7

N~x!5N0 exp@2~x/X!p# ~4!

and a power-law slowing-down along the trajectory

«n~x!5E0
n~12x/xmax!. ~5!

In Eqs. ~4! and ~5!, X5aE0 /r; p5(1.51n)/ log Z; n
52.44(Z/A)0.5; r, A, andZ denote the mass density, atom
weight, and atomic number, respectively;a53.3331026 for
E0 measured in keV, andx, in cm; xmax is the maximum
penetration depth for electrons with energyE0 into the
target;8,9 and N0 is the number of incident electrons. Bas
on these simplest relations, one can readily show that u
the system of dimensionless unitsx5x/X andj5«/E0 , the
function g(j,x) can be written in the following form

g~j,x!5pnxp@jn21/~12jn!p11#exp@2~x/~12jn!!p#,

E
0

1

g~j,x!dj5N~x!/N0 . ~6!

In the first approximation, we have neglected the sec
term describing electron backscattering from the target. T
term is small compared to the first one,10 and it should affect
primarily the amplitude of the generation function, but t
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quantities used by us here~the intensity ratios of the contri
butions due to the SiO2 layer and the Si substrate! should not
be sensitive to the absolute values of the integrands in E
~1! and ~2!.

Figure 1~a! displays thenE0(x,«) profiles calculated in
this way for different primary-electron energies and for d
ferent depths. One readily sees that, the maxima in the
tributions shift to lower energies as the depth increases,
they decrease in amplitude and broaden. Also shown in
same figure is the electron-impact-ionization cross sec
for the Si 2p level. This curve was calculated using the un
versal relation of Gryzinsky, which was obtained within cla
sical theory of atomic collisions and was found to fit we
experimental data11

sSi~«!5~s0 /E2p
2 y!@~y21!/~y11!#3/2

3$112/3~121/2y!ln@2.71~y21!1/2#%, ~7!

where s056.56310214 eV2
•cm2 for electron-atom colli-

sions,y5«/E2p ; andE2p is the Si 2p binding energy, which
was chosen~102.3 eV! as an average between those char
teristic of crystalline silicon and silicon dioxide.12

The form of the generation function~2! is determined by
the ionization cross section and the electron energy distr
tion. Because far from the core-level ionization potential t
ionization cross section falls off slowly, the shape of t
generation function will be dominated by the character of
nE0(x,«) distributions. The effect of the ionization cros
section function will be the strongest near its maximum~the
values equal to the third-fourth ionization potentials!. For
instance, if the primary-electron energy lies near the ma
mum ofs i(«) or to the left of it, then the low-energy part o
the nE0(x,«) function describing emission from deep laye
will be suppressed, and the contribution due to emiss
from the top layer will increase, thus bringing about a n
ticeable increase in the sensitivity of surface measureme
The high surface sensitivity of x-ray emission spectrosco
was first revealed in near-threshold excitation of characte

FIG. 1. Electron energy distribution at various depths from a SiO2 target
surface calculated using Eqs.~3!–~6! for the primary electron energies~1!
E051.0 keV and~2! E053.0 keV ~the depths are shown in nm!; ~3! cross
section of Si 2p-level ionization by electron impact calculated using Eq.~7!
~right-hand scale!.
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tic bands of metals,13 which supports the conclusion made b
analyzing the form of the integrands in Eq.~2!.

Figure 2 shows generation functions for SiL2,3 emission
in SiO2 calculated for two different primary-electron ene
gies. Each curve has a maximum and, asE0 increases, the
position of the maximum shifts rapidly to greater depths~by
more than a factor ten forE0 changing from 1 to 3 keV!, and
the width of the generation-efficiency curve increases~sev-
enfold at half maximum!. The dashed lines in Fig. 2 sho
the emission output functions@the integrand in Eq.~1! is the
generation function modified by absorption of the escap
radiation in the sample material#. We readily see that the
output function differs only slightly from the generatio
function for E051 keV, while self-absorption affects rad
cally the shape of the generation function forE053 keV, so
that it becomes smoother and no longer has a maximum
the bulk of the target. The steepness of the right-hand s
of the generation and output functions increases with
creasingE0 which, based on general considerations, sho
improve the accuracy of an analysis or resolution with dep

Let us turn now to the SiO2/Si system. It consisted o
three samples with silicon dioxide layers 19, 26, and 121
thick. The samples were prepared by dry oxidation of
~111! face of a silicon single crystal. The thicknesses w
determined from the oxidation time and ellipsometrically
within 3%. The generation and output functions of SiL2,3

emission for such samples will differ from the ones d
played in Fig. 2 only in the presence of a jump at interfa
depth. This jump is caused by an increase in volume den
of emitting Si atoms as one goes from the SiO2 layer to the
Si substrate, as well as by the change in the band inten
due to the electronic structure rearrangement.

Single-crystal samples of pure silicon and of silic
coated by a thick~200 nm! dioxide layer were used to dete
mine the magnitude of this jump. A 7-nm-thick gold lay
was deposited on the surface of each sample. The integr
intensities of the SiL2,3 bands in Si and SiO2 obtained for
different E0 were compared by normalizing them to th

FIG. 2. Generation functionsGE0(x) ~solid lines! and output functions
~dashed curves! calculated using Eqs.~1!–~7! for E051.0 and 3.0 keV.
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Au N6,7 band intensity. It was found that the emission inte
sity ratio for silicon and SiO2 is 4.560.5. It is this magnitude
of the jump that was used in describing the generation
output efficiency profiles for the SiO2/Si system. The angles
u0 andu in Eq. ~1! were set to 45°.

One could expect that the shape of the spectrum wo
change gradually with smoothly increasingE0 from that
characteristic of SiO2 to the one typical of crystalline silicon
~for large values ofE0 , where the contribution due to emis
sion from the layer becomes small!. Figure 3 illustrates this
transition through superposition of the c-Si and SiO2 bands.
Shown in Fig. 4 are SiL2,3 spectra obtained experimental
at various primary-electron energies from a SiO2~19 nm!/Si
sample ~the technique used and experimental conditio
were the same as in Refs. 1–3!. The observed pattern o
spectral shape variation is seen to be similar to the one
played in Fig. 3. Similar dependences were obtained for
samples. Each spectrum was decomposed by least-sq
fitting into the SiL2,3 component bands emitted by c-Si an
SiO2. One finally calculated the integrated band-intensity

FIG. 3. Superposition of SiL2,3 bands due to crystalline Si~c-Si! and SiO2.
The figures refer to the percentage contribution of the band intensity du
pure silicon.

FIG. 4. SiL2,3 spectra obtained for various primary-electron energies fr
a sample with a 19-nm thick SiO2 surface layer. Primary-electron energ
~keV!: 1 — 0.5, 2 — 0.75,3 — 1.0, 4 — 1.5, 5 — 2.0, 6 — 3.0, 7 — 4.0.
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tio of c-Si to SiO2 for each value ofE0 . The results of
experimental spectrum treatment and calculations are c
pared in Fig. 5.

We see that for thin, 19 and 26 nm, SiO2 layers the
calculations fit satisfactorily to experimental data, with a d
crepancy of not over 10% within the totalE0 variation range,
and considerably less than that forE0,3.0 keV. The fit for
the sample with the thickest oxide film~121 nm! is substan-
tially worse. It should, however, be pointed out that bo
theory and experiment show the relation to rise from zero
E052.0 keV, which evidences the correctness of the de
scale.

Thus the depth profile of the excitation efficiency a
output of SiL2,3 emission constructed by us agrees satisf
torily with experiment for low primary-electron energie
E0,3.0 keV and can be used in calculations of thin-lay
characteristics and distributions~a few tens of nm thick!.

For layers 19 and 26 nm thick, the disagreement betw
theory and experiment becomes noticeable forE0 of 2–3
keV. At these energies, the tops and left-hand slopes of
generation functions pass through the interfaces. It is po

FIG. 5. SiL2,3 band intensity ratio for single-crystal silicon and SiO2 vs
primary-electron energy for samples with surface SiO2 layers 19, 26, and
121 nm thick. Calculation—solid lines, experiment—symbols connected
dashed lines.
-
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bly these regions that were described by us less adequ
through neglect of electron backscattering in the target.
analysis of the results obtained for the 121-nm thick la
shows that asE0 is increased from 2 to 6 keV the interfac
passes through both the right- and left-hand slopes of
GE0(x) curves. It might appear that the generation functio
are completely wrong, but one should take into account t
for sufficiently largeE0, the self-absorption effect can resu
not only in a decrease of the escaping radiation intensity
in a distortion of band shape as well, even if the absorpt
coefficient does not have a fine structure and is inst
described14 by a smoothly sloped curve. This, in its turn
interferes with deconvolution of experimental curves in
components and results in errors in intensity-ratio calcu
tions. The influence of this effect and of other parameters
the accuracy of describing the depth profile of generat
efficiency and of outgoing characteristic x-ray intensity w
be reported in our subsequent publications.
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Effect of temperature and surface coverage on the samarium interaction with Si „111…
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The interaction of Sm atoms with Si~111! has been studied. The study was carried out by low-
energy electron diffraction, Auger-electron spectroscopy, and contact-potential difference
method over a broad range of temperatures~from room temperature to 1140 K! at which samarium
was deposited on the silicon sample surface. The surface coverage varied from zero to 55
monolayers. It was shown that the shape of the low-energy Auger spectrum of samarium depends
on coverage, and that its variation correlates with that of the Sm atom valence state. It was
established that no ordered structures form when samarium is deposited on silicon at room
temperature, and that partial mixing of the metal and semiconductor atoms takes place in
the initial stages of this process. If samarium is deposited on heated silicon~900 and 1140 K!, an
adsorbed film~transition layer!, whose structure is determined by the coverage and
temperature, is the first to form. After that, three-dimensional silicide crystallites begin to grow
on this transition layer. Their shape depends on the substrate temperature. This dependence
accounts for the relation between temperature and the coverage at which the crystallites coalesce.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03510-2#
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Our previous publications described an investigation i
the formation mechanisms of the interfaces Eu-Si~111! ~Ref.
1! and Yb-Si~111! ~Refs. 2 and 3! and their physicochemica
properties. This investigation showed that further progres
understanding the character of the processes occurring o
Si~111! surface under deposition on it of rare-earth~RE!
metal atoms can be reached, in particular, by studying
interaction of silicon with other RE elements. Our first st
in this direction was to study the formation of the Sm
Si~111! interface. Some of the results obtained in the wo
were summarized in Ref. 4, with the remainder being p
sented in this communication. The difference between th
two works lies primarily in the experimental techniques e
ployed. Ref. 4 made use of low-energy electron diffract
~LEED!, thermal desorption spectroscopy, atomic-be
modulation, and mass spectrometry~MS!. This communica-
tion describes the results obtained by Auger-electron sp
troscopy~AES!, LEED, contact-potential difference~CPD!,
and MS. These methods were applied in the same exp
mental arrangement as in the preceding work.4 The Auger
spectra were measured in differential form. The substra
were phosphorus-dopedn-silicon samples cut parallel to th
~111! plane and having resistivity of 1 – 10V•cm.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND THEIR DISCUSSION

The experimental method used in this work differ
from the commonly accepted procedure. Usually, the m
is deposited on a silicon sample maintained at room temp
ture. After this, the substrate is heated to the desired temp
ture, and the measurements are performed subsequen
room temperature. In this work, samarium was deposited
samples heated to a certain temperature~which will be speci-
fied when describing the experimental conditions!. The mea-
surements were carried out at room temperature. Suc
1751063-7834/98/40(10)/7/$15.00
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procedure was chosen for the following two reasons. Fi
deposition of an RE metal on a heated crystal produce
more-ordered silicide films.5 Second, this growth techniqu
may initiate as yet unknown mechanisms of RE-Si~111! in-
terface formation.

We chose two temperatures, 900 and 1140 K. T
choice of the first temperature was motivated by the obs
vation that near it the ()3))R30° structure forms within
the coverage interval 0.5<u<25. Foru.25, it is replaced
by the (131) structure. At the same time if experiments a
carried out by the conventional method, the (131) structure
will be observed for allu>2.

As for 1140 K, it is the maximum temperature at whic
Sm does not start to evaporate from the surface. This t
perature produces within the coverage interval 0.35<u<45
only (531) reflections. The same structure is observed
samarium first is deposited on the crystal maintained aT
57002900 K, after which the temperature is raised to 11
K. In this case, however, its reflections are very weak.

The results of these structural studies formed a basis
developing the program of the present work. This progr
included, first, investigation of the dependence of the
marium Auger-line shape on the number of samarium ato
deposited on the silicon surface. This investigation w
stimulated by the results of Refs. 6 and 7, which indicate t
the valence state of Sm atoms depends on coverageu. And a
change in the valence state may, in principle, be accom
nied by transformation of the samarium Auger lines.

The second objective was to study the concentration
pendences of the amplitudes of Sm and Si Auger peaks
different temperatures of Sm deposition on silicon surfa
These data could yield information on the mechanism
interface formation and on how it is affected by experimen
conditions. Samarium was deposited on silicon at three t
8 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Low-energy samarium spectra includingN4,5O2,3N6,7 ~101 eV!, N4,5N6,7V ~121 eV!, andN4,5VV ~134 eV! peaks obtained for different coverages. Pa
a, b, and c correspond to different silicon temperatures at which samarium was deposited. The samarium atom concentration on the surfaceN57.84
31014 cm22, was taken foru51. ~a! T5300 K. u: 1—0.13, 2—0.40, 3—0.67, 4—1.47, 5—2.95, 6—11.0. ~b! T5900 K. u: 1—0.13, 2—0.27, 3—0.40,
4—0.54,5—0.67,6—1.07,7—2.68,8—8.04. ~c! T51140 K. u: 1—0.13,2—0.27,3—0.40,4—0.54,5—0.67,6—1.07,7—2.68,8—8.04.
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peratures of the substrate, at room temperature, 900,
1140 K.

Finally, the third purpose of the study was to see how
silicon-surface work function depends on the amount of
deposited Sm atoms. Data obtained in such measurem
provide information on the electronic state of adsorbed
films or of the silicide film surface. In the investigation of th
concentration dependences of Auger peak amplitudes,
marium was deposited on silicon maintained at three te
peratures: room temperature, 900, and 1140 K.

The results obtained in this investigation are presente
graphical form in Figs. 1–5. Consider them in sequence.

1! Shape of samarium Auger spectra (Fig. 1).The shape
of the low-energy part of the room-temperature samari
Auger spectrum including theN4,5O2,3N6,7 ~101 eV!,
N4,5N6,7V ~121 eV!, andN4,5VV ~134 eV! peaks depends o
coverage~Fig. 1~a!!. The shape begins to change already
submonolayer coverages. It continues to change foru.1 as
well until, finally, atu511 this part of the spectrum takes o
nd

e
e
nts

a-
-

in

t

the form typical of three-dimensional samples of samariu
After that, further increase of the coverage no longer affe
its shape.

All these observations can be easily explained by c
sidering the studies6,7 of samarium valency. It was found tha
the valency of Sm atoms adsorbed on the Si(111)737 face
at room temperature increases within the coverage inte
0,u,1 from 21 to larger values with increasing surfac
concentration. This growth becomes still more pronounc
for 1,u,2. Foru.2, the soft x-ray absorption spectra us
to determine the valence state practically coincide with th
for bulk samarium metal.7 Because in the bulk of the meta
samarium is trivalent, this coincidence implies that foru
52 samarium atoms deposited on silicon are predomina
trivalent.

It thus follows that the above-mentioned change in
shape of the low-energy part of the Auger spectrum is app
ently due to the valence state of Sm atoms increasing f
21 at low coverages to close to 31 for largeu, and, hence,
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that this spectral shape can indeed serve as an indicatio
the samarium valency.

Below 900 K, the change in the low-energy Auger spe
trum of samarium with increasing coverage is about the sa
as that observed at room temperature~Fig. 1~b!!. This im-
plies, in particular, that Sm atoms in the silicide formed at
elevated temperature has a valence of 31.

The pattern observed at 1140 K is qualitatively differe
In this case the growth of coverage foru<8 is accompanied
only by an insignificant change in shape of the correspond
part of the Auger spectrum~Fig. 1~c!!. It would thus seem
that the valence state of samarium in the silicide film start
to form atu50.4 is close to two. An analysis of the conce
tration dependences of the Auger peak amplitude~see below!
showed, however, that the constancy of Auger spectral sh
for silicide films grown at 1140 K is due to other reason
These reasons will be considered in the next section.

2! Auger-peak intensity vs samarium concentration
the silicon surface.These dependences were obtained us
the 92-eVL3VV Si Auger peak. For samarium we had
take the weak high-energyM5N4,5N4,5 Auger line at 816 eV,
because the strongest samarium line,N4,5O2,3N6,7 at 101 eV,
partly overlaps the silicon Auger spectrum and, thus, is
suitable for quantitative measurements. The other, wea
samarium Auger peaks,N4,5N6,7V ~121 eV! andN4,5VV ~134
eV!, lie, as already mentioned, in the low-energy regio
where the spectrum changes its shape with increasing co
age. Therefore they are likewise unsuitable for measuring
concentration
dependences. As for the shape of theM5N4,5N4,5 peak at
816 eV, it remains constant throughout the coverage ra
studied.

The concentration dependences obtained by us aT
5300 K ~curves1 and2 in Figs. 2 and 3! are in full agree-
ment with those reported in Ref. 8. They argue for the m
ing of Sm and Si atoms foru,8. Foru.8, a film of metallic
samarium grows on the surface. When combined with

FIG. 2. Auger-peak amplitudes for SmM 5N4,5N4,5 ~816 eV! ~curves1,3,5!
and SiL3VV ~92 eV! ~curves2,4,6! vssamarium atom concentration on th
silicon surface~coverage interval 0,u<8!. Samarium was deposited a
T(K): 1,2—300,3,4—900,5,6—1140.
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data presented in the preceding section, these results s
that samarium is predominantly trivalent both in th
samarium-silicon mixing stage and after its completion.

In the cases where samarium is deposited onto he
samples, the concentration dependences of Auger-signa
tensity exhibit a number of significant features. First, o
observes a substantial difference in the behavior of
curves for silicon and samarium~Figs. 2 and 3!. Indeed, for
silicon they saturate already at low coverages,u52 for T
5900 K andu50.8 for T51140 K. The same dependenc
measured for samarium do not, strictly speaking, reach s
ration for any coverage. At the same time while the s
marium Auger signal at 1140 K grows linearly with conce
tration for all u.10 ~curve5 in Fig. 3!, the silicon signal at
900 K shows a tendency to saturate for coveragesu.37
~curve 3 in Fig. 3!. Second, the Auger signal intensity d
pends on temperature. For instance, the Auger peak am
tude for samarium at 900 K exceeds considerably that
tained for 1140 K. In the case of silicon, the peak intensit
are in the opposite relation.

Correct interpretation of the above relations requi
their comparison with the data of our structure stud
~briefly discussed above! and with the results obtained bot
in our preceding work4 and in studies of other authors dea
ing with the Sm–Si~111! system. According to these result
the Sm–Si~111! film structure forms by a mechanism clos
to that of Stransky-Krastanov. It is essentially as follows.
low coverages, the samarium film adsorbed on silicon rec
structs the sample surface~this film, together with the recon
structed surface, is called in what follows the reconstruct
or transition layer!. There may be more than one such reco
struction and, in one of them, 3D samarium-silicide cryst
lites grow. Obviously, this film structure should becom
manifest in AES and LEED measurements. Indeed, the
marium Auger-peak amplitudeI for the coverage region
where the silicide crystallites have not yet coalesced can
written approximately

I 5I 11I 25xI101~12x!I 20, ~1!

FIG. 3. Auger-peak amplitudes for SmM 5N4,5N4,5 ~816 eV! ~curves1,3,5!
and SiL3VV ~92 eV! ~curves2,4,6! vssamarium atom concentration on th
silicon surface~coverage interval 0,u<55!. Samarium was deposited a
T(K): 1,2—300,3,4—900,5,6—1140.
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where I 1 is the Auger signal produced by the fractionx of
the transition layer which is not covered by crystallites,I 2 is
that due to the crystallites, andI 10 and I 20 are the corre-
sponding Auger signals for unit surface area. Equation~1!
assumes the crystallite heighth exceeds the Auger-electro
mean-free pathl and, therefore, the part of the transitio
layer under the crystallites does not contribute toI 1 . Despite
its obviously approximate nature, Eq.~1! can be used for a
qualitative analysis of experimental results. One immedia
sees, in particular, that the signalI should decrease with
increasing coverage ifI 10.I 20, and increase ifI 20.I 10. The
latter case is apparently most probable, because the thick
of the transition layer is less than the mean free path of
Auger electrons, whereas the heighth may exceed it. The
results obtained in this work for Sm-Si~111! ~Figs. 2 and 3!
suggest that in this systemI 20.I 10. The value ofx entering
Eq. ~1! is obviously dependent on the crystallite shape,
that the larger is thek5h/s ratio ~s is the crystallite base
area!, the larger will bex for a given coverage, and vic
versa.

For coverages large enough to allow the crystallites
coalesce,x50. For these values ofu, which are functions of
parameterk, the Auger signalI will no longer depend on the
number of the metal atoms deposited on the surface. Its
plitude will be I 5I 20. A similar qualitative analysis can b
made for the silicon Auger peak as well.

The LEED pattern for the transition layer accommod
ing isolated 3D silicide layers should be a superposition
two patterns, namely, those of the layer and of the islan
After the latter have coalesced, the first pattern will disapp
leaving only the second one in place. The brightness o
reflections at coverages below the level of coalesce
should depend on the shape of the crystallites and on
extent to which their arrangement on the surface is match
For example, if the crystallites resemble thin long whisk
oriented normal to the sample surface, the silicide reflec
intensity will most likely be very low.

The above considerations permit one to analyze our
sults obtained by AES~Figs. 1–3! and LEED for two tem-
peratures, 900 and 1140 K. In the first case, the diffract
pattern of the ()3))R30° reconstruction on which th
silicide film grows begins to disappear atu>25, with only
the (131) structure remaining foru.30. At about the same
coverages the concentration dependenceI (Sm)5 f (u) ap-
proaches saturation asymptotically. This suggests that 3D
icide crystallites coalesce at coverages aboveu525, and that
silicide arranges in the (131) structure.

The pattern observed for 1140 K is radically different.
this case the silicide film grows on a reconstructed (531)
structure. Its diffraction pattern does not vanish even
u545. This may imply that either the silicide has th
(531) structure or the 3D silicide islands have not yet co
lesced. The second possibility is argued for by the fact t
the samarium-Auger-peak amplitude does not show a
dency to saturation throughout the coverage range stu
~Fig. 3!. It thus becomes clear that the experimental AES a
LEED data do not provide an answer to the question of
structure of the silicide films forming at 1140 K. We hav
succeeded in finding the answer by studying the concen
ly
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tion dependences of the work function~section 3!. These
studies showed that the silicides forming at 900 and 114
most likely have the same structure, (131). At first glance
this conclusion is at odds with the Auger-signal-intens
measurements~Figs. 1 and 3!. Indeed, the latter suggest tha
for equal coverages, the Auger peak of samarium obtaine
1140 K is always substantially smaller than that for 900
These differences in signal intensity can, however, result
only from the change in silicide stoichiometry occurring wi
increasing temperature. They could be due also to differ
ratiosk5h/s for the crystallites forming at 900 and 1140 K
For instance, the above difference in Auger-signal intens
will be observed ifk(1140 K).k(900 K). Indeed, for the
same coverage the area occupied by crystallites will decre
in going fromT5900 to 1140 K, and the value ofx in Eq.
~1! will increase. And if at the same timeI 20.I 10, as is the
case with the Sm-Si~111! system, these changes will tend
reduce the signalI . This decrease will, however, be not th
only consequence of the change in shape of the 3D crys
lites. The increase in thek5h/s ratio in going from 900 to
1140 K should be accompanied also by an increase of
coverage at which the crystallites start to coalesce. This c
clusion is in full agreement with the concentration depe
dences of the Auger signals~Figs. 2 and 3!.

In this way, the approach used in this Section offers
explanation for the above results. Moreover, it sheds light
some of the observations reported in the preceding Sec
In particular, one can now readily explain why the low
energy Auger spectrum of samarium undergoes a trans
mation with increasing coverage if the RE metal is deposi
on a crystal heated to 900 K, while changing very little if th
is done atT51140 K ~Fig. 1!. This difference in the spectra
pattern is due to the fact that foru<8 ~Fig. 1! the value ofI 2

in Eq. ~1! is comparable toI 1 for T5900 K andI 2!I 1 for
1140 K because the crystallites assume different 3D sha
at these temperatures. Thus, because of the specific sha
the crystallites, the Auger signal observed at 1140 K is do
nated by electrons from the transition layer with the
31) structure. As already mentioned, Sm atoms in suc
layer are divalent.

3! Work function vs samarium concentration on the s
con surface.The pattern of these dependences~Figs. 4 and 5!
changes with increasing temperature of samarium depos
on the silicon surface. These changes reflect the relatio
the mechanism of interface formation to temperature. The
fore an analysis of the results obtained in this study can h
in understanding this mechanism.

The Dw5 f (u) relation obtained at room temperature
generally similar to those observed in cases where atom
electropositive adsorbates were deposited on the surfac
metals and some semiconductors. For coverages below
level at which the minimum is observed, the absolute va
of Dw grows monotonically, without any features. Th
monotonic course may indicate that the adsorbate-subs
system is in a metastable state at room temperature.
conclusion is buttressed by a comparison of roo
temperature results with similar data obtained by us w
samarium~curves2 and3 in Fig. 4! and ytterbium3 deposited
on heated silicon. TheDw5 f (u) relations measured in th
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latter case exhibit a number of features such as steps, in
tion points, and breaks; their positions on the concentra
scale correlate with structural transitions in the intermed
layer, so that they originate from these transitions.

There is presently no information on the structure of
metastable state we have been discussing. In spite of
one can put forward some conjectures concerning the or
of the minimum in theDw5 f (u) relation. These conjecture
are based on determination of the Sm concentration on
surface at this point, and on the above-mentioned study7 of
the valence state of samarium atoms. The concentratio
the minimum (u50.73) is 5.6431014 cm22. The average
distance between atoms in such an adsorbed film is 4.2
Such a short distance suggests that, foru.umin, the adsorbed
film undergoes metallization and, as a result, after the m
mum, the work function starts to grow~as it does in the cas
of metal-film systems!. Based on the metallization concep
alone one cannot, however, explain why this growth stop
umax51.5, and the work function starts to decrease ag
thereafter. In order to understand the nature of this featur

FIG. 4. Work functionvs coverage~coverage interval 0,u<1.7! plotted
for different temperatures of samarium deposition on siliconT(K): 1—300,
2—900,3—1140.

FIG. 5. Work functionvscoverage~coverage interval 0,u<23! plotted for
different temperatures of samarium deposition on siliconT(K): 1—300,
2—900,3—1140.
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the work-function behavior, one has to invoke addition
data bearing on the effect of the surface concentration
samarium atoms on the state of their electronic shells. Th
data can be derived from Refs. 6, 7, and 9. The latter pu
cation dealt with the concentration dependences of the w
function and valence of samarium adatoms for the S
W~100! system. For that system, thew5 f (u) relation ob-
tained atT5300 K follows the same pattern as that for Sm
Si~111!. It was established9 that the point at which the work
function starts to decrease after reaching a maximum fou
.2 coincides with the appearance in x-ray photoelect
spectra of the component corresponding to divalent Sm
oms. This correlation implies that the above decrease in
work function is caused by divalent samarium atoms loc
ized in the outermost monolayer of the adsorbed film.
mechanism can be readily conceived if one assumes t
electronegativity to be less than that of trivalent atoms.
this case the Sm21 atoms in the topmost monolayer of th
adsorbed film will be charged positively, and the Sm31 at-
oms in the lower layer, negatively~Fig. 6!. It is the double
electric layer produced in this way that will cause a decre
in the work function.

A similar correlation exists between the concentrati
dependence of the work function obtained in this work
the Sm–Si~111! system and the change in valence state
the Sm atoms adsorbed on Si~111!, which was observed in
Refs. 6 and 7~see Sec. A!. It permits us to describe the effec
of Sm valence on the concentration dependence of the w
function in the following way. At low coverages, the grow
in the number of Sm atoms is accompanied by an increas
their average valence and a considerable decrease o
work function. The former inhibits a change in the wo
function, in other words, if there were no Sm21→Sm31 tran-
sition, w would decrease still more. Atu50.73 the work
function reaches a minimum, to start growing thereafter.
already mentioned, this growth can be caused by metall
tion of the film. As the number of Sm atoms on the surfa
increases, such a film will progressively approach in its pr
erties three-dimensional samarium samples, on whose
face divalent states are known10 to exist. The latter means
that, starting with a certain coverage, a double electric la
will begin to form in the two topmost monolayers of the film
~Fig. 6!, after which the growth of the work function shoul
be replaced by its decrease. This is indeed observed to o
within the 1.5,u,3 coverage interval~curve 1 in Fig. 4!.

FIG. 6. Schematic picture of the double electric layer forming in an
sorbed samarium film.1—substrate.
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This is approximately the same interval in which the s
x-ray absorption spectra of samarium films were found7 to
undergo the most pronounced changes eventually resem
those of bulk Sm samples. This coincidence gives us grou
to believe that the double electric layer on a samarium fi
starts to form at a coverageu51.5. Thus metallization firs
causes an increase in the work function, which is follow
by its decrease after the appearance of Sm21 atoms in the
topmost monolayer of the film. It should be pointed out th
the model in Fig. 6 permits one not only to describe correc
the concentration dependences of the work function for
Sm–W~100! and Sm–Si~111! systems but also to explai
why samarium possesses one of the lowest work funct
among all RE metals.

The Dw5 f (u) relations obtained at 900 and 1140
differ considerably from that measured at room temperat
They differ from one another as well. The difference fro
the room-temperature concentration relation has primari
clearly pronounced quantitative character. Indeed, foru.3 it
becomes as large as 1.2 eV. The second difference con
in that when samarium is deposited on a heated crystal,
w5 f (u) relations exhibit distinct features foru,0.5, which
indicate structural changes in the transition layer.

Thew5 f (u) relations obtained for 900 and 1140 K di
fer in that the former exhibits a minimum atu50.62, while
in the latter there is no such minimum. The nature of t
minimum can be readily understood if one compares the c
centration dependences of the work function with the res
of our structure studies.4 These studies established forT
5900 K the following sequence of reconstructions occurr
with increasing Sm concentration: (331), (531), (7
31), and ()3))R30°, with the latter observed within th
coverage interval 0,u<25. Now for 1140 K the sequenc
is different: (331) and (531) (0.35,u<45). A compari-
son of the above sequences immediately suggests tha
minimum in theDw5 f (u) relation for 900 K is connected
with the formation of the ()3))R30° structure. Based on
their experimental data, the authors of Ref. 6 believe that
structure consists of two layers, with the upper one form
by divalent Sm atoms, and the lower one, by Sm31 atoms.
Considered within the concept used by us~Fig. 6! in explain-
ing the nature of the minimum in the room-temperatureDw
5 f (u) relation, such a two-layer formation should redu
the work function. A decrease in the work function is inde
observed exactly in the submonolayer-coverage reg
where the ()3))R30° structure starts to form. Atu
50.62, however, the work function reaches a minimum a
begins to grow untilu52. At this coverage, the work func
tion takes the value equal to that for thick silicide films~Fig.
5!. This pattern of thew5 f (u) relation foru.umin gives us
grounds to maintain that the increase in the work funct
after its minimum is caused by the growth on the surface
the transition layer of silicide crystallites, and that forT
5900 K this growth starts atu50.62. Whence it follows
that the contact-potential-difference method is capable of
termining fairly accurately the coverage at which the silici
film starts to form. The significance of this finding can
readily assessed if we recall that for the Sm–Si~111! system,
for instance, only very few of the experimental methods u
t
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by us and other researchers could provide such quantita
data.

The dependence of the work function on coverage
samarium films obtained by deposition on silicon heated
1140 K differs substantially from that grown at 900 K. Th
difference is clearly seen in Figs. 4 and 5. From among
characteristic features of theDw5 f (u) relation obtained for
1140 K, two deserve particular attention. First, the wo
function depends on the amount of deposited samarium o
within the coverage interval 0,u<0.26. Second, the work
function for u>0.26 coincides with that for thick silicide
films forming when samarium is deposited on silicon hea
to 900 K. The figureu50.26 is very close to the coverag
u50.33 at which we succeeded in establishing4 the onset of
the (531) reconstruction. It thus follows that the corre
sponding work function coincides with that for the silicid
As for the equal values ofw for 900 and 1140 K, this gives
us grounds to assume that the silicides formed at the
temperatures have the same stoichiometry and the s
structure, (131).

The results displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 offer a possibil
of determining the work function of metallic samarium film
w~Sm!, and of silicide films a few tens of monolayers thic
w~sil.!, as well as that of the (531) reconstruction,w(5
31), if one takes for the work function of Si(111)737 the
value w(Si)54.6 eV ~Ref. 11!. We then obtainw(Sm)
52.9 eV, w@sil.~900 K)]5w@sil.(1140 K)#5w(531)
54.1 eV.

The silicide work function is remarkably high. A pos
sible explanation for this is suggested by experimental d
described in section 2. By these data, the silicon Auger
nal for thick silicide films approaches that for the substrate
u50. The difference between them does not exceed 20%
T5900 K and 10% for 1140 K. Taking this into account,
well as the layered nature of three-dimensional silic
films,12 it appears only natural to assume that their surfac
coated by an array of silicon atoms. Silicon atoms and
underlying Sm atoms, which possess a larger electroneg
ity than the Si atoms, will be charged negatively, and
metal atoms, positively. Obviously enough, such a surf
double layer, which increases the work function, is capa
of explaining the larger value ofw for the silicide.
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Effect of a bounding surface on the rotational viscosity of liquid crystals
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The effect of a surface, bounding a nematic-liquid phase, on the rotational viscosityg1 is
investigated on the basis of a statistical approach employing direct correlation functions. Specific
calculations are performed for a model system consisting of ellipsoidal molecules interacting
via a Gay–Berne potential near the bounding surface. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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The theoretical description of dissipation processes
liquid crystals~LCs! is once again attracting investigators1

Despite the fact that certain qualitative advances have b
made in the construction of a molecular theory of the rh
logical properties of nematic-liquid crystals~NLCs!, it is still
too early to talk about the development of a theory wh
would make it possible to describe the rheological proces
from first principles, based only on the form of the Ham
tonian.

But, since the coefficient of rotational viscosityg1 is one
of the parameters determining the dynamics of LCs, and
tensive experimental data on the viscosity of LCs have n
been accumulated,2 the question of a theoretical interpret
tion of these data inevitably arises.

For the most part, this problem was solved on the o
hand on the basis of either a simplified molecular mode
the free volume3 or a theory based on the Fokker-Plan
equation for a model of NLCs in a polymer solution4 or by
using the same Fokker–Planck kinetics to estimate the c
ficient of rotational viscosity,5 and on the other hand by th
nonequilibrium statistical operator~NSO! method,6 taking
account of different correlations to describe the rheolog
processes in NLCs.7

These approaches to describing rotational viscosity
NLCs have the serious drawback that the approximati
introduced into the theory do not fall into a definite hierarc
and they serve only to resolve particular difficulties. Ul
mately, this even precludes making comparisons of the fi
results. Another weak point of all approaches, without
ception, is the large number of adjustable parameters.

The objective of the present work is to investigate t
effect of a bounding surface on the rotational viscosity
liquid crystals on the basis of a treatment combining
Nemtsov model7 and the Brook–Levinson–Zakharo
model.8 The orientational distribution function required fo
the final calculations ofg1 can be obtained on the basis of a
independent statistical theory9 or by molecular-dynamics
methods.10 The theoretically established relation betweeng1

and the order parameters of the LC system, in turn, make
1761063-7834/98/40(10)/4/$15.00
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possible to describe the temperature dependence of the
ficient of rotational viscosity.

1. BASIC RESULTS OF THE STATISTICAL THEORY OF
VISCOSITY

The dissipation energy of nematic-liquid crystals is d
termined by the viscous-stress tensor

s5a1~nn:A!nn1a2nN1a3Nn1a4A

1a5nnA1a6Ann, ~1!

whereA51/2(] in j1] jn i) is the symmetric part of the tenso
of the gradients of the flow velocity of the NLC,N5dn/dt
2(V3n), whereV51/2(] in j2] jn i), n is the unit vector of
the director in the NLC, and thea i ( i 51,...,6) are the coef-
ficients of viscosity, known as the Leslie coefficients.1

The Leslie coefficients satisfy the Parodi relation1

a21a35a62a5 , ~2!

so that only five of the six coefficientsa i are independent. In
the isotropic phase alla i , excepta4 , equal zero, anda4 is
the shear viscosity of an isotropic liquid.

In the case of a liquid-crystal phase the coefficient t
plays the role of the coefficient of rotational viscosi
g15a32a2 is of greatest interest, since it determines in t
absence of hydrodynamic flow the dissipation of energy
account of only the rotation of the directorn under the action
of external forces.

The first microscopic description of the rotational vi
cosity of NLCs~and all other Leslie coefficients! was given
by Diogo and Martins3 who advanced idea that the coeffi
cient of rotational viscosity

g1;S2 exp@S2E/@k~T2TNI!## ~3!

is proportional to the characteristic relaxation time of t
NLC, associated with the probability of overcoming a pote
tial barrier in a molecular reorientation process. The mag
tude of the barrier is determined both by the average orie
ing field acting on a molecule and by the parameters of
free volume of the NLC that is required for molecular reo
5 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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entation. An essential point is that the activation energy
sociated with the average molecular field is proportiona
the squared order parameterS and varies appreciably nea
the transition pointTNI into the isotropic phase. Her
S[^P2(cosui)& is the order parameter, cosui5n•k, k is a
unit vector directed along the major axis of thei-th molecule,
P2 is a second-order Legendre polynomial,1 and the brackets
denote a statistical average.

This approach has the considerable drawback that
impossible to describe the difference between the Leslie
efficients, since they are all assumed to be determined by
same relaxation time. At the same time, it is known fro
experiments that Leslie coefficients differ considerably
only in absolute magnitude but also in sign.1

An interesting approach to the description of rotation
viscosity of LCs of polymer solutions has been proposed
Doi and Kuzuu~DK!.1 However, this approach is limited
primarily to polymer systems characterized by a high visc
ity and small volume fraction of the molecules. Anoth
drawback of this approach is the absence of an expone
temperature dependence, observed in experiments,2 of the
Leslie coefficients and the fact that the coefficient of ro
tional viscosity,

g1;
rkTS

DRj
, ~4!

can be calculated only once the rotational self-diffusion
efficient DR and the parameterj51/cos(2w0), associated
with the maximum anglew0 of the orientations of the axes o
the nematic order by the hydrodynamic flow, have been
culated. Here there arises an independent problem—the
culation of the rotational self-diffusion coefficient or ‘‘mi
croscopic friction.’’

Several years ago Brook–Levinson and Zakha
~BLZ!8 proposed a simple molecular model for calculati
the rotational self-diffusion coefficient of liquid-crystal sy
tems. The model is based on the random-walk theory c
bined with some statistical-mechanical ideas. The result i
expression for the rotational self-diffusion coefficient

DR5p3@kT/2pI #1/2FS p

2 D ~5!

presented in the form of a function of temperatureT, the
molecular moment of inertiaI, and the value of the orienta
tional distribution functionF(u) at the pointu5p/2, which
corresponds to a molecular orientation perpendicular to
director. As is well known, in a liquid crystalF(u) possesses
a fairly sharp maximum atu50, rapidly decreasing to the
pointu5p/2, where it has a small but finite value. The qua
tity F(p/2) determines the width of the ‘‘gates’’ throug
which molecules diffuse in orientational space. IfF(p/2)
50, thenDR50, i.e., there is no rotational diffusion, whic
corresponds to a completely ordered crystal. Thisa priori
unknown factorF(p/2) can be taken, for example, from
computational results obtained by molecular-dynamics10 or
from a statistical theory.9 All this makes it possible to give
the DK theory a logically comlete form.
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The next step in constructing a molecular theory of v
cosity was taken by Osipov and Terent’ev~OT!,5 who esti-
mated, on the basis of molecular-field theory using
Fokker–Planck equation, the coefficient of rotational visc
ity as

g1;
rl

6
@J/kT#1/2 exp@J/kT#, ~6!

wherer5N/V is the density of a system ofN particles in a
volume V, while J5J0S, where J0 is the height of the
Maier–Saupe potential. But even in this theory the basic
ficulty is to estimate the coefficient of ‘‘microscopic fric
tion’’ of the moleculesl5kT/DR . In the OT work an esti-
mate of the coefficientl was given in the forml;h l 3 on
the basis of general dimensional considerations, whereh is a
certain initial coefficient of viscosity which is of the order o
the isotropic viscositya4 , while l is the molecular length.
Adding to this the fact that the values of the adjustable
rameter J lie in the range 4.0,J/kT,7.0, a reasonable
choice of the other parameters in the OT theory gives ord
of-magnitude agreement with experimental data for the
efficient of rotational viscosity ofp-azoxyanisole.2

Another approach to describing the rotational viscos
in NLCs was developed by Nemtsov7 on the basis of the
NSO method.6 In contrast to the investigations mentione
above, this approach takes account of not only the auto
relation of the microscopic stress tensor but also the corr
tions of this quantity with the fluxes of the tensor order p
rameter and director. A calculation of these correlatio
shows the importance of the contribution of the interact
between the flow of the medium and the molecular orien
tion to the coefficient of viscosity. The nonequilibrium ave
aging of the microscopic stress tensor and the equation
motion for the order parameter and director@see Eqs.~30!–
~36! in Ref. 11#, performed on the basis of the NSO metho
taking account of the fact that the temporal correlation fu
tions determining the viscosity coefficients are calculated
proximately using the Fokker–Planck equation@see Eqs.
~37!–~40! in Ref. 11#, made it possible to obtain an expre
sion, of interest to us, for the rotational viscosity coefficie
g1 in the form

g15
6r

DR
f ~S!, ~7!

where

f ~S!5
~3.18110.757S!S2

2.8811S12.36S214.69S320.743S4 .

But even in this approach the main difficulty is to calcula
the rotational self-diffusion coefficientDR .

Several years ago a comparative analysis was mad
the computational results forg1 , obtained on the basis of th
DM and OT models, and the experimental data for a num
of LC compounds.12 The results appear to be quite encou
aging at first glance, but the large number of adjustable
rameters employed in the calculations decreases some
the value of these approaches and makes it impossibl
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calculate the rotational viscosity from first principles, bas
only on the form of the Hamiltonian of the system.

2. INFLUENCE OF THE BOUNDING SURFACE ON THE
ROTATIONAL VISCOSITY

The main problem studied in the present paper is to
vestigate the effect of an interacting surface on the rotatio
viscosity on the basis of the already-developed statist
approach7 using the tools of direct correlation functions.7,11

Preference is given to the Nemtsov approach7 for a va-
riety of reasons: In the first place, the correlations of
microscopic stress tensor with the fluxes of the tensor o
parameter and the director are taken into account more c
pletely and, in the second place, the contributions due to
interaction between the flow of the medium and the mole
lar orientations are taken into account. Using the B
theory8 to describe rotational self-diffusion processes ma
it possible to express the coefficientg1 in a form convenient
for direct calculations

g15
6r

p3 @2pI /kT#1/2
1

F~p/2!
f ~S!. ~8!

Another possible representation ofg1 is provided by the
well-known expansion of the orientational distribution fun
tion in a series in Legendre polynomials

F~u!5(
l

2l 11

2
^Pl~cosu!&Pl~cosu!, ~9!

wherel is an even number. Setting hereu5p/2 we obtain

F~p/2!5(
l

2l 11

2
^Pl~cosu!&Pl~cosp/2!. ~10!

Since most experimental methods permit finding only
first few coefficients in Eq.~10!, limiting the series to the
first few terms up tol 53 we obtain

F~p/2!5
1

2 F12
5

2
^P2&1

27

8
^P4&2

65

16
^P6&G . ~11!

Substituting the expression~11! into Eq. ~8! we find that the
coefficient of rotational viscosity can be expressed in ter
of the temperatureT, the molecular moment of inertiaI, the
order parameterŝPl&, and the densityr of the system.

We shall estimateDR and g1 for the nematic p-
azoxyanisole. According to Ref. 9,F(p/2)'0.05; for
T5390 K, I 520310244 kg•m2, and k51.38310223 J/K
Eq. ~5! gives the estimateDR'1.131010 s21, which is quite
close to both the molecular-dynamics estimate13 (DR50.4
31010 s21) and the experimental estimates14 (DR'1010

21011 s21), while Eq. ~8! gives g1'0.0536 ps. This value
agrees quite well with the experimental estimateg1

exp

'0.067 ps.15

In the case of a nematic phase bounded by a flat wall,
order parameterŝP2&, ^P4&, and^P6& are functions of the
distance from the surface. The computational results sh
that, irrespective of the nature of the interacting surface,
effect of the wall extends only to several molecular lay
and is determined mainly by intermolecular correlations.9
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Using the order parameters^P2&, ^P4&, and ^P6&, cal-
culated using the single-particle molecular-orientation
distribution function determined in Ref. 9, we shall calcula
the coefficient of rotational viscosityg1 as a function of the
distance from the bounding surface on the basis of
Nemtsov, Brook–Levinson, and Zakharov approach acco
ing to Eq.~8! and expression~11!. As already mentioned, the
orientational distribution functionF(u) appearing in expres
sion ~8! for the coefficient of rotational viscosity can be ca
culated either on the basis of an independent statist
theory or using molecular-dynamics.

One such approach to calculating the functionF(u) on
the basis of the method of conditional distributions16–18 is
presented in detail in Ref. 9. In this approach, the interact
potential of ellipsoidal molecules forming a nematic pha
was chosen in the Gay–Berne form16

F~qi j ,ei ,ej !54e0e~ei ,ej ,ei j !$~s0 /r i j !
122~s0 /r i j !

6%,
~12!

where r i j 5uqi j u2s(ei ,ej ,ei j 1s0). Here ei and ej are, re-
spectively, unit vectors directed along the major axes of
ellipsoidala-th andj-th molecules,qi j is a vector connecting
the centers of the molecules, andei j 5qi j /uqi j u. The param-
eters of the potential energye(ei ,ej ,ei j ) and the size
s(ei ,ej ,ei j ) are functions of the relative orientation of th
moleculesi and j. They are determined by Eqs.~3!, ~4!, and
~8!–~10! from Ref. 16, respectively. These functions al
depend on the molecular shape, determined by the molec
ellipticity parameters i /s' , wheres i is the length of the
major semiaxis of an ellipsoidal molecule ands' is the
length of the minor semiaxis, and on the energy param
e l /es ~in the notations of Ref. 16!.

The presence of a solid wall presupposes that the m
ecules forming the nematic phase occupy the half-sp
x>0 ~the coordinate system is chosen in a manner such
the x axis is directed along the normal to the surface, wh
thez axis is oriented so that the director lies in thexzplane!.
The wall also interacts with the molecules of the nema
through the potential

F~ei ,xi !5
2p

3

ew

sw
2 F 2

15
~s0 /swxi !

92~s0 /swxi !
3G .

~13!

The energyew and sizesw parameters depend on the orie
tation of thei-th molecule and are determined by the expr
sion ~20! and~21! of Ref. 9, respectively. The energy param
eterew5ee0 determines the strength of the interaction of t
wall with the molecules in the system;xi is the distance
between a molecule and the wall; and,ei5(ei ,x ,ei ,y ,ei ,z).

In what follows, we shall employe0 as the unit of en-
ergy ands' as the unit of length. In this system of units th
proposed theory contains several independent parame
the dimensionless volumen* 5n/s'

3 and the temperature
u5kT/e0 as well as the parametersew ands i /s' , reflect-
ing the degree of interaction of the wall with the molecul
in the system and the character of the ellipticity of the m
ecules themselves, respectively. The latter parameter
chosen ass i /s'53.
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The computational results obtained using the model
tentials~12! and ~13! showed that the dimensionless coef
cient of rotational viscosityg̃15g1s'

3 /(e0I )1/2 decreases a
temperatureu increases and depends strongly on the dista
to the bounding surfaceL5x/s' ~see Fig. 1!. Ordinarily,g1

decreases rapidly within the first two molecular volumes a
rapidly reaches the bulk valuegb . This behavior of the co-
efficient of rotational viscosity can be explained by the fa
that molecules tend to be more strongly ordered nea
strongly acting surface (ew55.0e0) than in the interior of the
nematic. This is confirmed by the results of calculations
the order parameterS(L)5^P2

(L)(cosui)& as a function of the
distanceL to the bounding surface. The quantityS(L) also
decreases rapidly within the first two molecular layers a
rapidly reaches the bulk value~see Fig. 1 in Ref. 9!. Alter-
native calculations by the molecular-dynamics methods,
ing the intermolecular potentials~12! and the interaction po
tentials~13! between the nematic molecules and a bound
surface, give good quantitative agreement~see Fig. 1 in Ref.
9!. Since the order parameterS(L) has the highest absolut
value among the order parameters, it determines the beha
of the orientational functionF(u) and the coefficient of ro-
tational viscosity. This explains the sharp decrease ing1 as a
function of distance from the bounding surface.

The main result of this work is that a new model descr
tion has been proposed for the rotational viscosity of a N

FIG. 1. Dimensionless coefficient of rotational viscosityg1 versus the dis-
tanceL from the wall withn* 54.0,s i /s'53.0,ew55.0e0 and dimension-
less temperaturesu50.75 ~1!, 0.7885~2!, and 0.827~3!. The values of the
parametersm andn ~in the notations of Ref. 16! were chosen equal to 1 an
2, respectively.
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on the basis of a statistical-mechanics approach, combin
the ideas of the nonequilibrium statistical-operator meth6

and the conditional-distributions method.18 The coefficient of
rotational viscosityg1 is determined by the moment of ine
tia of the molecules comprising the nematic phase, the d
sity and temperature of the phase, and also the order pa
eters, to calculate which it is necessary to know only
intermolecular interaction potentials. The theory contains
adjustable parameters and gives good quantitative agree
with both the experimental results forp-azoxyanisole and the
results obtained by alternative methods, for example, m
lecular dynamics. The proposed model was used to inve
gate the effect of a bounding surface on the rotational v
cosity of NLCs. The character of the influence of the surfa
is in many respects similar to the influence of a bound
surface on the shear viscosity of an isotropic liquid,19 since
this surface promotes the formation of oriented layers n
the walls.
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Magnetic susceptibility of multilayered carbon nanotubes
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A theoretical study of the magnetic susceptibility of multilayered carbon nanotubes in fields both
parallel,Hi , and perpendicular,H' , to the tube axis has been carried out disregarding
electron-electron interaction. The temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibility obtained
exhibit a nontrivial form forHi , which is related to the quasi-one-dimensionality of such a
system as the nanotube. The dependences of the magnetic susceptibility on chemical potentialx~m!
have also been derived. At low temperatures,x~m! has sharp peaks in fieldsHi , which is
connected with the presence of 1/AE-type singularities in the density of states of nanotubes. The
effect of interlayer coupling on magnetic susceptibility of small-radius tubes has been
investigated numerically. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~98!03710-1#
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This work deals with an investigation of the magne
susceptibility of carbon nanotubes in magnetic fields b
parallel and perpendicular to the tube axis. Carbon nanotu
are actually graphite networks rolled up into tubes with ra
varying from to 10 to 150 Å. Nanotubes form as a b
product of fullerene preparation in an arc discharge ma
tained between graphite electrodes.1 Tubes with larger radii
~above 10 Å! are multilayered, i.e., they are sets of tub
nested in one another. The interlayer distance is appr
mately the same as in graphite, i.e., about 3.5 Å.

Carbon nanotubes are of considerable interest as na
one-dimensional objects with the length to diameter ratio
high as 1042105. Present-day technology permits one to o
tain one-layer nanotubes with a radius of 10 to 30 Å. T
band structure of such tubes depends on their symmetry
termined by the chirality vectorCh .2–4 Depending on the
actual symmetry of the tubes, they can be metals or semi
ductors, with the magnetic field affecting the gap betwe
the valence and conduction band. A nonmetallic tube m
become metallic in a magnetic field. This gives rise to a v
unusual behavior of magnetoresistance.5,6

Pure graphite is known to possess anisotropic diam
netic susceptibility. The susceptibility in a field parallel
the graphite plane is approximately equal to the intrinsic s
ceptibility of the carbon atom ('2531027 emu/g). The
susceptibility in a field perpendicular to this plane is ve
large ('2531025 emu/g). This property of graphite wa
studied in considerable detail.7,8 In this connection the inter
est in the magnetic susceptibility of such a modification
graphite as the nanotube appears justified. A large numbe
publications dealing with this subject, both experimental9,10

and theoretical,11,12have appeared in the literature. The ma
netic susceptibility of a single-layer nanotube in a fieldHi as
a function of magnetic fluxF through the tube cross sectio
was studied in quantitative detail.11,12 In this case the prob
lem simplifies considerably, because an analytical expres
1761063-7834/98/40(10)/5/$15.00
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is available for the electronic spectrum forHi. By contrast,
the present work studies large-radius multilayered nanotu

1. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY IN A FIELD PARALLEL TO
THE NANOTUBE AXIS

It was shown13 that the diamagnetic susceptibility o
doped nanotubes (EFÞ0) can be as high as 1023 emu/g at
zero temperature, if the magnetic field is aligned with t
tube axis. In experiments, however, the diamagnetic sus
tibility of nanotubes was found to be even less than that
graphite. Even a very low temperature14 (T'1 K) was
shown to reduce dramatically the diamagnetic susceptib
in Hi .

Consider thep electrons of a nanotube in the approx
mation of tightly bound, noninteracting electrons. It is a
sumed that 1! the atomic wave function is localized at lattic
sites, and 2! magnetic field changes very weakly on a leng
scale equal to the lattice period. Thep-electron Hamiltonian
can be written

H5b0( ~am
1am exp~ iSn,m!1h.c.!

1( ~bn,man
1am exp~ iSn,m!1h.c.!, ~1!

wherea1,a are the electron creation and annihilation ope
tors, andSn,m is a phase factor connected with the magne
field15

Sn,m5
1

F0
E

Rn

Rm
A~j!dj, ~2!

whereA~j! is the vector potential of the magnetic field, an
F05\c/e.

In the first term of the Hamiltonian, the summation
performed over the nearest neighbors in the same layer.
9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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second term takes into account atomic coupling between
adjacent layers in a nanotube. The resonance integrab0

52 eV, andbn,m depends on the distance between atomn
andm and is chosen in the following way:

bn,m5b~ uRn2Rmu!5g expS 2
uRn2Rmu

r 0
D ,

uRn2Rmu<5 Å,

bn,m50, uRn2Rmu>5 Å. ~3!

If one neglects interlayer coupling in the nanotube, thep-
electron spectrum in a field parallel to the tube axisHi can
be found analytically;11 it depends on the chirality vecto
Ch . We consider here zigzag-type tubes, whose unit cell
cylinder of height 3a ~a is the carbon-atom spacing in th
graphite network!. The analytical spectrum of such tubes h
the simplest form:

E~kx ,ky ,H !56b0F114 cosS 3aky

2 D cosS)akx

2 D
34 cos2S)akx

2 D G1/2

, ~4!

wherea51.4 Å, ky is the wave vector along the tube axi
kx52p/)aM0 (J1 F/F0), J51,2,...,2M0 , M0 is the
number of hexagons fitting into the tube perimeter, andF is
the magnetic flux through the tube cross section.

We are interested in the differential susceptibilityx i in
zero field, which can be calculated from the expression

x~T!52
]2F~H,T!

]H2

5
1

V (
k

F2
]2E

]H2 f e1
1

kT S ]E

]H D 2

f e~12 f e!G , ~5!

whereF(H,T) is the free energy per unit volume,V is the
nanotube volume, andf e is the Fermi–Dirac distribution
The wave vector for a nanotube considered as an open
inder of finite length isky5(p/N011)n, n51,...,N0 .

For T50, only the first term is left in Eq.~5!. The sum-
mation over the quasi-momentum was performed num
cally. When constructing multilayered tubes, the tube of
minimum radius was assigned the indices~11.0!, with the
perimeter of each subsequent tube being increased b
hexagons to~21.0!, ~31.0!, and so on. The susceptibility of
nanotube depends on its radius and the Fermi energyEF , i.e.
on the amount of impurities. At zero temperature, the s
ceptibility of a doped multilayered nanotube varies as
square of its radius~Fig. 1!, and for a tube of radius 150 Å
doped to 1% by an acceptor impurity it is approximate
2531024 emu.

As the temperature increases to an extent wherekT be-
comes of the order of the distance between energy leve
the Fermi surface, the diamagnetic susceptibility drops r
idly, because the second~paramagnetic! term in Eq.~5! be-
comes nonzero. This term is connected with different filli
of the magnetic field-split levels withkx56k. Only the lev-
els lying near the Fermi surface within an energy interval
he

a

s

yl-

i-
e

10

-
e

at
p-

f

orderkT contribute to this term. It does not, however, vani
in the thermodynamic limit. If one goes to the thermod
namic limit in N0 , the function (1/kT) f (12 f ) may be con-
sidered ad function at low temperatures. Then the seco
term in Eq.~5! takes on the form

1

V (
k

1

kT S ]E

]H D 2

f ~12 f !5a(
kx

S ]E

]kx
D 2

r~E,kx!, ~6!

r~E,kx!
N0

kx
5

N0

p U]E~kx ,ky!

]ky
U21U

E~kx ,ky!5E

. ~7!

For real nanotubes, i.e. whenN0 is finite, the suscepti-
bility approximatesx(10) for kTc'DE ~DE is the level
spacing near the Fermi surface!. The magnetic susceptibility
x i for two-layer tubes of various lengths calculated for lo
temperatures is shown in Fig. 2.

As seen from Eq.~6!, for T>Tc the magnetic suscepti
bility depends on the density of states on the Fermi surf

FIG. 1. Dependence of susceptibilityx i on nanotube radiusR. Acceptor
concentration 1%, temperatureT50 K.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of susceptibilityx i of two-layered doped
nanotubes of length~mm!: 1—0.42, 2—0.84, 3—2.1. Acceptor concentra-
tion 1%.
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r(E), which has 1/AE-type singularities. The density o
states of a multilayered tube is a sum of several functi
with different periods, i.e. a function with quasi-random
spaced peaks. Hencex(EF) of a single multilayered nano
tube at a fixed temperature should vary strongly under d
ing. Averaging over the sample will, however, smooth t
x(EF) function.

Consider now the effect of interlayer atomic coupling
a nanotube (bn,mÞ0). The coupling parameters are chos
such that

g expS 2
1.4

r 0
D52 eV,

g expS 2
DR

r 0
D5b1 , ~8!

where DR is the layer spacing in Å, andb1 is an energy
parameter determining the interlayer coupling. We shall v
b1 from zero to 0.4 eV. The coupled equations~8! can be
used to findg andr 0 . We can no longer find analytically th
spectrum of Hamiltonian~1! and will have to look for its
eigenvalues numerically.

We shall treat two- and three-layered tubes as infinit
long one-dimensional objects. A three-layer tube is actu
three~10.0!, ~20.0!, ~30.0! zigzag tubes nested one into a
other as the radius increases. The unit cell of such a tube
cylinder of height 3a and contains 240 atoms. The vect
potential is chosen in the formA5(2 Hy/2 ,Hx/2 ,0) ~the z
axis is aligned with the tube axis!. With the vector potential
chosen in this way, the wave vectorkz remains the transla
tional quantum number (2p<kz3a<p). Now for each
fixed value of vectorkz we have to diagonalize a 1203120
matrix for a two-layer nanotube, and a matrix of size 2
3240 for a three-layer tube to obtain 120 and 240 ene
bands, respectively. After this, we can find the free energ
such a nanotube in the presence of a magnetic field:

F~H !52kT (
i
E lnF11expS 2

Ei~kz!2m

kT D Gdkz

1mNe , ~9!

wherem is the chemical potential, andNe is the number of
electrons. The summation is performed over all spec
branches of a one-dimensional system.

Having calculated the free energy for three differe
fields 0,H, and 2H, one can find the differential suscept
bility from the expression

x5
F~0!1F~2H !22F~H !

VH2 . ~10!

In a real numerical calculation,kz runs through a discrete
spectrum of values~we took 1000 values! from 2p/3a to
1p/3a, and integration overkz in Eq. ~9! is replaced by
summation over this discrete spectrum.

Figure 3 plotsx(b1)/x(0) as a function ofb1 /b0 for
EF50. Because in a real systemb1 /b0'0.1, interlayer cou-
pling is seen to affect only weakly the magnetic suscepti
ity of nanotubes in a field parallel to the tube axis. Plotted
Fig. 4 are thex(EF) relations for doped nanotubes, whic
s

p-
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were calculated for the temperatureT510 K for b150 and
b150.2 eV. We readily see that interlayer coupling does
result in noticeable flattening of the peaks where the den
of states has 1/AE singularities.

2. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY IN A FIELD
PERPENDICULAR TO TUBE AXIS

If the magnetic field is perpendicular to the tube axis,
can choose the vector potential in the formA5(0,0,Hy) ~the
z axis is along the tube axis!. In a perpendicular field we can
no longer find an analytical spectrum even in the case wh
there is no interaction between atoms in different nanot

FIG. 3. Effect of interlayer coupling on susceptibilityx i for a two-layer tube
calculated forEF50 eV andT50 K.

FIG. 4. Dependence of susceptibilityx i of ~a! two-layered and~b! three-
layered nanotube on Fermi energyEF calculated forT5100 K, ~1! b1

50, and~2! b150.2 eV.
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layers. Therefore, we shall have to calculate the spect
numerically, as we did in the preceding Section.

Consider first the case where allbn,m50, i.e., when
there is no interlayer coupling. In this case we can find
electron spectrum and the free energy of each layer s
rately and then perform summation over the layers. The
cell of each layer is a cylinder of height 3a ~for zigzag
tubes!. With the vector potential chosen as above, the w

FIG. 5. Dependence on tube diameterd of susceptibility x' in a field
perpendicular to the tube axis, calculated neglecting interlayer coupling

FIG. 6. Dependence of susceptibilityx' of multilayered doped nanotube
of various diameters on acceptor concentrationC calculated for ~a!
T5100 K and~b! T5300 K.
m

e
a-
it

e

vector kz remains a translational quantum number (2p
<kz3a<p). In a one-layer tube (N,0) the number of atoms
in a unit cell is 4N, which yields 4N energy levels for each
fixed value ofkz .16 As in the case of a parallel field, w
replace the continuous variablekz with a discrete set of 1000
values ofkz . The free energy is found by replacing integr
tion overkz by summation over the discrete set.

The construction of filled tubes was started by taking
tube of the minimum radius~10.0!, with increasing the pe-
rimeter of each subsequent tube by 10 hexagons to~20.0!,
~30.0!, and so on. The outermost layer of the tube with t
maximum radius was~150.0!. The diameter of this nanotub
is approximately 110 Å. We proceed next as we did in t
preceding Section, namely, we find numerically from Eq.~9!
the free energy of each layer for three values of the field
H, and 2H. Summation over all nanotube layers yields t
free energyF(H), which can be used to calculatex' from
Eq. ~10!. Figure 5 plotsx' as a function of nanotube radiu
for EF50. One readily sees that the diamagnetic suscept
ity x' for nanotubes of a large enough radius is lower tha
is for graphite.

Figure 6 displaysx' as a function of impurity concen
tration C ~in per cent! for doped tubes. We see that even
small amount of a donor or acceptor impurity results in
strong drop of the diamagnetic susceptibility. Whence it f
lows that if the experimentally obtained susceptibility
nanotubes is of the order of 1025 emu, they practically do
not contain impurities, i.e., their chemical potential is clo
to zero.

Consider now the effect of interlayer coupling onx' .
We used the procedure employed withx i to study the effect
of interaction among atoms located in different layers onx'

for 0,b1 /b0,0.2. The results of the calculations made f
EF50 are plotted in Fig. 7. Because in real systemsb1 /b0

'0.1, the magnetic susceptibility in a field perpendicular
tube axis is seen to be practically insensitive to interla
coupling.

Support of the International Research & Developme
Center~Grant 015-94! is gratefully acknowledged.

FIG. 7. Effect of interlayer coupling on susceptibilityx' for ~1! two-layered
and ~2! three-layered nanotubes calculated forEF50 eV andT50 K.
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